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The affordable way to be heard
on HF, VHF and UHF.
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Listen for Yaesu's FT-767GX every-
where you might hear it: HF, 6 meters,
2 meters and 70 cms.

You'll hear operators calling it the
ideal HF/VHF/UHF base station.

And they'll rave about its full -
featured performance and highly
attractive price.

You see, the FT-767GX continues
the price/performance tradition of
our popular FT-757GX. But with even
more features.

When you're ready to expand
beyond HF coverage, just plug in
optional modules for 6 -metre, 2 -metre,
and 70-cms operation.

As standard equipment, you get a
built-in HF automatic antenna tuner,
AC power supply, digital SWR meter,
digital power output meter, electronic
keyer, and CW filter.

And operation is smooth and
intuitive with keyboard frequency
entry. Dual VFOs that tune in 10 -Hz
steps. A digital display in 10 -Hz steps.
And ten memories that store mode,
frequency, and CTCSS tone
information.

The FT-767GX is ready to operate
full duty cycle at full rated power
output for up to 30 minutes. And it
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listens from 100 kHz to 30 MHz.
Plus your station is really complete

with full CW break-in, our patented
Audio Peak Filter for CW operation,
a CW TX offset variable 500/600/700
Hz, IF. shift, an IF notch filter, a
Woodpecker noise blanker, a VFO
tracking system for slaved A/B VFO
tuning. And that's just a partial list!

But the best way to discover its
full -featured performance is to visit
your authorised Yaesu dealer today.

Yaesu's FT-767GX. The
HF/VHF/UHF base station you'll
hear about on the air.

YAESU
South Midlands Communications
S.M. House, School Close,
Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate,
Eastleigh, Hants SO5 3BY
Tel: (0703) 255111

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
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ICOM
NEW MULTIBAND
IC -970E Base Station
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Designed for the serious operator on the 144,430 and 1200MHz bands, Icom's new
IC -970E has up-to-date technology for DX, digital and satellite communications.

The IC -970E is supplied as an all mode dual -bander for 144 and 430MHz bands. Optional
units expand its capabilities to 1200MHz or wideband receiving from 50-905MHz.

Communications via satellites has never been easier. The IC -970E automatically tracks
uplink and downlink frequencies as the tuning control is rotated also, ten specific memory
channels for satellite frequencies.

The dual -band watch allows you to receive both MAIN and SUB band audio
simultaneously, multiple scanning systems on the MAIN and SUB bands plus 99 memories,
an easy to read central display and Icom's DDS sytem make this one of the most comprehensive
multi -band transceivers available.

For more detailed information on the IC -970E Base Station or any other Icom radio
equipment contact your local authorised dealer or call Icom (UK) Ltd.

Icom (UK) Ltd.
Dept. PW, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD. Tel: 0227 363859. 24 Hour. As from 1st September our showroom opening
times will be Mon -Fri 09.00-13.00 and 14.00-17.30.
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Count on us!

NEW MOBILES

IC-229E/449E
2M, FM Mobiles

IC -3220E
Dual -Band
Mobile
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Icom have built a range of ultra compact FM
mobile transceivers. Similar in style, easy to operate and
perfect for driving safety. Advanced features include
a variety of tuning steps, memories, scan functions,
adjustable R.F. power, optional pager and tone
squelch units for selective calling. All these models
include the HM -59 hand microphone with up/down
and 1750Hz tone call for repeater operation. The
unique simple operation enables each function to be
operated with one switch. Illuminated switches and
controls give complete night time operation.

IC -229E VHF Mobile. This VHF 25 watt transceiver
measure just 140(w) x 40(h) x 105(d) mm. No need to
worry about installation, its small enough to fit most
vehicles. Also available the IC -229H 50 watt version
where extra high power is required.

IC -449E UHF Mobile. High sensitivity with GaAs
FET's and 35w output power provide optimum
performance with this UHF transceiver. 20 Memory
channels and a programmable call channel can be
used to store most used frequencies.

IC -3220E Dual Band Mobile. Enjoy complete dual -
band operation. In addition to cross band duplex
operation this transceiver can receive both MAIN
and SUB bands simultaneously. One of the smallest
dual -band mobile transceivers available, the
IC -3220E has a 25 Watt output on both bands. Where
higher power is required the IC -3220H offers 45 watts
on the 144MHz band and 35 watts on the 430MHz
band.

Helpline: Telephone us free of charge on 0800 521145 Mon -Fri 0900-13.00 and 14.00-17.30. This service
obtaining information about or ordering Icom equipment. We regret this cannot be used by dealers or for
enquiries and parts orders, thank you.
Datapost: Despatch on same day whenever possible.
Visa & Made/wards: Telephone orders taken by our mail order dept. instant credit & interest -free HP.

is strictly for
repair

VISA
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smErSouth Midlands C4
SCHOOL CLOSE, CHANDLERS FORD IND. EST., EASTLEIGH, HI

SUMMER SPECIALS
ON YAESU HANDHELDS.

'SNI
ARE
PLEASED
TO ANNOUNCE
SOME VERY
SPECIAL PACKAGE
DEALS ON VHF/UHF
HANDHELDS. IF YOU
BUY ANY OF THE
FOLLOWING HAND-
HELDS WITH AN FNB10
NICAD WE WILL GIVE YOU
AN SMC28 WALL CHARGER
ABSOLUTELY FREE.
A SAVING OF AROUND £14.

FT23R + FNB10 + SMC28 £239 FT73R + FNB10 + SMC28 £249
FT411 + FNB10 + SMC28 £249 FT811 + FNB10 + SMC28 £259

FT470 + FNB10 + SMC28 £384
LEEDS
SMC (Northern)
Nowell Lane
Industrial Estate
Leeds LSe ade
Leeds (0532) 350606
9-5.30 Mon -Sat
Closed Sat afternoon

CHESTERFIELD
SMC (Midlands)
1Nw0e2HjhhitItgleritn

Chesterfield
Chest (0246) 453340
9.30-5.30 Tues-Sal

BIRMINGHAM AXMINSTER
SMC (Birmingham) F

504 Alum Rock Road
liz Vitirs.earnrcl &CoLtd

Parade
Alum Rock West Street
Birmingham B8 3HX Axminster
1621-327) 14971.313 Devon EX13 5111'
9 00-5 00 Tues-Fri Axminster (0297) 34918
9.00-4 DO Sat 9-5.29 Tees -Sat

SOUTHAMPTON SHOWROOM open 9.00-5.00 Monday to Friday, 9.00-1.00 Saturday. Service Dept open Mon -Fri 9.00-5.00.

VISA
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rnmunicattoins Ltd.
;. 505 3BY TEL: 0703 255111 FAX: 0703 263507 TLX: 477351
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OPTIONS
* FL2025
* FL6020
* FL7025
* FBA8
*
* CSC19*
* FTS7

`-k,,..
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2m

6m

70cm
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INCLUDE
25W LINEAR £115.00
10W LINEAR £109.00

25W LINEAR £139.00
CELL CASE £27.00

BRACKET £17.50
CASE £8.50
CHARGER £11.50

UNIT £40.00

FT290R2 RRP £429.00 inc

FT690R2 RRP £429.00 inc

What could Yaesu engineers do to improve on the hugely popular FT x 90R series? The F1790R2 RRP £499.00 inc
answer was easy, they designed and built the FT x 90R2 series. The FT x9OR2 series of
transceivers provide high performance and a 2.5W output, when used with 'C' cells or ALL THE ABOVE ARE SUPPLIED WITH
nicads, ideal for serious portable operators, or when combined with matching linears, FBA8, MH10E8, STRAP AND ANTENNA
and easy to use compact multimode mobile or ha,.. station.

What more could you ask from a transceiver'? AS STANDARD.

650 The 6m Special from Yaesu
0,-iy73 LIPIi-''

Now's the time to buy a 6m transceiver ready for
tr..,

MIK .... the forthcoming 6m season. So why not consider
FT650 6m base station/mobile from Yaesu,.,.. 171.1----1 the

the ideal transceiver for serious 6m operators...11,7*.- . 7... art ow am, -.N.. N
NMI 1112 UM . " 
11111  g+  - The FT650 is the latest in a long line of acclaimed

6m transceivers from the Yaesu factory.-....... 41.110 ._,...- '... _ea S
'

Designed and built using the latest modular
(1;1: construction techniques and components to give

great performance in a compact, easy to use
package.

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS/FEATURES

* 24-60MHz Receive Coverage * Optional internal 240V AC Power Supply
* 10, 12 and 6m Transmit Coverage * DVS -2 Digital message storage option

* 100W PEP output (25W Carrier, AM) * 99 memories
* LSB, USB, AM, FM, & CW Operation as standard * Programmable TX Offset

OPTIONS
FP -22 Internal 240V AC P.S.U. AROUND

DVS -2 Digital Message Storage Unit

XF455m CW Filter 600Hz
£ 995

CARRIAGE CHARGES
TREE FINANCE ON SELECTED ITEMS Carriage is charged on au items. Small items, Plugs, YAESU DISTRIBUTOR WARRANTY
On many regular priced items SMC offers Free Finance (on Sockets etc by post El 75. Antennas, Cables and Importer warranty on Yaesu Musen products. Ably
invoice balances over £120) 20% down and the balance over larger items by LYNX from £5.75. Transceivers etc, staffed and equipped Service Department. Deity
6 months or 50% down and the balance over a year next day delivery, via Interlink from 03.35. Interlink contact with the Yaesu, Musen-factory. Tens of
You pay no pee11 than the cash price' can be specified at extra cost for other items. Same thousands of spares and test equipment.
Details of eligible items available on request day despatch whenever possible.
Subtect to status. PRICES & AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE
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SMC South Midlands
Communications Ltd.

BARGAIN OFFER

SMC 345L6 HAM

70CMS
HANDHELD

BRAND NEW
EX COMMERCIAL
HANDHELDS FOR
USE ON 70CMS

6 CHANNEL CRYSTAL
CONTROLLED

ONLY £99
inc. WAD
(Charger &

Crystals Extra)

ROTATORS

ROTATORS

AF2COXL

G-250

G-400

G4CORC

G6004,1:
T2X

G8005DX
G-1000SDX

G200CRC

G503
G540313

Ir5-3
RG5-1

RC5A-3

RC58-3

Superb engineering
standards combined with
pin sharp selling

accuracy means new

technology from Yaesu

create Kenpro Hygain.

OFFSET TYPE 3 AIRE_ . £49.50

BELL TYPE TWIST/SNITCH CONTROL......... £78.00

BELL TYPE METER CONTROLLER.... .... £139.00

BELL TYPE ROUND CONTROLLER ....... £169.00

BELL TYPE ROUND CONTROLLER .£219.00

BELL TYPE METER CONTROLLER...........£499.00
BELL TYPE 450 DEG VAR. SPD ....... .......... £33.00
BELL TYPE 450 DEG VAR. SPEED. £36500
BELL TYPE ROUND CONTROLLER.. ......... ....f4a5.00
ELEVATION METER CONTROLLER. £149.95

AZMUTH/ELEV DUAL CONTROL ......... _075.00
AZIMUTR/ELEV DUAL CONTROL £435.00

BELL TYPE PRESET £275.00

BELL TYPE ROUND CONTROLLER £219.00

BELL TYPE VAR SPEED AND PRESET £425.00

BELL TYPE VAR. SPEED AND PRESET... £675.00

ROTATOR HARDWARE

AR203AB ALIGNMENT BEARING AP200XL £17.50

KS505 ROTARY BEARING I' MAST ......... ......... £19.95

GS -065 ROTARY BEARING 2" MAST £29.95

GC.038 LOWER MAST CLAMP 6400, 603 et £16.95

9523 CHANNEL MASTER BEARING £19.95

01(46 ROTARY BEARING 1.5-2.5 MAST £34.95

MC1 LOWER MAST CLAMP 1 C5 SERIES E25.00

ROTATOR CONTROL CABLE

RC5W 5 WAY GAMIC, 930, 1000SOX PER MTH £0.48

FIC6W 6 WAY G250, 404 OR, RC KR503 PER MTR.. £0.65
RCM 8 WAY HAMIV, T2X 2000RC RC SERIES

PERMTR.... ........... ........... ......... . . ...... . .E0.72

CARRIAGE:

ROTATORS FREE, ROTATOR HARDWARE £2.85. ROTATOR CABLE

£3.50 UP TO OVER 20 MTS. OVER 20 MIS E5.00.

COMET & HOKUSHIN ANTENNAS
New from Hokushin, an exciting range of high performance antennas, the WX1 has been a best seller
for some time, now available are the WX2 and WX4, its bigger brothers. Both are multi section
2m/70cm colinears with arguably the best mechanical construction we have seen to date. On the
mobile front, the HS-727SS, a new mini dual band mobile, very similar to the Comet CHL21J, is
proving very popular and network analyser tests have proved its compatibility with our existing range
of gutter and magnetic mounts. Also available are the SSB1, a low profile hatchback mount complete
with cable, two new dual band antennas, the HS-727VMS and the VM-720SKR as well as the 28HS-
2HB a HB9CV for 10m.

MOBILE ANTENNAS
Monoband

20w 2m 1/4 wave
2NE 2m 5/8 wave kid over
205 2n 1/2 vat
788 2n 783 wave tel mcurt
B9F 2m 8/8 vim lold over
293E 70trn 2 x 5/8 *se
359 70ern 3 x 5/8 wax

Dualband

0 COB
3 CUB

3 OdB
45a
52dB
6 OcIB

6 313

V8 720SKR 2m/70cm A 2 x 5/8 wave3/5 5dB
RS-727VMS 2na0crn 2 x 5/8 wave2 6/4.9dB
CA2X4MB 2m/70crn 4.5/7448
CA2MKG 2m/70em 6 083 4dB
CHL21J 2mr70em 0/2 15dB
CHL73J 2nh770cm 215024 8d8
HS727SS 2n1/70crn

Mobile Mounts

[4.95
£13.25
£21.51
£15.00
£1 8.00
£32.60 Monoband

TEA
RS17
RS16
SS.B1
CK.3LX

Adustatie hunk rnounl
Min Trurir hp wit
Mel an mosit
Mn bunk mart 591 able..........,
Cade assembly RS16. RS17 8 TBR

BASE ANTENNAS

£33.73 28HS2HB 10m HESCV type 6.0dB
2HB6 fen 2* HMV type
ABC23 2m 3 x 5/8 wane 7.8dB
GP23 2m 3 x 5/8 wine
GPVSS 2n 2 x 5/8 heave
50144 2m Days Dual Nee Pcbist).
GP714 arn 14 step Cdonear

£24.95
£24.95
£37.75
£39.95
E1C49
t16.95
£16.95

UCCA Glle, Muni aft) cape 4n, £14.25
SCCA 4m Cade Asserrtly. C6.90

[7.20
£8.60

[18.50
[12.75

GCD Gutter Mcurt aty [8 .45
BSD Bumper Strap de luxe [11.50
RS2A4M Magnetre Moot. Yaesu C25.88

Dualband
2m/70cm Giassfibre

WX2 2m/70cm Glasethre
WX4 2m/70cm Glassfbre
C,A2X4WX 2nnt70cm Glace7bre
CA2X4MAX 2m7703n Glace7bre

4.5/72dB..
60'6.013.......
7.8/10.8dB .....

8.5111.913_..._

DUPLEXERS
HS7900N 2m/70cm UHF/N Connectors
CF416MN
4.02
C0X4310 2m/70:111/23cm.

CARRIAGE BASF ANTENNA £7.50. MOBILE ANTENNAS £4.00, CABLES AND MOUNTS £350

....

£11.25
£12.50
£12.50
£26.50
£16.95

£65.00
05.00
£63.97
£45.00
E45 49
065 00
£88.20

£54.95
£75.00
£99.00

00
£99 95

£25.80
025.80
011.90
£36.00

STRUMECH VERSATOWER

MINITOWER 1CM10 Series
10M10P30 3CFT POST MOUNT E530.76

1 10%11013P30 30F BASE PLATE MOUNT.. ............ . £56211
10M10FB30 30FT FIXED BASE MOUNT £522.49

STANDARD 13M20 SERIES

3M20P25 25FT POST MOUNT £458.85
3M20P40 4001 POST MOUNT.. £646.30
3M20P60 60fT POST MOUNT £761.30
3M20F1325 25FT FIXED BASE MOUNT.. ...... ....... E317.40
3M20FB40 4001 FIXED BASE MOUNT.. ........ ..... E481.85

3M20FB60 6001 FIXED BASE MOUNT £596.85
3M208F25 25FT BASE PLATE MOUNT............. £541.65
311208P40 4001 BASE PLATE MOUNT............ ... £75095
3M20BP60 60fT BASE PLATE MOUNT £845.25
31,420M25 25FT MOBILE TOWER £2179.25
3M20M40 ITT MOBILE TOWER ........ .... ...... £2387.40
3M20M60 6001 MOBILE TOWER 12557.60

HEAVY DUTY 16M20 SERIES
161aP40 4001 POST MOUNT £93270
16M20P60 60fT POST MOUNT E910.93
111,420P80 93FT POST MOUNT £1426.00
1611201:840 40FT AXED BASE MOUNT. . £644.00
16M20Fee 60FT FIXED BASE MOUNT . £763.60
16M20fe80 80FT AXED BASE MOUNT £1219.00
16M20BP40 40FT BASE PLATE MOUNT £851.00
1%42081'60 60fT BASE PLATE MOUNT..._ ........ £952.20
16M20BP80 8001 BASE PLATE MOUNT £1530.65
16M20M40 40FT MOBILE TOWER .......... .......... E2B47.40
16M20M60 60FT MOBILE TOWER .. £2567.00
16M200.480 SOFT MOBILE TOWER 0393.00

ALL TOWERS EXCEPT MOBILES ARE AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

101110 SERIES SUPPLIED WITH STANDARD WINCHES. 13M20
16M20 SERIES ALL SUPPUED WITH AUTO BRAKE WINCHES.
ALL ARE SUPPLIED WTTH H2R HEAD UNIT DRILLED TO TAKE
GS.065 BEARING. HOLDING DOWN BOLTS FOR BP AND FB
TOWERS ARE AVAILABLE AT f28.75 PER SET EXTRA.

ALTERNATNE WINCHES AND HEAD UNITS ARE AVAILABLE AT

EXTRA COST.

DELIVERY IS BY QUOTATION DEPENDENT UPON DISTANCE

SWR/PWR METERS

In FS710V

YS60

011
FS710V 50150MHz 15/150W PEP £107.80

FS300H 1.8.60MHz 20/203/1000W C53.40

FS210 1.6.15CMHz 20/200W .. .Auto SR £86.50

FS301M 2-33MHz 20/200W.. £4225

FS30IMH 230MHz 203/2000W ............... .....

FS711H 231MHz 20/200W HeacVOLON £43.65

FS7I1V 50-150AHz 20/200W Henn/Display £43.65

FS711U 43144CIAitz 5/20W Heal/DsoLny £43.65

Fs7110 26.30MHz NYKION lieadDisolay £24.55

FS500/ 56150MItz 20/2013N , £81.95

W720S 1313.441MHt 213/2130W HeaZiOsOlay £52.75

SWR508 15.150Mhtz £38.75

FS2COL 1150MHz 1/10N £43£6

F5295 3.150MHz 5/2014 £43.65

SWR3E 3.515£MHz 20/200/1000N £213.75

JD110 1.5150AIHz 10/100N £16.50

T435 144/430MHz20/200W £65.00

YMIX 3.5150MHz Rd. Power/SWR Twin Met . £31.50

OSCAR171B 3.5.150MHz Rd. Poner/SWR Ten meter .... .

SP425 140-524MHz 5/15/193W £119.95

YS60 1.6.6CMHz 20/200/2000W £93.15

YS500 140.525MHz 4/20/200W ............... ....... .... £81.65

Carrier on al power meters £4.00

SOUTHAMPTON (0703) 255111
CHESTERFIELD (0246) 453340
AXMINSTER (0297) 34918

LEEDS (0532) 350606
BIRMINGHAM 021 327 1497
For full addresses see display advert
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£249A5CH

49 MNZ PM

Fully Approved To
DTI Specs MPT-1336

 Licence Not Required

Realistic TRC-501. Only 25.4mm thick and five ounces light!

Call button tranmits a tone signal. Low -battery indicator,

push -to -talk button, telescopic aerial. Includes belt clip.

Requires one 9v battery.

ri

Practical Wireless, September 1990

En PAIR
EUV95 : Licence Not Required ":'

Realistic TRC-500. Voice -actuation gives you hands free -
communication. Dual -conversion superhets for high

sensitivity and deaf 24ay communication. Volume

switch. With belt clips. Each headset requires 9v battery.

Tar* O,w* Tani /SW MI4 '
DaisaldpiNitkawki.Sa
Mow Piga &Address&

Store Mani You.

InterTAN UX Ltd., Tandy Centre, Lenore Line, Walsall West NU& WS2711
y. Td: 0922710000

1
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CP5
DI3ON
X50
X300
X500
CP221
EL770H
NR72M
M285
EL2E
RH702B
DP -GL
EC -H
SPM
TRA
D505
D707
MBI00A
MA1100
MA1000
MA200

JUPITER RANGE
MVT5000 25-I300Mhz handy 275.00
1UP4 Mains adapter 14.50
DA900 Flexible antenna 9.00
MVT6000 Base/Mobile Rx 345.00

ALINCO
DRI 10E 2m fm 45W mobile 269.00
DR4I0E 70cms fin 35W mobile 299.00
DRSIOE 2m/70cm mobile 399.00
D1120E 2m handy tevr 179.00
D1160E Extended rx 219.00
D1460E Keypad handy 229.00

AZDEN
PCS6000 2m mobile 299.00

DIAMOND/REVEX
L20 15-50w load PL259 15.95
L2ON 15-50w load "N" 22.95
SXI00 Vswr 1.6-60 MHz 95.00
SX200 Vswr 1.8-200 MHz 65.00
SX400 Vswr 140-525 MHz 79.00
SX600 Vswr 1.8-525 MHz 119.00
SX1000 Vswr 1.8-1300 MHz 159.00
MSI Monitor scope 269.00
P300 30 Amp psu 149.00
W5I0 Vswr 1.6-30 MHz 79.00
W520 Vswr 1.2-200 MHz 76.50
W540 Vswr 140-525 MHz 63.00
W544 Vswr 140-460 MHz 119.00
W570 Vswr 1.8-1300 119.00
S20 Switch IkW 50239 26.95
S20N Switch IkW "N" 45.00
D24N With "N" & PL259 26.95

DIAMOND ANTENNAS
to-som vent
Disc. 25-1300 MHz
2m/70cm base
2m/70cm base
2m/70cm base
2m 6.5dB
2m/70cm whip
70cm 5.5dB pL259
2m 5/8th PL259
2m 7/8th PL259
70cms gain BNC
Gutter mount
PL259 cable kit
Mag. mount
Boot mount
Mobile 1.5-1300 MHz
Rase 1.5-1300 MHz
Low pro. mt. TNC
2m/70cm whip TNC
2m/70cm whip TNC

.2m whip TNC

189.00
82.00
59.95
89.00

129.00
49.95
30.00
24.00
14.95
32.95
26.00
10.00
8.00

23.95
26.95
69.00
99.00
39.00
26.00
29.00
26.00

CREATIVE DESIGN
ANTENNAS
5130-1 50-1300 MHz 12dB 179.00
5130-2 105-1300 MHz 13dB 99.00
730V-1 40 -IOM Rigid dipole 149.00

MIZUHO QRP
MX3.5S 80m 2W SSB/CW 189.00
MX7S 40rn version 189.00
MX14S 20m version 189.00
PL3.5S 80m lOW linear 129.00
PL7S 40m IOW linear 129.00
PL I4S 20m lOW linear 129.00
PL1000 130-10m linear 189.00
CWS2 Sidetone CW 49.00
AN -7 40m Oft whip 29.00
AN -14 20m whip (BNC) 29.00

HEATHKIT
1000W Valve Linear Kit 899.00
QRP 80-10m TCVP Kit 319.00

KENWOOD HF
TS950S HF trevr. + ATU
TS950SD HF tevr. + +
TS940S HF all band tevr
AT940 Automatic atu
SP940 Ext. spkr. + filter

Voice synthesizer
HF transceiver
Internal auto atu
Heavy duty PSU
HF transceiver
TSI40S + 6m module
Mains power supply
Matching speaker
Automatic atu
Mobile atu 80-10m
Mobile mount
9 band ATU etc
Station scope
9 band 2kW linear
HF Low pass filter

VS1
TS440S
AT440
PS50
TS140S
TS680S
PS430
SP430
AT250
AT130
MB430
AT230
SM220
TL922
LF30A

2499.00
3199.00
1995.00
244.00

87.50
32.25

1138.00
144.75
222.00
862.00,
985.00
173.75
40.75

366.00
140.50

15.80
208.50
343.50

1495.00
32.25

KENWOOD VHF/UHF
TS7IIE 2m Base SSB/CW.'FM 898.00
TS81 IE 70cm Base station 998.0C
TR751E 2m multimode mobile 59933C

Summer Madness!

Less Than Trade!
Dual Band -Dual Watch

ALINCO DR -570E

£349
Plus £3 Post & Ins.

We have purchased at a very favourable
price, the ALINCO DR -570E. The catch?
It has the American -repeater shift on
70cms. In all other respects it fully meets
the UK spec. with 600kHz shift and
1750Hz tone. In any case, you can
programme a 1.6MHz shift on 70cms by
using the split transmit mode, so you can
still work through 70cms repeaters.

45 Watts on 2 metres and 35 Watts on
70cms. You can have independent volume
and squelch controls. Its ideal for packet!
We have full colour brochures but only 30
pieces! The offer is genuine, the full
warranty applies and our name is your
guarantee.

LAST FEW!
YAESU FT-4700RH

2m & 70cms Full Duplex
Detachable Control Panel

OPTIONAL RX
(135-175,395-470)

ust '31111311K!
NEW EDITION

I
I

£8.95
Post &
Packing

£1

Every entry reversed or updated
200 Pages packed won information
Numerical Frequency listings
Blcck designations of primary users
Staten %cabal and modes
Best times for UK reception
Military a Civil Air channel
Manna Channel numbers
Milaary Ground & Sea listings
Broadcast & Press latinw.
AM SSB CW RTTY SITOR FAX

WATEE\S
TANTON

JUPITER II
26-1300MHz
"BEST BUY"

The Professional's
Choice!

100 Memories
10 Memo Bands
Programmable Steps
High Speed Scan
Audio/Carrier Search
Battery Saver
Ni-cads, Case, Whip
12v DC Charge Lead.

More Features
More Logical
More Reliable
More Sensitive
More VALUE!

SCANNER

JUPITER II n

The Fabulous
ALINCO DJ -160E
2m 3 Watts + Full DTMF!
Receiver 136-174MHz

20 Memories
5 Steps inc 12.5kHz
Battery Saver
700mAh Pack
Fast Charger
Rotary Selector

ALINCO DR -510E
2m & 70cm

45 Watts
14 Memories
Full Duplex
Extendable Receive
4 Scanning Modes
6 Steps
Rotary Channel Knob

OPTIONAL RECEIVE
(130-169, 420-469)

The Cost Effective
Rig!

2 Metre Transceiver NAVICO AMR -1000
We have a few
models of this rig
that previously sold
for £247. All brand
new factory, fresh
and guaranteed.

70cms Transceiver
We discovered six
of these rigs in our
warehouse! Brand
spanking new. First
come first served!

25 Watt FM

ALINCO ALR-72E

25 Watt FM

£199
+ £3 p&p

RETAIL & MAIL ORDER - 18-20 Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS
Tel: (0702) 206835. 204965

RETAIL ONLY - 12 North Street, Hornchurch, Essex RM11 1QX
Tel: (04024) 44765

Visa and Access by telephone. 24hr. Answerphone. Open 6 full days

8 Practical Wireless, September 1990
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IC -R100 Mobile/Base Receiver now
with SSB
For the enthusiast who prefers a more permanent
installation the IC -R100 is ideal giving full frequency
coverage of 500k Hz-1800MHz and AM/FM. FM wide
modes of operation. The IC -R100 boasts 100
memory channels to store your favourite stations
and has features similar to the little pocket receiver.
48 monthly payments of £16.77

ONLY FROM
ARE - WITH SSB

Brenda
G4VXL

Both Brenda
and Bernie

will be
pleased to

welcome you
at

Ealing

-

Bernie
G4AOG

ICR7000HF Receiver
500kHz 2G Hz

Now available on super credit terms.
48 monthly payments of £33.23
Cash/cheque/credit card price.

£989.
YES, 500kHz to 2GHz CONTINUOUS
receive in one unit. Using the ICR7000
multimode facilities, this probably makes
the "2 in 1" ICR7000HF Receiver the
most versatile scanner available today.
Because of the enormous frequency
coverage, the ICR7000HF has 200 mode
sensitive channels for increased flexibil-
ity. Now a new additional mod available
on SSB Mode tuning steps reduced to
10kHz increments. Supplied and fitted
for
£65 including V.A.T.

PHONE 081-997 4476
SAVE OVER £150

YAESU FT 747 NOW
£499 INC VAT.

CW & AM FILTERS ARE AVAILABLE AT £35 EACH

AVAILABLE WITH NO DEPOSIT AND
48 MONTHS TO PAY - £16.76 PER MONTH

THE FT747 HF TRANSCEIVER SSB/CW/AM (AND OPTIONAL FM)
100 WATTS PEP OUTPUT ON ALL HF BANDS AND GENERAL
COVERAGE ON RECEIVE 100kHz-30MHz, DUAL VFO 20
MEMORIES. ALTOGETHER A SUPER ECONOMICAL HF

TRANSCEIVER.

Kenwood TS440S & Auto ATU
One of the finest HF transceivers ever
produced by Kenwood. Whether used as a
base station or mobile - its superb
specification rates it high amongst its
competitors.
TS440S with auto ATU AND FREE power
supply at £1,282 or 48 payments of £43.08.

WITHOUT PSU AND AUTO ATU £1039

At our enlarged showroom at
Ealing we offer full facilities
for demonstrating all the
equipment that we sell.

Opening Hours Monday -Friday 9.30 to 5.30
.

ARE Communications Limiter?. 6 Royal Parade.

NOW OPEN SATURDAY 10.00am-5.00pm Hanger Lane, Ealing, London W5A 1ET, England

Tel: 081-997 4476 Tax: 081-991 2565 ro
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PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD Telephone
58 High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks. MK16 8AQ. 0908 610625

AR -1000
HANDHELD SCANNER

Basic Spec.
Freq. ranges:
8-600MHz and 805-
1300M Hz

Freq, selection:
By direct keypad entry or
by tuning knob on top
panel.

Mere. channels:
1000 arranged
conveniently in ten banks
of 100, with direct
keyboard access to any
memory.

Reception modes:
AM, FM (narrow) and FM
(wide).

RECEIVER COMES COMPLETE
AND READY TO GO

ONLY £249.00 + P&P £4.00

ICOM IC-24ET
Icoms New Mini Dual Band
Handheld for 2M & 70cms.

Features:
* Full Duplex
* 5W output on 13.8v
* Up to 80 memory

channels
* Dual Band display
* CTCSS option

available
* Compact and

lightweight
52(w) x 136.5(h)
34.5(d)

ONLY £385.00 + P&P £4.00

KENWOOD TR-751E

25w 2M multimode transceiver. This
radio can be used mobile or makes a
superb 2M Base station if used with a
13.8v PSU.

ONLY £599.00 + P&P f7.50

NEW - AR -3000 - NEW
YES IT'S FINALLY HERE!!
The AR -3000 Wideband Receiver
is now available.

Basic Spec.

Freq. range:
100KHz to 2036MHz
without any gaps.

Reception Modes:
LSB, USB, CW, FM
(wide), FM (narrow) end
AM.

Mem. channels:
400 nwrnury channels in
4 banks of 100.

Freq. selection:
By direct keypad entry or
by tuning knob on front
panel.

ONLY £765.00 + P&P £5.00

STANDARD C528

Features:
* Full Duplex
* 5W output on

13.8v
* Dual Watch

facility
* Dual Band display
* 144-146, 430-

440 and 800-
975MHz Rx only

* CTCSS option
available

ONLY £379.00 + P&P £4.00

YAESU FT29ORII

2.5w 2M multimode transceiver. This
radio can be used either portable,
mobile or as a Base if used on a
13.8v PSU.

ONLY £429.00 + P&P £5.00

2m & 70cms!
Dualbander

DR510E
* 45/35 Watts

2m-70cms
* Full Duplex
* Single Ant. socket
* 14 Memories
* 4 Scanning Modes
* 6 Channel Steps
* Reverse Repeater
* Priority Channel
* Rotary Tune knob
* Up/Down mic.

(Extended Receive Option
Available)

ONLY £399.00 + P&P £5.00

KENWOOD TH-75E
Dual -band Handheld

5w output on
13.8v

* Full Duplex
* Dual watch facility
* Tone Alert system
* 10 memories for

each band
* Reverse Repeater

switch
* Multi -mode

scanning
* Auto battery

saving circuit
* CTCSS option

available
* Extended Receive

optional

ONLY £398.00 + P&P £4.00

YAESU FT69ORII

2.5w 6M multimode transceiver. This
is just the ticket to work all those
excellent E's openings on 6 metres.

ONLY £429.00 + P&P £5.00

SECONDHAND ITEMS
FOR 750X LOW 2M multi mode E225.00 + p&p (5.00
BEAFICAT 800XLT Scanner covers 29-54, 115-174, 406-512 &
806.912MHt. £159.95 + pip E5.00
STANDARD C68 2M 1W multimode. This is superb
portable/mobile/base 2M transceiver and is as NEW E130.00 P&P E5.00
REALISTIC PRO -20305 VHF/UHF scanner. Covers 25-520 and
760-1300MHz. AM, FM1nerrow) and FIrliwitN). 400 morn. As
new condition
REGENCY MX13000 SS AR -2002). Covers 25-560MHz end
1300-1300MHz. Mint cod
(31880 CW/RTTY/Arntor decoder. This vA decode al the above
types of trenernissione end demileY MOM on a N or side. monitor.
Printer output is evailebis
TRIO TR-9130 29/4 2M multirnode transceiver
AR -2001 VHF/UHF Scanning 11/Cant, covers 25-550Mhz, 20
memorise
FIRMS 12/20E 20 sine power supply.
YAM FT -2901 MKS 2m multi -mode. This is in excellent
condition
KENWOOD 14Z-1 Scanning receiver, covers 500Khz to 950Mhz
AM/FM and FM wde. Excellent condition. E330.00 + p&p (5.00

ALNICO ALM-203E 2m handheld trenaceiver, complete with 30er
rompaher, motile mount/charger, need peck and charger 1105.00 + p&p E5.00
STANDARD C58 1w 2m multimode, CORIPillte with melding

£230.00 + p&p E5.00
£85.00 + p&p E5.00

E295.00 + p&p E5.00

10w knees and motel. bradcet
DATONG FL -3 MuMmode Audio rater. As NEW condition
YAESU FT -48011 10w 2m mid -mode transceiver
KENWOOD 55-30 20 amp power supply. £95.00 + p&p E10.00

£265.00 + p&p E5.00 KENWOOD R2-1 Seaming recover, covers 500Khz to 950MHz
AM,FM/FM wide. Escellern condition £330.00 + p&p E5.00

£310.00 + p&p (5.00 YAESU FP -7670X winch insoe power supply E99.00 + p&p E5.00
YAESU FC-757AT Automatic antenna tuner E199.00 + p&p Cl 0.00
YAESU FT -7670X HF amateur band treneceiver/Genene coatings

E155.00 p&p E5.00 receiver. Excellent condi-non E695.00 + p&p E10.00
£320.00 + pip E5.00 YAESU FP -700 Heavy Duty power supply, E99.00 + p&p E10.00

YAESU PC-757AT Automatic mews noon. yes we nave two of
£159.00 + pip E5.00 dwell £199.00 + pip E10.00
£125.00 + p&p £5.00 LOWE HF-125 Sus Wave receiver. covers 30Khs to 30MHz

USE/LSB/CW/AM. Excellent conOrtion E249.00 + p&p moo
E34600 + p&p E5.00

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & STANDARD. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE
SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD, CREDIT CHARGE CARD -- APPLY FOR DETAILS

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF OR ANDY G4YOW
RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MONDAY FRIDAY 9.30-5.30, Saturday 9.30 4.30

Goods normally despatched within 24 hours. Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&OE
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BUYING
KENWOOD HF?

TS950S/TS940S
TS440S/TS140S/680S?

As an authorised dealer we offer full UK
spec at BEST PRICES!

"SCOOP PURCHASE"
AMR1000 TWO METRE

FM MOBILES
Super - Really sensitive with excellent

dynamic range!

Only £199 inc VAT
WHILE STOCKS LAST!

NEW MK II AR1000
1000 channel Superscanner

8-1300Mhz

£249 inc. Dual band antenna
nicads and charger

NEW MK II HP100E
1000 Channel Superscanner

8-1300 Mhz

£249 inc. two antennas
VHF/UHF charger and nicads

ARROW
RADIO LTD

The Best Deal in Amateur Radio!'

NEW KENWOOD HANDHELDS
TH26E 2m and 70cm

TERRIFIC
VALUE

£249
inc Nicad

and charger

Economy power or 5 watts,
multi function scan, tone
alert and DTSS/DTMF

Selcall

SPECIAL PRICES
FT736R at £1,199
FT4700RH at £499

(subject unsold)

REVEX SWR/PWR METERS
W520 1 8/200Mhz 2/20/200W

£55.95
W570 1 8/1300Mhz 5/20/200W

£114.00
Other REVEX range available - all at

DISCOUNT PRICES!!

JUPITER SCANNERS
25-1300MHz with exceptional perfor-
mance (really sensitive at 900MHz!)

MTV5000 Handheld £269.95
Incl. FREE Nicads, DC. Lead & case

(Super alimlIne design)

MTV6000 Base/Mobile £339

TH46E
only

£269
inc Nicad

and charger

ICOM R100 MOBILE SCANNER
50KHz to 1.8GHz - now in - £499

TH75E KENWOOD
DUAL BANDER

with receive
140/169 & 430/460 Mhz

Nicad & Charger
£398.00

INTEREST FREE CREDIT
Many major items available with
interest free credit at one third
deposit balance over 9 months

(APR zero)
Arrow, welcome your par! exchange equipment

in UK.'! Call for the best deal!

IN AT LAST!!

NEW ICOM IC -R1
Micro -size handheld
scanner 150Khz/
1300 Mhz

£399

IC24 ET
Stocks of this superb dual -
bander now in:
SPECIAL PACKAGE: IC24ET
with extended receiver 115-
170 Mhz - Nicad and charger

£389
COMET

ANTENNA
'The effective aerial'

NON RADIAL MO Nis Inlapoinl r Mao psi Om
CHL21J 144/432 Mhz, Unity/2 15dB 100W Only 29ans long

CHL23J 144/432 Mhz 2 15dB/3 8d6 100W Only 44 metres £17 .85

CH124.1 144/432 Mhz 2 15dE1/5 dB 100W 0.8 metres long..... £25.30

CHL250H 144/432 Mhz 3 OdB/5 548 200 Watt 0.95 metres long £32.80

2x4 Sates  TiIMI ell* ail Mr eika OM=
2x4M 144/432 Mhz 4 5/7 248 150 watt 1.53 marts £37.63

2x4 SEND le OWL MADRE WWI" es Wee wet Aar crew* wino
2r4MAX 144432 Mhz 8548/11 9dB 200 Watt 5.4 metres 'If G
Fibre

2r4WX 144/432 Mhz 6.5/9.046 200W 3.18 metres Glassfibre 054°£79.95

2x4SUPERII144/432 Mhz 6.0/8.4a 203W 2.43 metre Glassfihre. 17735
2x4FX Contract 144/432 Mhz 4.5/7.2dB 200W 1.79 metres 15580

DUPLEX II TRIPLEXES! Ds 'Ow deal
CFX5140 50/144/432 Mhz 803/800/500 Milan PEP 5548 ooLationt311.10
CF413N 432/1296 Mhz 500/200W PEP 5ibidB isolation 'N" £3865
CF416 144/432 Mhz 803/500 W PEP 6013 it:Mahal £2880

81 Swim bolt ely.110103 BANDER 1101111E ANTENNAS

CA285 5/8 wave 3 5dB 300Wan 1.32 Metres Base baled £15.00

CA287C 7/8 wave 5.248244W 1.89 metres doible co -phase £22.50

CA430TM 3 a 5/8 wave 432 Mhz 6 8dB 150W 1 47 metres £29.95

MONOBANO SASE ANTENNAS

ABC21 5/8wave Groarkl Plate 144 Mhz 3.448 200W 1.4 meves S24.50

ABC22A 2 x 5/8 wave 144 Mhz 6.508 2.87 moms £3800
ABC23 3 x 5/8 wave 144 Mhz 7 8dB 200 W 4.5 metres £59.50
ABC7I 5/8 wave rut plane 432 Mk 3 4d13 54 mtrs 821.50

ABC72 2 x 5/8 wave GP 432 Mhz 200W 5 8dB 1.07 metres £34.95

CA712EF 432 Mhz Twelve x Halt wave' 9 5dB 3.10 metres £5800

NP& 50 WIZ

CHA-5 Virtical with Loaded Radials ter 80/40/20/15/10M 200W SSB 5.29

Metres. Feartres trdilier wand lonodal one 12111.1115

52HB4 4 El HB9CV Bean 10.448 for 50 MHz 400W SSB 3.2M ...£67.90
CE1L30 HE 1.7 - 30 Mhz Min 1.1 law 02015

CRVOISCONE S IIMIONELD ANTENNAS

CRI120B A Unique wide band Active antenna 500Hz to 1500 Mhz 1.24
Metres with controller 1111.30

CDS180 Discone 28-1300Mhz E TX 6/2/70/23 069.50
CRZ-07 Mobile Wide -band Active 1136.50

NEW IC -R72 RECEIVER
General coverage
100Khz/30Mhz,
compact size

£645

.I

IC2SET
ICOM 2 metre FM keyboard entry, micro -
handy, with inbuilt nicad, wall charger.
Extended receive coverage. Included at:
DISCOUNT DEAL £277.00.

IC4SET
ICOM 70cms FM keyboard entry micro -
handy, inbuilt nicad, wall charger, included
at: DISCOUNT DEAL £289. Extended
receive coverage.

R-7000 SURVEILLANCE
RECEIVERS

HEAD OFFICE:

5 The Street, Hatfield Peverel, Chelmsford, Essex CM3 2EJ

Tel: 0245 381626/381673 Fax: 0245 381436

Hours: 9-5 (Closed Thursdays)

£989 INC FREE
COMET CRZ12DB
Super Active
Antenna

1

C528 STANDARD
DUAL -BANDER

.., with FREE receive extended range
- 130-172, 350-470 & 890-960 Mhz

£379.00 with batt case.
(We apologise for long delays due to world

demand for this superb radio)

R196]

YOUR ORDER CAN BE TELEPHONED WITH CREDIT

CARO DETAILS & OESPATCHEO IMMEDIATELY!

FREE FINANCE ON MANY MAJOR ITEMS AT RRP

(Ask for details of qualifying items -
see examples above)

BRANCHES:
GLASGOW: Um! 17. Six Harmony Row. Coven.
Glasgow. Scotland G51 38A. Tel 041 445 3060.
Hours 8 30-5 30 Mon -Fri (closed Saturday)
WIGAN: Greenaway Arcade. Gerrard Street. Ashton-
in-Makedield. Wigan. Lancs. Tel: 0942 713405
LEICESTER: DAVE FOSTER (Agent). Tel: 0533
608189. Latest calls 8.30pm please!
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I like a joke and anyone who
knows me will gladly recount
the pranks I've played and
those that have come my way!
Unfortunately however, some
people do seem to go 'over the
top', causing a great deal of
trouble at the same time.

One of the worst types of
'sick' jokes is to use another
radio amateur's callsign and
provide misleading informa-
tion. Someone - with a wicked
sense of humour - has been
heard using my callsign on
phone and c.w. on 3.5, 7 and
28MHz and on I 44MHz.

Fair enough, I did see the
funny side when I first heard
that the 'pirate' was active on
7MHz a few weeks ago - par-
ticularly as his c.w. was better
than mine! But now the joke
has wom thin, because I can't
counter the nuisance as I am
not active on h.f. at the mo-
ment due to an imminent house
move.

If you work G3XFD on
the h.f. bands or I44MHz and
he offers you free subscrip-
tions to PW, it won't be me!
You'll be doing our hobby
(and me) a service if you are
able to locate the mischief -
maker and co-operate with the
authorities and stop the nui-
sance.

Name of the Game

Co-operation has always
been the name of the game
with amateur radio. Unless we
work together the limited
spectrum we have would be in
utter chaos. On the whole, ra-
dio amateurs are a law abiding
lot and go to great lengths to
stay within their licence con-
ditions and the law.

Recently, in an attempt to
stay within the law I foolishly
strayed 'over the boundary'
and found myself facing bu-
reaucracy and the possibility
of being taken to court for
being totally honest.

It all started with an inno-
cent visit to a car -boot sale
where I spotted a useful - but
illegal - multi -mode CB trans-
ceiver for sale. As I wanted a
rig that could be converted for
28MHz operation I bought the
transceiver (thus removing the
illegal equipment from the
thriving 'black market') and
took it home.

Size Fourteens In
Trouble

Having bought the CB rig
I immediately applied to the

Keylines

DTI for authorisation to en-
able me to have it converted
for 28MHz.

I really 'put my foot in it'
by being honest! My size
fourteen shoes went ankle
deep into the bureaucratic mire
and I faced the possibility of
prosecution for illegally buy-
ing an illegal item of CB
equipment.

Of course, I knew that au-
thorisations to hold such
equipment could be obtained
from the DTI, but what I did
not understand (through mis-
interpretation of the press -re-
lease) was that the facility was
only for .equipment AL-
READY held.

In other words, anyone
holding such equipment had
to be honest and admit the
fact! Having experienced the
DTI's original reaction to my
inadvertent transgression I can
understand why some ama-
teurs are hesitant to declare
ownership of CB transceivers
that have been declared ille-
gal.

Value For Money

Considering the value -for -
money recoverable compo-
nents in these (often extremely

well built) transceivers, I feel
sure that there are many thou-
sands to be found in amateur
radio shacks up and down the
country.

I agree with the DTI and
the Radiocommunication
Agency that the illegal 27MHz
multi -mode transceivers
should be removed from cir-
culation. However, having
stated my support for the DTI
and RA campaign against il-
legal CB equipment, I must
strongly disagree with their
method of tackling the prob-
lem.

Underground
Market

Fortunately the
Radiocommunications
Agency relented and granted
me an authority to have the
multi -mode converted to
28MHz operation. Needless
to say, I'm looking forward to
using the rig on the band after
all the effort involved!

Despite their change of
heart my representations, and
the concem of many other
enthusiasts, the
Radiocommunications
Agency still intend to cease
granting authorities for con-

version of 27MHz multi -
modes as from the end of 1990.

I pointed out that by with-
drawing the facility, the law-
abiding radio amateur will be
barred from the scene although
the equipment will still be
openly sold at venues
throughout the UK.

Unless the RA see fit to
extend the authorisation pro-
cedure beyond 1990 or make
it possible for amateurs to buy
or sell the illegal transceivers
(for modifications or for com-
ponent break -down purposes)
the problem will remain with
us for a long time.

It might be that in their
search for illegal equipment,
the RA is planning to visit - in
the same fashion as they have
visited amateur radio shows -
some of the many hundreds of
'car boot' sales held each
weekend.

If they don't have the staff
to spare, perhaps the agency
could consider the vast army
of radio amateurs who could
assist, by being able to pur-
chase the equipment legally,
thus removing it from circula-
tion. If need be, an individual
amateur could apply for au-
thorisation to buy such equip-
ment beforehand.

In this day and age I am
sure that we should have co-
operation and not confronta-
tion!

Confused Novice

To round off this month I
feel that PW must voice some
concern over the long-awaited
Novice Licence. Readers will
of course already realise from
our approach and my editori-
als that everyone on the maga-
zine is very much FOR the
new licence.

When the time comes, PW
will be ready with ideas and
projects for the new, and in-
tending licensee. It won't be
long now before the licence is
available and hopefully the
various anomalies will be
sorted out - especially in re-
spect of where Class B Licen-
sees stand in relation to the
new novice facility.

Readers may recall the
'Keylines' which referred to
the unfortunate discrimination
shown by some A licensees to
B licensee amateurs. Dis-
crimination - this time of a
bureaucratic nature - has now
appeared to cause yet more
confusion among the many
'Bs' who've written to me
expressing concern over their
interpretation of the new rules.

The RSGB assure me that
negotiations with the
Radiocommunications
Agency are continuing. You
can be sure that we shall be
watching developments on
this aspect of the Novice li-
cence very carefully. Watch
this space!

CB Page Vote

Finally, I thank all those of
you who voted on the CB page
issue. The 'Yes' (for the CB
page) votes outnumbered the
'No' (against the CB page)
votes by almost 6 to 1.

It was very interesting to
learn just how many of you
had a first 'taste' of radio
communication via the 'in-
stant' facility provided by CB.
It shows - in my opinion - just
how much we need the Nov-
ice licence!

The CB page will continue
and we intend to carry the
occasional equipment review.
I hope that those of you who
voted against the CB page will
still enjoy the rest of the
magazine as we boldly take
the hobby towards the future.

73s from the genuine
G3XFD!
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01L,
Send your letters to the Editorial Offices in Poole, the address is on our contents page. Writer of the Star Letter each month will receive a

voucher worth E10 to spend on items from our PCB or Book Services, or on PWback numbers, binders, reprints or computer program
cassettes And there's a E5 voucher for every other letter published.

Letters must be original, and not duplicated to any other magazines. We reserve the right to edit or shorten any letter. Brief letters may be
filed via our Prestel Mailbox number 202671191. The views expressed in letters are not necessarily those of Practical Wireless.

                        
*****STAR LETTER*****

Dear Sir
Many thanks for a super mag. In reply to your

 remarks in the editorial about no cellular interference,
we of the 934MHz fraternity have endured colossal
interference from the cellular system for some years

 now, many of our stations have sold up and closed
 down because of the cell phones. Our main body 'the
 934MHz club UK' have taken our case to the DTI with
 little or no interest on their part. Those of us that still

use the band are a very dedicated bunch. We, of
 course, understand that we have no protection on
 these freqs, as 934 is licenced as CB . It's a bit of a
 shame as quite a few amateurs use 934 in our area, but
 the cell phones really do cause lots of problems, in

some cases the only way out is the use of horizontal
 beams. You must give it a try one day Rob - then say
 you know nothing of cellular interference!
 Mick Miller G7EGX, Leigh -on -Sea, Essex                        

Dear Sir
In your 'Keylines'

(May 1990) you asked
for details of 70MHz
conversions. To be
brief, over the last two
years I have converted
three Pye W15 f.m.
'Westminsters' from low
band v.h.f, (68-88MHz)
to 4m. This is a straight
forward re -crystal and
re -tune job. The
transmit Xtal is multi-
plied by 24. This means
a crystal of around
2.9MHz is required. The
receiver has a first i.f. of
10.7MHz and the RX
oscillator runs on the
low side of signal. The
RX crystal is multiplied
by only 2 to give this
signal. This means
about a 29MHz crystal is
required.

Tuning up is logical,
but the TX side can be
quite critical at the
'beginning' of the
multiplier chain,
especially around the
phase modulator
section. Maladjustment
here can give low or
distorted TX audio or
even no r.f. at all! RX is
easy enough, but don't
forget to peak the RX

with the 0 multiplier for
best results.

TX output should be
in the region of 10 to 15
watts, but I have found
some sets get a bit
'dirty' if run at the top
power limit.

RX sensitivity is quite
good (0.5µV 12dB) but
varies quite a lot from
set to set.

I've had one in my
works vehicle for about
two years now and it
takes a heck of a pasting
from bumps and bangs,
but never have I had to
take the lid off.

By the way, in this
area we all pile on
70.450, although
recently, as the activity
has increased signals
have turned up on
70.400, 70.425, 70.470
and 70.475.

I hope this informa-
tion is of some use, and
encourages more
people onto this
excellent band, where
home-brew and good
manners are still the
order of the day.
Andrew Howlett
G1HBE
Dukinfield
Cheshire

Dear Sir
I read with great

interest the letter from
G4JQT regarding the
construction of low -
power a.m. gear for the
quieter bands.

I started my amateur
operating life on 2m, as a
G8, with one crystal in an
a.m. Pye rig. My receiver
was a BC348 with a
converter in front. I had
many enjoyable contacts
using this mode. Other
stations tuned the band
and listened for other
amateurs not on their
frequency. The fun
stopped in 1974 when
my crystal was too close
to the input channel
frequency of an early
repeater.

I very much agree
that it is easier to build
a.m. gear than, say, f.m.
With a.m., all that is
required for 50 or 70MHz
is a simple third over-
tone crystal oscillator on
25 or 35MHz, followed by
a doubler/p.a. Two
valves! Then simple
plate/screen mod of the
p.a. With f.m. a string of
multipliers are usually
used, from a much lower
frequency oscillator, just
to get enough deviation
at the required output
frequency. Top band is
just as simple, likewise
10m.

I would be proud to
be a member of a society
which looked after the
interests of amateurs
desiring to re -kindle the
spirit of bygone days
with simple home-brew
a.m./c.w. rigs for simple
'low -stress' contacts.

Thanks for an
excellent magazine and I
look forward to any
designs that may appear
for such simple equip-
ment.
A. Daulman G4KQL
Wendover, Bucks

Dear Sir
Several letters in your magazine recently con-

cerning the use of a.m. by amateurs and comments
on the Novice licence have prompted me to write. It
seems that most people writing on this first subject
in particular are, quite understandably, amateurs
who have been licenced for many years and I hope
this letter gives views from a more silent minority of
the radio community.

Although I've been fascinated by radio for the
past five years it was only this May that I decided to
sit the RAE and this was due to one reason in
particular. Even though I had a great interest in radio
there seemed to me very little point to come on the
air and regard myself as a radio amateur rather than
simply an up-market CBer.

This is because I still find it hard to understand
wherethe 'amateurness' is in operating a set up such
as an expensive black box, a commercial a.t.u. and a
ready-made antenna.

What initially got me interested in radio was the
prospect that you could build your own 'phone
transmitter with two valves, an audio amp and a
handful of other components. It was the thought of
being able to speak to someone literally hundreds of
miles away with a TX that could be built on a sheet
of metal in an evening.

OK, so the transmitter wouldn't be spectrally
efficient, it may be Xtal controlled and would mean
manual antenna change -over, but so what? Surely
that's what its all about. Transmitters (and receivers)
that are ramshackle but effective.

And so I was somewhat disappointed that the
new Novice licence seems to be nothing more than
a mish-mash of frequency allocations and bureauc-
racy instead of being something that will encourage
young people like myself to take up the hobby.
Wouldn't a top band 10 watts a.m./c.w. only alloca-
tion have been a whole lot simpler? It's very easy to
knock what is a very positive move in itself but things
such as, for example, a 10GHz Novice allocation
seem a bit ridiculous.

Perhaps there will be a day when real Ham radio
returns to the airwaves, although you only have to
listen to any of the bands to realise how unlikely this
will be. Lots of old people talking about gardening
and their Japanese transceiver are hardly going to
produce a rush of new radio enthusiasts.

I just hope there will be a time when people can
talk to one another using simple home-brew a.m.
rigs on the shortwave - with the obligatory 807 in the
final of course!

To be honest with you, can you really ever expect
this to happen?

How sad, wasn't there one place left on the short
wave where real radio enthusiasts can enjoy them-
selves?
Stuart Hipkin (age 17)
Walton -on -the -Naze, Essex
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Competition Corner
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25 26
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29 30

31 .

111132 1111 o 33

Across

1 Large piano worth a thousand (5)

5 Germanic invaders station (5)

8 Navy chief may be red (7)

9 Honey makers behive well (3)

10 Emergency Morse, commonly known (1, 1, 1)

11 Naked plane landing fields (9)

13 Throw out (5)

15 Tennis gradings give rise to plants (5)

17 Capital Japanese transverter (5)

19 Mineral set sounds clear (7)

20 Electronic, don't steal (7)

22 Rechargable batteries (5)

23 Security warning gives fright (51

25 Damp (5)

27 Small sailor (9)

28 American bonnet, top (3)

30 Sprint through (3)

31 Unscrupulous cat fakes results (7)

32 Indent (5)

33 Hotel on The Strand (5)

Subscription j Voucher

L

Down

1 Triangular decoration for Clark (5)

2 Real beer sounds sick (3)

3 Anchor crane (5)

4 Error (7)

5 Falls over petticoat (5)

6 Model Jaguar (1, 1, 1)

7 Bird homes may hold monetary eggs 151

11 Additional equipment helps with crime! (9)

12 Objects chosen, medley (9)

14 Periodical (7)

16 360 back Ross for university qualifications (7)

17 Locomotive follows dress (5)

18 Lubricated palms (5)

21 Disperse or run away, after back! (7)

23 Named L -shape keys (5)

24 Flaming pair (5)

25 Sums! (5)

26 Radio Shack shop (5)

29 Duality tape to replace CDs? (3)

30 Short revolutions 13)

(Please tick choice of prize)

Name
Address

Postcode

Complete the
crossword, fill in
the form and send
your entry to PW
Publishing Ltd.,
September 1990
Crossword
Competition,
Enefco House, The
Quay, Poole, Dorset
BH15 1PP. Closing
date Friday 14
September 1990.
The Winner can
choose either a
years subscription
to PW or a £20
voucher to spend on
the Book Service or
other PW services.
The two runners-
up can choose a six
month subscription
or a £10
voucher.The
Editor's decision on
the winner is final,
no correspondence
will be entered into.]

Services
Queries
We will always try to help readers
having difficulties mate Practical
Wireless project, but please note
the following simple rules.
1: Wecannot give advice on modi-
fications to our designs, nor on
commercial radio, TV or electronic
equipment
2 We cannot deal with technical
queries over the telephone.
3: All letters asking for advice
must be accompanied by a
stamped, self-addressed envelope
for envelope plus IRCs for over-
seas readers).
4: Make sure you describe the
query adequately
5: Only one query per letter please

Back Numbers & Binders
Limited stocks of many issues of
PW for the past years are avail-
able at £1.65 each including post
and packing
Binders, each holding one volume
of PW, are available price £4 50
each(£1 P&P for one, £2 for two or
morel.

Send all orders to the Post Sales
Department.

Subscriptions
Subscriptions are available both
for the UK and overseas. Please
see current issues for the latest
prices.

Constructional Projects
Each constructional project is

given a rating to guide readers as
to its complexity.
Beginner A project that can he
tackled by a beginner who is able
to identify components and han-
dle a soldering iron fairly compe-
tently.
Intermediate: A fair degree of
experience in building electronic
or radio projects is assumed, but
only basic test equipment is
needed to complete any tests and
adjustments.
Advanced: A project likely to ap-
peal to an experienced construc-
tor and often requiring access to
workshop facilities and test
equipment for construction, test-
ing and alignment. Definitely not
recommended for a beginner to
tackle on their own.
Components for our projects are
usually available from advertis-
ers. For more difficult items a
source will be suggested in the
article. Kits for many of our recent
projects are available from CPL
Electronics and FJP KITS, both of
who advertise in the magazine.
The printed circuit boards are
available, mail order, from the Post
Sales Department.

Mail Order
All PWservices are available Mail
Order, either by post or using the
24hr Mail Order Hotline 10202)
665524. Payment should be by
cheque (overseas orders must be
drawn on a London Clearing Bank),
Access, Mastercard or Visa
please.

Wireless Line
This is an information service for
the radio enthusiast, updated each
Friday. Calls cost 38p per minute
peak time and 25p per minute off-
peak. The number to ring is 10898)
654632.
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North Pole Expedition

South Midlands Communications Ltd. (SMC) has re-
ceived an accolade from Laurence and Morag Howell,
the two British radio operators who supported Ranulph
Fiennes recent expedition to walk from Siberia to the
North Pole.

SMC provided virtually all the raido communica-
tions equipment for the expedition and the British pair
congratulated the company on the excellence and
quality of transmission from all radios supplied.

The two-way radio link up with His Royal Highness
the Prince of Wales and the expedition's base camp in
Siberia was via their FT -747 and FT -757 radios. The
quality of transmission was remarkable and the con-
versation was broadcast on ITN News at Ten.

SMC's hand-held v.h.f. transceivers were also a
great benefit at the base camp where they received a
great deal of attention from the Russian radio opera-
tors in the support team.

Laurence Howell said, " not only were the v.h.f.
transceivers vital to base operations but the local
Soviet Military kept borrowing them! The Russians
were particularly impressed with the minute size of
the transceivers and the ease of operation, especially
as they worked perfectly in very difficult climatic
conditions with temperatures down to -45°C.

"We can honestly say that radio conditions, due to
the high geomagnetic activity, were the worst we
have ever encountered in the last 15 years but be-
cause of the high powers available from SMC's linear
amplifiers we stayed commercial far longer than in
previous expeditions".

Tandy
Modifications

Owners of the Tandy
PR02004 and PR02005

scanners may be
interested to know of a
modification available
that adds a search and

remember facility.
There are two modifica-
tions modules available.

The PS -90 has two
modes of operation, a
simple mode where
frequencies found
during a search are

stored in the ten
monitor memories and
a complex mode where

the frequencies are
stored directly in the

scanners main memory.
The SS -45 module

has only one mode of
operation and this

stores the frequencies
found in a search in the
the monitor memories.

For full details on
these modules and

information on fitting
them, contact:

B S Sutherland
336 Charlton Road

Bristol
BS10 6JZ.

Tel: l0272) 500742

Four In One

One instrument with four
separate test and measur-
ing systems is the latest
from Alpha Electronics.
DOA141 successfully
combines a d.m.m., func-
tion generator, frequency
counter and power supply
into one easy -to -use com-
pact instrument which really
does save space.

An auto -ranging three
and a half digit I.c.d.
multimeter occupies the
right hand side of the unit
and features both a.c. and
d.c. voltage and current.
Other functions include
ohms, diode test and con-
tinuity check with audible
alarm.

A basic d.c. accuracy of
0.5% is enhanced by
Measured Data Hold and
Memory Mode for relative
measurements. The left-
hand section contains the
power supply which dis-
plays both voltage ana cur-
rent on a dedicated three
and a half digit I.c.d. Triple
output are a variable 0-5V at
0.5A, 15V at 1A and 5V at
2A, both fixed. Ripple and

load regulation is less than
1mV and 0.01% +5mV on
the variable output. Full
over -current protection is
provided.

Measuring from 1Hz to
100MHz, the 8 -digit fre-
quency counter is housed
at the top of the centre
section with a best resolu-
tion of 0.1 Hz and a sensitiv-
ity of 15mV. The I.e.d. dis-
play also indicates units of
measurement with annun-
ciators and the 10MHz
reference oscillator has a
stabilityof less than 5p.p.m.

Bottom centre is the
function generator covering
from 0.02Hz to 2MHz with
up to 20V p -p output.
Waveforms include sine,
square, triangle, ramp,
pulse and t.t.l. This adapt-
able signal source also has
both linear and log sweep
modes.

The unit costs £395
(excluding VAT).
Alpha Electronics Ltd
Unit 5
Linstock Trading Estate
Wigan Road
Atherton
Manchester M29 0QA
Tel: (0942) 873434.

Cash in all Rally Season long with Practical Wireless

Cut out this coupon and bring it with you to any of the rallies that Practical Wireless is attending and you can save 5% ongoods
bought from our stand. If you collect the coupon from two separate months of Practical Wireless you can save 10% on goods

purchased from Practical Wireless at the rally.
If you don't want to cut up your magazine, bring the whole issue along and we will validate the coupon without removing it from your

magazine.
Offer limited to a total of two coupons per transaction

PW DISCOUNT VOUCHER SEPTEMBER 1990

i
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New Concept Soldering

Ungar have launched a range of ESD safe high -specification soldering and de -soldering
stations, starting at under £70.00. The range is being introduced by Ungar under the
Concept 2100 banner, to reflect the high performance and value of their equipment,
designed to last into the 21st century.

The first station to introduced is the 2110 soldering station. It features a soft -touch,
cool -grip, 24V micro -sized handpiece rated at 60W. It has a long -life ceramic element
(up to three times that of conventional nickel -chrome) that is user -replaceable at the
bench in under a minute.

It also features a spike -free, zero -switching, closed -loop, variable -temperature
control circuit with a range of 300 to 450°C (stability ±6°C) and an external temperature
calibration port. Tip leakage is very low at less than 2mV which, along with the ESD-safe
construction, makes the 2110 ideal for delicate circuits such as c.m.o.s. i.c.s.

The entire 21 10 system, excluding the tip but including the heater, is covered by a
one-year warranty.
Ungar Eldon Industries UK Ltd,
Unit 1 Clifton Road, Shefford, Beds SG17 5AB. Tel: (0462) 814914

Changes to the
World Service

The BBC World Service is
to make changes to some
of the language services in
which it broadcasts and the
hours devoted to those
broadcasts. The package of
changes, the first part of a
major review of World
Service for its next three-
year funding period, was
agreed after details dis-
cussions with the Foreign
and Commonwealth Of-
fice.

The changes in detail
Russian up by 3 hours

30 mins a week to 49 hours
30 mins.

Mandarin Chinese up by
3 hours 30 mins a week to
24 hours 30 mins.

Vietnamese up by 1 hour
45 mins a week to 10 hours
30 mins.

English to Western Eu-

rope up by 3 hours 30 mins
a week.

English to the Subconti-
nent up by 1 hour a week (a
special 15 minute pro-
gramme every weekday
instead of just once a week)

English to East Asia up
by 1 hour a week (a special
15 minute programme
every weekday instead of
just once a week).

English to South and
East Asia -a new service to
encourage the learning of
English of 5 hours a week

Malay, currently 1 hour
45 mins a week, to cease

Japanese, currently 7
hours a week, to cease.

Latin America - direct
broadcasts are being de-
creased by 10 hours 30
mins a week in Spanish and
1 hour 45 mins in Brazilian
but more resources are
being put into rebroadcasts
for local stations.

aft VISA

6R. 'N T'lectronic8
Professionally Designed Equipment for Amateurs

Our reputation for high quality equipment has spread
and we are now regularly sending 6 metre transverters
around the world. In every case our equipment is
individually tested and aligned to meet these high

specifications.
All our transverters meet the same high specification

SECOND HARMONIC: <-70dB INTERMOD: <-32dB
SPURII: < -60dB NOISE FIGURE: <2.5dB

TRANSVERTERS

Our 2m IF transverters require a drive level of 0.5 - 3.0 watts, or
up to 12 watts with our 7dB switched attenuator. The 10m IF
models can be supplied for drives between 0.25mW and 20W
with a separate receive output if required.
 144/50MHz 25W p.e.p. £199 + £4 p&p
 28/50MHz 25W p.e.p. £209 + £4 p&p
 145/70MHz 10W p.e.p. £199 + £4 p&p
 7dB switched Attenuator £25 + £2 p&p
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Low noise (<1dB) GaAs FET Preamplifiers for 6m, 4m and 2 metres.
RF or DC Through Switching (Max 100W (3,e.P.).
 Indoor boxed unit £38 + £2 p&p
 Masthead (line powered) with indoor DC feed unit £76 + £4 p&p

 LOW NOISE GaAs FET MASTHEAD PRE AMPS for 50MHz, 70MHz, 144MHz,
432MHz and 934MHz.
200W POWER HANDLING £109 + £4 p&p.

RECEIVE CONVERTERS
10M receive, 2M iF With thru switching on transmit use Jith 6mtransverter and work 10rh/6zn
Crossband £45 + £2 p&p
POWER AMPLIFIERS
50MHz 25W pep 2.5W Drive ideal for FT690 £75 + £4 p&p

MET ANTENNAS
50MHz 3 el. £42.95, 5 el. £64.40, 70MHz 3 el £37.30 p&p £4.50
SEMI CONDUCTORS
 BGV4IB 450MHz 150mW I/P. 15W Module £20 + £1 p&p

REPAIRS AND SERVICING OF AMATEUR

PMR. RADIO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

* Experienced Technical Staff.

* All Major Manufacturers. e.g.
Yaesu. Kenwood. Icom. etc.

* Suppliers of PMR and Amateur
Radio Equipment (to your
requirements).

* Guaranteed 7 day turnround.
(Subject to availability of Spares).

* Trade Service Enquiries Welcome.

* Very Competitive rates for both
Private and Trade.

* Carriage arranged.

eagat etttrOnit5 '',-
, ')

Unit 2. Building 21. -",)-,
Pensnett Trading Est. LA '-:

. -Kingswinford. tam.g.s.

West Midlands. DY6 7PP. _ - -

Telephone: (0384) 298616.
270224.

f37 Long Eliding.Hutton, Brentwood,
Essex CM13 lEE. VISA

Tel: 0277 352219 Fax: 0277 352968
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YAESU  REVCO  G. WHIP' DRAE  STAR MASTERKEY  WELZ  DATONG  I.C.S.  NAVICO  ICOM

AMATEUR RADIO COMMUNICATIONS LTD.
AUTHORISED ICOM, YAESU AND STANDARD DEALER

HX-240 2m TO
HF Transverter

rintree... ..,womee

* Frequency Coverage earn, * Hi -Lo Output (Selectable)
40m, 20m. 15m, 10m * Carrier or Remote switching

* Output Power: 30-40W * Visual Antenna mismatch
(sseacw) indication

* Rx Pre -amp Gain: 8-10dB * Power Requirement: DC
* RF Drive: 2.5/10W 13.8V, 7A

(Selectable)

STANDARD C-528
* Direct 13.8V in for 5 Walls out
* VHF 2.5W, UHF 2W with CNB151 NiCad pack.
* Dual displays.
* Power save function.
S Multiple memories.
re Priority channel.
S Tone squelch (option).
* Programmeable offsets.
* Coded paging function.
S Various scanning modes.

Programmeable step sizes.
* 144-146 VHF, 430-440 UHF, 800-975 Rx only
* Separate Vol. 8 Squ. controls for each band.

PRICE £379

ALINCO
DJ -120

YAESU FT1000

ry .7

';'".ei

£179 £249
Phone for more details

PHONE FOR BEST PRICE

NOW IN STOCK
The Ultimate in Pocket

Scanners
NEW

FAIRMATE HP -100
 25.550 830,1300Mhz

coverage
 1000 channel memory
 10 independent search

bands
 Complete with nicads. 2

antennas. carrying case.
etc

POINTS TO CONSIDER WHEN CHOOSING THE
EMPORIUM TO BUY YOUR NEW RIG FROM:

1 The largest selection of new and secondhand equipment in the
Cons of England.

2 Ali demo transceivers are available for beck to back tests
erraol ng you to cheats the make or model best suited to you
regthrements

3 Adequate stocks of all equipment kept.

4 98% of all senocing and guarantee work carried out In house
- often wrille you wait, therefore eliminating the 2 or 3 weeks
delay *Me your aqu,pment is returned to the main importer.

5 A friendly and expert advice service both technical and
pract.cal.

OUR AIM IS 100% SATISFACTION

ALWAYS A GOOD SELECTION
OF SECOND HAND AND

COMMISSION SALES, PHONE
FOR MORE INFORMATION.

ASK ABOUT OUR
"NO DEPOSIT" HP FACILITY.

38 Bridge Street, Earlestown, Newton -le -Willows,
Merseyside WA12 9BA. Only 1 mile from Junction 23 - NI6

Telephone: N -le -W (09252) 29881
Fax No: 09252 29882

OPEN TUES-SAT 10 a.m. - 5

INSTANT FINANCE AVAILABLE SUBJECT TO STATUS Prices correct at time of going to Press. E & Ell.

MICROWAVE MODULES  TONNA  JAYBEAM  SANDPIPER  BNOS  AKO  CAPCO  REVEX  STANDARD

TX -3 RTTY CW ASCII TRANSCEIVE
High performance, low cost. Unbeatable features. BBC,CBM64 tape
£20, disc £22. SPECTRUM tape £35, +3 disc £37 inc adapter board.
VIC20 RTTY CW program tape £20. All need our TIFI interface or a
terminal unit.

GX-2 FAX SSTV TRANSCEIVE
All modes of FAX and colour/mono SSTV. Review in March 90 Amateur
Radio. BBC only. Complete system only £99 or £119 with FAX direct
printing option.

RX-8 MULTIMODE RECEIVE SYSTEM
FAX to screen and printer, colour SSTV, HF and VHF PACKET, RTTY,
AMTOR, CW, ASCII, UoSAT. Every feature. Full disc, printer support.
Reviews Oct 89 Ham Radio Today & March 90 Amateur Radio. BBC
only. Complete system only £259. DISCOUNT for RX-4 users.

RX-4 RTTY CW SSTV AMTOR RECEIVE
Still a best-seller. BBC, CBM64 tape £25, disc £27. VIC20 tape £25.
SPECTRUM tape £40, +3 disc £42 inc adapter board. All need our TIFI
interface, SPECTRUM software -only version £25.

TIF1 INTERFACE for best HF & VHF performance with our software. Kit
f25, ready-made & boxed £40. Only with TX -3 or RX-4 software.

APT -1 WEATHER SATELLITE RECEIVE MODULE
Converts satellite signal for display on any FAX system. 59. For use
with RX-8, all connections included and price only £39 if ordered at
same time as RX-8.

Also MORSE TUTOR £6, LOGBOOK £8, RAE MATHS £9 for BBC,
CBM64, VIC20, SPECTRUM. BBC LOCATOR with UK, Europe, World
maps £10. All available on disc £2 extra.

Full information available on everything. Please ask.
Prices include VAT and p&p by return.

technical software (p.w.)
Fron, Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon LL54 7RF

Tel: 0286 881886

AERIAL
TECHNIQUES

AR300XL Aerial Rotor, Carlini Uoil
eel AIMtIttleM lisrlaq

Rotor unit type AR300XL and control consul.
Continuous indication of beam heading. Clamps to
r (52mm) max. mast and takes 1W' (38mm)
max. stub mast. 'Offset' type mounting. Vertical

load carrying 45kg. Special offer
64215 plus C2.95 p&p
AR1201 Alignment (support) bearing.
Allows greater, higher head loads.
Fitted above rotor. 618.10.

fla

11

Pius lull rim if Remo Oiimwt. sir/mariss miaow,
rotator! smi all serial Airtime@

11 Kent Road,
Parkstone, Poole,
Dorset BH12 2EH.
Tel: 0202 738232

NEW low cost TV/Monitor with full
VHF/UHF coverage, 4',2" screen

£79.95
 55.95 carriage

Frequency Coverage.

Band 1 47-68MHz. Band
3 175-230MHz; Bands
4/5 470-860MHz.
240v AC; 12v DC (lead
irckded) «Oybattenes
Charge unit featured
within the tv will charge
rechargeable batteries

VISA FIF:MI

Sasi 75/Mr
PRO/AM
waist

Guaranteed complete to the last nut!

COMPACT 80m CW (111P Tx/Rx
DTR3 Kit - 681.00 Reedy Built - [130.00

* Stable VFO * Sldetone * Audio Filter
* Requires 12/14 VDC * Very detailed

Instructions * Black steel case
* Printed panel

ANTENNA TUNING UNITS
T111 Kit - £39.25 Ready Built - £54.50
71/2 Kit - £48.50 Ready Built - £68.50

* Large dia. coil * High grade capacitor * Built In balun * Circuits to match
your antenna * Up to 30 Watts of CW * TU2 hes sensitive ORP/SWR meter

Send SAE for brochure or cell Alan G4DVW on 0602 382509

LAKE ELECTRONICS
7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 1BX

(callers by appointment only)
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RAE Courses

Wilmslow: North Cheshire Radio Club, Morley Green
Club, Mobberley Road, Wilmslow. Classes start Sunday
September 23 at 6pm. Peter Kirsop G4WCE. Tel: Lymm
5959.

Belfast: The College of Technology, Belfast. RAE
classes on Tuesdays, 1730 to 2000. Enrolment week
starts Monday September 3. Contact, Mr J E Wilson
GI3NEB. Tel: 327244 ext 297.

Manchester: North Trafford College, Talbot Road,
Stretford. RAE classes on Monday evenings or Wednesday
mornings. Mourse Code on Tuesday evenings or
Wednesday afternoons, Amateur TV on Wednesday
mornings and Advanced Morse Code classes on Monday
evenings. Lecturer is J T Beaumont G3NGD. Enrolment
dates are September 5, 6 and 7.

Clacton -on -Sea: Green Lodge Education Centre, Old
Road, Clacton -on -Sea. RAE classes start September 1990.
Enrolment is during the week commencing September
10. Reg Taylor GONIP. Tel: (0255)430466.

London: City of Westminster College (formerly Pad-
dington College), 25 Paddington Green, London W2. RAE
and Morse classes start September 1990. Ann James.
Tel: 071-723 8826.

Leeds: Joseph Priestley Institute, Morley, Nr Leeds.
RAE classes on Wednesday evenings from 7 - 9pm.
Morse classes on Tuesday evenings from 7 - 9pm.
Electronics classes on Thursday evenigs from 7 - 9pm.
Enrolment starts September 3. Contact the college on
Leeds 532782.

Harrow: Weald College, Brookshill, Harrow, Middle-
sex. RAE classes start Wednesday September 26 at
6.45pm. Enrolment details on 081-954 9571.

Nottingham: Arnold & Carlton College of Further
Education, Digby Avenue, Mapperley, Nottingham. Full
RAE course starts Wednesday September 12 at 6.30pm.
Short RAE course starts Thursday Spetember 13 at
6.30pm. Morse classes start Wednesday September 12
at 7pm. Construction classes start Tuesday September
11 at 7pm. Ron Wilson. Tel: (0602) 876503.

Cardiff: British Telecom HQ, 25 Pendwyallt Road,
Coryton, Cardiff. RAE classes start Tuesday September
25 from 7 -9pm. C.G. Barry GW3BUT. Tel: (0222) 628430
daytime

Brentford: Brentford Community Education Centre,
Brentford School, Clifden Road, Brentford, RAE classes

on Wednesdays from 7 - 9pm. Morse classes start on
Thursday September 27 from 7 - 9pm. G1ZRY. Tel: 081-
876 3183.

Stockport: Avondale Adult Education centre,
Heathbank Road, Cheadle Heath, Stockport. Morse
classes on Monday evenings from 7 - 9pm, RAe classes
Tuesday evenings from 7 - 9pm. Rik Whittaker G4WAU.
Tel: 061-427 4730 evenings and weekends.

Romford: Havering College of Further and Higher
Education, Quarles Campus, Tring Gardens, HArold Hill,
Romford. RAE classes on Tuesdays evenings, Morse
classes on Thirsday evenings. Contact Stuart Woosnam
GONKP or Chris Potarzycki GONJR via the college.

Bristol: Brunel College of Technology, Ashley Down,
Bristol. RAE classes om Monday evenings from Sep-
tember 10, Morse classes on Tuesday evenings from
September 11, Practical classes on Thursay evenings.
Enrolment on September 4 or 5. David Heald. Tel: (0272)
241241 ext 2190.

Hounslow: Science and Technology Department, The
Henley College, Deanfield Avenue, Henley-on-Thames.
RAE classes on Wednesday evenings from 7 - 9.30pm.
Bob Humphreys. Tel: (04911 579988 ext 298.

Cambridge: Chesterton Community College, Gilbert
Road, Cambridge. RAE classes on Monday evenings 7 to
9pm. Lessons start on Monday September 24. Enrolment
is on September 10 or 11, 7 to 9pm. Lecturer is Martin
Mann G4FFO. Tel: (02231 860150.

Swansea: Swansea RACC, South Dock Pumphouse,
East Burrows Road, Swansea.. RAE classes start Friday
September 7 from 7 to 9.30pm. Janet James GWOK PD.
Tel: (0639) 892311 daytime.

meld: [field Adult Education Centre, near Crawley,
West Sussex. RAE course starts September, lecturer
B.J.R. Davies. Details from Marie Rice at the college on
(0293) 26467.

Stockport: Reddish Vale Evening Centre, Reddish
Vale Road, Stockport. Short course RAE class on Monday
evenings, full RAE course on Tuesday evenings, both
from 7 to 9pm. Morse classes on Thursday evenings from
7 to 9pm. Course tutor is Dave Wood. Tel: 061-480 9157.

Llwynypia: Rhondda College, Llwynypia. RAE on a
night to be decided (possibly Monday). Enrolment is
September 3-5. Lecturer John Howells GW4BUZ. Details
from the college on (0443) 432187.

Robert Burns International Event

This event takes place over the weekend of August 18/19.
Scotland: GB2RB will be on the air from the Robert Burns memorial Tower, Mauchline, Ayrshire run by the Scottish

Tourist Board (RA) Expedition Group. QSL manager is Paddy GM3MTH.
America: W1AW will be on the air from ARRL HQ, Newington, CT, USA run by Connecticut DX Association. QSL

manager Eddie W6LC.
USSR: UZ3AWH will be on the air from the Moscow Technical College, run by the Moscow Telecomms Institute

(MTI). QSL manager Harry RA3AUU.
A commemorative certificate will be awarded for this event, issued by the Scottish Tourist Board Group. You need

to work any two locations.
Short wave listeners can claim the award on a heard basis.
The cost of the award is: UK - 50 plus 2-p; overseas - $1 or 2IRCs; USSR only - $1 or mint stamps to value of $1.
To claim, send a log extract only to:

Awards Manager
Robbie GM4UQG, PO Box 59, Hamilton, Scotland ML3 6QB.
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Special Event
Stations

GB5OBOB: The Science
Muesum Wroughton will be
on the air,on August 12.

GB4RAF: The station will
be manned at RAF
Stanbridge on Spetember 1.

GB5ORAF: This time, the
callsign will be on the air
from September 1 to 11
from RAF Coningsby.

GBORAF: The station will
be on the air f rom the Lincoln
Hamfest over the weekend
of September 8/11.

GBOCOE: This station
will be on the air providing
talk -in to the Centre of Eng-
land Radio Rally at the Brit-
ish Motorcycle Museum
near the NEC as well as
being on h.f. and v.h.f. for
those wishing to contact the
station on September 23.

GB5OBOB: Also on the
air over the weekend of
September 8/11, this sta-
tion will beat Hawkinge BOB
Museum.

BARAS

The British Amateur Radio
Astronomy Society was
formed last year by a core
of members with mainly
astronomy background.
Since that time they have
almost 50 members
throughout the UK. The
membership, at present,
consists of a mixture of
amateur radio enthusiasts,
astronomers and computer/
electronics people.

They are very keen to
hear from anyone with an
interest in this field of study,
especially anyone with
amateur radio experience.

They publish a news let-
ter (soon to be bi-monthly)
in which they carry articles,
letters, observationas and
ideas/advice. More contri-
butions from amateur radio
enthusiats would provide
he newsletter with the

wider experience of theiur
radio knowledge.
BARAS
c/o S A Newberry
19 Oakway
Kingsley Park
Birkenshaw
Bradford,West Yorks
BD11 2PG
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Theory

Anders BorgstrOm
takes a look at the

effects of low
frequency

magnetic B -fields
on an

oscilloscope. Also
a computer

program that
calculates the B -

field from cables
carrying currents
is described. This

is useful when
estimating such
fields in given

electrical
environments.

Magnetic DC Leakage Fields
From Cables
Electromagnetic disturbances from cables, motors,
d.c.-d.c. converters, instruments, breakers, etc., is a
subject that can be handled in different ways, depending
on which type of problem that is to be solved. If, for
example, the aim is to write a specification for
procurement of system components intended to work
in a system for military purposes, it may be appropriate
to use the military standards MIL -STD 461-462.

These will give the requirements of susceptibility
and emitted disturbance as well as the requirement for
how to perform the tests. The aim is then to create a
network where connected system components comply
to each other with regards to disturbances, i.e. they
should not affect each other in a negative way. This
compatibility must also be present for the
electromagnetic emitted disturbances in air.

For consumer products, in turn, the requirements
on disturbance and susceptibility are different, most
often less tight. There are different standards for the
different countries, depending on where the product is
to be sold. For example, a domestic appliance should
neither deliver too much conducted disturbance to the
mains network, nor should it disturb a closely located
radio receiver. The manufacturer of the radio receiver
can in his turn follow certain norms, combatting what
kind of disturbance that may come in the air. After
that, it is in his own interest to judge how much the
buyer of the radio receiver will accept with regards to
interference via the loudspeaker, before he decides to
buy another type of radio.

Magnetic DC Fields

So far I have only mentioned relatively high
frequency disturbances, they are often the most difficult
ones to fight. In this article I want to highlight a special
type of electromagnetic disturbance. One that is not so
easy to find in issued standard specifications.

What it is all about is large magnetic fields (>100uT)
with the frequency of 0 or just a few Hz. These can be
found in areas containing electrical conductors carrying
high levels of direct current. The magnetic fields can
affect, in a negative way, closely located equipment.
Examples of this can be seen by the distortion of
pictures on an oscilloscope (c.r.t.) when changing of
the content of magnetic storage medias (tape, discs,
etc.).

The B -fields can also be created by intention, for
example magnetising equipment, where you wish to
give a ferromagnetic material an increased amout of
magnetism, with help from current -carrying cables.

We will look at one of the mentioned examples
more closely, that one concerning magnetic field
effects on c.r.t.s.

It is worth mentioning that only the B -field is dealt
with here, i.e. not the electrical E -field. The reason for
this is the difference in difficulty to suppress
disturbances from the fields respectively, using
shielding. An E -field component of low frequency is
rather easy to suppress with a shield of any conducting
material. The only thing to keep in mind is to minimise
openings in the shield. The size of these openings is
related to the wavelength of the critical disturbance.
The greater the wavelength, the larger openings
required to let the disturbances through. The low
frequencies give us long wavelengths for the
electromagnetic waves which subsequently result in a
small problem.

On the other hand, the magnetic field require

expensive magnetic material for shielding. It is
therefore easier to handle this with other means, for
example good cable -routing, enough separation, etc.

Going back to the effect from B -field on electron -
beam drawn pictures, we know that the deflection of
electron beams get extra components if they are located
in a magnetic field. A simple test is to place a strong
permanent magnet close to a computer screen. In the
monochrome case this will create a movement of the
picture, this movement will however be the same for
the whole picture if the magnetic field is homogeneous,
and no information will be lost. The colour screen
which is based on several electron beams, will have a
distortion of the colour as a result.

You can mostly live with the first case because of
the fact that the pictures content is preserved, The
colour screens suffer more though, since the colours
are there to carry information. A change of the colours
can result in a erroneous interpretation of the pictures.

I 8

B

Monochrome
screen

Colour screen

Fig. 1: B -field effects on monochrome and
colour c.r.t.

The earth -magnetic field consists of one horizontal
and one vertical component, varying depending on
where on earth we are measuring. Provided that the
screen is horizontally located, the vertical component
is considered to be almost constant within large areas.
The horizontal component will vary however,
depending on the twisting of the screen.

8-hor

4711B B-vert

L Aik
Fig. 2: Earth
field related to
a c.r.t.

The main problem to solve for a manufacturer of
c.r.t.s will then be to suppress the horizontal component,
since the vertical component can be compensated by
the time of manufacturing or deliverance.

The earth field runs up to 60uT. The largest vertical
components are situated at the south and northern
hemispheres (opposite directions), while we will find
the largest horizontal by the equator (north direction).
You can of course expect local variations caused by
the different ground and seabottom conditions
anywhere.

Consequently one should only consider other B -
fields effects on c.r.t.s to be a problem, when they are
increasing a level of approximately l OuT horizontally
and a bit less in a vertical direction.
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To illustrate the problem with c.r.t. distortion, let
us look at the following picture:

Electron
gun

Fig. 3: Force from B -field on moving
electron.

An electron in an electron -beam of a c.r.t. moves at
point A with velocity v towards point B on the screen.
In front of the screen there is a conductor carrying the
direct current, Ichst . That generates a magnetic field that
in A has the value Bd)st and the direction straight up. On
the electron this then acts as the force F, directed into
the picture and with the value:

F = -e*vxB
where:
e = electron charge, '*' stands for ordinary

multiplication and x for vector multiplication. Vectors
are shown in bold letters.

The energy of the electron then gets the acceleration
it achieves due to the force F. Through integration we
can then decide the size of the deflection on that
electron when it reaches the screen, i.e. the distance
between B and C. This gives us the distortion in the
picture.

Computer Calculations

With the previous text as a background, we can
now describe a program that can be useful when
considering the disturbance rising from magnetic
fields. The program calculates, from Biot Savarts rule,
the total B -field in given critical points from given
current carrying conductors.

The fields of application can among others be:
Cable routing.
Design of coils for magnetising equipment.
Design of compensation coils in c.r.t.s.
The conductors as well as the critical points, from

which the B -field is to be calculated, are described in
a perpendicular co-ordinate system. In the same co-
ordinate sytem is the result delivered, the B -disturbance
vectors.

The operators work consists of describing the
conductors, the currents and the critical points in a file
which will be read by the program.

Some of the trigonometrical and vectorial
derivations described may be a bit comprehensive, but
are easy to follow with some patience.

The Biot Savarts rule states:

13(x,y,z)

cls x rB(x,y.z)- I

Instead of performing an analytical integral
calculation, an approximation is made by considering
the conductor to be built up by straight segments.
These segments can be sized arbitrarily, depending on
the degree of accuracy wanted. The currents,
breakpoints and B-fieldpoints are described in the
infile. For every segment is calculated the vector
product of delta -s and r, as well as the BREs-vector
resulting from this.

5_res

Fig. 5: B -field for approximated conductor.

After that, we sum the contribution from every
segment in all conductors to all given B-fieldpoints.

The formulas needed to calculate the resulting field
will shortly be derived. For this, we will only look at
one conductor, Fig. 6.

del

Fig. 6: Designations for conductor to be
calculated.

A= q((x-x,)2 + (y101 -y,)2 + (z4) -z.)2)
B= q((x-xi+ )2+ (y -y,.))2 + (z -z1+)))i
C= q((x-xj)2 + (y -y,)2 + (z-zi)2)
h= c* q( 1 -cos2(alfa))
Cosinusrule gives:
C2=B4A2-2*A*B*cos(alfa2);cos(alfa2)=(B4A2-

C2)/2*A*B
B2=C2+A2-2*A*C*cos(alfa 1) ; cos(alfal)=(C2+A2-

B2)/2*A*C

The value of BREs, which is not derivated here is:

uuo I

h
IBREs I -

4 * ir*
* (cos(alphal ) + cos(alpha2))

The direction of BREs is given by delta -s. x This
is a vector that can be calculated with help from the
following formula:

Fig. 4: Biot Savarts rule
U X V

Fig. 7: Vector product
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u=( x., y1, z1)
v=( x2, y2, z2)
uxv=( yp,z2- z..y2, zi.x2- x..z2, x..y2- y..x2,)
Using the designations in Fig. 6, the direction of

BREs is the same as the vector
delta -s, x r,= x (x -x., y-yi, z-

zi)=
(s, sy, x (r ry, r;)=
(sy,,rz-sery,ser,.-sx,,r,s,ry-sy,rx)=
(srsry,sr)
To make this a vector of length 1, we divide its

components with the absolute value of the vector. We
will then achive the total expression of BREs:

uuo1
* (cos(alphal) + cos(alphs2))* (sr,,sry srz)

1

4*/r*h (se, + sq + se)

The expression gives the resulting field in point
(x,y,z) from one segment delta -s, between the points
(x.,y.,z.) and carrying the current I.

The computer can now work and calculate the
contribution to an arbitrary number of B-fieldpoints
from an arbitrary number of conductors.

The program is developed out from the following
figure:

z.

COND I

11

V.\7<2
COND2

CO D3
3

B_res3

13_res 1

Fig. 8: Data to and from the program

The variables needed are:
NAME TYPE SIZE DESCRIPTION

N_OF_COND INTEGER 1 Number of
conductors

I REAL 50 Current in
conductors

N_OF_SEGMENT INTEGER 50 Number of
segments in a
conductor

BP REAL 50x51x3 Breakpoints of
the conductors

N_OF_B INTEGER 1 Nr of fieldpoints
B_F REAL 50x3 Fieldpoints
B_RES REAL 50x3 Resulting field in

fieldpoints
A,B,C,H REAL 1x4 Triangles side

and height
COSALFA1-2 REAL 1x2 Cos for angles in

triangle
SX,SY,SZ

RX,RY,RZ

MY,MYO,PI

REAL

REAL

REAL

1x3

1x3

1x3

Coordinates for
delta -s,

Coordinates for
r,

u,u0,pi

CONST,
COSROOT REAL l help

constants
INFILE FILE 8052 file describing

the object

With this set of variables there is a capability to
investigate up to 50 conductors, each consisting of 50
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segments. This can of course be increased or decreased
depending of computer capacity and need of
calculation. As a comparison, I ran the program to
calculate 99 B-fieldpoints from 798 conductors, each
conductor consisting of between 6-12 segments. The
calculation were performed on a VAX 780 and required
approximately 1.2 minutes of CPU -time.

The program flow chart is shown in Fig. 9:
Format of the infile defining conductors, currents

and fieldpoints is the following:
NUMBER OF CONDUCTORS

CONDUCTOR 1:
CURRENT
BREAKPOINT 1
BREAKPOINT 2

CONDUCTOR 2:
CURRENT
BREAKPOINT 1
BREAKPOINT 2

NR OF FIELDPOINTS

FIELDPOINT 1
FIELDPOINT 2

Example of program run:

olwoolme

NR OF SEGMENTS

NR OF SEGMENTS

opproxlmotloo for program rust

Fig. 10: Analytical and numerical
calculation of field from circular coil

The theoretically calculated value of the B -field in
the fieldpoint is given by the formula:

Lk)
B_res - I

2 (a2b2)I

a2

With a = 2.5m, b=3.2m and I=12.7A , we get the
resulting field

B_res analytically calculated to 0.745 uT.
Result from the program run:
A circular conductor approximated with 8 straight

segments gives:
0.710uT.
A more accurate approximation requires smaller

segments.

Space does not allow us to include the
computer program listing in with the
article. Readers who would like a copy of
the program listing should write to;

Computer listing offer (magnetic)
PW Publishing,
The Quay,
Poole Dorset,
BH15 1PP
and enclose an A5 sized stamped s.a.e.



C514RT)

Reading permeability
INPUT MY

Reading conductors, currents,
segments and fieldpoints

from inf Ile

'INPUT N_OF_COND

J1=1 to N_OF_COND

INPUT !(JI)
INPUT N_OF_SEGM(J1)

J2=0 to N_OF_SEGM(J1)
INPUT BP(JI,J2,1..3)

Reading fieldpoints

INPUT N_OF_B

J3=1 to N_OF_B

INPUT B_F(J3,1 3)

Start calculations

Clear B -field vectors

CLEAR B_RE5

Calc. fields from conductors

J4=1 to N_OF_B

J5=1 to N_OF_COND

J6-0 to N_OF_SEGM(J5)

A-SORT((BP(JS,J6+ 1, I )-BP(J5,../6, 1 ))**2+
(BP(J5,J6+ I ,2)-BP(J5,J6,2))**2+
(BP(J5,J6+ 1,3)-BP(J5,J6,3))**2)

B=SORT((B_F(J4, 1 )-BP(J5,J6, 1 ))**2+
(B_F(J4,2)-BP(J5,J6,2))**2+
(B_F(J4,3)-BP(J5,J6,3))**2)

C-SORT((B_F(J4, 1 )-BP(J5,J6+ 1,1 ))**2+
(B_F(J4,2)-BP(J5,J6+1,2))**2+
(B_F(J4,3)-BP(J5,J6+1,3))**2)

COSALFA2:=(B**2A**2-C**2)/(2*A*B)
CO5ALFA I :=(C**2+A**2-B**2)/(2*A*C)

H:C*SORT( 1-COSALFA1**2)

SX:.BP(J5,J6+ 1, 1 )-BP(J5,J6, 1 )
SY:=BP(J5,J6 I ,2)-BP(J5,J6,2)
SZ:.E1P(J5,J6+ I ,3 )-BP(J5,J6,3)

RX:=B(J4,1)-BP(J5,J5,1)
RY:+B(J4,2)-BP(J5,J6,2)
RZ:=13(J4,3)-BP(J5,J6,3)

SPX:*SY*RZ-SZ*RY
SRY:=SZ*RX-SX*RZ
SRZ:=SX*RY-SY*RX

CONST:=MY*MYO*1 (J5)/ ( 4*P l*H)
COSPOOT_NUM:(COSALFA 1 +COSALFA2)

COSPOOT_DEN:=SORT( SRX**2+ SRY**2+ SR Z**2)
COSPOOT:=COSPOOT_NUM/COSPOOT_DEN

B_RES(J4, 1 ):=B_RES(J4, 1 )+CONST*COSROOT*SRX
B_RES(J4,2):=B_RES(J4,2)+CONST*COSROOT*SRY
B_RES(J4,3):=B_RES(J4,3)CONST*COSROOT*5RZ

Present result in outf Ile

J7=1 to N_OF_B

OUTPUT B_F(J7, 1..3)

Fig 9.Flow chart for B -field calculations

Fig. 9: Flow chart for B -field calculations
( STOP)

Wanna Swap!
Have FT -790R11, NiCads, charger plus 3 x 5/8 collinear, little used, mint. Would
exchange for h.f. linear or tribander/rotator or anything interesting for h.f./c.w.
Arthur. Tel: Halifax 368021.

Have R1155, HRO, WS19. All need repair. Would exchange for any of - TCS
TX, TCS RX, B46, B47, 5AH, RI475, BC348, TR 101, Canadian WS 19. Must
be unmodified. Barker. 29 St Andrews Court, Benton, Newcastle upon Tyne
NE7 7UT

Have G2DAF type h.f. linear amplifier 2 x 813 valves adn I spare. Power unit
for 1800V h.t., weighs 50kg! amplifier weighs 15kg. Would exchange for BBC -
B computer with DFS. G R B Wilson G3APV. Tel: (09467) 28449.

Have Redifon 8408 commsRX, 13kHz-28MHz continuous & Trio TX599
custom special. Both good condition, both with manuals. Would exchange for
144MHz multimode. Tom. 42 Albert Road, Cleethorpes DN35 8LX. Tel:
(0472) 602335.

Have Realistic PRO2004 scanner with discone, mast and coaxial cable. Would
exchange for 144MHz transceiver or w.h.y? Tony GOMQG. Tel: (0603)
611764.

Have Eddystone 770R Mk2 v.h.f. receiver, range 19 to 160MHz in six bands,
very large tuning dial (require space). Would exchange for mains airband
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receiver, i.e. Hallicrafter or aircraft rx . F. Walker. Tel: (0221) 241088,
Cambridge.

Have late '20s 4 -valve 'portable' RX with built-in frame antenna and speaker,
working well. Would exchange for h.f. receiver. Mann. Tel: (0223) 860150.

Have AOR2002, discone antenna and 1330MHz frequency counter and
appropriate p.s.u.s and leads, second-hand value about f500. W.h.y?, cash
adjustment considered. Tel: 961-748 9604.

Have Realistic PR02004 scanner. Would exchange for good h.f. receiver. John.
Tel: (0865) 774602 after 5pm.

Have ERA MkIl Microreader. Would exchange for h.f. mobile equipment,
w.h.y? Tel: (0283) 63667.

Have BBC computer and lots of extras, FT-902DM system, portable h.f.
manpack, 40ft lattice mast, portable masts, Sony ICF-7600D, PK88, 4CX250Bs.
Would exchange for PC1512/1640. Send s.a.e. for full list of bits. G4SOL,
QTHR.

Have mains operated c.c.t.v. camera with video output. Would exchange for
anything for an FT DX400 (i.e. outboard v.f.o.) or w.h.y. P. Mann Tel: 0572
812354 evenings.
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The popular series
of Sharp PC8

pocket computers,
along with its

Tandy equivalent,
have been

available for a
number of years

and are useful aids
for the

mathematician
and engineer

alike. Many
enthusiasts find

radio mathematics
daunting and to

make life easier,
Mike Hadley

G4JXX shows how
to turn the

computer into a
useful extra tool.

Basic Radio Calculations With
Pocket Computers

Professionals and 'dabblers' alike will find the
following program very useful as it does away with
remembering equations and gives easy -to -read
answers without too many decimal places. The
program is split into four sections with first section
being a simple half -wave dipole calculation.
Pressing DEF A will identify the program, and the
computer will then ask for the frequency in MHz?,
which when entered, provides the correct dipole
length in feet and inches. After a short display

10:"A": CLEAR : WAIT 200: PRINT "DIPOLE CALC"
20:INPUT "FREQ IN MHZ 7"; A
30:B=468/A
40:WAIT 400: PRINT USING "#####"; INT B;"FT"; USING "###.##";(B-
INT B)*12;"INS": GOTO 20
50:"B": CLEAR : WAIT 200: PRINT "IND/CAP/FRO CALC"
60:INPUT "L, C OR F ? ";F$
70:IF F$="F" INPUT "IND IN UH 7 ";Z: INPUT "CAP IN PF? ";Y: GOTO 150
80:INPUT "FREQ IN MHZ 7 ";G
90:IF F$="C" INPUT "IND IN UH ? ";Y
100:IF F$="L" INPUT "CAP IN PF ? ";Y
110:H=1E6/((4*102)*(GA2)*Y)
120:IF F$="L" WAIT 400: PRINT USING "######.##";H;" UH"
130:IF F$="C" WAIT 400: PRINT USING "######.##";H;" PF"
140:CLEAR : GOTO 60
150:0=1E3/(4(Z*Y)*2*fr)
160:WAIT 400: PRINT USING "#####.######";0;" MHZ": CLEAR : GOTO
60
170:"C": CLEAR : WAIT 200: PRINT "COIL CALC"
180:INPUT "IND IN UH ? ";J
190:INPUT "LENGTH IN INS ?";L
200:INPUT "DIAM IN INS ?";K
210:M=K/2
220:IF L<(K.4) WAIT 200: PRINT "WRONG COIL DIMS": GOTO 180
230:N=q1J*(9*M+10*L)/(M*M))
240:WAIT 400: PRINT USING "####.##";N;" TURNS": GOTO 180
250:"D": CLEAR : WAIT 200: PRINT "REACTANCE CALC"
260:INPUT "L OR C ? ";G$
270:INPUT "FREQ IN MHZ ? ";P
280:IF G$="L" INPUT "IND IN UH ? ";Q: GOTO 300
290:IF G$+"C" INPUT "CAP IN PF ? ";R: GOTO 310
300:S=2rzPQ: GOTO 315
310:S=1E6/(2*/t*P*R)
315:IF S=0 GOTO 250
320:IF S<1 PRINT "UNDER 1 OHM": CLEAR : GOTO 260
330:WAIT 400: PRINT "X"; G$;"="; USING "#######";S;" OHMS": CLEAR:
GOTO 260

period the program returns to the beginning ready
for the next calculation.

The second section is used for determining the
missing component in a tuned resonant circuit.
Inductance, capacitance or frequency can be
calculated, given the other two factors. Pressing
DEF B will identify the program, which will then
display L, C, or F ?

If you wish to calculate the inductance needed to
resonate a tuned circuit, when you have a known
capacitance and frequency, you then press L, before
entering the values for C and F. Use a similar
procedure if C or F is required. Entries must be L in
mH, C in pF and F in MHz. After the two known
values are entered, the required component value is
displayed for a short period, after which the program
returns to the beginning of section two.

Section three is a program to calculate the
number of turns required for a single layer coil of
known inductance and dimensions. Three values are
needed, the inductance of the coils in mH, the length
of the coil in inches and the diameter in inches.
Pressing DEF C will cause the computer to display
'Coil Calc' before it requests that you enter
inductance (mH), length (inches) and diameter
(inches).

However, please note that the program has the
limitation that the length must be equal or greater
than 0.4 of the diameter. If incorrect values are
entered, the program automatically returns to the
start of section three after displaying 'wrong coil
dimensions'. Correct entry will provide the number
of turns required over the entered length and
diameter for the entered inductance. Wire -size tables
can be used to determine the diameter of wire to
completely fill the length of the coil. For a coil
having a low turns -per -inch ratio, the winding must
be evenly stretched to the required length.

In section four, inductive and capacitive
reactance can be determined from a given frequency
and inductance or capicitance. Pressing DEF D on
the computer will make the screen display
'Reactance Cale', before it requests that you key -in
the frequency (in MHz). After you have entered the
frequency, the inductance (in mH) or capacitance
(pF) are then requested. Entering these values will
produce the inductive or capacitive reactance for the
given frequency in ohms. Where the answer equates
to less than one ohm the display will show 'under 1
ohm'. PW
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Construction

In this last part
The Reverend

George Dobbs
G3RJV completes

the construction of
the PW Marland

THE MARLAND SINGLE
SIDEBAND TRANSMITTER
A simple practical s.s.b. transmitter for 3.5 and 14MHz

Several errors crept into the circuit diagrams in the
last issue. Diode D3 in Fig. 2.1 is shown with the
wrong polarity, the cathode should be connected to
R22/C41. Also shown with the wrong polarity is
C49 (Fig. 2.2) the positive side should be connected
to R34. In Fig. 2.3, TR3 acts as a mixer transistor
and not just a buffer as described. In Fig. 2.4 the
values of C25 and 27 are 47pF with C28 and 30 are
100pF. Resistor R13 in Fig. 2.4 should be lka

Finally, in Fig. 2.7 the relays RLA to RLD
should have their supply lines reversed. They are
permanently connected to the zero volts line
(chassis) and have +12V switched to them as
required. Their logical working remains correct. For

those worried that this project needs a Morse key as
shown in Fig. 2.7, this is not so. This line should
have been labelled 'to p.t.t. switch'. These errors are
only on the circuit diagrams and do not effect the
shopping list and overlays.

Testing In General

You can test all the circuits in the Marland using
very simple equipment. All you need is a decent
analogue multimeter, an r.f. probe and a receiver,
but if you have a frequency counter and a decent
`scope these will be more than useful.

To C37 -

To C37 -
moving
vanes

!VI/1143101

u s b

I s b

Mic
socket

LL

C41

D3_11-

CTvpiR4
cc'

TR5 T1413

t-{ R23 1-* t

1'1

il=3B
t -I R27 F.* C45 C

T 0

.12V
To C44

v o out

Fig. 3.1: Track pattern and overlay of the v.f.o. board.

w_ekt3 ti]

Ct

CNI

X

0

to 08

Out

11:1j1-1,
c -4 i

estr1.4.1-.4

Fig. 3.2: Track pattern and overlay of the Carrier Crystal Oscillator.

719
.12V (TX)
to C52

Audio out
to DBM

0

Fig. 3.3: Track pattern and overlay of the Microphone Amplifier.
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The VFO

The layout of the v.f.o. is shown in Fig. 3.1. The
p.c.b. contains all the components except for C37,
the tuning capacitor, and C36 which is wired across
C37. The output from the v.f.o. may be taken out of
the v.f.o. enclosure by a non -capacitive feedthrough,
although I used a phono socket to allow a plug-in
ouput lead. The v.f.o. board is mounted in a box
with C37 held on a small bracket inside the box
coupled to an in -line epicyclic slow motion drive
mounted on the front. The collar of the slow motion
drive goes through the front panel of the transmitter
outer case and has a tight fitting perspex cursor to
indicate the frequency.

The output frequency and stability can be
checked against a receiver. Before this test takes
place the board is best mounted in the case with the
variable capacitor and slow motion drive in place.
Attach a small length of wire, say 200 to 300mm, to
the output of the oscillator and place the v.f.o.
beside a general coverage receiver set on 5MHz.
With the vanes of C37 closed, adjust the core in LI
until the oscillator is heard on the receiver. The
receiver and the v.f.o. can be tracked across the the
range 5.0 to 5.5MHz. Some individual adjustment
may be required of the number of turns or even the
value of C36, although the stated values ought to
put the v.f.o. onto the correct frequency range. The
final adjustment of the coverage can be left until the
whole transmitter is set up for operating. The
oscillator should show good stability after some
initial switch -on drift.

The Microphone Amplifier

The p.c.b. is shown in Fig. 3.3 and is mounted in
its own screened box attached to the front panel.
The 4 -pin mic socket doubles as a clamp to hold this
in place. Resistor R31 is on the p.c.b. but could be
front panel mounted.

The Carrier Oscillator

The Carrier Oscillator is shown in Fig. 3.2. Each
crystal housing is strapped to the OV line with a wire
soldered to the case. The amplifier is mounted in its
own screened box attatched to the front panel of the
Marland with SI being the clamp.

To test the oscillator use either a digital counter
and set the two frequencies to 8.9985MHz for u.s.b.
and 9.0015MHz for I.s.b., or use a known accurate
receiver to set them.

The Balanced Modulator

The Balanced Modulator is shown in Fig. 3.4.
The critical component is the transformer which is
trifilar wound on an FT37-61 ferrite toroidal core.
The winding of this transformer is simple but if the
connections are wrong the balanced modulator will
not work.

Begin by taking three lengths, about 400mm
each, of 28s.w.g. wire. The wires need to be twisted
together at a pitch about around 3-4 twists per
centimetre. Try to distribute the twists as evenly as
possible along the total length of the wires.

The transformer is wound in the same manner as
a single winding. Each pass through the hole
represents one turn. The turns should be made as
evenly as possible taking up some three-quarters of
the total core space. When the winding is
completed, trim off the sets of three leads at each
end to about 15mm. Carefully scrape the enamelling
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from the ends, leaving about 5mm of enamel at the
core end of the wires. The vital next stage is to
correctly identify the wires. The 'L' of each name
denotes the beginning of each winding. The position
of beginning and ending of each winding determines
the phase of the windings and is essential to the
correct working of the circuit.

The windings are checked out using the ohms
range of the multimeter to give a continuity test.
Decide in advance which end of the winding is to be
the beginning and which the finish, this is not
important provided it is the same for all three wires.

Fig. 3.4: Track
pattern and overlay
of the heart of the
transmitter, track
and overlay pattern
of the Balanced
Modulator.
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Identify the end of L2 and connect it to the
beginning of L3. This point is connected to C10.
The beginning of L2 goes to C10 and the finish of
L3 to Cl 1. Be careful that the diodes D1 and 2 are
correctly orientated on the board. Very few
problems should occur with this board although care
must be used when soldering the coaxial cables
carrying the various signals into place. The coils L7
and L8/9 along with L10 and L11/12 are Toko types
and need little work.

At this time the testing of the sideband generator
board will be left until all other boards are
completed.

WRIN3,

IF -ED' ,u:".Q

C31

  4E1C- 33 L16
17

R17 .4 R18 -}*

rl

U6L14
L15

Out

Fig. 3.5: Track pattern and overlay of the Driver Amplifier.

for 14MHz

+ for 3.5MHz

Out

Fig. 3.6: Track
pattern and overlay
of the twin low-pass
filter board.

Press to talk

Receiver
D7 D8 across socket

TX output
from RLD

(.s RLE
4,4` .

RX +12V on TX
To audio pre -amp

+12V Driver amp
from S2 sideband osc.

and s.s.b. gen.

The Driver Amplifier

The Driver Amplifier is shown in Fig. 3.5. Begin
by winding the transformers L14/15 and L16/17
These are wound on a pair of ferrite beads placed
side by side. This is easier if the beads are joined
together. They may be glued with polystrene cement
but I used a small piece of sticky tape. The winding
is simple: 10 turns for L15 and L16, and 2 turns for
L14 and L17. Remember which end is which or
mark them. As with the Mic Amplifier there is little
to go wrong as long as the components are
orientated correctly.

The Power Amplifier

The kit comes complete with every item, except
for a heat sink, and contains full instructions
including how to mount the board. A word of
warning. There are a number of throughboard
connections on this doubled -sided board and they
must all be added at the beginning. Check them: I
missed one and it took me a half hour to find what
was wrong when the amplifier failed to work.

Low Pass Filters

Low pass filters are required to clean up the
harmonic content of the output signal. The circuit
for these filters is shown in Fig. 3.6. The filter
components follow the values for the W3NQN
standard capacitance seven element filters which
have become popular amongst constructors of QRP
equipment. Although these filters contain an extra
inductor and capacitor against the more usual five -
element filters, the characteristics are so much
better.

Change -Over Board

The change -over board is the final board to be
built and readers may recognise it as the board used
in the Irwell Transmitter (PW January 1990) with
only part of it used, and for a fuller description see
that article.

Overall Setting Up

The complete setting up is done when all the
boards except the sideband generator board are fitted
in the box. A gradual process of setting -up is used
and a g.d.o. and known accurate receiver will be
needed (using a similar technique to setting the
v.f.o.). All the tests are done by injecting an audio
tone into the mic socket, or whistling into the mic.

Place a wire on the junction of L5/C14 and adjust
C10 C11 and R3 for minimum carrier leakage.
Switch to the other crystal frequency and check that

Fig. 3.7: Track pattern and
overlay of the power and antenna

changeover p.c.b.
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HOW MUCH £65
HOW EASY Intermediate

Shopping List

Resistors
5% 0.4W Carbon film
56t2 1 825
1000 3 R2,9,10
150C1 1 R20
22011 3 811,19,22
330t) 1 R28
5600 1 815
6800 1 R30
1ki2 9 R6,12,13,18,26,29,35,38,39
2.21ct1 1 R7
4.71(11 1 R34
10kil 5 88,23,24,33,37
22k0 2 R4,16
331(0 1 R27
100141 4 R1,14,21,32
820ki1 1 R36

Variable Trimmer (Horizontal)
5000 1 R3
10k0 3 R5,17,40

Variable Trimmer (Vertical)
5kil 1 R31

Capacitors
Monolithic ceramic (resin dipped)
10nF 16 C5,6,9,12,19,21,22,24,34,45,53,54,64-67
0.1uF 14 C13,15,16,18,20A,23,31-33,35,41,43,51,68

Ceramic Mi niature plate
3.3pF 2 C26,29
10pF 1 C3
27pF 1 C7
33pF 1 C4
47pF 3 C25,27
68pF 2 C14,17
100pF 4 C28,30,36,42
180pF 2 C60,63
270pF 1 C38
390pF 2 C61,62
470pF 2 C56,59
680pF 2 C39,40
1.2nF 2 C57,58

Feed Through type
1000pF 3 C8,44,52

Electrolytic 16V working
2.21iF 2 C47,48
4.7jF 1 C55
1011F 4 C20,46,48,50

Miniature Trimmer (film dielectric)
2-22pF 4 C1,2,10,11

Coil Data
1mH 3 RFC1-3

L1-3 10 turns trifilar wound on an FT37-61 toroidal core
L4/5,6 Toko Kank33340 (toff)
L7,L8/9 Toko Kank33330(2off)
L10,L11/12 Toko Kank33350 (toff)
L13 30 turns 0.28mm (32s.w.g.) enamelled copper wire close
wound on a 4.8mm former with a ferrite core.
L14/15 0.28mm (32s.w.g.)enamelled toper wire, 2ffprimary)+10t
(secondary) on two ferrite (anti -parasitic) beads.
L16/17 as above (used in reverse)
L18,20 25 turns on toroidal core T37-2
L19 27 turns on toroidal core T37-2
L21,23 16 turns on toroidal core T37-6
L22 17 turns on toroidal core T37-6

Semiconductors
Diodes
BAR28 2 D1,2 Schottky barrier diodes
1N4001 1 D6
1N4148 5 D4,5,7,8,11
6.2V zener 1 D3
l.e.d. 2 D9,10

Transistors
BC109 2
BC238 2
2N2905 1
2N3819 2
40673 3

TR7,8 (Plastics cased version used in prototype)
TR5,6
TRU)
TR1,4
TR2,3,9

Miscellaneous
Set of p.c.b.s from PW sevices, 9MHz 2.2kHz bandwidth s.s.b. filtert,
8.9985 and 9.0015MHz crystalst. Miniature relays (Maplin YX94C 4
off). Wire and coaxial cables as required, hardware for boxing the
project (Mintfordd types used on prototype). Microphone with p.t.t.
switch, epicyclic reduction drive, switches as required, phono plugs
and sockets, screws, washers, nuts and spacers as required.

t Available from the author for £15.50 the set.(St. Aidans Vicarage,
498 Manchester Rd., Rochdale, Lancs. OL11 3HE. Cheques made
payable to G-QRP club)

these settings are still valid, if not find the setting
which gives the best compromise between carrier
frequencies. Move the wire to the junction of C21/
R13 and check that the Xtal filter is working and
that both sidebands are available on selection of the
carrier frequency.

Move the wire to the junction of C24/RLA centre
contact. Now there should be signals heard on the
receiver as follows. The v.f.o. oscillates in the range
of 5.0-5.5MHz, and s.s.b. signals in the bands 4.0-
3.5MHz and 14-14.5MHz. Peak L4/5 and L6 for
strongest signals. Remove the wire. An r.f. probe as
described in the PW Irwell (p28 Jan'90 PW) will be
needed to peak up the band-pass filters. Select the
3.5MHz band (+12V to RLB and RLD) and peak L7
and L8/9 for maximum output at the input to the
driver board. Then check at the output of the driver
board, verifying that variable R17 controls the level
available at the output. Select 14MHz band and
similarly peak LlO and L11/12.

Testing The PA Stage

The p.a. stage and low-pass filters need no
setting -up, so after fixing the s.s.b. generator board
in position the PW Marland is ready for dummy
load testing. About IOW of power should be present
when whistling into the mic and transmitting into a
dummy load. The power amplifier must not be
tested without the heatsink or without a terminating
load. The r.f. probe will measure up to 75V on
speech peaks.

The unit should is now ready for on air trials
There is a small amount of v.f.o. leakage noticable
on the 3.5MHz band so an a.t.u. should be used to
reduce the level of this out -of -band signal. PW
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Fig. 3.8: A simple
power monitor
circuit. The meter
shows relative r.f.
power output levels.

Interconnection details and layout of the completed 'Marland'.
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AKD Blackline
Series Filters
Interference to domestic appliances from amateur
equipment is usually a tricky problem that requires a high
degree of tact as well as some appreciation of how the
interference occurs. If the interference effects adjacent
properties, it is also important that any 'cures' fitted both
look good and work effectively. This is where quality
commercial filters such as these from AKD can be so
useful.

One of the first steps to curing interference problems is
to establish whether a filter is likely to help. It is important
to remember that the filters described here have been
designed to handle antenna born interference. If you need
help to decide whether the interference is antenna born, the
DTI guide How to Improve Television and Radio
Reception is a very good publication.

I was also pleased to see that AKD have included much
useful information in their catalogue.

HPF-6 High Pass Filter

This six section filter has been designed to minimise
the effects of a wide range of potential interfering signals.

The intended use of this filter is in the u.h.f. path of
TVs and video cassette recorders. Because of this, the filter
boasts a mere 2dB of insertion loss between 465MHz and
900MHz. The cut-off on the low frequency side was very
sharp with -35dB at the 435MHz amateur band and a very
creditable -80dB at and below 145MHz.

Physically the filter comprised an aluminium box
measuring 120 x 40 x 25mm. Connections being made via
a fully insulated Belling -Lee socket at one end and a flying
lead plug at the other.

For best affect the filter needed to be connected
between the antenna and the TV or video recorder. The
only exception to this being when an r.f. pre -amplifier is in
use, then the filter must be connected between the antenna
and the pre -amplifier. As the HPF-6 is a purely passive
device, there were no power supply problems to worry
about.

HPFS

This is another low pass filter but one that includes a
braid breaking transformer. Braid breaking is important
when you are dealing with interference that has been
induced into the outer conductor of the TV or video down -
lead. As with the HPF-6 it was designed for u.h.f.
operation and featured a 2dB insertion loss and a braid
rejection ration of >25dB at 30MHz and below. The
rejection on the centre conductor was specified as 60dB at
30MHz and below.

The physical construction of this filter was much more
compact than the HPF-6 with the filter components being
mounted on the rear of the coaxial line socket.

Interference with domestic equipment seems to be a problem that
effects most amateurs at sometime. But relief is in sight in the form
of a range of filters from AKD, reviewed here by John Bird
30

TNF-2

This was a notch filter that could be ordered with a
wide range of centre frequencies. This one is likely to be of
particular interest to the amateur who is suffering
interference on one band. The review model was supplied
tuned for 145MHz and featured a 2MHz bandwidth so
covering the whole of the I45MHz band.

Besides filtering the inner conductor the screen was
also filtered. The specified rejections were 35dB on the
inner and 30dB for the outer. The construction of this
model was again based around a coaxial line socket.

BB -1

The final filter in this selection was a simple braid
breaker with no other processing. This was ideal for those
situations where the interference mode is clearly identified
to the braid and no other treatment is necessary. This filter
could also be cascaded with others to help solve some
more complex interference.

Air Tests

The ideal way to test these products is with real -life
interference cases. Fortunately I didn't have a real problem
at the time of the review so I had to invent some! I started
with a popular portable TV which was fed by a poorly
orientated loft antenna. Interference was then induced by
running a 5W 144MHz portable close to the antenna to
simulate high level r.f. interference. The interfering signal
was adjusted so that the picture had almost collapsed.

I started by inserting the 145MHz notch filter, which
was easy to connect and did not noticeably affect the signal
strength. This filter had the desired effect and reduced the
interference down to just a flick of the picture at the start
and end of the transmission.

The next stage was to see how the braid breaker
affected this type of interference. The results were, in fact,
similar to with the notch filter.

The HPF-S was next on the list and this produced the
best result by combining the low pass filter with a braid
breaker. As with the other filters the insertion loss was not
noticeable even on a very weak signal.

Final test was to try out the HPF-6 low pass filter. This
produced a result much on a par with the notch and braid
breaker. The only drawback was a just noticeable reduction
in signal strength. So from this test it was clear that the best
solution was to fit the HPFS low pass filter and braid
breaker. I ought to stress however that every interference
case usually has its own peculiarities that are almost
impossible to simulate in a test like this.

Summary

I was impressed with the range of filters from AKD.
Having experienced interference problems myself, I have
seen the look of horror on people's faces as you approach
their expensive TV or hi-fi with a birds nest of capacitors
and inductors! This range from AKD gives the amateur a
much more professional solution that should gain a
favourable response from the 'public'.

I can also see that these filters should appeal to amateur
radio clubs who could perhaps buy a full set of filters.
These could then be made available on loan to club
members. As the solution of interference problems tends to
be a trial and error affair, this would allow selection of the
appropriate filter that could then be purchased to solve the
problem.

To conclude then, these filters from AKD will I'm sure
prove to be very popular with both amateurs and
professionals alike. I have no hesitation in recommending
them.

The VAT inclusive price of the filters reviewed here is
as follows:

HPF-6 - £17.00: HPFS - £7.50: TNF-2 - £7.95: BB1 -
£6.95

These filters and details of the rest of the range can be
obtained from AKD, Unit 5, Parsons Green Estate,
Boulton Road, Stevenage, Herts SGI 4QG. My thanks to
AKD for the loan of the review models. PW
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6 Royal Parade
Hanger Lane

Ealing, London
W5A 1 ET

Tel: 081-997 4476 Fax: 081-991 2565

Once again we break the
price barrier. Now a Two
Metre Handheld for
£1 29.00 inc. VAT.

KENPRO
Model KT22E.

Package includes:
Nicad Pack,
Charger and
antenna.
Fully synthesised
Thumbwheel
Tuning.
10MHz Cover
on RX.
1750 Toneburst.
600kHz repeater
shift.
Low & High power
switch.

Phone for more
details.

Ask for BERNIE
or BRENDA.

or 12 monthly
payments of

£12.31

Opening Hours'Monday-Friday 9.30 to 5.30
NOW 014:\ A1.1, DAY SATURDAY 10.00-5pin

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
FOR THE RADIO LISTENER

Short Wave
Magazine

REVIEWED
Grundig Yacht Boy 220
World Race/war

PLUS
CIRKIT WEATHER
SATELLITE RECEIVER
Improvements to this
popular systarn

AND
Raoul's. Foorturas
for Scanning,
A Irband
and Broodcaat
Enthusiast.

:SSa 003 921.3

AUGL ST 1990

gatleNitzgai-af't

GRUNDIG YACHT BOY 220
RECEIVER REVIEWED

CIRKIT WEATHER
SATELLITE RECEIVER

Peter Rouse improves this
popular system

PLUS
REGULAR FEATURES

FOR THE
SCANNING, BROADCAST

AND
AIRBAND ENTHUSIAST

AUGUST ISSUE
ON SALE NOW
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1 Western Parade, West Street, Axminster, Devon, EX13 5NY.
Telephone: Axminster (0297) 34918-Reg Ward & Co. Ltd

111000
FT767
FE/17157121
1(07671701
1(0767(6)
92767
1774750
1775700
F1700
FC700
11757110
FAS14R
11738
FT4700
F72909411
FTSBONkll
17231111
F1211014
F7212164
19415
104440
MM916
11411
FT811
FT470
17236
FT71R
F141111

1141110

18511
NCIOC
592028
RCN)
NC29
PA6
M012028
1111418428
190960092
PA4C
0C9C
PA3
101140
FR08800
FRV81300
FRT7700
Mm188
MO196
811.839
V.177
1055
YO1
sap

112025
119020

090770
0130
Jvbern
CrestIvo
C.020R.
CA1X40C
WX1
WX2
CF418Mor
CA2X4Mak
TO1M

0Yaesu cone
0F iran9CetVe, 299500, 0.00
HF Trams:wow 1509.00 0.00
291 Module 17671 179.00 100
70cm Module 17871 22500 100
13m Makole 17571 179.00 3.00
Seerte. 59.95 3.00
Budget Ill Transceiver 45900 9.00
MK. HF Trenecoyer 116/400 9.00
200 R.S.U. 219.00 4.00
Manual ATU 149 00 3.00
Heevy Day 2tro1.5.1.1. 258.75 4.00
Remote 0.04 Sw041/ 80.00 3.00
2 70con 45,35W Base Stn. SPECIAL PRICE 1199.00110.00
2m 70cm Owl Send FM Mobole S PRICE 499.00 700
NMI Super 290 2m Multmode 2.5W 429.00 5.00
Mk11 6m 61,11104e 2.5W 42900 500
23crn FM Transceiver 475.00 900
2m 45W FM Mode 309.00 5.00
New On, 45W FM Mode 349.00 5.00
2m Helical 5.50 2.00
70cm I wave 12.50 2.00
Motsle Bracket 14.55 2.00
Ton H II Keyboard 226.00 3.00
70cm NA Keyboard 239.00 3.00
2m.70cm Own Bard 144 Moth oN51 349.00 3.00
2m Mono RN 209.00 3.00
70cm Mono WM 229.00 3.001
11044 Bette, Pock 123.731 34.60 2.00
Need Bette, Pock 123.731 34.50 2.00
Nced Bette, Peek 123,731 07.55 2.00
Clungeo 123 731 17.71 2.00
Cherger 123/731 134 Plug 17.71 2.00
Charger 123 731 17.71 2.00
Base Charger 123 731 60.00 3.00
Cl, Adeot Ckwate 123,731 24.15 2.00
Speaker Mc 3106 2.00
Speaker Moc MorePture 12173/7271 31.06 2.00
80.95661114 Scannong RX 609.00 0.00
Rower 5/100(8 rer 9600 29.00 2.00
Cheops, 11.50 2.00
Coo Adeptor.Cneoger 21.86 2.00
Speaker /Ake 3105 2.00
OF 0O011011, 049.00 900
[omen... 110.175 tor 08800 100.00 3.00
FIX ATU 59.00 3.00
Hand 600 eon nec 21.00 2.50
Desk 600 ad, .,.c 79.00 2.50
Boom moo. moc 2900 2.50
Lrgenvneght phones 19.99 150
Padded onones 19.99 2.00
L., wooht Mobtle Howl -Boom nee 25.76 2.50
PTT Switch Box 290,790 22.00 2.60
PTT Switch Box 270/7700 22.00 2.00
25W Unite, 1111.00 3.00
floi IOW Lone. 109.00 100

Antennas
70.7009114. RX 131econe
26-13006101010Cone
153 MkIll 3a H1 Tolbandet
00318 JR 4e HF Tnbendet
C0316 44 kIF TrobanCler
2/70an Mobrle
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2/7001e Base Fobre Glees
2/703m Duo...,
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10/90., umbed 4.004

34.00
76.00

345.46
299.00
349 00

39 95
54 99
76 50
25 50
99 95
4900

14.001
14.001
18.001
18.001
18.001
13.001
15.001
16.001
13.501
15 001
/6 501

iC )55 HF Toensume,
IC7514 11F Toanwerver
1C735 New HF Trance...
0.721 115,6on be, an.
1C725 HF Bake Trot/mower
47100 550W103 ATU 051,749
AT150 W ATA 17351
PS56 En PSU 17351
ICSOS 50140: eserimede pone*
1C2000 2m 25W 14/Mo0e
IC2291 NEW 2m 25W FM WOW
0.251 2111 New Mow Mendleeld
0.2755 New 2m 25W ewe Stn 1C751
0.40E 70cre WINN
/C240 2no.70croo 1). Bend Harms
1C490 70cm IOW MAIode
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1CR71 Gen Cov RX
0.7000 WIF/1.110 kennel'
O 87000 25.1300510s Drecone
93 III Speaker
0(70 OC Coble 16709711
EX257 FM Board 1117041711
GCS World Clock
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B C35 Cheraw
893 Batten Pooch 8.41,129E/02/04E1
BPI Empty Mllety Case 12/4902/0411
BPS Battery Pack 10 By
CPI I2V Charge Load 813/718
OCI 13C/OC converter opeNtte Horn 12V
HM46 NEW Nino .0080461 mIC
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14551 1Nadwt .nc P1 T,Vox one
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58113 1 31,800. BP Sew IAN
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972 NEW HF RX
5100 50001011 113009100

C W Keyers
HI -MOUND
00702 Streoght Key Iedjuemble tension)
00703 $1,591.1 key ledjustMie tenvon)
00704 Stragni hey 1edrusteble teneronl
140705 Stralgtot key Iediustable tensoonl
M0706 Streight key 149unable Nowa*
O 0707 Strasen key !adjustable terwionl
140902 StraogM key 113ekow-Ekeeel
00803 Streognt key 11308041
641(703 Squeeze key
140704 Sotwese key
MK705 Squaws key
100700 Soueete key

STARMASTER
Dewsbury Electrorec Key.. Unn 1110 Perkke,
Dewelwry Electronic Memo, 0eyer INo Pacl9e1

5250
A020500.
6400
04008C
G8COAC
G2CORC
GS00
555400

Rotators
look1 Doty
Lep/ Duty
Med." Chao
Me/Wm Doty Mound Focal
Medouon.Hew OW,
/Mew Doty
Eleveorp Retrtor
Awn.h/08011.no

2499.001
1500.001
979.00
989.00
75900
36500
31900
18500
529.00
559.00
325.00
375 00

1089 00
310.00
365.00
617.00
63900
859.60
98900

6200
61.00
0.00

41 00
43.00
1438
70.15
29.90

0.20
60.96

6.90
16.40
24.16
2196
41.26

9.20
9.20

112.00

P00.

0.00
0.00
9.00
9.00
9.00

.00

.00

.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
500
9.00
5.00

.00

.03
5.00
9.07
8.00
.20

4.00
2,00
2.00
3.00
2.00
3001
2.00
2.00
2.50

2.00
2.00
2,601
200
2.00
2.00
3.00

42.76 12.501
49.69 12.501
26.35 12.501
26.26 12.501
28.95 12.501
25.49 12.50/
99.95 13.601
89.96 13.001
37.00 12.501
24.99 12.601
32 78 12.50)
35.00 12.901

54.70 14.001
96.00 14.00)

7900
49 50

139 00
169 00
219 00
44500
14900
27900

1.001
.oce
.000

5.001
5.00)
6.001
5.001
5.001

T59605
759405
AT940
SP540
75140
750805
15440
41440
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47230
01230
P5430
9430
94220
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TL922
TH25
11446
1875
10205
TH215
TR751
75790
52000
VC10
85000
VC20
TM701
711731
11142310
70.431E
SA.C30
MCSO
MC604
14010
MC86
MC43
MC3S
MCS5
6030
056
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021

H ANSEN
W720S
10110
1400
Yee. 1650
Tee. 75500
165000

KENWOOD
NEW 01 Irenecerver 24.991 0.00
9 Bend TX General Coo 90 1995.00110.00
Auto/ATU 244.00 4.00
Ex, Speaker 87.55 4.00
HI 9 Band Gen Cow. TX/RX 66100 9.00
OF/19n TX Gen Coo. RX 98500 9.00
9 Band TX Geneve Coe RX 113981 0.00
AumATU 14952 4.00
11/Duty PSU 222.40 4.00
Am Band ATU/Pmeet WNW 2041.87 3.00
External Speaks. VW 8949 400
MateNng Power SuPPN 17176 400
91101/51111 504.er 4091 4.00
5101.... MCIIITOf 343.52 400
Bend Scope Ural 18309401 77.00 2,50
101160 20W Laver 1496.00110.00
2.111/Held 238 00 5.00
70ern /4/Herld 269.00 500
2rn/l0wn /I/Held 398.00 6.00
211 11/14 216.26 5.00
2m 11/111(w5oord 252.13 5.00
2m 25W M/M *MON 589.00 8.00
VHF/UliF T,.,. .weer 1496.00 900
Gen Coverage HF/RX 600.00 9.001
119-174000 Convener 1R20001 161.94 3.00
Gsnaral Coven. HF/RX 076.00 9.00
118.1745100 Convener 105000) 187.21 3.00
2M70crn FM Mot. 469.00 5.00
2m,7130n FM Mobole 935.00 5.00
2m FM WON 50/10,5W 789.00 5.00
70cm FM Moble 35/10/SW 315.00 5.00
5oea00./Moc 11121/4/2603 2931 3.00
P Des1. MK 4608 4.00
00 OW /Arc 88.22 400
Elecinc Dee row 63.96 3.00
Desk Mm AWN Level Como 09.00 4.00
BP For Mc 22.22 3.00
4P Foes M,c 21.72 3.00
Mod. Mc 160.o 8D) 62.67 3.130
HF Low Pass Flter 32.20 2.50
liontwerght Hipbones 24.38 2.50
Deluxe 11/000011s 37.54 2.50
50044.950MHz AM/FM Scanner 465.00 5.00

SWR/PWR Meters
130/4406111 20/200W
1.51504114,
3.5.16094140
1.84109611
1405259Hr
1.5-30M/0

Miscellaneous
SMCS 2U 2 Way 50239 Switch
SMCS 2N 2 0.0 Skt Switch
Rondo 61216 2 way Stanch W Socket Deluxe
125 30W Dummy Lewd

100W Cum, bed
200W Dummy bed
Wavamater 120.4509240
Peck.. FITTY Tenmone1
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7200
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P0232
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Delon 112 Audro Freer
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62.75 12.501
16.50 12.601
31.00 13.001
53.16 13.000
111.65 1.001
63.40 1.001

18.95 12.501
23.50 12.501
27.00 12.501
11.26 12.001
49.00 13.001
66.00 13.001
24.95 12.001

299.96 13.001
6140 13.001

100.91 13.001
146.51 13.001
53.16 13.001
53.15 13.001
77.62 13.001

154.90 13.001

Inelont credit available.
Mail/Telephone order by cheque 0

edit card Cheques cleared before
goods despatched.

OPEN TUES.-SAT. 9.00-5.30
(CLOSED MONDAYS)

LUNCH 1-2180

STOCK ITEMS USUALLY
DESPATCHED WITHIN 49 HRS

DEUVEFIWINSURANCE PRICES
IN BRACKETS

(E80E)

RST MAIL ORDER CO.
LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD,

1 MAYO ROAD,
CROYDON,

SURREY CRO 2QP.

SPECIAL EXPRESSRS MAIL ORDER SERVICE
(p

8231 4.06 Ek187 Leo P'F92 1.50 60S6 coo 6587 3.00
CL33 ISM EN91 7.90 PY83 1.25 60.570 8.75 6BC7 2.75
010111 1.59 EY51 2.75 0190 Y.P. 6A78 1.2s 650751 2.50
07111132 1.50 EMS 1.75 575003, 410 6AU5GT 5.00 &V 3.25
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Valve Technology &
Characteristics - Part 3

In practice grid -bias voltage is derived automatically
by making use of the anode current Ia which has to
flow from the cathode of the valve. A resistor in the
cathode circuit is all that is required. See Fig. 3.1. The
value of the cathode resistor is dependant upon the bias
voltage (Vg) required, coupled with the chosen anode
current (Ia). For example, suppose the bias voltage for
the valve characteristic shown in Fig. 2.5 were derived
using a cathode resistor. With an anode current of
5mA, (the cathode current is also 5mA), and a bias
voltage of -4V, the cathode resistor would have to be
80012, an 82012 approved value resistor would suffice.
In place of the grid -bias supply, a resistor is connected
between grid and earth or zero volts. This in effect puts
the grid at -4V below the cathode and creates the
desired bias.

Note now that the signal current (ia) has to flow
through the cathode resistor. When the voltage on the
grid rises above 4V the cathode voltage will have to
follow, this increases the bias. We have negative
feedback. For some applications this negative
feedback is desired and is made use of. In other
circumstances the feedback is not required. To dispose
of the unwanted feedback the cathode resistor is by-
passed with a capacitor whose impedance is negligible
at the signal frequency, this leaves the bias voltage
fixed at the pre -determined value. See Fig. 3.1.

Staying for a little while longer with the triode, the
editor suggested that it should be possible to run some
of the battery valves on low voltages. Would they work
for instance on only 12V? Selecting the once popular
I T4 with a 1.4V filament as a test item it was found
that the valve did in fact work with only 12V supply.
Naturally the filament voltage had to be the
recommended value. A small family of curves with the
valve connected as a triode is shown in Fig. 3.2.

This valve on 12V would provide some
amplification in a simple audio amplifier stage of a
battery receiver for example. However, the 1T4 with a
supply voltage of 27V (three 9V batteries in series)
works very well as a single valve receiver with

regenerative feedback, Fig. 3.4. A coverage of say 5.5
to 10MHz, brings in two broadcast bands and the
7MHz amateur band and is surprisingly sensitive. A set
of curves with a suply of 27V is shown in Fig. 3.3.

Although the receiver circuit works well with the
valve connected as a triode, there is a disadvantage.
Mechanical means have to be used in order to obtain
the feedback regeneration. A small variable capacitor
performs this task quite well but can be difficult to
adjust at times. Therefore, to provide a surefire receiver
circuit for experimenter the I T4 was connected as a
pentode. The pentode valve progressed from the tetrode
valve which we will take a look at presently.

When it was decided to provide a simple circuit for
the experimenter, the idea of a receiver seemed the best
choice because it is
something that is imme-
diately useful and can
provide hours of serious
listening for a small
outlay. But before we
look at the circuit, let us
take a look at the four
electrode valve, (the
tetrode) and a brief look
at the reason for the in-
troduction of this extra
electrode.

As the art of radio,
or rather wireless, pro-
gressed, more sensitiv-
ity and greater amplifi-
cation were continually
being sought. Because
of this, it was not long
before the limitations of
the triode began to
show. A fact that has
not been mentioned so
far is that the amplifica-
tion factor (4) of the

Vs 300V

Theory

Valve circuits that
have so far been
considered have
had a separate
supply for the
grid -bias voltage.
Now Peter Buchan
G3INR takes us
through tetrodes
and pentodes to a
one valve receiver.

WRIA3111

Cg

Rg and Cg chosen to meet bandwidth requirements
for the amplifier Cc, the cathode resistor by-pass
capacitor chosen to have a low reactance at the lowest
frequency of interest

Fig. 3.1: Triode circuit with cathode bias.
Capacitor Cc de -couples the signal voltage to
earth thereby eliminating the negative
feedback which would result if the cathode
resistor were not by-passed.
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Fig. 3.2: Characteristic curves of the 1T4 valve with
a supply voltage of only 12V. These curves may be
used to design circuits such as voltage amplifiers.
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Fig. 3.3: Characteristic curves of the 1T4 valve with a
supply of 27V. These are also useful as a design aid and it
was 27V which was used to power the one valve receiver.
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Fig. 3.4: The circuit
of the one valve
receiver. C1 100pF
variable. C2 82pF
mica. C3 68pF mica.
C4 82pF mica. C5
and C6 0.011.1F Disc
ceramic. R1 1 MD. R2
25162 variable. RFC
1mH choke. T1
Output transformer
or 240/6.3V
transformer.

Fig. 3.5: The circuit
used for deriving the
characteristics of the
Tetrode valve. Note
the distinctive kink
at the start of curve.
See text.

triode is governed by
the mechanical con-
struction of the valve.
The closer the grid is
to the cathode, the
greater the influence it
can have for example,
but the greater the in-
ter -electrode capacity.

Electrostatic cou-
pling between the
three electrodes lim-
ited the performance
of the valve in a
number of ways. This
coupling is described
in the characteristics
as the inter -electrode
capacities. These ca-
pacities exist between
the grid and the anode
(Cga), the grid and the

cathode (Cgk) [note the use of the letter 'k' to denote
the cathode thereby avoiding confusion with 'c' for ca-
pacity] and the anode and the cathode (Cak). They vary
in value from 2 to 8pF (Cga), from 2.5 to 4.5pF (Cgk)
and from 2.5 to 3.5pF (Cak).

The capacity Cga limits the gain that can be
obtained, especially at the higher frequencies where the
coupling between input, and output circuits, provided
by Cga can easily cause instability. Cgk on the other
hand loads the input circuit as the frequency is
increased by shunting away the signal to the cathode.
The effect of Cak is seen across the valve anode load
and hence shunts the output voltage. Remember we are
talking about a.c. signals, and also assuming that the
power supply has little or no impedance. To reduce
these capacities a further electrode was introduced and
placed between the anode and the grid. This was called
the screen grid because the screening effect it provides
is very profound indeed. For example the Cga in a
valve with a screen grid, falls to between 0.001 and
0.02pF. The reduction in capacity is achieved by
holding the screen grid at earth potential for a.c.
signals.

To achieve a useful performance with the tetrode,
this screen grid has to be at some potential (d.c.) above
that of the cathode, and because of this it does steal
some of the current which is on its way to the anode.
The characteristic of the tetrode together with the cir-
cuit used for obtaining this characteristic is shown in

Fig. 3.5. Study the
graph and note that
the anode current la
falls at one point as
the anode voltage is
increased. This fall
of la is due to what
is known as 'sec-
ondary emission'.
Secondary emission
is caused by the ki-
netic energy of the
electrons emitted
from the cathode,
striking the anode
with such force, that
some electrons are
dislodged from the
anode material.
These electrons are
collected by the
screen grid, and of
course are sub-
tracted from the an-
ode current. Note
that after the very
non-linear part of

the curve the anode current levels off to a steady value
which remains almost constant, even though anode
voltage is increased.

At this point, the maximum flow of electrons from
the space charge has been reached, the screen current
having settled down to a relatively small value. The
point at which the anode current levels off, is governed
by the value of the screen grid voltage; choice of screen
grid voltage is made by referring to the manufacturers
information, and choosing a value to suite your
requirements. There is much more that could be said
about these three valves that have been so far described,
but a limit must be kept for this type of article.

To round off the short look at the tetrode it should
be mentioned that it is almost always used in power
amplication. Special mechanical arrangements are
made to beam the current to the anode in the valves
used in the p.a.s of many s.s.b. transmitters. These are,
of course, 'beam tetrodes', and have considerable
amplifying capabilities.

The very low slope of the Ia/Va curve means that
the tetrode has a very high r and hence a large
amplification factor. A few years ago the valve had a
revival in audio power amplification because, folk law
had it, that the quality of sound obtainable from a valve
amplifier was much better than that from a solid state
amplifier. The truth in this may be realised, by the fact
that a valve overloads much more gracefully than a
solid state device. There is also clear evidence that a
valve r.f. linear amplifier has lower distortion products
than a solid state one, at least in equipment made for
the amateur market.

It is important to move on to the pentode valve now,
because this is the valve that most experimenters would
be likely to choose, at least it certainly has been the
most popular valve for r.f. circuits in the past. The
disadvantage of the tetrode was that the characteristic
has a very non-linear portion, and this limits the use of
the valve.

Therefore, the next move in valve technology was to
add yet another electrode. This electrode is placed
between the screen grid and the anode and is kept at
earth potenial,at least with respect to the anode. The
purpose of the extra electrode, called the suppressor
grid, is to repel the electrons emitted by the anode,
caused by secondary emission, and drive them back to
the anode thereby preventing them reaching the screen
grid. This it does very effectively and completely irons
out the non-linear portion of the tetrode's characteristic.

Generally the suppressor grid is connected to the
cathode and therefore, in practice, some positive
voltage will be present, but of course it will be negative
with respect to the anode. So there we have a brief
description of the five electrode valve, or the pentode
valve as it is known. Let us now move on to the
characteristic of this valve.

The general appearance of the characteristic for the
pentode is shown in Fig. 3.6(a). You can see that the
non-linear portion has been smoothed out by the
addition of the suppressor grid. This enables the valve
to be used over a greater part of the curve which in
practice is an advantage. Deriving the constants is
carried out in the same way as with the triode, more
care must be taken when taking measurements off the
graph because of the very gentle slope of the la/Va
curve for example. For a valve of this type the
constants are, r. about 500kCI, µ, about 70 and gm
about 7mA/V.

Perhaps at this point a short re -cap might be in order
to establish once more just what is going on inside
these valves. You will remember that the emitter or
cathode of the valve is heated to a temperature that
allows copius emission of electrons.These electrons
form a cloud in space around the cathode. A positive
voltage applied to the anode will accelerate these
electrons toward it, thereby drawing electrons from the
space charge surrounding the cathode. This constitutes
a flow of current, and in the diode will increase as the
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anode voltage is increased, to a point where all the
electrons emitted, will be drawn away from the space
charge. Beyond this point the anode current will level
off and remain constant despite further increase of
anode voltage.(Diodes are not normally driven to this
point of course). However, this describes the point of
maximum emission of the cathode at that temperature.

Placing a control grid between the cathode and the
anode regulates the flow of current, according to the
wishes of the designer. The space charge forms, as it
were, a reservoir of energy which is drawn upon as
desired. To overcome the disadvantages of the inter -
electrode capacities, a second grid is added to the
valve, the screen grid, and this in its own way forms
another barrier to the flow of electrons to the anode. In
practice the screen grid voltage is set at a fixed, pre-
determined value, and in conjunction with the control
grid allows so much, and only so much. anode current
to flow.

Unlike the diode the reservoir of energy is not
emptied, leaving only the source to supply current, the
reservoir remains, and is drawn upon as needed. Can
you see therefore that at any particular setting of both
control and screen voltages, that there is a virtual
maximium current that will be allowed to flow. The
operative word here is virtual, because there is an
increase of anode current as the anode voltage is
increased but it is relatively small, and the scale of the
graph indicates this as a very gentle slope. From this
fact comes the high ra, because the change of anode
voltage is large compared the corresponding change in
anode current.

Let us move on quickly to the single valve receiver.
The circuit is shown in Fig. 3.4, and is entirely
conventional. Construction is straight -forward, and
some odd pieces of double sided copper clad board
were used to form chassis and front panel. The parts
list is included in the caption for Fig. 3.4, much of
which might be found in the shack junk box. The coil
former was cut from a tube which once formed the
centre of a chart roll, it is 12mm in diameter, and the
coils are wound as follows, LI 12 turns of 26s.w.g., L2
46 turns 26s.w.g. and L3 6 turns 26s.w.g., all are close
wound.

The coils should be disposed on the former as per
the circuit diagram, i.e. antenna coil ai the earthy end,
and displaced from the tuning coil, this avoids over -
coupling, and the feedback coil wound over the tuning
coil at the earthy end. The action of the screen grid is
clearly evident, because the gain of the valve is
controlled by increasing the screen grid voltage,
bringing the circuit into near oscillation for the
reception of a.m. broadcast stations, and just into
oscillation for the reception of c.w. With an output
transformer, if you can find one, or a 240V to 6.3V
transformer the audio output is sufficient to provide
good headphone listening.

From this simple receiver to a conventional voltage
or Class A amplifier is a straightforward step. Pentodes
are ideal for this purpose and it is proposed that a
simple amplifier be designed for a specific
amplification and frequency bandwith. First a look at
the characteristic as seen in Fig. 3.6a.You will see that
there is a note that the screen grid has been assigned a
voltage of 150V. It is at that voltage that the curves
were derived; with a different screen voltage the curves
would have levelled off at a greater, or lesser anode
current, depending on the value of the screen voltage.
The limiting factor for choice of screen voltage is the
maximum screen current. For this particular valve the
maximum screen current would be about 2.5mA.
Choosing this value of 2.5mA requires that a screen
resistor of appropriate size be selected to drop the
supply voltage and to limit the current to the screen
grid. The value of resistance chosen will be governed
by the magnitude of the supply voltage but is usually in
the region of say 30kS1 to 100ka
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Fig. 3.6(a). Characteristic of the pentode. Note that the kink
has now entirely gone, this is due to the addition of the
suppressor grid. (b), Pentode curves with load line and
showing how the valves amplifies in a similar way to the
triode. The great difference being the magnitude of the valve
ac anode resistance of the pentode. lc) Pentode valve
complete with cathode bias and by-pass capacitor. Also
shown is the screen resistor, note that this resistor is de -
coupled to earth for signal voltages.

More details on the versatile pentode from Peter in part 4.
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Orders are normally despatched within 28 days, but please allow time for carriage.

The closing date for this offer is 14 September 1990.
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Please send me Newnes Amateur Radio Computing Handbooks
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 Charge to my Access/Visa Card the amount of £

Card No

Valid from
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to
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Post Code

If you do not wish to cut your copy of PW you must send the
corner flash with full details and remittance.

PW Publishing Ltd , Poole. Dorset (Reg No 1980539, England)
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Another FIRST
from CAP.CO

- RMA Series Antennas
The FIRST truly complete set -top FIF Receiving
Magnetic Loop Antenna system designed by
G40GP.

Produced with the Short Wave Listeners in mind,
but often used by Amateurs to improve their
reception.

The ONLY set -top Antenna system that can be
rotated and tilted to eliminate low angle and high
angle noise.

RMA - 1 incorporating High -gain Low -noise RF
Pre -amplifier coverage 1.8MHz to 8MHz £79.50

RMA -2 Pre -amplifier (without) £44.50

In addition, separate wire aerial in external socket
allows coverage up to 1.5GHz.

(Postage one Aerial £5.00 - both Aerials £7.50.)

Send SAE for details of our range of Capacitors,
ATUs and Magnetic Loop Antennae.

CAP.00 ELECTRONICS LTD,
UNIT 28 PENLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
PENLEY, WREXHAM, CLWYD LL13 OLQ.
Tel: 0948 74717.

// for Amateur

aracierislics Radio

44 Hildethorpe Road, Bridlington, East Yorkshire Y015 3BG
Tel: (0262) 673635 Fax: (0262) 670568

Door Plaques "The Shack"
£3.25

Personalized Mugs £3.75
Allow 3 weeks for delivery of mugs.
Prices include P&P. Cash with order.

NORTH WAKEFIELD RALLY
SUNDAY 30th SEPTEMBER AT 10.30

Outwood Grange School, Outwood, Wakefield

Trade Stands * Repeater Groups
Licensed Bar & Refreshments

Bring & Buy * Talk -in on S22 & RB1S

Details - evenings and weekends

Richard, G4GCX 0532-622139
John, GOEVT 0924-825443

STOCK CRYSTALS
CRYSTALS FOR 2 METRES

HC25 12.70 FOR ONE CRYSTAL 12.50 EACH FOR 2 OR MORE

TX CRYSTALS RX CRYSTALS
12MHz 30 .6 40pF 44MHz Series Res

14/15MHz 30pF
iitoncer;42;stigs45

RO-147, S13 -S23.

MADE TO ORDER CRYSTALS
FUNDAMENTALS OVERTONES11.61$

QUARTZ
FREQUENCY RANGE PRICE FRF.OUBILY ROME PRICE

1.5 TO 2.0MFtz ESA 3d OVT 21.00 TO 65.00MHz £5.25
2.0 TO 6.0MFtz
6 TO 21Mit
21 TO 25MHz

E5.50 5th OVT 60.00 TO 110.0MHz ESA
E5.25 501 OVT 110.00 TO 125.0MHz CLIO
L7.50 7th OVT 125.00 TO 175.0MHz MAI

CRYSTALS
HC6 12.110 FOR ONE CRYSTAL MAO EACH FOR 2 OR MORE
TX CRYSTALS

OXCRYSTALS44174.2slizaSeriesicuresit Re0a;kR7. S11, S20-2344MHzuvRE3OpmF

FOR

DELIVERY
2.0 le 175.0MHz 2 woos approx.

Unless °theorise requested Prtilementels wiN be suppled for 30 M load
11 8.76256 RX 29.7800 capacities and overtones Ron series resonate operation.

- uartSLab MARKETING LTD
Mil CRYSTALS EISOMe ter t3.111 .s
For Pye PEI PF2 & PF70 series and FDK MULTI U11 SU20 RHO RBI

HOLDERS - PLEASE SPECIFY WHEN ORDERING - eise HC2Sell
supplied or XTLS above 3MHz.

R82 RB3 R134 R85 RB6 RB7 6138 RB9 R810 RE111 R813 RB14 11815.
Also to MULTI U11 ONLY SU16 SU18

HC6/U & HC3311 175MHz
HC1EVU & HC2541 2-175MHz

CONVERTER CRYSTALS M atm AT £3.30 seek HC17 Add [1.00 HC45 Add [3.75P.O. Box 19 Erith Kent DA8 1 LH 22.000. 38.666, 42.000, 96.oca 116 000
FREOUHICT STAIMARDS 13.20 era. DISCOUNTS: Price on applicabon for 10 + units to same frequency/spec. or bulk

Telephone: 0322 330830 HC6/1.1
18/1.1

17 000kH 10 MHz00.00MHz

10.70MHz 48.00MHzHC
perthases of mixed frequencies.

0322 334904
.00MHz z 10 100.00MHz

TOILIMPST, LF. A IAN CRYSTALS a NC11 MN ma.
COMMERCIAL CRYSTALS: raiwaie on last delivery and at competitive

eachEMERGENCY SERVICE: FOR XTALS 1 to 175Mit. Add the surcharge for each

Telex:Telex: 8813271 GECOMS-G
7 168MHz (For 1750 HZ Tone). 10.245 Nor 10.7 I.F.)
3.2768 4.000 5.0688 10.245MHz 15.00000

XTAL. Days refer to worldng days. 4 days + C12,6 days + £7, 8 days + C5, 13
days + C3.

(Attention QUARTSLAB)
FTIOI A me MSS wedYARN

Many availaSCRYSTAble as
L FON F

k (AstocT1 less ayslanti on rawest Pease send S.A.E.)
CRYSTALS SOCKETS HC25 E0.25 ea.
n.50 unless ordered with crystalS.

MINIMUM ORDER CHARGE

An SAE with all enquiries please Full list available on request, please send SAE TERMS: Cash with order post inc. to UK 6 Ireland. Cheques & P0's to CISL LTD.

PRICES INCLUDE VAT PRICES INCLUDE VAT PRICES INCLUDE VAT
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KW COMMUNICATIONS LTD

Item

AR900K
AR1000
MVT500
MV18000
R100
R700
FRG9800(M)
R535
WIN108
R2000
R5000
HF225
R1
R 71
FRG 8800

/tem

HF6VX
HF2V
A1824
STR 11
MPS
20MRK
30MRK
TBR160S
2MCV
2MCVS
HF5I3

nem

124WB
153CD
154CD
203CD
204CD
215WB
4218XL
A3SS
A4S
A508
AP8
ARX2B
ARX450B
AV3
AV5
DW3
D3W
LAC1
LAC2
LAC4H
R451(
R5
TEN3

hem

MFJ1274
MFJ1278
MFJ1701
MFJ1704
MFJ202B
ME12046
MFJ260
MFJ401B
MFJ407B
MFJ422B
MFJ422BX
MFJ484C
MFJ722
MFJ723
MFJ752C
MFJ815
MFJ840
MFJ841
MFJ901B
MFJ931
MFJ9410
MFJ945C
MFJ949D
MFJ962B/C
MFJ986

Item

135
T100
1200
131.1

KS 2
S2ON
SA 45014
SA 4.5oN
DRAE UHF
DRAE VHF

Item

W160
W544
W560M
W570
K 20
K 100
K 200
K 400
Yk4 lE
T 435

CHATHAM ROAD, SANDLING, MAIDSTONE ME14 3AY
Tel: 0622-692773, 762274 Fax: 0622-764614 Tlx: 965834

SCANNERS & RECEIVERS
Description

6 band hand held scanning RX
Scanning RX 8-1300MHz
Scanner RX 25-1300MHz hand held
Scanner RX 25 -13 -MHz Base/Mobile
Wmdeband RX
Wideband RX
60-950MHz
Airband VHF & UHF
Handheld A,rband 106-136MHz
General Coverage HF Receiver
General Coverage HF Receiver
General Coverage HF Receiver
Hand portable Receiver
General Coverage HF Receiver
General Coverage HF Receiver

BUTTERNUTT (U.S.A.)
Description

6 Band Vertical
80/40m Vertical
18 8 24MHz Add on Kit
HF6V Radial KM
Mounting Poet HF6 & HF2
HF2V 20m Add on Kit
HF2V 30m Add on Kit
160m Add on Kit for HF6 & HF2
3dB 2m Colinas:
5dB 2rn Colinear
5 Band Mini Beam

CUSHCRAFT (U.S.A.)
Deacaption

Cushcraft 124WB VHF Beam Anton
Cushcrah 15-3CD 3E1 25m Beam
Cushcraft 15-4CD 401 15m Beam
Cushcralt 20-3CD 3E1 20m Beam
Cushcraft 20-4CD 4E1 20mBO/1/11
Cushcraft 15E1 2m Yagi Antenna
16 Element 2m Boomer
Custicraft 3 Ele Tribander SS
Cushcraft 4 Ole Beam Antenna
Cushcraft 66m6 Els Beam Antenna
8 Band Vertical
Cushcrall VHF Vertical Antenna
Cushcraft VHF Beam
Cushcraft AV3 Trapped Ven Ant
Cushcraft AV5 Trapped Ven Ant
Cushcraft 10, 15 8 20m Dipole
Cushcraft 10. 12 8 17m Dipole
Cushcraft Lightning Arrestor
Cualicralt Lightning Arrestor
Cushcraft Lightning
R4 to R5 Conversion Kit
Cushcraft 1/2 Wave yen 10-20m
3 Element Monobander

MFJ (U.S.A.)
Description

Packet Radio Terminal
Mull Mode Data Controller
6 -way Antenna Switch
4 PoNtion Ant Switch
RF Noise Bridge
Antenna Noise Bridge
300W Dummy Lo
Econo Keyer Krt
Electronic Keyer
Electronic Morse Key Bender
Electronic Morse Keyer W/O Bendier
Grandmaster Memory Keyer
CW/SSB Filter
CAN Filter
Tunable Filter
SWR Meter 25W
2m Wattmeter
2m In -line Wattmeter
200 Watt ATU
Artihbal Ground
300 Watt Basic Tuner
Versa Tuner 11 Motile
De Luxe 300W ATU
1.5kW ATU
1.5kW Roller IndOCIOr Tuner

LOADS & SWITCHES
Description

Toyo 30W 1-500MHz Dummy Load
Toyo 100W 1.500MHz Dummy Load
Toyo 200W 1.500MHz Dummy Load
Tesoro 1.5kW 180.10M Dummy Load
Koyo Coaxial switch 2 way 1.0kW
Koyo Coaxial Switch 2 way 1.0kW 1-1000MHz 'N'
Toyo Coaxial Switch 2 way 2.55W 1.150054liz 50239
Toyo Coaxial Switch 2 way 2.56W 1.500MHz 'N'
UHF 3 position Antenna Switch 'N'
VHF 3 position Antenna Switch 'S0239

WIDE BAND ANTENNAS
Price

Arrestor£1.00

P/P Item Description Price
Inc' VAT inctVAT

£235.00 AH 7000 Discone 25-1300MHz £82.50
£249.00 YADC 2 Discone 14-1300MHz £79.00
£275.00 DSC 8 Discone TX/RX 70680MHz £29.95
0345.00 SC3000 Discone 300.512MHz £63.99
£499.00
£989.00
£499.00
£249.00
£175.00 ICOM
£595.00 Item Description Price
£975.00 Inc/.VAT
£425.00 C -751A HF At Band. General Coverage Rx 12V £1600.00
£399.00 C-735 HF All Band. General Coverage Rx 12V 0979.00
E1355.00 IC -726 HF All Band. General Coverage Rx + 6m £689.00
£649.00 C-725 HF All Band. General Coverage Rx 12V C759.00

C-505 6M Transceiver. SSB/CW 12T 0529.00
C-2SE 2M FM Handponable with Nrcad/charper 0275.00
C.2SET 2M FM Handponable Keypad entry DTMF 0295.00
C-2GE 2M FM Handportable with Nicad/charger 0265.00

Price P/P C-2280 2M FM Mobile 25W 20 Memo 12V 0365.00
Ind VAT C -228H 2M FM Mobile 45W 20 Memo 12V £365.00

£1 79.09 C-2900 214 SSB/FM/CW 25W 5 Memo 12V £559.00
£142.00 £4.00 C -275H 214 Transceiver SSB/FM/CW 100W 12V £1,039.00

£38.65 £2.00 C-4SE 70CM FM Handpodable Inc Nicad/charger £310.00
£33.50 £3.00 IC-4SET 70CM FM Handportable Keypad entry DTMF C310.00
£12.59 £2.00 IC-4GE 70CM FM Handportable inc Nic.ad/charger £299.00
£33.50 £2.00 IC -R100 Wideband Receiver £499.00
C33.50 £2.00 IC-AT150 Automatic Antenna Tuner 100W £329.00
£64.48 03.00 IC-AT500 Automatic Antenna Tuner 500W £529.00
£53.99 caw
C63.99 £3.00

0234.15 -
KENWOOD

hem Description Price

Price PIP TS950S0 NEW Transceiver
,ncl VAT

£3,199.00
Inc/ VAT TS940S 9 Band TX General Cover ex £1,995.00
£37.08 £4.00 AT940 Auto/ATU E244.88

£140.06 £8.00 TS140 HF 9 Band Gen. Cov. TX/Rx 062.00
£148.29 £8.00 756805 HF/6m TX Gen. Cov. Re 0985.00
£238.91 - TS440 9 Band TX General Coy. Re £1,138.81
C328.70 PS50 H/Duty PSU £222.49

£98.99 08.-00 AT230 AM Band ATU/Power Meter C208.67
£121.90 £8.00 TH25 NEW 2m H/Held 0238.00
C324.02 - TH45 NEW 70cm H/Held £269.00
E391.95 - TH75 NEW 2m/70cm/H/Held 1:3911.00
£182.51 £8.00 TH205 2rn HM 1:215.2111
£184.76 C8.00 TH215 2m H/H Keyboard 0252.13

4425 .. 6 459

C3.00
£3.00

TR751
TM701

2rn 25W HIM Mobile
NEW 2m/70cm FM Mobile

£599.00
£469.00

£75.00 £8.00 TM721 2nV70crn FM Mobile 0675.00
£151.80 £8.00 TM231E NEW 2m FM Mobile 50/10/5W 0289.00
£138.67 £4.00 TM431E NEW 70cm FM Mobile 35/10/5W C318.00
£138.67

£6.58
MOO
£1.00

£6.59 £1.00
£22.78
£35.01 £4.00 TEN TEC (U.S.A.)

0259.01 Item Description Price
C115.03 £4.00 Inc/ VAT

TT 562 Omni V HF Transceiver CWISSB/FM 200 9 bands £1,900.18
TT 585 Paragon General Coverage HF Transceiver 200W £1,839.00
TT 961 Power Supply for Omni. Paragon £215.00

Price
Oct VAT

0204.25
£228.49

PIP

£3.00
£3.00

TT 282
TT 285
TT 288
TT 1140
TT 217

6.3MHz 250Hz Filter
6.3MHz 500Hz Filter
6.3MHz 1800Hz Filter
Circuit Breaker
9.0MHz 500Hz Filter

£60.00
£60.00
ce0.00
£16.00
£60.00£39.30

£66.41
£63.20
04.31
£32.57
C59.21
£78.73

£146.25
£76.48

£162.32
C76.46
£48.54

£2.00
£2.50
£2.00
22.00
MOO
£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£2.50
£2.50

TT 218
TT 219
TT 256
IF 220
TT 425E
TT 420
TT 9420
TT 700C
TT 705
TT 238
TT 254

9.0MHz 1800Hz Filter
9.0MHz 250Hz Filter
FM Transceive Module for Omni & Paragon
9.0MHz 2 4KHz Filter
Titan Linear 1.5kW 180-10m..
Hercules II 500W Solid State 160-10m
Hercules II Power Supply 100A 13.8V
Ten Tec Electret Hand Microphone
Ten Tec Electret Desk Microphone
Ten Tec ATLI 2.0kW 'L' Match 160m -10m
Ten Tee ATLI 200W 'T match 160m -10m

£60.00
C60.00
£60.49
060.00

02,171.00
£839.00
C660.00

£32.00
£65.00

0361.69
0153.33

£104.42 £3.00
E78.74 £2.50
C21.02
£42.14
£70.05

02.03
£2.00
£2.50

YAESU
£86.61 £3.50 Item Description Price

£105.40 £3.50 inch VAT
£97.37 £3.50 FT7137 HF Transceiver £1,599.00

£168.92 £3.50 FT747GX Budget HF Transceiver . £659.00
0258.94 - FT757GX Mk IT HF Transceiver £989.00
0279.62 - FP700 20A P.S.0 0219.00

FC700 Manual ATU C149.00
FP757HD Heavy Duly 2m P.S.0 0258.75
FT4700 New 2r8/70cm Dual Band FM Mobile 0675.00
FT290 Mk II Super 290 2m Multimode 2.5W £429.00

Price PM FT690 Mk II 6r0 M/Mode 2.5W 0399.00
Mc, VAT F7411 New 2m H/H Keyboard £225.00
£10.20 £2.00 FT811 New 70cm H/H Keyboard 0239.00
£45.00 £2.00 FT470 New 2m/70cm Dual Band NM C389.00
£84.00 02.00 FT23R 2m Mini H/H £209.00
£75.00 £2.00 FT73R 70cm Mini H/H 0229.00
028.69 £2.00 FNB9 Nicad Battery Pack (23/73) C34.50
E32.80 £2.00 FNB10 Nicad Battery Pack (23/73) £34.50
£18.50 £2.00 FT738 2/70cm 25W Base Station 41,359.00
£26.00 02.00 FL2025 25W Linear C115.00
£24.15 £2.50
£18.69 £2.50

VSWR/POWER METERS ROTATORS
Description Price PAP

awn DeactipLion Price
Inc/VAT

Inc/ VAT A1140 Hy Gain for up to 3 sq. It. wind load 0185.47
Koyo 15/60W 2m In -Line VSWR £32.91 02.00 CD4511 Hy Gain for up to 8.5 sq. It. wind load C2111.99
Koyo 7/401400W 140.460MHz £107.00 £2.00 HAM4 Hy Gain for up to 15 sq. ft. wind load 0329.00
Koyo 3/20/200 1.8-520MHz £99.90 £2.00 T2X Hy Gain for up to 20 sq. ft. and load 0399.00
Koyo 5/20/200 1 8-1300MHz £124.75 02.00 2303 Sky King Light Duty Rotator E39.89
Koyo 15/50W 2m C24.60 02.130 GilOORC Vaesu Round 360n metre 0169.00
Koyo 2KW 1 8-60MHz C79.99 £2.00 G600RC Vaesu Round 360. e2111.00
Koyo 200W 1.8-60MHz £61.55 02.00 AR200XL Offset lead unit. 3 wire, rotary dial control £49.50
Koyo 200W 140-525MHz £63.65 £2.00 G250 Veers° Nest and switch control £76.00
Toyo 120W 3 5-1500MHz £32.00 42.00 KS050 Kennro Stay Bearing £19.95
Toyo 200W 2m & 70crn VSWFUWattmeter £67.77 £2.03 GC038 lasso Rotator lower mast damp £16.95

If you don't see it please ask - we have over 1000 items in stock.
Junction 3, M2 and Junction 6, M20.

P/P

£400
£400
£400
£4 00

P/P

P/P

PIP

-
-

£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
02.00
02.00
02.00
02.00
£2.50
22.00

-
-
-

£2.00
£2.00

-
£3.50

P/P

-
£3.00

C2 OC
02.00

C3 00

P/P

_

-

-£4.50
C5.00
£5.00
£4.00

_

£4.00
£4.00

We are located just off the Eastern side of the A229 between
Follow the signs to SANDLING.

ammi
Instant credit available

Mail/Telephone order by cheque or Credit Card
(EBOE)

OPEN TOES SAT 9.30 5 30
(CLOSED MONDAYS)

STOCK ITEMS USUALLY
DESPATCHED WITHIN 2d HRS.

DELIVERY/INSURANCE PRICES
MAINLAND ONLY
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The first item on the agenda this
month is an update on the
934MHz CB saga, first outlined
on this page a couple of months
ago. You may recall that the
Department of Trade and
Industry issued an edict some
two years ago, saying that the
service was to be phased out. No
new equipment could be
imported, manufactured or sold
in this country. Existing users
could continue to use their rigs
for as long as they remained
operational. Needless to say it
was the kiss of death for the
fledgling service, and today it is
used only by a few hundred
dedicated souls lucky enough to
get their hands on equipment.

It went quiet for a year or so
and enquiries to the DTI earlier
this year suggested that plans to
allocate the band for commercial
operations had been shelved, or
at least, delayed indefinitely.
Now a recent statement from the
DTI once again confirms that
the 934MHz band will be taken
over, probably in 1992. The new
occupier will be DSRR (digital
short range radio to its friends).

As I write, draft
specifications are being prepared

Patch from the Charlie Delta Radio Club in Nottingham

by the ETSI (European
Telecommunications Standards
Institution) following a CEPT
agreement on Europe -wide
operating and licensing
conditions (sorry about all the
initials - blame it on the
establishment love of acronyms
and Euro-bureaucracy). The
short respite for 934 CB is now
over; it's likely that the band
will become unusable quite
quickly in some areas when field
trials begin, probably within the
next few months.

A sad end to what might once
have become a very useful
public communications facility.
I mourn its passing but cannot
complain too loudly because the
ultimate cause of its demise was
apathy. On now to lighter
matters.

Lighter Matters

For the last few years buying
new CB equipment has been a
problem for anyone living
outside the larger towns and
cities. In the good old days,
during the CB boom which
lasted up to the mid 1980s it
seemed as though there was a

Rick Maybury brings you the
latest on the fate of 934MHz
and some advice on the
purchase of second-hand
equipment

CB shop in just about every high
street. Even chains like Halfords
stocked a fair range of rigs and
antennas, but these days the
number of specialist dealers has
dwindled and only Tandy keep
the flag flying on a national
basis.

Of course, it's still possible
to purchase equipment by mail
order but that's no substitute for
a proper hands-on trial and the
advice of a knowledgeable
dealer, before you part with the
readies. To be frank it's unlikely
that the number of CB dealers
will ever increase but there is
now a healthy trade in second-
hand equipment, much of it at
bargain prices, up and down the
country usually on Sunday
mornings. I refer of course to
car -boot sales, a growing
institution in this country and a
valuable source of all kinds of
interesting and obscure
technology, both new and old.

Equipment Sales

In the last few weeks I have
spotted over a dozen rigs, some
no more than a year or two old,
selling for a fraction of their

original price. Sceptics will say
that this is a clear sign of the
gradual decline in the popularity
of CB, but quite often the seller
was merely disposing of a
second rig, surplus to
requirements. The good thing
about car boot sales is that
equipment can normally be
checked on the spot - if the
seller won't back up their claim
that the rig is in working order
with a quick test in their vehicle,
then don't buy it.

However, even duff rigs can
be worth having, if only for
spares. The relatively small
number of manufacturers means
that i.c.s, displays and other vital
components are common, even
to ostensibly unrelated makes.
Antennas and mains power
supplies may be a little more
difficult to check but these are
relatively hardy devices and
even the most drastic faults
shouldn't be too difficult to
repair. As an interesting aside
the organisers at two large local
boot sales in South London use
hand-held CB rigs for
marshalling and keeping control
of parking areas.

Finally this month my thanks
to the Charlie Delta Radio Club
in Nottingham for their DX card
and patch. Thanks also to
everyone who has taken the
trouble to write in, it's good to
know that someone out there is
reading this. Constructive
comments are always welcome.
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Theory What is Propagation?

Number of days when solar noise was

recorded at 136MHz 1969 - 1984

Fig. 1. Solar noise cycling year by year.

This month Ron
Ham looks into

the study of Solar
activity and
Sporadic -E

effects.

The Sunspot Cycle

"Overall activity levels and solar indices
increased this month," wrote Jim Knight in his
March report published in the June issue of
Canopus, the newsletter of the Transvaal Centre of
the Astronomical Society of Southern Africa. He
continued, "Cycle 22 is giving clear signs of being
on a plateau. It is still unclear whether the sunspot
`Solar Max' has occurred and it will be interesting
to see how long this period of almost constant
activity will last. Latest thinking is that this period
of high activity, characterised by `pulses', will
continue until the end of 1992! If this is the case,
solar observers are in for a visual feast for the next
couple of years."

Jim also included a list of 'max' and `mins' from
Cycle 1, which began in March 1755 to the start of
Cycle 22 in September 1986. I was particularly
interested in the details for Cycles 20 (October 1964
to May 1976) and 21 (June 1976 to August 1986).
These include the period, January 1969 to
December 1984, when my radio telescope observed
the midday sun for approximately three hours each
day. Although the optical maximums for Cycles 20
and 21 were November 1968 and December 1979
respectively, my chart showing the total number of
days in each year that I recorded radio noise, Fig. 1,
gives a different impression. This, I think, is
because a high sunspot count does not mean that
each one is `active' and emitting radio noise.

I learnt from experience that, a couple of spots
can `shout' their heads off for approximately 13
days before going round the eastern limb and, if

Fig. 2. Sunspots 0800 28 June.

40
Fig. 3. Sunspots 1045 30 June.

they survived and perhaps grew in size, show
themselves again, still `shouting', on the western
limb some 14 days later. If the radiation from these
spots had caused an aurora first time around then it
is likely to repeat the performance, which accounts
for those approximate 27 day intervals between
some auroral displays.

A bit more weight was added in my mind to the
unpredictable aspect of our sun's behaviour when I
received a letter, on June 30, from Patrick Moore
saying, "Sudden upsurge of sunspots... I thought we
were past maximum!" He also enclosed the most
impressive drawings of these spots which he made,
using projection apparatus, at his observatory in
Selsey at 0800 on the 28th and 1045 on the 30th,
Figs. 2 and 3.

Previous Events

The best way to find out if a particular signal
path is open, or will open, is to monitor the
frequency of a broadcast transmitter which cannot
be heard at the receiving station under normal
atmospheric conditions. However, if no such
transmitter is suitable and the information is
required, then one has to be installed! This was the
case early in 1970 when a group of radio amateurs,
who were studying propagation on the 70MHz (4m)
band, built a 2.5W beacon -transmitter to operate on
70.275MHz and despatched it to Iceland. On arrival
its antenna was attached to an official mast and the
equipment put under the control of the late Einar
Palsson TF3EA.

The beacon's callsign was TF3VHF and despite
all the doubts, a number of us religiously monitored
that frequency until our efforts were rewarded on 13
June 1970, when, between 1610 and 1630, a signal
was heard in southern -England from this small
transmitter during a Sporadic -E opening. The
landlines were soon buzzing with excitement among
those concerned and the scribes for the technical
press. I witnessed a wonderful experiment first hand
and for my part Einar modified one of his own QSL
cards, Fig. 4, to confirm my report.

At the least hint of Sporadic -E after that the
word went out and a watch was kept on 70.275MHz.
It may well have been audible before June 13, but as
many of you know, the 70MHz band is usually full
of strong East European broadcast signals when
Sporadic -E is present and these would have
overpowered the 'voice' of this tiny beacon. I
became more convinced of this during the evening
of July 6, 1970, but let my log entry explain.

"1900-2045. BBC TV [Band I then] and BBC
FM [Band II] interfered with by Continental
stations. Four metre band [70MHz] carved up by
FM broadcast signals from the south and east. Auto-
sigs between 30 and 50MHz, plus strong television
synchronising pulses on Chs. E2 (48.25MHz) and
RI (49.75MHz). At 2050 these stations faded away
and up came TF3VHF at 599 (average 579) and died
away after I hour and 9 minutes and up again at
2213 for 6 minutes at 539."

The question I also ask myself, "was it there all
the time and we could not hear it, or did the
influence of Sporadic -E suddenly swing north -south
at 2050?" Obviously we will never know, but at
least we have a record of what actually happened.
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Fig. 4. QSL card received
from a beacon report.

Let's Enjoy Using Our Instruments

Next time I plan to explain the workings of a
barograph and how this instrument, primarily
designed to aid weather forecasting, can serve as an
early warning device for tropospheric openings on
the v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands. Also, in the future, I hope
to tell you about my latest 'toy', an Amstrad
PC2086 computer with a high resolution colour
display and the astronomy programs that I have
purchased from The Public Domain Software
Library, Winscombe House, Beacon Rd,

PWCrow borough, East Sussex TN6 1UL.

TF3
ICELAND .719 ISLANDF 15 VA c

Date GMT STATION RST Mc Mode
wirsn-TetsTF1vPIF 1...41%

4,4 Air tt, 444.. mar .

Einar Nilsson, ADP Ref" .1FLynglaaga 15.
$

`-It Tax for OSt 73
RETKJAV IX Tux

Q S L

eiolooiss7, C
665524InSA 0202Alko Board Title of Article Issue Price

PCB SERVICE WR233

£

3.90`DOWNTON" F -V CONVERTER JUNE 87
WR232 'AXE- SIGNAL TRACER MAY 87

Printed circuit boards for Practical Wireless constructional projects are WR231 .. .. 9.20
available from the PW PCB SERVICE. The boards are made in 1.5mm WR230 .. ..

glass -fibre, and are fully tinned and drilled. All prices include postage, WR228 "BLANDFORD' RECEIVE CONVERTER APRIL 87

packing and VAT for UK orders. WR227 .. 9.70

Orders and remittances should be sent to: PW Publishing WR226 .. -
Limited, FREEPOST, Enefco House, The Quay, Poole, Dorset R298

WR225
"ITCHEN" LCR BRIDGE

SW CONVERTER
APRIL 87
MAR 87

5.85
4.10

BH15 1PP, marking your envelope PCB SERVICE. Cheques should be WR219
MASTHEAD
MASTHEAD PRE -AMP PSU FEB 87 2.50

crossed and made payable to PW Publishing Ltd. WR218 MASTHEAD PRE -AMP FOR 144MHz FEB 87 4.20
When ordering, please state the Article Title and Issue Date as WR224 "WESTBURY"BASIC WOBBULATOR JAN 87 3.50

well as the Board Number. Please print your name and address clearly wR214 MOD SRX-30D (AUDIO) DEC 86 3.00
in block letters, and do not send any other correspondence with your WR223 HIGH -IMP MOSFET VOLTMETER DEC 86 2.90

order. You may telephone your order using Access or Visa. A telephone WR222 "TAW" VLF CONVERTER NOV 86 5.80

answering machine will accept your order outside office hours. WR216 LF BANDS ACTIVE ANTENNA NOV 86 2.40

Please allow 28 days for delivery. Always check the WR220 GET STARTED LOW-COST CONVERTER OCT 86 2.40

latest issue of PW for the current details of price and availability. WR215
WR213

SIMPLE CONVERTER
MOD FRG -7 (CARRIER OsP)

SEP 86
JUN 86

3.60
2.70

Please enquire for p.c.b.s not listed here. WR210 "ARUN' PARAMETRIC FILTER MAY 86 8.10
WR211 "MEOW FILTER (SMALL) APR 86 3.10

Board Title of Article Issue Price WR209 SIMPLE AUDIO OSCILATOR MAR 86 4.30

£ WR208 RF SPEECH PROCESSOR MAR 86 4.10
WR207 CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR JAN 86 2.10

WR276-80 MARLAND SET (7 BOARDS) SEPT 90 21.50 WR206 RTTY/MORSE MODEM (Plug-in) JAN 86 2.80
+263/4 TRANSMITTER WR205 RTTY/MORSE MODEM JAN 86 5.40
WR272 NICAD RECYCLER JUNE 90 6.92 WR204 WO MEDIUM WAVE LOOP NOV 85 3.00
WR275 LOW VOLTAGE ALARM JUNE 90 6.36 WR203 SIMPLE CAPACITANCE METER OCT 85 2.80
WR273 VALVE PSU MAY 90 6.86 WR199 "MEOW 50MHz TRANSVERTER OCT 85 6.70
WR274 RX ATTENUATOR MAY 90 5.72 WR202 ECONOMY UHF PRE -SCALER SEP 85 3.70
WR271 PRODUCT DETECTOR APRIL 90 4.95 WR201 ADD-ON BFO AUG 85 2.50
WR270 BADGER CUB APRIL 90 4.94 WR200 LOW-COST CRYSTAL TESTER JUL 85 2.50
WR269 GLYME FEB 90 6.70 WAD302 BATTERY CHARGER CONTROLLER JUN 85 3.00
WR268 IRWELL (r.f. p.a.) FEB 90 6.00 WR197 "COLNE- (Osc/Converter) JUN 85 3.90
WR264 IRWELL (relay) FEB 90 5.00 WR198 "COLNE" (Product DeVAuclio) MAY 85 3.90
WR263 IRWELL (vfo) JAN 90 6.00 A005 'COLNE IVFO) APR 85 3.10
WR267 FORTYNINER JAN 90 6.00 A004 'COLNE" 3.5/114MHz RX (RF Amp) APR 85 3.10
WR266 TUNED ACTIVE ANTENNA JAN 90 5.60 WAD249 MOD FRG -7 (BFO) FEB 85 3.00
WR265 TUNED ACTIVE ANTENNA (psu) JAN 90 5.60 WAD280 TRIAMBIC KEYER FEB 85 7.10
WR262 REPEATER TIME-OUT DEC 89 4.82 WA002 "TEME" (RECEIVER) JAN 85 6.55
WR261 AM TX FOR 1.8MHz NOV 89 6.50 WA001 "TEME" (VFO/DOUBLER) DEC 84 5.19
WR260 10MHz RECEIVER OCT 89 5.00 WR178 DART (Audio / change) DEC 83 3.00
WR259 10MHz RECEIVER OCT 89 5.00 WR177 DART (p.a.) NOV 83 3.00
WR258 10MHz RECEIVER OCT 89 5.00 WR176 DART (v.f.o.) NOV 83 3.00
WR257 LOW BATTERY WARNING SEPT 89 5.88 WAD246 "DART" FOLLOW-UP DEC 84 4.00
WR256 ACTIVE FILTER AUG 89 6.96 WR196 "TEME" 7/14MHz WRP (TX) NOV 84 3.70
WR254 TX CONTROL FOR MOBILE USE i JULY 89 5.08 WR195 STABLE TONEBURST NOV 84 2.60
WR253 TS940S MODIFICATION I JUNE 89 5.54 WR194 MOD FRG -7 (FM/SQUELCH) NOV 84 4.50
WR252 TWO TONE OSCILLATOR MAY 89 6.52 WR189/92 Pair BUG KEY WITH 528 -BIT MEMORY OCT 84 8.50
WR251 RF OPERATED RELAY FEB 89 3.80 WR190 MOD FRG -7 (SWITCHING) OCT 84 4.50
WR250 DC/AC POWER CONVERTER JAN 89 3.22 WR187 MORSE SENDING TRAINER JUL 84 4.50
WR249 "MARLBOROUGH' MF CONVERTER DEC 88 4.60 WR185 AUTO -NOTCH FILTER JUN 84 6.50
WR248 'BADGER' 144MHz RECEIVER OCT 88 9.10 WR183 TOP -BAND DF RECEIVER APR 84 6.50
WR247 ZENER DIODE TESTER AUG 88 3.56 WR179 TRANSCEIVER VOX UNIT MAR 84 7.50
WR246 "PORTLAND" RF VOLTMETER JULY 88 3.59 WR161 "MARCHWOOD" 12V 30A PSU JUL 83 4.20
WR244 PRACTICE MORSE KEY JULY 88 2.96 WR165 ect set 'SEVERN" 7MHz ORP TX/RX 14,90
WR245 STOPBAND FILTER FOR PW BLENHIEM JUNE 88 2.90 WR 169 "SEVERN" (TRANSMITTER) JUL 83 6.50
WR243 VHF MONITOR RECEIVER (AUDIO) APRIL 88 2.30 WR168 "SEVERN' (CH.OVER/SIDETONE) JUL 83 6.50
WR242 "ORWELL' VARICAP TUNE OPTION MAR 88 6.00 WR166 "SEVERN" (RECEIVER/AUDIO) JUN 83 6.50
WR241 "ORWELL' MED. WAVE RECEIVER SET MAR 88 WR165 "SEVERN" (VFO) JUN 83 5.20
WR240 .. .. 9.10 WR167 RTTY TERMINAL UNIT FOR ZX81 JUN 83 7.80
WR239 .. .. WR160 LMS REGENERATIVE RECEIVER FEB 83 5.20
WR238 'OTTER' 50MHz RECEIVER JAN 88 7.10 WR156 REPEATER TIME-OUT ALARM NOV 82 5.20
WR237 RTTY TUNING INDICATOR NOV 87 5.20 WR143 ATV CONVERTER APR 82 7.10
KANGA HIGH STABILITY VFO (see issue) OCT 87 WR144 IAMBIC KEYER MAR 82 6.50
WR236 "BLENHIEM' VHF CONVERTER SEPT 87 7.00 WR126 "EXE" 10GHz TRANSCEIVER AUG 81 7.70
WR235 MAINS ON/OFF FOR BATT RADIOS SEPT 87 3.00 WR095 TRANSCEIVER POWER SUPPLY SEP 80 3.85
WR234 SIDE -TONE OSCILLATOR JUNE 87 2.70 WR068 AF SPEECH PROCESSOR JAN 80 5.20
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The G2BCX

Antenna Clinic Session 13 and the last!

In the latter episodes of 'Antenna Clinic' I dealt with:
(a) some of the more important antenna performance

specifications and how these can be unacceptable (performance
wise) because of poor design and

(b) what could only be construed as false and/or misleading
claims for performance made by not only some manufacturers, but
often by contributors of antenna designs published in text books and
magazines devoted to amateur radio.

It was decided therefore that, in addition to dealing with specific
queries, `Antenna Clinic' should include various data related to the
use and performance of different types of antennas used by radio
amateurs. It is hoped that such data will help provide a better insight
as to what constitutes an optimum performance from either home
constructed or manufactured antennas.

Coaxial Cable Length

The cable length is a singular, but nevertheless important, factor
especially as 5051 coaxial cable is now the most commonly used
transmission line by radio amateurs. Questions that frequently arise
are concerned with adjustment to the length of a 5052 coaxial cable
in order to obtain a satisfactory voltage standing wave ratio (v.s.w.r.)
readout, even though the antenna has a 'specified' input impedance
of 5012.

If the v.s.w.r. does not exceed an acceptable limit over the
operational frequency bandwidth the antenna is required to cover
(see Fig. 13.2) then the transmission line may be ANY length i.e.
just long enough to run in a convenient manner from the transmitter
to antenna.

It is sometimes stipulated that the length of the transmission line
(50L2 coaxial cable) must consist of multiples of a half -wave, or
some other fraction of a wavelength at operation frequency, even
though the antenna input impedance is 5052.

Then there is the frequently recommended practice of adding or
cutting of a short length, often a quarter -wave, to (or from) an
otherwise chosen length of coaxial cable in order to obtain a
satisfactory v.s.w.r. readout and transfer a maximum r.f. power to the
antenna.

Another method used to achieve the same result, is the use of
some form of 'tuner -cum -matching unit' between the transmitter
output and the transmission line. (Not to be confused with tuners
used in connection with antennas that have to be tuned to resonance
for operation on more than one band).

If an antenna is well designed and has a purely resistive input,
equal in value to the line impedance, then NONE of the practices
described above should be necessary. Incidentally, this assumes that
the transmitter output impedance is the same as that of the
transmission line and the antenna.
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The Line, Antenna and VSWR

A perfectly resonant antenna has an input impedance that is
purely 'resistive' and which represents a 'load' R into which r.f.
power flows from the transmission line.

If a transmission line with an impedance Z. is NOT matched with
its load R (the antenna) or vice versa, then r.f. power is returned
(reflected) back along the line to the transmitter with voltage and
current (V and I) on the line in phase opposition.

If, for instance, the load 'R' is very much greater, or smaller, than
the transmission line impedance Z0, e.g. an open or short circuit, then
a high amplitude 'standing wave' will be set up along the line as
illustrated in Fig. 13.1a. If the load R is not much larger, or
smaller,than Z., the amplitude of the standing wave will be smaller
as in Fig. 13.1b. The closer the match between the transmission line
and the antenna the smaller will be the v.s.w.r. If the antenna load
contains no reactance, the v.s.w.r. is numerically equal to the ratio
between the load resistance R and the characteristic impedance of
the line where:

R
v.s.w.r. = -

Zo

or when R > Z then;
Zo

v.s.w.r. = -
R

If the load R is 'equal' to the line impedance Z. then the
transmission line carries a 'travelling wave' (Fig. 13.1c). In this case
all the r.f. power is absorbed by the load, the voltage and current will
be uniform and the measured ratio of forward to reflected power
(v.s.w.r.) will be 1:1, sometimes referred to as unity.

However, any unwanted capacitive or inductive reactance in the
system, due to the antenna being off resonance for example, a
wrongly adjusted built-in low to high impedance matching system,
or a transmission line impedance not equal to that of the antenna
input etc., may also produce a totally unacceptable v.s.w.r. as well as
loss of radiated r.f. power.

Tx
0

( A )
R=00

STANDING MAIMS ON TRANSMISSION LINES.

> (B )

I

Tx
I

Antenna 4
I (C)

H=Zo
U

the line. USWR = 1 to 1 at
Antenna R = line impedance Zo
and is therefore MATCHED to
antenna resonant frequency.

Fig. 13.1: Representation of v.s.w.r of three case of R and Zo If in A, R is 00
then the phases of V and I are reversed. This also applies in B if R < Zo

Fig. 13.2: Bandwidth v v.s.w.r. curves which are typical. See the text for an
explanation
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Antenna Bandwidth v VSWR

An antenna is normally tuned to resonance at the centre frequency
of the operational band. This applies even if the antenna is an
inductively loaded multi -band type or a harmonically tuned long-
wire. The first requirement is to obtain the lowest possible v.s.w.r.
ideally 1:1 at band centre. If at this stage the v.s.w.r. is high e.g
1.5:1, but a very low reading, or unity, is obtainable at some
frequency, higher or lower than centre, then the antenna itself is not
resonant in band. A high reading at band centre frequency can be due
to other reasons, for example, a built-in matching system such as a
quarter -wave stub, a gamma -match, balun etc., either poorly
designed, wrongly connected, or mistuned.

The curves in Fig. 13.2 show bandwidth versus v.s.w.r. for four
imaginary antennas but which are nevertheless typical. Curve A is
most likely to be obtained from an antenna specially designed for a
fairly wide bandwidth in this case covering 4MHz, (2MHz either
side of band centre 10') and with v.s.w.r. not higher than 1.3 at each
end of the band. Curve B is very good but might also be regarded as
an antenna with a fairly wide operational bandwidth. Curve C would
be quite good for any band not greater than 2MHz wide since the
v.s.w.r. rises to 1.3 at fc, plus or minus 1MHz. Narrow band curve C
shows a bandwidth of 1MHz a maximum v.s.w.r. at each end of
1.5:1 and would be just acceptable. With a slightly narrower
bandwidth, say 0.5MHz and maximum v.s.w.r. (at each end) of
about 1.3:1, performance this antenna would be considered as
adequate.

Multi -band Operation

The foregoing applies mainly to antennas where resonance is
fixed at band centre frequency e.g, antennas tuned for one specific
amateur band. If the antenna is one that really requires the use of a
`tuner' e.g, a long-wire (linear) antenna operated on a single band, or
harmonically for 3 or 4 different bands, it can be re -tuned to
resonance with a change in operating frequency, in order to maintain
a low v.s.w.r. Inductively loaded single and multi -band antennas i.e.
small beams and verticals operated via a common transmission line
(usually 50f1 coaxial cable) tend to have narrow bandwidths, often
narrower than the operational band itself, with v.s.w.r. sometimes
rising to an unacceptable level at each end of the band, or bands.

Fred Judd G2BCX ends his series on
antenna problems and solutions by
discussing thoughts and misconceptions
on v.s.w.r. and antennas

Examples

The computer print-out Fig. 13.3 shows the 'measured' v.s.w.r.
curves for two different antennas designed for operation on the
144MHz band with a bandwidth of 2MHz. (fo=145MHz).
Measurements were made at 0.2MHz intervals and the data fed into
the computer. Curve A for a 12 Element ZL Special, rebuilt after
excessive damage by high wind and shows the antenna to be off
resonance, as the lowest v.s.w.r. is at 146MHz. This was easily
corrected although performance would in any case have been
acceptable.

Curve B is for a 144MHz a prototype.Collinear antenna with
wide spaced elements. The readout indicates a fairly flat response
(i.e. low v.s.w.r. across the whole band). This response including
that for the ZL Special when tuned to resonance is comparable with
Fig. 13.2c.

MEASURED: USWR 4, FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH.
a

SWR

1.5
ratio
to 1

(b)

I I I I

MHz 146 145 144
(a) 1 Element Special for B Metrez.41

NV.

AOf Resonance: USWR asymmetrical.
{MUHL

'(b) Collinear Antenna for Metres.,
With 2 wide spaced X/2 Elements.

USWR symmetrical.PNIPOW
U4111111

111.$1r.,..t7xt Ir., II

Fig. 13.3: Measured curves for two 144MHz antennas showing a symetrical
curve a, and an asymetric curve b. Both antennas would be useful over the
whole band. (Note reversed frequency scale)

For the latest news of special event stations,
rallies, what's on the bands - ring

riT&CI&I=1-111u1]&
cpn 0E30E3 i3EI4M2

Calls updated every Friday. charged at 38p peak, 25p off peak.

If you have news for inclusion on Wireless -Line ring (0202) 678558 in the evenings and leave a
message on the answering machine
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DAM GOOD VALUE!
Cirkit's new range of Digital

Multimeters offer a quite unbeatable
combination of features and value:

 Ranges include: frequency,
capacitance and temperature

 Housed in strong ABS cases

 Overload protection on all ranges
 Full one year warranty
 3'/z digit, auto zero, auto polarity

LCD, plus low batt indication

 200 hour battery life
 All meters supplied with test leads,

battery and manual

TM5315B
 Remarkable value
 18 ranges
 10A dc current

Price £19.99

dc volts: 200mV-1kV Continuity and diode test
ac volts: 200V. 750V Basic dc accuracy: ±0.8%
dc current: 200uA-10A Size: 128 x 72 x 33mm
resistance: 20012-20M12

TM5375
 Frequency measure-

ment to 20MHz
 ac/dc current to 10A
 24 ranges

Price £36.75

dc volts: 200mV-1kV
ac volts: 200mV-750V
dc current: 200uA-10A
ac current: 200uA-10A

Resistance: 200f2-20Mfl
Frequency: 2kHz-20MHz
Continuity, diode & HFE test
Basic dc accuracy ±0.5%

TM5365
 30 ranges
 Frequency & capaci-

tance measurement
 Compact size

Price f37.90

dc volts: 200mV- I kV
ac volts: 200mV-750V
dc current: 200uA-10A
ac current: 200uA-10A

Resistance: 200f1-2000MCI
Frequency: 2kHz-200kHz
Capacitance: 2nF-20uF
Logic, continuity, diode and
HFE test

TM175
 Freq. measurement

to 10MHz
 Capacitance measure-

ment 1pF to 20uF
 39 ranges

Price £57.49

dc volts: 200mV-1kV Capacitance: 2r1F-200F
ac volts: 200mV-750V Frequency: 2kHz-10MHz
dc current: 200uA-10A Continuity, diode. HFE.
ac current: 200uA-10A logic & LED test.
Resistance: 2000-2000Mi2

TM135
 Temp. measurement
 Capacitance

measurement
 40 ranges

Price £45.95

dc volts: 200mV-1kV
ac volts: 200mV-750V
dc current: 200uA-10A
ac current: 2001A -10A

Resistance: 2000-2000MS/
Temperature: 200°-750°C
Capacitance: 2nF-20uF
Diode. HFE & continuity test

TM115
 0.5% accuracy
 Transistor HFE test
 26 ranges

Price £33.67

dc volts: 200mV-1kV
ac volts: 200mV-750V
dc current: 200uA-10A
ac current: 200uA-10A

Resistance: 200.2-2000Mi2
Continuity, diode & HFE test
Basic dc accuracy ± 0.5

Prices inc VAT.
Please add £1.00 for p&p.

Accm

Irkit Distribution Ltd.
ne, Broxboume, Herts EN10
Telephone (0992) 444111.

PACKET RADIO
FROM THE SPECIALISTS!

Siskin Electronics have a policy of supplying the best range of packet
radio equipment available for the radio enthusiast. We have examined
the products of many manufacturers and are pleased to be able to offer
what must be the widest range of equipment available from just one UK
supplier. All prices include VAT and were valid when going to press.

KANTRONICS
DATA ENGINE (56,000 baud) 1.327.95
KPC2 HF/VHF with Wefax £165.00
KPC4 VHF/VHF dual port .. £242.03
SCAM an mode with Wefax £285.00
"Smarr Watch" Real Time Clock..1 Phone

PACCOMM
STATE MACHINE DCD add-on....EPOA
HANDIPACKET(LeTNC) £199.00
MICROSAT PSK MODEM £ 189.00
PC -120 dual port PC specific cardl 139.00
PC -320 dual port PC card 189.00
TINY -2 with PMS version 3.0 £129.00
TNC-320 dual port.HENHE £179.00
9600 baud modem £ 95.00
Real Time Clock fits BSX etc. tool£ Phone

AEA
AMT 3 AMTOR/RTTY New, 1169.95
PK-232+MAILBOX 1319.95
PK88 VHF/HF INC + new MBX! £139.00

UPDATE NEWS
PK88 update finally hcre!PK-232 version
probably in by the time you read
this!Kantronics due next month!

BOLTON GOODIES
ATARI Portfolio pocket PC £249.99
ATARI 520STFM *"HarnPack " f289.95
ATARI SM124 Hi-res monitor £119.00
32K (62256) static rant. £ 12.50
Custom made audio leads from 1 11.95
Custom made RS232 leads from £ 9.95
In house custom RS232-TNC lead service!
PCW 8256/8512/9512 RS232 VF £ 69.95
SPECTRUM 48K TNC 1/FACE £ 14.95

TRANSCEIVERS/RECEIVEFLS
Alinco DJ100E handheld/bat/Chgr.£179.00
HF-225 Gen. Coverage Receiver... £425.00
Navico AMR 1000 Transceiver..... £199.00
Navico AMR 1000S Transceiver... £299.00

SOFTWARE
We supply driver software for most
computers BILE of charge with all TNC
purchases.

RALLIES
We will be at the RSGB Woburn Rally

on August 5th pas Telford. Lincoln &

BARTG in September.
If it's in stock (and it usually is !) we will despatch it same day.

NOTE: Prices do not include carriage

Siskin Electronics Ltd
2 South Street,
Hythe, Southampton,
SO4 6EB. Tel: 0703-207155 [EE
FAX: 0703-847754

QUALITAS RADIO ENNENNIN
High performance VHF/UHF
GaAsFET preamplifiers by
Landwehr Electronic of Germany
* Professionally manufactured and individually calibrated

2m and 70cm preamplifiers
* Very low noise figure, ideal for satellite communications
* Very low insertion loss * Very high stability
* Superb large signal handling
* Maximum transfer power with ptt operation; 750 watts
* Maximum switchable power in vox operation; 150 watts
* In weatherproof aluminium diecast box for masthead use
* High quality N sockets
* Supplied with mast clamps
* Separate connector for dc supply and ptt control

MODEL FREQ NOISE GAIN IP3 PRICE
NO RANGE FIGURE (dB) (dBm) (inc. VAT)

145MA 144-146 <0-8dB 17-20 -3 ,C119.00
145MAS 144-146 <0.5dB 17-20 -3 £137.00
435MA 430-440 <1.1dB 16-19 -3 £142.00

WRITE OR CALL FOR FREE DATA SHEET AND
LIST OF ACCESSORIES.

Above prices include VAT, but add £3.00 for post and packing. Make cheques
payable to QUALITAS RADIO. VISA and ACCESS accepted.

Landwehr Electronic preamps are available exclusively through
QUALITAS RADIO, 23 Dark Lane, Hollywood, Birmingham, B47
SBS. Tel: 021 430 7267.

We are UK importers of
world famous DL6WU
double optimised yagi
antennas.
Send for details        QUALMS RADIO

fxYagi®
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The multi -meter has come a long way since the
early days of the moving coil instrument and the
magic 20k per volt sensitivity of the AVO-8. The
possibility of a digital multimeter for the amateur
was unheard of just a few years ago. Nowadays the
majority are digital and some, like the two covered
here even throw in a frequency counter!

The two units reviewed here span a popular price
range and it's interesting to see just what you get for
your money.

TM -5375

The tiny TM -5375 boasts a full range of features
that includes a frequency counter and transistor
tester in addition to the normal voltage and current
ranges.

The meter was supplied with instructions in the
form of a small booklet. The first part of the
instructions comprised a detailed performance
specification with a separate section for each
measurement type. Although at first this may seem a
little over the top it is on occasions very useful to
have this level of information available. An example
was the Hfe transistor test where the specification
gave details of the test current and the collector -
emitter voltage. These are details that are essential if
the test is to be used as more than just a go/no-go
indication. The specifications also covered the
maximum inputs and the degree of protection
provided.

The operational instructions were set out very
clearly with a separate section for each mode. The
detail was very good and clearly aimed at the
comparative newcomer to electronic test equipment.
The final section dealt with potential problems and
maintenance.

In addition to the manual the TM5375 was
supplied with a pair of test leads which were the
conventional red and black types with a pointed
measurement probe. The connection to the meter
was via 4mm banana plugs, that were very well
insulated to protect against electric shock.

Power for the meter came from a standard PP3
type battery that was mounted in a compartment on
the rear of the instrument.

Cirkit
Multimeters

Operation

One of the most important aspects of any
measuring instrument must be the display and in the
case of the TM5375 this comprised a three and a
half digit liquid crystal display. The three and a half
digits meaning the maximum display read-out was
1.999. The display also had a very wide viewing
angle which is essential for this type of instrument.

The main measurement range selection was made
via a large rotary switch that dominates the front
panel. This switch also doubles as the power on/off
with the vertical position being off.

One of the problems with multi -mode meter
systems is the complications of switching from
current to voltage measurements and the
diametrically opposed requirements of the two
modes. Voltage measurements require the highest
possible input resistance whilst current demands the
opposite. There is also a danger that if you include
all the switching on the main switch you could
accidentally select a current range instead of a
voltage range. This would result in a short circuit
being applied which would be likely to cause
damage to the meter and or the circuit under test.

The solution adopted in the TM5375 and in many
other modern instruments is to use a separate input
socket for the current and voltage ranges. In fact the
TM5375 has two current input sockets, one for up to
250mA and the other for the 10A range. The result
of this is a total of four input sockets which were
mounted on the front panel. In order to minimise the
swapping of leads, the negative lead used a common
socket for all measurement ranges and only the
positive lead needed to be moved.

The only other socket on the meter was a
miniature four pin unit used for the transistor Hfe
tests. This was marked E -B -C -E representing the
emitter, base and collector connections respectively.
The layout off this connector was in fact quite clever
as it allowed the majority of transistors to be

-L

The humble
multimeter is
probably the first
item of test
equipment to be
bought when
starting an interest
in electronics.
Mike Richards
G4WNC examines
two examples from
Cirkit.
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plugged directly into the socket without some of the
lead twisting associated with some three point
connections.

In addition to the main rotary switch there are
two slide switches on the front panel. The first of
these was used to switch between a.c. and d.c. for
the voltage and current ranges. The second switch
was related directly to the frequency counter and
was used to set the input trigger level between high
and low sensitivity.

With regard to the physical layout of the TM -
5375, it was a very convenient size and a very snug
fit in my hand at least. For use on the bench there
was a handy flip down rest at the rear which set the
meter at a convenient 40 degree angle.

In Use

One of the first questions that must be asked of a
measuring instrument is its accuracy. The main
specifications tell most of the story and I have not
reproduced them here due to lack of space.
However, I also took the time to make some
comparative measurements with good quality test
equipment.

I was pleased to see that the review TM -5375
was well within the specification on all
measurements.

The frequency counter was a very useful extra
and operated up to 17MHz on the review model.
The input sensitivity for the HI and LO settings was
5V p -p and 200mV p -p respectively.

As is common with many modern meters the
lowest resistance range doubled as a continuity
tester with an audible beep to indicate continuity.
The threshold for the beep was 5052, so all
resistances less than this resulted in a beep.
Although this is great for general continuity testing
it's as well to be aware of the 5052 threshold as there
are many cases where 5052 would represent a fault!

The operation of all the other facilities was fine
with no problems encountered. The transistor test
was a very useful extra, providing a valuable basic
go/no go test.

The a.c. voltage range was only specified
between 50Hz and 500Hz, but readings could be
obtained at up to several kHz.

TM -175

This meter was very much the big brother of the
TM -5375 both physically and in its operating
modes.

Instructions were supplied in the form of a handy
small booklet. The first part of which comprised a
detailed performance specification with separate
sections for each measurement type. Although at
first this may also seem a little over the top, it is on
occasions very useful to have this level of
information available. An example was the Hfe

transistor test where the specification gave details of
the test current and the collector -emitter voltage.
These are details that are essential if the test is to be
used as more than just a go/no-go indication. The
specifications also covered the maximum inputs and
the degree of protection provided.

The operational instructions were set out very
clearly with a separate section for each mode. The
detail was very good and clearly aimed at the
comparative newcomer to electronic test equipment.

The final section dealt with potential problems
and maintenance, which is basically limited to fuse
and battery changing.

Extra Features

One of the major additional features was the
inclusion of a capacitance measurement range. This
covered a very wide and useful range from I pF
through to 19.99µF. Connection of the capacitor
under test was via two rows of four miniature
sockets. These were well designed to take typical
capacitor lead sizes and spacings.

Another interesting extra was the provision of a
logic test position that allowed the meter to be used
as a simple logic probe. The window used for the
logic test was less than 0.6V for logic 0 and greater
than 2.4V for logic 1. The visual indication of the
logic state was shown by a down-arrow for 0 and
conversely an up-arrow for 1. The down-arrow was
accompanied by a beep, which again could be very
useful when hands and eyes are needed to guide the
test probes!

A very good I.e.d. test was provided on the TM -
175 which lit the I.e.d. hence proving it worked but
in addition gave an indication of the forward voltage
drop. Whereas the TM -5375 used one transistor test
socket for both n -p -n and p -n -p- types the TM -175
had separate four-way sockets.

The final point of difference concerned the power
switching where the TM -175 used a separate slider
switch mounted towards the top of the front panel.

Using The TM -175

As with the TM -5375, this meter exceeded its
specification. I again carried out a few specific tests
to see how the two meters compared. As you would
expect the TM -175 came out best in all the tests.
The frequency counter was slightly more sensitive
requiring only 100mV p -p for reliable operation.

The frequency response on the a.c. voltage range
was also much better controlled than the TM -5375.
Although the specification only covered the
frequency range 50Hz - 500Hz, it served as a useful
indicator to beyond 30kHz the reading being 15%
low at 30kHz.

Capacitance measurement was also very good,
though I did notice that it took in the order of four to
five seconds for the reading to stabilise. PW

Conclusion

Both of these meters certainly prove that the humble multi -meter has certainly come a long way over recent years and developed into
a sophisticated multi -purpose instrument. M to which one you would choose, this depends on your need. If you are looking for a
compact 'basic' instrument then the TM -5375 should fit the bill very well. However if you feel a need for a more advanced unit you
need look no further than the TM -175. If I was going to make a criticism if would be the power switching arrangements on both meters.
Being a forgetful sort of character I find the modern trend for equipment that automatically turns itself off a great boon. I did find that I
kept forgetting to turn both of these meters off after use which of course dramatically shortens the battery life!

These are both very useful instruments with an accuracy which is perfectly adequate for the demands of the workshop.
The TM -5375 costs £36.75 (plus £1 post & packing) while the TM -175 costs £57.49 (plus £1 post & packing) and both meters are

available from Cirkit Holdings plc, Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts ENIO 7NQ. Tel: (0992) 444111.
My thanks to Cirkit for the loan of the review models.
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THE COMPANY THAT BRINGS YOU THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY - FIRST !

SALES HOTLINE 021 552 0073 and HELPLINE 021 552 0051 ( Office Hours )

LANOTHER RAYCOM PACKAGE I THE UK SCANNER EXPERTS

The TOKYO HX240 HF Transverter
when coupled to an all -mode 2m
rig will give you 50W on 80 to 10m.
RAYCOM have put together this
unique unit with the new YAESU
FT290RII.

IT WORKS GREAT !

FT29OR II £429.00
TOKYO HX240 £249.00
1/2 Size G5RV £ 14.95
12 Amp PSU £ 59.95
Nicads & Wall Charger£ 31.30
Total regular price £784.20

WE HAVE SECURED LIMITED QUANTITIES OF THE NEW ICOM SCANNERS
DIRECT FROM JAPAN - HURRY TO RESERVE YOUR ONE NOW t

The FANTASTIC ICOM ICR1 and ICR100
IC -R1 500kHz to 1300rii1Hz £399.00
IC -R100 5C0kHz to 1800M Hz £499.00

OTHER HIGH QUALITY SCANNERS FROM RAYCOM
BEARCAT UBC 50/55XL 66-88/136-174/406-512MHz £99.95
10 memories, channel review, including FREE charger worth £4.95
BEARCAT BC 70XLT 66-88/136-174/406-512MHz £149.99
20 memories, full frequency display, with FREE car charger kit worth £4.50
BEARCAT UBC 100XLT 66-88/118-174/406-512MHz £199.99
100 memories, airband, search, including FREE car charger kit worth £4.50
BEARCAT UBC 200XLT 66-88/116-174/406-512/806-956MHz £229.99
200 memories, top of the range, including FREE car charger kit worth £4.50
BEARCAT UBC760XLT 66-88/108-174/350-512/806-956MHz MOBILE £229.99
100 memories, 5 search bands, including FREE mains adapter worth £4.95
NEW JUPITER MVT 6000 mobile ONLY £329.00
25 to 550 MHz and 800 to 1300MHz,100 Memories

JUPITER MVT 5000 Hand-held ONLY
25 to 550MHz and 800 to 1300MHz, 100 Memories

AOR 3000 base Limited Supplies available
0.1 to 2036 MHz, 400 rnems, LSB/USEvCW/WFM/NFM/AM

£249.00

£699.00

MANY OTHER TYPES AND MODELS STOCKED - NEW AND USED.

SEND AN SAE FOR OUR LATEST USED LIST

URGENTLY WANTED - USED SCANNERS AND HAM GEAR, WORKING OR NOT.

RAYCOM PACKAGE .. £699.00

YOU SAVE 05.20 ! ICOM IC -R7000
Includes ALL D.C. and Co -ax leads

EXCELLENT HF AND VHF STARTER PACK
COME IN AND TRY IT FOR YOURSELF - YOU

WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED
FULL RANGE OF YAESU AND ICOM ALSO STOCKED

HP100E/AR1000
I

Exclusive to RAYCOM
Short wave converter Module

Made in the UK by AKD

Coverage 200kHz to 30MHz

HP100E with converter £299.00
HP100E no converter £249.00
Converter only £ 59.00

NOTE
HP100/AR1000 not purchased from RAYCOM requires
modification to work with the converter Cost £15.00

Listen to weather, fire, coastguard, TV, air -
band and many, many more. Wide fre-
quency coverage provides you with all the
channels you need to become a VHF and
UHF listener. Frequency coverage is guar-
anteed from 25 to 1300MHz, but may ex-
tend on individual units to 2GHz! Features
include:
0 USB, LSB, FM, FM -N, AM
0 99 memory channels, keypad entry
0 optional infra -red remote control
0 variable speed scan and delay
0 optional voice synthesizer
0 six tuning steps
0 sensitivity < 0.3µV for 10dB SINAD

Save £108! Raycom price £925
Including FREE Royal 1303/AH7000 25 - 1300MHz
discone complete with co -ex nd plugs.

CHARGE IT!
Why not take advantage of the
RAYCOM Credit Card and spread the
payment for that scanner you've always
wanted. Example: Yaesu FRG9600
MKV package £70 deposit and £28 per
month (APR 36%). Call for a quote and
written details! Licensed credit broker.

YAESU FRG9600

r-- - ,
9600 standard 60-905MHz .... £469.00
9600 Mkll 60-950MHz £499.00
9600 Mkll pack 60-950MHz £545.00
9600 MkV 0.2-950MHz £625.00
9600 MkV pack 0.2-950MHz £699.00
Standard to Mkll .. Upgrade 40.00
Standard to MkV .. Upgrade £149.00
Mkll to MkV Upgrade £129.00
Packs include PSU and ROYAL 13001

RAYCOM COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LIMITED, INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, 9E3 WOLVERHAMPTON RD OLDBURY, WEST MIDLANDS 869 4RJ TEL 021-544-6767, Fax 021-S444124, Telex 33E483 IDENTI

Et Aire OM
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LIMITED

Telephone 021 - 544 6767

rdif
M5

.k.mcidon 2

RAYCOM gives you more BUYING POWER

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED. BC,
ACCESS, DINERS. INSTANT CREDIT UP TO
£1000 (SUBJECT TO STATUS) WITH
RAYCOM CREDIT CARD (APR am. INTER-
EST FREE CREDIT ON CERTAIN ITEMS AT
MRP. CALL FOR MORE DETAILS.

ORDERING INFORMATION

WE STOCK ICOM, YAESU, BEARCAT, MFJ,
BUTTERNUT, CUSIICRAFT. AEA, NAVICO,
STANDARD, TEN-TEC AND WELZ AMONG
MANY OTHERS. SEND SAE FOR FULL UST.

TEL: 021-552-0073
PHONE BEFORE 4PM FOR NEXT DAY
DELIVERY BY COURIER (0 500) OR2PM
FOR DEUvERY BY POST (c1030.

PLEASE ALLOW TIME FOR CHEQUES TO

CLEAR. MANY OTHER ITEMS IN STOCK
PLEASE CALL FOR MORE INFO AND FOR
EXTRA SPECIAL DEALS!

INFOUNE 0836471500 5-9prn (weekdays)

OPENING HOURS 9-530 IAON TO SAT,
T3 DE RAY G4KZH, PETER G4EWD

COUPE end JOHN on die Ilionw
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Feature

Roger Cooke
G3LDI reflects

and comments on
the world-wide

discussions taking
place regarding

suitable band -
plans for packet

radio.

Packet Update - 13
HF Packet. IARU Meeting in Spain

Judging by the amount of private mail that is
handled to all parts of the world by my BBS now,
sometimes as many as 60 messages per day, it
could be said that h.f. packet is catching on. This
excludes the numerous bulletins which flow freely,
given a chance, on the h.f. circuits. Of course, h.f.
packet is subject to the vagaries of QRM and QSB,
producing retries. That's what the retry parameter
exists for, to cater for such conditions. But then,
every mode is subject to the same QRM and QSB,
so to state bluntly that packet is not suited for h.f. is
naive to put it mildly. The official IARU line is still
that, "AX25 and RTTY together with AMTOR
should share the RTTY sub -band (note the definitive
description) until it becomes clear how balance of
usage emerges in the long term". No doubt I shall be
trying to communicate from the 4th dimension (in
the RTTY segment!) before any decision is taken.

This situation, having existed for the last five
years, is getting perilously worse. A few comments
from band users indicate that putting packet in with
RTTY is tantamount to waving a red rag to a bull.
Tom OD5NG, active on all digital modes says:

"Most of the adverse criticism seems to come
from people who just do not understand the
problem. I am worried that an all-out war will ensue
on 20m, as I have read and been told that some
RTTY operators are seriously considering putting
up long beacon operating RTTY BBS which will
serve no useful purpose to anybody. I subscribe to
RTTY Journal and most of the articles are anti -
packet below 14.100MHz. This sentiment is echoed
around the world. I do think that Region I were in
grave error in suggesting that packet expand
downwards on 20m without all regions concurring
at that time and they are really to blame for what has
happened."

Tom goes on to say that 15m is being left alone
at present with the exception of one (N4QQ-1 - I
guess) station who forwards on 21.099 (with
GB7LDI and 4X1RU). If we both kept rigidly to the
'suggested so-called plan' forwarding would not
take place between the USA and the UK: QED.
Tom also suggests that development of a new
protocol called PACTOR, a cross between AMTOR
and Packet will be the saviour of grace, if you know
anything about this, perhaps you would mail me.

Notes from the IARU meeting in Spain

The following was received on my BBS and has
been produced in its entirety:

"DJ6TJ (CHAIRMAN) - FELT THAT THERE
WAS SUFFICIENT AGREEMENT ON THIS
POINT AND CONFIRMED THAT THE
FOLLOWING FREQUENCIES WERE TO BE
SHARED BETWEEN SSTV AND FAX

A: 3.730 - 3.740MHz. - SSTV, FAX
B: 7.035 - 7.045MHz. - SSTV, FAX
C: 14.225 - 14.235MHz. - SSTV, FAX
D: 21.335 - 21.345MHz. - SSTV, FAX
E: 28.675 - 28.685MHz. - SSTV, FAX
"DJ6TJ (CHAIRMAN) - NOTED THAT ON 18

AND 24MHZ. THE RTTY ALLOCATION HAD
BEEN MOVED DOWN TO THE PREFERRED
FREQUENCIES.

"DJ6TJ (CHAIRMAN) - CALLED FOR A
SHOW OF HANDS FROM SOCIETIES WHICH
WERE IN FAVOUR OF EXTENDING (PACKET -

RADIO) OPERATION ABOVE 14.100MHZ. THE
VOTE PRODUCED: 9 COUNTRIES IN FAVOUR
18 COUNTRIES AGAINST WITH 7
ABSTENTIONS. THE CHAIRMAN SUGGESTED
THAT THIS MATTER BE CONSIDERED AGAIN
IN A YEAR'S TIME.

"IARU - BANDPLAN SHOULD COVER ALL
TRANSMISSION MODES. REGARDING RTTY,
PACKET RADIO PREFERRED OPERATING
FREQ. AS SHOWN HERE:

14.070 - 14.099MHZ. RTTY.
14.089 - 14.099MHZ. PACKET RADIO.(+)
18.100 - 18.110MHZ. RTTY.
21.080 - 21.120MHZ. RTTY.
21.100 - 21.120MHZ. PACKET RADIO.(+)
24.920 - 24.930MHZ. RTTY.
28.050 - 28.150MHZ. RTTY.
28.120 - 28.150MHZ. PACKET RADIO.(+)
29.200 - 29.300MHZ. PACKET RADIO (NB

FM) (+)
(+) = PREFERRED AREAS OF ACTIVITY.
"THOSE INFO ABOVE IS NEARLY WHAT

WAS DISCUSSED REGARDING DIGITAL
MODE, THERE IS A VERY BIG BOOK
INFRONT ME ABOUT MANY THINGS WHICH
WERE DISCUSSED LET ME KNOW IF YOU
NEED TO KNOW ANYTHING ESPICAILY SO I
WRITE IT TO YOU. OD -LAND GROUP WAS
NOT IN THE MEETING NEITHER JY-LAND
WAS NOT THERE.

"THIS ADDED...
"MORE ON THE CONFERENCE
"SARL. SOUTH AFRICA - WANTED TO

HAVE PACKET SEGMENT ABOVE 14.100MHZ.
BUT HAD NO PREFERENCE AS TO WHERE
THE SEGMENT SHOULD BE LOCTED.

"OVSV. AUSTRIA - WISHED TO SECOND
THE PROPOSAL AS IT STAND, IE, PACKET UP
TO 14.130MHZ. BECAUSE WE HOPE NOT TO
DISCUSS THE MATTER AGAIN IN THE
FUTURE. OVSV NOTED THAT PACKET
RADIO WAS GROWING.

"UBA BELGIUM - SAID THAT AS THERE
WERE SIMILARITIES BETWEEN THE REGION
1 AND REGION 2 BANDPLAN IT WAS
DIFFICULT FOR REGION 1 TO MAKE
CONCESSIONS IN IT'S BANDPLAN.

"EDR DENMARK - SAID THAT THEY HAD
A PROBLEM AS REGION 2 HAD PROPOSED
ON FREQ. FOR PACKET RADIO REGION 1
WAS HAVING TO CONSIDER THE MATTER
AS WELL. EDR FELT THAT COORDINATION
SHOULD HAVE TAKEN PLACE WITHIN THE
AC. IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE TO FIND A
COMMON SOLUTION UNLESS AC CO-
ORDINATION WAS POSSIBLE. EDR WISHED
TO SUPPORT THE IDEA THAT ALL MODES
SHOULD SHARE THE BURDEN OF PACKET
RADIO, NOT JUST THE CW SEGMENT. THEY
SUGGESTED PACKET ABOVE 14.100MHZ
WITH A LIMIT TO BE DECIDED BY THE
CONFERENCE, POSSIBLY 14.112MHZ.

"RSGB (UK) - WAS OPPOSED TO THE
PROPOSAL FOR A NUMBER OF REASONS. IT
UNDERSTAND THAT REGION 2 HAD
RECENTLY TAKEN NOTE OF THE REGION 1
BANDPLAN, THEREFORE REGION 3 RATHER
THAN REGION 1 AND 2 NEED TO ACT
TOGETHER. THUS REGION 3 APPEARED TO
BE ON IT'S OWN. RSGB FELT THAT IT WAS A
MISTAKE TO LOOK AT OCCUPANCY. ALSO
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MODULATION TECHNIQUES CURRENTLY
USED WERE NOT SUFFICIENT AND MORE
EFFORT SHOULD BE GIVEN TO THE
REDUCTION OF BANDWIDTH. RSGB HAD
YET TO BE CONVINCED THAT PACKET, IN
IT'S PRESENT FORM WAS SUITABLE FOR HF
ENVIRONMENT, RSGB FELT THAT AMTOR
WAS FOR A MORE EFFICIENT SYSTEM AT
PRESENT.

"HK3DEU (PRESIDENT REGION 2). -
WISHED TO DRAW THE ATTENTION OF THE
MEETING TO THE POSITION IN REGION 2.
PACKET WAS NOT LOCATED IN THE IN CW
SEGMENT BUT IN A DIGITAL SUB -BAND. HE
AGREED THAT THE BANDPLAN MUST
PROTECT THE 14.100MHZ. BEACON SUB -
BAND BY AN ADDITIONAL 500HZ WHICH
WAS DONE IN REGION 2. HE FELT THAT
BECAUSE THERE WAS UTILISATION ABOVE
14.100MHZ REGION 2 COULD NOT
ALLOCATE THAT PORTION OF THE BAND
TO DIGITAL MODES. HE SAID THAT REGION
2 ALWAYS CONSIDERED SERIOUSLY THE
REGION 1 BANDPLANS HE SUGGESTED
THAT THE 20M PACKET BAND BE FROM
14.340MHZ. TO 14.350MHZ. HE CONSIDERED
PACKET RADIO AS HAVING DEFINITIVE
ADVANTAGE DURING EMERGENCIES.
HK3DEU CONTINUED THAT THIS QUESTION
HAD BEEN DISCUSSED AT THE FINAL
PLENARYIN ORLANDO IN 1989 AT LENGTH.
ALL DIGITAL SUB -BANDS WERE
INCREASED TO ACCOMMODATE THE NEW
DIGITAL MODES OF TRANSMISSION.

"REF (FRANCE) - SAID THAT WAS GOOD
TO HAVE THIS EXCHANGE OF VIEWS. THEY
REGARDED 14.100MHZ AS THE =CROSS-
ROADS= IN AMATEUR RADIO AND
SUGGESTED THAT THE 14.100MHZ
BEACONS BE MOVED TO A QUIETER PLACE.
REF SUPPORTED THE AUSTRIAN PROPOSAL
TO PUT PACKET BETWEEN 14.100MHZ AND
14.120MHZ.

"NARS (NIGERIA) - SAID THERE WAS NO
POINT IN MAKING A BANDPLAN IF IT
COULD NOT FOLLOWED BY MAJORITY. HE
SUGGESTED ADOPTING THE ITU SYSTEM
AND TO PUT FOOTNOTES IN THE
BANDPLAN. PACKET SHOULD BE GIVEN
MORE ROOM.

"ALAN TAYLOR G3DME (IARU BEACON
CO-ORDINATOR) - HAD LISTENED TO THE
REF SUGGESTION TO MOVE THE 14.100MHZ.
BEACONS AND THIS WOULD BE
CONSIDERED. HE SAID THAT IF ALL
REGIONS DETERMINED THEIR DIGITAL
BANDPLANS SEPARATELY THERE WOULD
BE AN INTOLERABLE SITUATION. HE
WOULD PREFER TO MAKE A DECISION AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE REGARDING THE
14.100MHZ BEACONS SO AS TO ADVISE
NCDXF.

"SSA - (SWEDEN) - SUGGESTED
SPLITTING THE DIGITAL MODES AS PACKET
WAS A WIDE BAND MODE WITH THE
OTHERS NARROW BAND MODES. ALSO
MORE SPACE WAS REQUIRED ON 20M. FOR
PACKET TO ALLOW FOR MORE MAILBOXES
FORWARDING TRAFFIC, THERE WAS VERY
LITTLE AMATEUR TO AMATEUR PACKET
TRAFFIC. SSA SUPPORTED EXTENDING
PACKET UP TO 14.120MHZ.

"DARC ( FRG ) - WERE AGAINST PACKET
BETWEEN 14.100 AND 14.150MHZ AS THIS
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WAS A GOOD PART OF 20M FOR DX
WORKING. THEY BELIEVED THAT HF
BANDPLANNING WAS ONLY SENSIBLE IF
BANDPLANS WERE ALIGNED ON A
WORLWIDE BASIS. AGREED WITH THE RSGB
THAT PACKET WAS NOT VERY EFFICIENT
AT HF."

I would now like to present a few extracts from
messages received at my BBS regarding the
shambles that exists on the h.f. bands at present
under the auspices of a 'Gentlemans' agreement'.
It is becoming demonstratively apparent that the so-
called Gentlemans' agreement is quickly
deteriorating to not only a war of words, as I shall
show, but a display of anger and frustration at the
fruitless meetings of the IARU and the inability to
arrive at a solution to the increasing problems on h.f.
Region 1 and 2 cannot even agree on the most basic
requirement of h.f. international packet frequencies.
Indeed, some representatives, our own included, are
still under the opinion that packet is not suited to h.f.
at all.

This statement, after international forwarding of
mail and bulletins have been going on for five years
now, must surely qualify for the Ostrich in the Sand
award. I wonder what qualities a mode must possess
in order to gain a 'suitability to h.f.' credit? Is it a
retry count in excess of 5? Or a PACLEN in excess
of 25? Perhaps it's the fact that packet does not
work when placed in the RTTY segment? Any
packet operator worthy of his salt could have told
our representatives this would be the case, long
before any practical trial took place. Not only that,
but the RTTY users of the RTTY segment would
take offence at 'intruders' in their segment of the
band.

Indeed, this is now the case. There are few GB7
stations actively trying to pass traffic, successfully I
might add, on the h.f. bands, so therefore are we to
be ignored, possibly until all traffic is sent via high-
speed links on geostationary satellites? I would like
to think not, because in my opinion, there will
always be a need for h.f. links; sorted out, they
could operate very smoothly, given propagation,
lack of QRM and a lot of understanding and
foresight of the problems, present and future.
Remember, you might want to send mail to USA or
South America or the USSR. Even if you do not
operate on h.f., the mail gets there via an h.f. link.
So, get your finger out now, pen a letter to G3ZAY
and let's hear some voices of support. Send your
support for a separate segment for packet common
to both Region 1 and 2 to the address on the right.

The HF Committee
Chairman,
Martin Atherton G3ZAY,
41 Enniskillen Road,
Cambridge CB4 ISQ.
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Hello again! Since last reporting, I have

had the pleasure of a visit from G3MWF,
and then of meeting GM3JDR, GM40F1
and GMOEXN in person, and of exploring
the far North of Scotland and Orkney. There

is an interesting Wireless Museum on
South Ronaldsay, and of course big eats at

GMOEXN's restaurant in Dunnet at the end

of the day. Incidentally, for the v.h.f.
enthusiast from a big city, at the viewpoint
by Dunnet Head Lighthouse one can work
into G831G near Stornoway, GB3SS to the

south and, of course, GB30C, with nary a
smell of deliberate QRM, as well as looking

at the views!
However, I don't seem to have missed

all that much on the h.f. bands, with
conditions still doing their summer thing;
and at least when I got back the beam and
the I.f. wire were both still in place!

So - perhaps we should get on to the
matter in hand!

Events

Atthe moment the hottest news around
is of the first genuine ZA operation for a
couple of decades; HA5WE is said to be
definite but other sources have indicated
that HA5PP will not be going. At the time of

writing the operation has not yet been
heard, but the Hungarian group are not in

the habit of a busted flush, so I maintain
hope. Donations are being solicited, and
should go to Jacques F2YS/W2, Box 1384,
Milbrook, NY 12545, USA- if the operation
doesn't come off the donations will be
returned. As for the PY operation, PY2PE is

now said to have 'changed her mind' about
going to ZA, and apparently would not
confirm whether she had had operating
permission. Also, GOFTD reports that PT7BZ

says there is another Brazilian group who
are negotiating for a ZA-permit, but don't
hold out much real hope. Confusing, ain't
it? (Later: the rumours postponed the start
date to July 20 and ZAIR came on 7.003
with quick c.w Tirana Slim again!)

YU400 was noted operating in

Honduras as HROCRACH....imagine that
on c.w., say, in a WPX contest!

Word of ZD9; it is understood ZD9BV is
building a new home, and will be more
active when this task is complete; and it is
understood there has been some activity
from ZD9CN on Gough Is.

When looking for JAs these days, don't

forget they are now also appearing in the
form of 7K1... - 7N1... callsigns.

The Russian team on Spratly ended up

with over 43 000 calls in their logs, and
although there were uncertainties before
the actual start, the actual operation must
go down in the records as a real five-star
job. Still with the biggies, the Conway Reef
gang made it back safely with 45000 QS0s
in the logs of which some 25% were in
Europe.

On the black mark side though, the 70
team who rightly stopped working EU after
bad behaviour; but of course it will probably

take months before the DXCC status of this
one can be resolved despite their satisfying

a known need. A wonderful thing is politics!
A very special special station

now....DA1 WA, August 3-5 from Castle

Back -Scatter
HF = ands

Reports to
Paul Essery GW3KFE

287 Heol-y-Coleg, Vaynor, Newtown, Powys SY16 1RA

Frankenstein, Darmstadt. Blood -drinkers,
to your posts!!

The Bands

As we have already said, summer
conditions. The sunspot count is suggesting
that we passed the peak in late 1989, but
on the other hand there have been periods
when the A -index has been nice and low,
which is useful. So - let's see what
everyone's been up to:

Top Band

GOFTD (Whitstable) says he thinks
this will be his last report for a while as his
45 metres of antenna wire succumbed to
gravity just before he wrote. However, he
did manage GIOBDZ, GBOIVT and GM4PMC.

G4ITL (Harlow) mentions in a letter
that he and G4AKY still have a rattle on the
key on Top Band every now and again, and

he reckons that when it gets a bit nearer
the bottom of the cycle he may give it a
serious whirl.

And, would you believe, no-one else
gave it a mention!

The 3.5MHz Band

Here also is a band which suffers from
a combination of too many sunspots and
too much summer (although the latter has
perhaps been visually lacking this year!).
Be that as it may, GOFTD reports LY2BH,
LY2ZO, YL3BKB and UC2LEG.

Turning to GOKRT(Welling)Eric is now
knocking up a Heath HW9 kit. Meanwhile
he still has his 1.5W of QRP, and with this
and a key Eric has managed DL2ZG,
GW4UYT and ON5AG, plus two-way QRP
with G3KRR, G3XY0, G3UZU, G4ABV and

G4ZPY.

At GOHGA (Stevenage) we find Angie
has raised DJ8SW and Fl LAW. GWOHWK
(Wrexham)worked GU2FRO in Sark on this

band. ON7PQ (Kortrijk) managed to
complete c.w. contacts with SV/DL6RAI
and SV/DJ2GM/P, before sending in his
report and nipping away to LX fora holiday.

The 7MHz Band

This is where, this time at least, things
begin to be interesting. GOHGA offers
4U5ITU, TA5KA, SO5IWG, 0 M3C SA,
IY2RLX a special for the XYL of I2RLX,
4U1ITU, KI SS, K1PZJ, UB5LCJ, UA2FAT,
UZ9XWV, UA1AQF, UA4FD1, RA10EM,
LY2BNZ, RA1A0M, LY2PAQ. An interesting

one was Y2/DF2XR/M, a West German
operating mobile in East Germany is
something we wouldn't have thought
possible a few years ago!

Alasfor this column, G3BDO(Hastings)
has been spending his time in pursuit of
the DX on 6m -a defector, no less! However,

on 7MHz, John did manage to key with
TR8XX.

Now to GWOHWK who notes contacts

with 4U5ITU, HBO/DK3TE/P, YU7AJM,
UB5SDC not to mention quite a bunch of
UK stations.

At ON7PQ, the activity is all-c.w., so
the list includes such as ZS6AOM, ZB2/
DK6AS, SV9/DL6RAI, UJ8JKK, AG1JV,
9M2M, 5Z4FP, CX9AV and ZDBZ.

On to GOFTD who says that on 7MHz
his contacts added to UA6ECU and LA7QK

on North Cape.
Finally for this band, GM3JDR

(Aukengill) who managed J49BDX and
3D2AM, the latter incidentally at 1915UTC.

Silent Key

Only this morning I heard of the passing

of V31BB. He is understood to have been
working on a high -voltage p.s.u. at the
time of his death. More details areawaited,

but at the least it points out one of the
dangers of our hobby.

WARC Bands

G3BDQ has a 10m sloping
arrangement, centre -fed at about7.5m and

running E -W- hardly a promising set-up for

DX! However, a couple of sessions on
18MHz brought in RA3AET, HAOHW,
K2ANR, JJ3WPF, JA3NLT, and a couple of
stations in Sakhalin, UAOFD and UAOFDD.

A session on June 16 for an hour netted
JA7FEZ/6 (Okinawa), JE2URF, JF2QGL,
JA2OLJ, JA3QJJ, JA4MES, JA5AJQ,
JA7J1, JF7XKY, plus NJ3S and LY2AU for
good measure -all from one CQand a GRZ?

at the end of each QSO.
Also on 18MHz, GWOHWK found

3X1AU, 3X1SG, 7X5ELK, D44BS, ON6DP,
W3GQT, and W2YD. Mike also used
24MHz, where ZP5JCY, W2FLK, 0E1NY,
and GWODFY were all booked in.

Now for G4ZZG(Mansfield), who used
c.w. on 18MHz to raise 5B3OSA, LY2AU, F,

SP, DJ, EA, UI, UG, RB, IG, U0, HA, UV, LA,

JH5AVM, WA2SPL/1, JAIQXY, KIAAG/
MM off Sicily, WB1GZC, CU2AR, JA6GIJ,
N5VV, VE1BY, W8DZ, K2KPF and a
Gotaway in FM5DJ. As for real DX how
about a 24MHz CD one morning which
found a dead band, but a call from G4TQK

at 19km.... a small world!
GOJBA(Sittingbourne) says that as he

wrote his letter at 2330, he was listening
to 18MHz and found it rather noisy with not
much activity or DX; but on a single foray
on 24MHz, YBOUSJ was worked.

Down to Bath now, and G3VWC who
stuck to his c.w., and managed WA6UDR,
W6HKY,JA8BWU,JA20LJ, K6EID, KX9M,
W602, K9APW, W6VD, K50NF, W8EGB,
K8CIT, KL7CYL, KOWKT, W4BMO and East

coast Ws and VEs.
9H11P (M'Scala, Malta) now: Vincent

found 24MHz rather unprofitable, but he
did manage RA2FF, UF7FWR, WI DW,
OH3AC/OHO, and GD4OEL, with gotaways

EL2B, EL7X, 9M2MU and FR5CN. Turning

to 18MHz, Vincent raised CTOB, PJ4/HB9TL,

A92BE, EN1AM, YL1XX, 5N8ZHN, HC2N1,

VR6JR, 5B3OSA, OX3CS, VR200P1/JR,
UQ2GC, OH3AC/OHO, VK2EYI and SV5FD;

Gotaways included1SOXBS, KC4GEC/HR5,

NH6C, WZ6C/ST4, VP8CBL, HL 1 IUA,
HH2PK and 6Y51C.

G3NOF says he is still 'getting the
hang of the 18MHz band, but finds USA
audible from 0800Z through to midnight;
he QS0ed A92BE, A92 DQ, HC8GR,
JA8BMU, KE5KJ/YV5, KK6KO, KW6J,
0M2BTI, RA2FF, R040R, RW9FW, SV5FD,
SV9AKI, T5RR, TK/DL7HZ, TU2QQ, UQ2GC,

V63AY (Micronesia), VR6JR, VK3AHJ,
YBOBAG, YL2AG, YV5DEH, YV5HNI,
ZP5JCY, 3X1 SG, 5N8ZHN, 7X5VRK and
9H4L. Don has now also put up a dipole for
24MHz and here the band conditions are
strange since often they are near the m.u.f.,
characterised by deep fades from S9 to
inaudibility; however, he connected with
A92BE, ES10D, EI6GY, EA8BWG, K1ZFE,
KP4A, LX2KQ, 0M2BTI, SVIAAW,TU2QQ,
UQ2BT, VE2LER, WI DW, ZS6GG, 4X4FR/

M and 5B3OSA.

Enter G2HKU (Sheppey) who used
10MHz to raise ZM4HB, DF4ZU, and
ElF9FM, while on 24MHz HAOHW was
mopped up.

For GM3JDR 10MHz yielded 6W1QB;
but on 18MHz Don raised UA9XDU,
VE7WH, W6OKX, W6ERS, AVOYF,
UM8MB1, RA9ABD, YB5QZ, JE2QEV,
JR2RVC, JAI MVR, JAICHN, RL7GA,
JAI UQP, JJI FSK, JAI CXC, JRI REZ,
UWOSQ, UA90KT, ZS6AL, U18BIE and
6W1GB.

Now for a mention of 10MHz; GOFTD
found FE6MFU, FD1 NUO, OM I FRR, F6EZH,

and 0M2BTI; on 18MHz, SSB brought in
HZ1AB, CU1AC, RW3AH, J12KXK, EI6GV,

7X5VRK,WVV4H, K3LGC, PT7BZ, JH5AVM,

WA3KEU, GM2BUD and 0M5BTI. As for
24MHz, we find him contacting A92BE,
0M2BTI again, YBOWR, EA6AAJ, NOXA,
PT7BZ and 4X1UN.

Finance

A press release from the North
California DX Foundation indicates they
have supported DX-peditions to the tune of
$80 000 in the year to June 13; among
these were 0QA51JS, 3Y5X, VK9EW/
VK9WB, 3D2CR/3D2AM, 3C1AG, AH3C/
KH5J, XU8CW/XUBDX, XWBCW/XWBDX,

ZS8MI, 3C0GD, XF4L, S9AGD, ZYOSS/
ZYOSW/ZYOSY, PA3CXC/STO, ISOXV and

ZSI IS, not to mention $3000 in support of
the World Radiosport Team Championship
in connection with the Goodwill Games in
Seattle; we hear that this event has teams
from 22 countries taking part now. If you
feel like supporting them in their efforts, a
donation can be sent toW6OSP, Treasurer,

Box 2368, Stanford CA, 94309, USA.

The 28MHz Band

Worst of all, in terms of the effect of
summer -time conditions. Not surprising
really; but it IS surprising that G3NOF's
letter omits all mention of the band for the
first time the column can recall in 24 years!

However, G2HKU steps into the breech

and offers his c.w. to ZZ51W/PY8, 0Y7ML,
U18DAE, 11YRL/190, LU1A0 and HK3RQ.
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For GOFTD the band yielded, on s.s.b.,

CX3FJ, 4X6RL, WP8CLZ, 0 M1DVN,
UD70GF, DJ1PB/MM, Y28UN, and a lot of
assorted EUs. Trying out the 29MHz f.m.
produced QS° s with AG2M N/1, DH6CAJ,
SM7RME, LAOEM and again other
Europeans. Andy notes the OM prefix
reported by so many people this time is to
commemorate 60 years of amateur radio in

Czechoslovakia.

Now we turn to the all-c.w. log of
ON7PO; Pat notes contacts on 28MHz with
J28JG, 3W1PZ, 3W6PY, ZB2JC, 9Q5SL,
HKOBKX, ZS10JUN and 7P8EN.

GOJBA says that allthough his list is all

'phone, he keeps his straight key fist going

by a regular session with G3AFV on a
regular sked. The mic-bashing,thenyielded
A92EV, CX1BBC, EL2WK, GOJFX/MM in
the S Atlantic en route for Costa Rica,
IK8JVU, PY1DC, TA5L, VP2VE, VP8CDK,
3B8FQ, 5B4SA, 5T5SR, and W1, 2, 3, 5, 8,

0 call areas. A flight of f.m. in turn gave
K3DI, N1GR and RA6LBB.

G4ZZG notes the reply from a dead
band effect so noticeable on this band; he
called CQ on a dead band and got a bite
from 0A2AM, around noon zulu. Other
contacts were with ZS6BUD, CX4GL,
PY2SHT and, of course, the usual short -
skip stuff.

Even GM3JDR doesn't seem to have
had much time for 28MHz this month; Don
mentions RHOE, PY20 E, 3W6PY and
VK9WB.

The 21MHz Band

G2HKU back again; Ted raised IT9BCG/

190 and SV9/DJ2GM/P.

Now to G3NOF. Don says conditions
here have not been very good but at the
time of writing things were picking up; for
the first time G3NOF's sked with K2IJ was
successful; in the mornings the band has
opened over the N. Pole to the Pacific, all

of which added to contacts on s.s.b. with
CP7ET, ED9CI, EL2WK, FOOIGS, FR5ZU/T,

H44RW, HL5FKN, HS1BV, HY6JUN,
HZ1AB, IK7FFX/190, IZOMR/90, JAs, JY9SR.

KLAN, KL7TC, KL7XD, LA9QCA/OD5,
OH2AP/OHO, PJ2MI, RHOE, RW9USA,
TA5C, UL8DWD, UM8MCW, UZOLWC
(Zone 19), UZOSXC, UZ ZWA/UA X (Z. 19
again) V51BI, VP5E, V29AN, YB3CN,
ZK3EKY, 3C1 EA, 3D2AG, 3D2XV (Rotuma),

4K3SS, 4U1ITU, 4U5ITU, 5V7RF, 5Z4BP,
8JOXPO, 9K2DB, 9M2FL and 9L1US.

Over the water to ON7PQ; Pat spent
more time on 221MHz than the others and
the effort paid off by way of c.w. contacts
with 3D2AM (Conway), TZOMAR twice,
UK4/UA6WCG. A35KY, 9V1XR, VP2EXX,
ZB2JC, ZD8LII, H44RW, F1LZH/TR8,
JA9IAX/JD1 (Minami Torishima).

At GOFTD we find OM2BTI on s.s.b.,
followed by CW to TZOMAR, JA2YKA,
JAOZRY, UZ9XWH, JF1SEK, JG3KIV,
UAOTO, UL70B, UL7ACI and LU3D0V.

On 21MHz, G3BDQs c.w. went out to
RV9CFP, LU1ICX and S79VD.

Looking at GM3JDRs list, 21MHz c.w.

was the mode for FP5DX, ISOXV, JT1T,
4K4AFM, 4K3BB, 4K4/UZ9KWJ, 8J9OXPO,

3W1PZ, FR4FD, Y90ANT, TA5KA, 8J9ARL,

FR9A, 8P9AQ, LU6EBY, LU6ENY, P43GR,

USIA, P0400, LR 5A, ZW5B, 4J5FV,
ZS6BCR, J49BDX, SMOOIG/YN, VS6WV
and ZYOTW.

Just a single one of notef or GWOHWK,

by way of a DSO with 9L1US.
Now wecome tothe listfrom GMODEQ

(Hurlford, Ayrshire) who mentions UT5UJY,
K2QIL, EV9AX, WD4AIY, RA9LE, LY2PAP,

YT2LM Y49QM, UA9KED, 4K4BAN,
VP8BXK, N13A, W4UUM, UAOZDA,
W2HUG, EABBTU, UWOFP, VE3NXB,

41m.,

WT2N, AB2N, VO1BE, NK3W, WA2DED,
AB4R1, 0A4ZU1, KG40, FY5F0 and RV9UV.

Puzzle!

Those of you who own a copy of the
RSGB World Prefix Map can look in Square

BH and find a group, marked in right by the

'e' of 'Polynesia' called Scilly Is. No other
map or atlas known to the column shows
this group, so does it have any existence?
If not, one wonders who was the joker who
put them there instead of the usual place
off Land's End - we are sure neither GOAEA

nor G3RPC is aware of being translated to
the South Pacific!

The 14MHz Band

First, G3VWC, who mentions just a
couple by way of N7A00 and VE7FNP.

As for G2HKU Ted seems to have put
most of his effort into 14MHz, so the list
refers to VK5AL, VK5GZ, KA3GTM, 9J2AL,

9H1BB, EG8RCT, UA9AFS, ZL1W and
IK21QC/19a

G3NOF found this the most consistent
band, open when others are closed, but
plagued by a lot of short -skip. He racked up

s.s.b. log entries with C3OCAG, J28AG,
PYOFF,TA1AR,TA3G,TA5C,TJ1SR,TZ6PS,

USIA, V31BB, YBOJVT, ZS6WPX, ZYOTK,
3B9FR, 4K4/UZ9KWJ, 4X6DW, 5T5SR,
701AA and 9M8FH.

For GOHGA it was either the quarter -
wave vertical, or the end -fed and around
20W; this it to K8XF/MM, DL6ZBA, HA7PF
and R81 N/UB5AEM.

ON7P0 managed Y90ANT, 8P9AP,
4K4/UZ9KWJ, 3W6PY, UA9HAE/UAO,

Come on you 160m fans! Let's hear what you're up to - Editor

4K4POL, XF1C and TR8JLD/QRP. It is

interesting to note that Pat notes the IOTA

reference of newones he works; is 'Islands
on the Air' originally devised by Geoff
Watts of the useful Lists, going to become
the 'in' thing to do after you have knocked
off all the DXCC countries available to
you??

GOFTD tried s.s.b. on 14MHz, and
hooked 0 M2BTI, UAOVVX,WB4SIL,9K2HA,

W2RWE, GMOIST/MM/TA, UL8LYA,
UA9FM, JG3KIV, UZ9XWX and JH4NMT.

It was all late evening or small hours
for GOJBA; A43KM/P0 for Kuria Muria
(CISL via the Omani Bureau, Muscat), ER2Q

and W1, W2, W3, W4, W8.
Just one for G3130 a by way of

RK4WAR.

On the other hand, GM3JDR puts up a
list including JVOAA, UAOOFC, 4U5ITU,
EXOCA, GB15OPP, UAOWY, 4K4BEU,
4K4QQ, 4K3BB, 4K2/UZ9KWJ, 4J5FV,
8J9OXPO, JR9YRL, UZOZWA, UAOSEW,

3D2AM, A43KM/0, US1 A, FG5BP, 3W1PZ,

JW9UDA, ZF2PF, FR9A, VU2NBI, 9V1YB,
UM8DX, CO8LY, UAOZDA, F1LZN/TR8 and

IZOMR/90.

The clip from GOHVVX, includes VU2JX,

DF3IF, OH2AP/OJO, 0 M7LA, LU2FYU, UA3/

G3JWY, 9H1G 0 and YV7AJM (Laroco
Island). 701AA was heard working split but
not raised.

The list from GMODEQ is too long so
alas we have pruned the lesser fry from it,
to leave c.w. with PZ1DY,W2B1V/4, DA1AJ

who, though in Hamburg is based only a
few miles from GMODEQ(the Scots brogue

doesn't come through on the key, though!),
NNOF, UZ7RER, VE2G DI, UOFP, VE3AR,

AE4X, W2OKM,VE3PZI, VE3NRB, K3DMG,

WA2SYB, N3HCS, PY2RJE, PY1BVY,
SL7DS, VE1DLT, PP7IK, VE3ANB, K3103,
FM5FP, VE1ZR, VE1AUU, VE2FLE, RHBAA,

N8JQ, K4RZ, K2FS, W8UMA, UV9CBT,
N2BTO, KC1PX, TI2MUL, NT8S, NY3M,
VE2EXP, WA5YYQ, N020 and VE3AHB.

During the first week ofJune the quiet side

of the sun was looking our way and
therefore solar activity was very low. The
solar flux on June 2 was down to 136 units.

As expected, the return of the sun's active
hemisphere, from June 7, provided a sharp

increase in solar activity. There was an M

type flare on June 9 and a small flare of 530
units on June 10. During this period some

small ionospheric disturbances occurred
but nothing came of them. In contrast, the
period from June 11-17 saw some very
disturbed conditions and some moderately
good auroral activity.

On June 12,a major flare, commencing

at 0541UTC, produced a severe sudden
ionospheric disturbance (SID). At 082OUTC

a major geomagnetic storm commenced,
followed by a satellite proton event of 79
flux particles at 114OUTC and a polar cap
absorption (KA) at 1545UTC. The
geomagnetic A index was recorded as 34
units, the solar flux being 219. This activity
caused some very interesting radio

VHF Up
Reports to

David Butler G4ASR
Yew Tree Cottage

Lower Maescoed, Herefordshire HR2 OHP

conditions on the bands between 50MHz
to 430MHz. Auroral propagation, between
1400 to 1B0OUTC, was noted on all v.h.f.
bands, peaking to 430MHz at times. Later
in the evening, between 2045-214OUTC,
there was an Auroral -Es opening to LA,
OH, OZ and SM on 50MHz. All signals in
this opening being T9 with no hint of auroral

tone. This was followed by another auroral
phase, on all bands up to 144MHz.

When the aurora faded out, at
approximately 23DOUTC, it was noted that

stations in Norway and Sweden could be
heard, on the correct great -circle
beamheading, perfectly readable T9.
Surprisingly this was via tropo and not
Auroral -Es as some operators thought. The

band was in fact open via the tropo mode
earlier in the evening but few stations
recognised this, it being masked by the
other propagation modes. For a few days
following the major flare, the geomagnetic
A indices were up to storm levels, reaching
41 on June 13 and 47 on the 14th. From

June 18, the quiet side of the sun rotated
into view, the solar activity reducing
considerably to average 155 units. The
geomagnetic A index also dropped to low
levels, being down to 2 units on June 20
and 21. Remarkably , the last week of June

saw a major restructuring on the sun. The
sunspot count leapt from 153 on June 25
up to 370 on June 30. Solar flux levels rose
correspondingly, reaching a level of 235
units on July 1. All this activity has thrown
into question whether sunspot maximum
has indeed been reached. Without a doubt,
the autumnal period on 50MHz has exciting
possibilities.

The 50MHz Band

Sporadic -E, the mainstay of
propagation during the summer months,
certainly increased the activity on the band
during June and July. We are particularly
fortunate that there are now 39 DXCC
countries within Europe that have been
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MKII MICROREADER
The Microreader is a small compact unit that allows anyone equipped with a

suitable SW receiver, to read Morse & RTTY signals simply and without fuss.
No computers, interfaces or program tapes are needed, just connect the Micro-
reader to the ear or speaker socket & switch on. The decoded words appear on
the built in 16 character LCD display screen.

The Microreader contains all the filtering & noise blanking needed to allow
reception even under bad conditions. A three colour bargraph tuning indicator
makes precise tuning simple, while shift indicators take some of the guess
work out of RTTY. Despite the fact the Microreader contains two fast proces-
sors (12 MHz), it is extremely quiet generating virtually no RFI. The Micro-
reader can also if you wish, transfer the decoded messages to any printer,
computer or terminal unit equipped with an RS232 port.

In the tutor mode, the Microreader will send random groups of characters
with variable speed & spacing, or plug in your own morse key to check your
sending. In both cases the characters are shown on the display.

The Mk11 Microreader comes complete with audio lead & demonstration tape.
Full technical support & advice & upgrade service.

Price £99.50

BP34
The BP34 audio filter helps
you hear weaker stations by
eliminating adjacent channel & wide
band noise interference. A must for
SWLs/Contest groups/CW operators/
Weather Fax users.

Easy to connect & use but despite it's
apparent simplicity, the BP34 has the
highest performance specification of
any filter you can buy. Exceptionally
sharp cutoff, 80dB of stopband rejection
& less than 0.3dB passband ripple makes
the BP34 more versatile than a whole set
of expensive crystal filters!

To order or for more information ring or
write. We are open Saturdays for
personal callers.

Also available from:

Electromart - Swansea
Flightdeck - Stockport
Johnson SW - Worcester
R A.S. - Nottingham
Star - Tyne & Wear

Third Eye - Aberdeen
Wares - Plymouth
Ward Etc! - Birmingham
Waters & - Hornchurch

Stanton Essex

All Products unconditionally guaranteed
for 2 years.

Books for
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JAYBEAM

ANTENNAS
RIGS, ANTENNAS, SWR BRIDGES,

POWER SUPPLIES, TEST GEAR,
COMPONENTS, MORSE KEYS, COAXIAL

OSY CABLES, ROTATORS, MICS, PLUGS
OLD AND SOCKETS, SWITCHESMAN TO

Call us on (0533)553293
OR COME AND LOOK AROUND AT

111111/00'26/28 Braunstone Gate, Leicester
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A1065 2.40
A2293 7.00
82903 12 75
AR8 1.40
ARE3 1.46
ARP35 1.50
ATP4 0.90
8120 6.90
CY31 2.40
DAF70 1.75
DAF96 1.35
DE722 32.90
DF92 aes
DF96 1.15
0476 1.15
0192 1.70
DY13697 0.65
05802 0.70
E92CC 1 95
E180CC 9.80
EI 148 0.75
EA76 1 60
(834 115
EB9I beg
E6C33 2.20
E8C90 1 20
EBC91 1 15
EBF80 0.75

E8F89 0.80
EC52 0.66
EC91 5.20
EC92 5.611
CC81 1.25

ECC82 0.96
(CC83 1.50
ECCB4 0.80
ECCBS 0.75
ECC88 1.25
ECC189 1.20
ECC1304 0.65
ECF80 1.25
ECF132 1.80
ECF802 1.90
ECF804 4.50
ECH35 2.75
ECN42 1.65
ECH81 1.25
ECI-184 0.90
ECL8C 0.75
ECL82 0.95
ECL85 0.S6
EC186 1.20
ECLLBOO 17.25
Ef 9 100
EF22 190
FF37A 2.46

EF39 1.40
EF80 095
EF83 190
EF85
EF86

0.90
145

EF89 190
EF91 190
EF92 2.15
EF95 1.40
EF96 0.65
EF183 0.75
EF I 84 0.75
EF8I2 0.75
EF7200 1.85
E1190 0.85
EL32 0.85
E1.34 3.25
E134. 9.50
ELB2 0.70
ELM 1.35
(2.86 1.45
E190 1.75
EL9I 6.50
E195 1.80
EL504 2.33
E1519 7.70

EL822 11.50

ELLBOSE 450
EM93 1.50
EMS? 2.85
0551 08 0
EY81 1.10
E586/87 0.75
6588 0.65
E2130 0.83
EZ81 aeo
GM4 11.05
GN4 6.30
GY501 1.50
GZ32 2.80
G233 420
GZ34 280
G237 3.95
KT77. 1910
MX120.01 29.50
N78 990
062 1,70
PC182 0.95
PCL84 0.85
PCL86 0.80
PCL805i85 0.95
P05001510 5.60
PF1200 1.10
PFL2C0 2.80
PL36 1.690

P181 1.30
PL82 0.70
PL83 0.70
PL84 goe
PL504 1.26
P1508 200
P1509 5.35
P1519 5.85
PL802 6.60
P560 0.90
P581 075
P581900 0.85
P582 075
P588 060
P55004 2.10
0050310 5.96
0050110. 7.50
00V0320A 27.50
0050640A 28.50
00V06140A 46 00
Q50112 7.40
054900 101.80
SP6I 3.20
T721 47.50
T722 45.00
UA6C80 0.75
U6E80 ass
316E89

0'95

UCC84 085
UCC85 0.70
UCH42 460
UCH8I 0.75
UCL82 1.60
UF41 1.85
UF80 1.60
UF85 1.46
UL84 1.50
UM80. 2.30
UM84 1 30
U582 1.10
U585 0135
VR105/30 275
VR15010 2.75
066 4.95
2749 0.75
Z759 17.90
28001.1 3.46
2801U 175
28031.1 21.15
29001 9.50
IA3 1.90
114 ass
165 120
154 120
ISO cies
114 075

VALVES AND TRANSISTORS Telephone manes for wives. ,roc seines. etc. R0.1 749 3934. tracleande0,3ort 743 0899
POSTAGE (I (3 750 1315 95p. 15110 1 15. 110 115 1140. (15179 (700. Over 120 but below 2kg 126 , 000, 2kg et coat
Dervery by return

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LTD 170 Goldhawk Rd, London W12 8HJ
Tel: 081-743 0899 Fax 081-749 3934. Open Monday to Friday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m.

SEE

REVIEW

PW SEPT 89

S.E.M.
UNIT P, UNION MILLS, ISLE OF MAN

Telephone: (0624) 851277
S.E.M. G.R.M. ELIMINATOR MKII. This device can phase out completely
local interference of ANY KIND. Connects in your aerial feeder and covers
100kHz to 60MHz. You can transmit through it. £89.50 incl ex stock.
Hi Q RECEIVER AERIAL MATCHING UNIT. Provides a high selectivity
impedance match for wire or co -ax fed aerials to your receiver E65 incl ex
stock.
S.E.M. TRANZMATCH MKIII. The only Aerial Matcher with UNBALANCED
and TRUE BALANCED OUTPUTS. 1kW 1.8-30MHz, £149.50. Built-in
EZITUNE (see below), E49.50. Built-in Dummy Load, £9.90 ex stock.
EZITUNE. Allows you to TUNE UP on receive instead of transmit.
FANTASTIC CONVENIENCE. Stops ARM. Boxed unit, £55.00. P.C.B. and
fitting instructions to fit in any ATU, £49.50.
FREQUENCY CONVERTERS. V.H.F. to H.F. gives you 118 to 146MHz on
your H.F. receiver, Tune Rx, 2-30MHz, £75.00 ex stock.
H.F. to V.H.F. gives you 100kHz to 60MHz on your V.H.F. scanner,
E65.00 ex stock. Plug in aerial lead of any receiver. Tuning from 100MHz
up.
2 or 6 -METRE TRANSMATCH. 1kW, will match anything, G2DYM or
G5RV? on VHF. £45.00 ex stock.
DUMMY LOAD. 100W THROUGH/LOAD switch. £32.00 ex stock.
VERY WIDE BAND PRE -AMPLIFIERS. 3-500MHz. Excellent performance.
1.5dB Noise figure. Bomb proof overload figures. £42.00 or straight
through when OFF. £47.00 ex stock.
R.F. NOISE BRIDGE. 1-170MHz. Very useful for aerial work measures
resonant freq. and impedance. £55.00 ex stock.
IAMBIC MORSE KEYER. 8-50 w.p.m. auto squeeze keyer. Ex stock. Ours
is the easiest to use. £55.00. First class twin paddle key, £32.00 ex
stock.
TWO -METRE LINEAR/PRE-AMP. Sentinel 40: 14x power gain, e.g. 3W -
40W (ideal FT290 and Handhelds), £105.00. Sentinel 60: 6 x power, e.g.
10W in, 60W out, £115.00. Sentinel 100: 10W in, 100W out, £145.00.
All ex stock.
H.F. ABSORPTION WAVEMETER. 1.5-30MHz, £45.00 ex stock.
MULTIFILTER. The most versatile audio filter. BANDPASS Hi Pass, Lo Pass
and two notches. Frequency and Bandwidth adjustable 2.5kHz-20Hz,
E88.00 ex stock.
HIGH PASS FILTER/BRAID BREAKER. Cures T.V.I., £7.95 ex stock.
CO -AX SWITCH. Three-way + earth position. D.C.-150MHz, 1kW,
£32.00 ex stock.

12 MONTHS COMPLETE GUARANTEE INCLUDING TRANSISTORS
Prices include VAT and delivery. C.W.O. or phone your CREDITCARD NO.
Ring or write for further data or catalogue. Orders or information requests
can be put on our Ansaphone at cheap rate times. Remember we are as
near as your 'phone or post box.
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144MHz ORB Table
Distance in kilometres
Station Trap° Aurora Mptnnrs Fs

GOCUZ 2943 1758 1996 2943

GODAZ 2923 1780 2026 2923

GODKM 2811 1488 - 2203

GOEVT 3080 1640 1808 3080
GOFYD 1315 1624 - 2019

GOISW 1059 566 - 2057

GOLBK 3060 1755 1876 2350

G1DWU 1454 1812 - 1836

610 1730 1757 1920 2375

G1KDF 3023 1421 - 2386

GI LSB 1319 733 1732 2723

G1SWH 3035 1429 - 2372
G3FPK 1835 1686 - 2337

G3LTF 1824 1846 2021 2174
G3SEK 1560 1681 1872 2154

G4ASR 2848 2029 2107 2853

G4DHF 1498 1530 2000 2448

G4JCC 1334 1158 1018 2173

G4MUT 1163 684 1533 2068

G4RGK 1466 1757 1920 2375

G4VXE 2862 1446 1501 2880

G4YTL 1404 1774 2025 2172

G4ZTR 935 1535 - 2130

G6DER 1834 997 1957 2068

G6DZH 2924 711 - 2233

G6HCV 2880 1450 1912 2880

G6HKM 1304 1555 - 2265

G6LEU 2620 910 - 2430

G8HHI 1742 - - 2058

G8JDX 2667 1368 - 2663

G8LHT 3070 1780 1868 2510

G8MFJ 1209 1210 1329 2168

G8PYP 1083 1451 - 2318

GD4XTT 3053 - - 1700

GI1JUS 3067 1614 1507 2216

GI8YDZ 1216 1809 1901 2562

GJ4ICD 1620 1100 2050 2090

GM4CXM 1428 1750 2100 2023

GM4YXI 3160 1881 2048 2513

GW4VVX 2823 1391 1313 1910

GW6VZW 2830 1473 - 2236

DN I CAK 1420 1166 1948 2725
ON1CDO 1420 1166 1948 2124

granted access to 50MHz. It's a far cryf rom

a few years ago when the UK was the only
country active in Europe. We knew then
that the band was always open to
somewhere in the summer but we've had
to wait until 1990 to find out precisely
whereto! Contacts could be made almost
daily to countries up to 2000km away. If
you were prepared to ignore the local
Europeans and go hunting for DX you may
have been able to work 5 continents, as
indeed some operators did.

In last month's column I incorrectly
gavethe QTH of IK2GSO/IMOWN411as the

Island of Asinara. He was, as many readers

Annual c.w. ladder
Band[MHz]

Station 50 70 144 430 Points

GDOELY 7 - 111 - 118

G4ASR 28 2 82 - 112

GOFYD 27 - 44 - 71

G40LIT 2 49 - 51

GODJA 17 10 - 27

GW4VVX 3 9 - 12

Number of different stations worked since 1 January
1990

Annual vP.f./u.h.f. table
nuary to December1

have told me, on Maddalena Island. It still
counts as Sardinia though.

I don't think there could have been any

part of the UK untouched by Sp -E
propagation. John Hilton GM1ZVJ (LTH)
running an FT -690R with about 2W into a
3 -element Yagi worked a number of new
countries. On J une 16, he contacted DK I KH

IJN581and I4RSH (JN 64)fol lowed the next

day by 0E9MDI (JN47). June 18 produced
5 new ones in the form of LX1JX (J030),
ON4KST (J020), OZ6OL (J065), PE1ISP
(J030) and SM7FJE (J065).

Paul Feldhahn G7CFK (MCH) found
much to occupy himself with. Apart from
the more normal QS0s with CT, DL, F, GD,

I, OE, OH, ON, OZ, PA, SM and 9H, contacts

on s.s.b. were also made with IK2GS0/
IMO (JN41), OHOBT (K009), TF3EJ (HP94)

and LX1JX. Pierre HBO/HB9Q12 was heard

via meteor scatter onJune 2 but not worked.

Avery comprehensive listing of stations

worked was received from Dave Gray
GBYYB (LDN). June started off well with
Dave hearing, on the 6th between 1840-
1930UTC, ISOSZU (JM49) and IK2GS0/
IMO. There was a terrific amount of activity
on June 8, the band being open virtually all

day to somewhere in Europe. Dave worked
12 countries, the highlights being OHOBT
at 0815UTC, SV1AB (KM18) and SV10E
(KM17) both heard between 0910-
1045UTC, OH5BM (KP41) at 1600UTC and

GM1 SMI/P (10891 & GMODRU (10681 both

via short skip Sp -E. The Icelandic beacon
TF3SIX was heard between 1730-
1816UTC, on June 9, but no other amateur

activity was detected. IK8DYD/190 (JN71)
was heard sporting the world cup suffix on
June 13. Later in the day, at 1825UTC,
ZBOW (IM76) was worked for a new
country. Conditions for the following week
were really tremendous. The SVs were in
again on June 16 with SV1ADG (KM18),
SV1DH, SV1EN and SV10E being recorded

between 1540-162OUTC. Another station
1211V from Sardinia, ISOAGY (JM49), was

worked on June 18. In the early evening
there was short skip propagation to
Scotland, with GM1LKO, GM3X0Q (1099),
GM4GPP (IP90), GM41LS (1087), GM4UFD

(1097), GM8MBP (1087), GMODRU and
GMOEWX (1067) all being available. June
19 found ISOVCY (JM49), OH7AXB (KP32),

OH8MT(KP24), GM1KHU (1087), GM1YZW

(1068), GM3KBS/P (1078) and GMOILB
11P901. On June 20, the first DX station of
the month was heard when ZS6BMS (KG44)

popped out of the noise at 1637UTC,
presumably a t.e.p. path extended by Sp -E
at the European end. Activity, other than

Station

50MHz
Countres Countnes

70MHz
Counties Countries

144MHz

Counties Countries

430MHz
Counties Csuntnes

1296MHz

Counties Csuntnes Points

GI SVVH 36 30 27 6 70 13 34 8 - - 224

G6HKM 48 27 - - 59 14 21 6 14 5 194

G4ASR 10 30 21 5 45 24 - - - - 135

GD4XTT 27 15 - - 68 15 5 2 - - 132

GOIMG 24 18 20 2 34 7 20 2 - - 127

G8PYP 18 20 1 1 39 10 13 3 - - 105

GOFYD 17 20 - - 53 14

GWIMVL 2 2 - - 43 10 11 2 - - 70

GW4HBK 18 3 24 7 - - 18 3 - - 60

G6MXL 3 12 1 1 25 5 7 2 2 2 60

G7CLY - - - - 53 6

G4ZTR - - - - 36 12

G4SEU - - 42 3

G7CFK 18 12

GVV7EVG - - - - 23 6

GMIZVJ 1 8 1

the beacon, was eventually heard from
Iceland on June 22. PA3DWB/TF/P (IP03)
was worked at 1832UTC, Dave getting him

on the first call.
In addition to the normal European

contacts I managed to work HB9SNR (JN36)

via meteor scatter on June 3, OHOBT (K009)

via Sp- E, also on June 3, TF3EJ on June 4,

4U1ITU (JN36) via meteor scatter on June
8, 0Y3QN (IP62) on June 9, ZC4MK (KM64)

Asia via double hop Sp -E on June 11, SM7s

via Aurora and SM6s via Auroral -Es on
June 12, T77C (JN63) on June 17 and
LX1JX on June 18. Kosie V51E (JG89) was

heard on June 6 at 1818UTC and again, on
June 28 at 1701UTC. Another African
country, A22BE, was heard briefly at
1635UTC on June 20. CU1EZ (HM76) was

copied on a number of occasions, June 16
at 1556UTC, June 19 at 192OUTC and June

26 at 1813UTC but was never strong enough

to work. More frustrating was to hear the
YV5ZZ beacon (FK70) 50.043MHz, between

1700-1715UTC on June 19, but no other
amateur activity.

John Heys G3BDO (SXW) mentions
that he was on holiday for some time
during May and June but after reading
through his list of stations worked I don't
think he was particularly disadvantaged.
Some of the more unusual contacts made
included TF3EJ on May 24 and LA8WF/M,
OHOBT, GMODRU, GMOILB and GM1SMI/

P on June 8. If you want to work the
continent of Asia, there is usually only two
choices, either Japan or Cyprus. John was
fortunate to find the latter, ZC4MK (KM64),
at 181OUTC on June 11. Contacts were
made with SV10E on June 14 and two days

later with SV1AB. A number of Sicilian
stations, IT9LCY, IT9NAN and1T9SGC, were

worked in an opening between 1830-
193OUTC on June 17.

Jim Smith G1DWOIDOR) reckons that
the large increase in 50MHz European
activity has made the band much more
interesting this year and that it has partly
compensated for the poor 144MHz Sp -E
season. He thinks that the best period was

June 16-19, with 50MHz open all day on
the 16th and incredibly short skip, much
less than 500km, on the 18th. Jim mentions

a number of openings, the following being
notable. On May 25, the path opened up to

Namibia, with V51E and V51KC being heard

between 1615-1745UTC. The same path
was open the next day between 1650-
175OUTC, with the V51E beacon being
heard at S9 for extended periods. There
was an opening to Israel on May 28, 4X1IF
being worked crossband to 28MHz at
1748UTC. Between 2100-213OUTC, 9Q5EE

was heard on c.w. peaking 439 working
other G stations. The days following saw
much of the same with V51E & Z23J0
being in between 1630-173OUTC on May
29 and Z23J0 again on the 31st but with
the addition of a few weak ZS6 stations
around 172OUTC. The aurora on June 12
must have come as a shock to Jim's rotator

having been fixed almost permanently to
the south for some weeks! A number of
stations in Norway and Sweden were heard

in the event, lasting from 1530- 190OUTC.
Later in the evening, 2015-2200UTC, the
propagation mode changed to Auroral -Es,

0TH Lora or Souares Table
Station 50 70 144 430 1296 Total
GJ4ICD 407 - 263 119 59 848
G31MV 228 - 430 125 51 834
G3JXN 204 22 187 134 88 635
G6HKM 235 - 219 109 46 609
G1KDF 258 - 183 104 37 582
E15FK 314 - 187 58 - 559
GODAZ 146 - 221 137 39 543
G6HCV 309 - 233 - - 542
G3UVR - 50 257 140 83 530
G4KUX - - 372 120 - 492
G4RGK - - 284 124 50 458
G3XDY - - 206 148 91 445
G1SWH 185 26 156 59 - 426
G4DEZ 55 - 249 49 49 402
GOLBK - - 260 89 46 395
G6DER - 22 183 110 78 393
ON1CAK 48 - 280 53 11 392
G8LHT 79 19 185 93 14 390
G1EZE - - 263 93 - 388
G4XEN - - 274 111 - 385
G1DWQ 239 - 144 - - 383
G4MUT 82 22 153 93 31 381

ON1CDO 43 - 255 56 7 361

G1LSB 44 - 172 143 - 359
GOEVT 88 - 209 57 - 354
G4ASR 268 38 - 41 3 350
G4FIRA - - 255 80 - 335
G3C0J - - 186 103 44 333
G8PNN 7 24 129 99 64 323
G4SS0 - - 229 93 - 322
G4FRE - - 102 146 72 320
G411F - - 200 110 - 310
G8PYP 166 2 108 32 - 308
G4DHF - - 307 - - 307
G1EGC - - 198 80 23 302
G8HH1 - - 148 110 38 296
G4ZTR 78 28 104 50 30 290
G6MGL - - 141 89 59 289
G4NBS - - 119 105 63 287
DL8FBD - - 280 - - 280
GBATK - - 143 91 45 279
GMOHBK 111 1 142 15 - 269
GW6VZW 118 - 143 6 - 267

G4PCS - - 258 3 - 261

GI GEY - - 168 77 11 256
G3NAO - - 175 80 - 255
GOFYD 100 - 151 1 - 251

G6STI - - 152 69 24 245
G6DZH - - 156 87 - 243
G3FPK - - 241 - - 241

G6MXL 52 22 97 48 20 239
04160 - - 238 - - 238
GOEHV - - 160 75 - 235
GW4FRX - - 231 - - 231

GM4CXP - - 198 31 - 229
GISMO 115 - 106 - - 221

G4D0L - - 216 - - 216
G4MEJ - - 213 - - 213
G8LF8 - - 209 - - 209

G8MKO - - 150 49 - 199

GJ6TMM - - 151 48 - 199

G4YCO - - 197 - - 197

G1TCH 94 - 95 6 - 195
GI1JUS - - 192 - - 192

G8XIR - - 123 - 62 185
GONFH 54 26 73 16 8 177

G7ENF 59 - 89 24 - 172

G7ANV - - 153 - - 153
G4FVX - - 79 49 22 150

G4AGC1 - - 104 42 1 147

G8XTJ 29 - 116 - - 145

G6MEN 41 2 63 26 4 136

GW4WX 10 - 117 - - 127

G1WPF - - 97 29 - 126

GOFEH - - 101 24 - 125

GOISW 45 - 59 17 - 121

GW1MVL - - 109 7 - 116
GIIMM - - 98 17 - 115

G7CFK 109 - - - - 109

GI CEI 11 - 77 18 - 106

G140WA - - 103 - - 103

GMOGDL - - 81 22 - 103

G7CLY - - 100 2 - 102

G1SWH - - 148 53 - 101

G4WHZ - - 76 - 7 83
GOGTF 76 - - - - 76

GOHEE - - 73 - - 73

GU4HUY - - 73 - - 73

GIWB - - 73 - - 73
GOHDZ - - 64 - - 64

GM1ZVJ 6 - 48 - - 54

GMOJOL - - 47 - - 47

G2DHV - - 33 7 2 42

G7AHQ - - 34 - - 34

GVV7EVG - - 16 - - 16

No satelli e or repeater 050s
Starting date January 1 1975

Jim hearing stations in LA, OH and SM.
The aurora on June 14 was also detected,
with Irish TV on 53.757MHz peaking 58A
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for some considerable time. Multi -hop Sp -

E was probably the reason for hearing the
YV5ZZ beacon on June 19. It was heard
between 1620-1700UTC, peaking 419.
Later that evening, at 2200UTC, N4EJW
reported copying G4AHN on 50.110MHz
but no QS0 resulted.

There's just enough room to give you
all an inkling of what Geoff Brown
GJ4ICD (JER) has been working on 50MHz.
You would all get upset, if I really went into

more detail! April 26, heard ZP6, at
1700UTC, but QRM on 50.110MHz causes
contact to fail. May 1, heard FC1J KK/FY at

165OUTC, worked LU2DEK at 1825UTC,
peaking S7. May 19, c.w. contact with
FR5EL(LG78), he was heard for 45 minutes.

May 29, heard the LU1DMA beacon on
50.072MHz at 1731UTC, after one hour of
calling finally answered by LU8EEM and
LU9EHF, both in locator FF95. June 2, at
1532UTC, worked A22BW at S7. June 3,
CU1EZ at 161OUTC, heard 9L1US beacon
from 1620-1735UTC. This may give you an

idea of the wonderful QTH that Geoff enjoys

on 50MHz. At the beginning of June, he
was up to 407 squares worked, 330
confirmed and 92 legal countries.

The 70MHz Band

There were a number of interesting
openings on this band during June. Aurora

and Sporadic -E enabled some stations to
work a number of new countries ann
counties. Other than that, most operators
had to be content with the prevailing
tropospheric propagation.

It's nice to be able to report some s.w.l.
activity. Alan Dimmick, located in
Glasgow, uses an FR101 fitted with an
internal 70MHz converter board and an
HB9CV antenna at 6m above ground. In the

aurora on June 12 he heard G3IKR 56A,
G4ASR 57A, G4SEU 57A, G4WND 56A,
GM4DGT 54A and GMOGTU37A. The latter

station was very difficult to copy because
of the auroral distortion. Alan mentions
that he is sitting the RAE in December and
hopes to work all the stations recently
heard.

Dave Lewis GW4HBK (GWT) caught
the second phase of an aurora on June 12.
He worked 3 stations, the best being
G6WEM in J001. A Sporadic -E opening,
on June 13 at 1744UTC, enabled Dave to
work ZBOW (IM76) for a new country this
year.

Another operator to find ZBOW was
Gerry School G1SWH NCH). He worked
the Gib station on June 4.

Collin Robertson GMOHBK (WIL)
reports that he is now QRV on the band
with 70W to an HB9CV antenna. Look for
Collin during the next aurora.

Whilst beaming north, in the next
aurora, you might hear Malcolm
Hamilton GM3TALIFFE). He listens most
evenings at about 213OUTC on 70.200MHz

but rarely hears anything on tropo.
Gordon Emmerson G8PNN (NLD)

passes on the news that the Northumbria
Amateur Radio Club has been operational,
since 1987, on 70.475MHz with over 20
sets of converted p.m.r. equipment. Gordon
is active also on s.s.b. with a 4CX250B

amplifier and a 3 -element Yagi at 10m
above ground.

Ian WrightGW1MVLICWD)can now
be heard on 70.450MHz f.m. He is using a
dipole fed with 4W from a modified Pye
Europa.

The 144MHz Band

Despite a few very brief openings, the
band saw little in the way of Sporadic -E
propagation during June. Although
ionisation on occasions was very intense,
it appeared mainly to be directly overhead
and of little benefit to us in the UK. There
were however a number of days in the
middle of the month when auroral
propagation was prevalent allowing
contacts to be made into central and
eastern Europe.

But first, that elusive Sporadic -E! Dave

Brown GD4XTTOOM) made his first Sp -
E contact of the year, at 1630UTC on May
29, when he worked EA7GFT (IM87). On
June 4, another opening to the south gave
contacts with EA7TL (IM76)and a new one
in the form of ZBOT(IM76)at 1750UTC. The

Gibraltar station was audible until
182OUTC, peaking 59. EB7BQI was heard

during the opening but not worked. On
June 18, Dave claimed an Sp -E contact
with FD1LRL IJN27) but I suspect this was
via a long meteor burst rather than via
Sporadic -E.

Other correspondents of this column
also caught some of the action. Ela
Martyr G6HKM (ESX) worked EA7ZM
(IM76) in the opening on May 29. On June
4, Gerry G1SWH worked EA7GAA (IM67),
I also worked EA7GAA and EB7BQI and
Mick Toms RS31976 (ESX) heard CT1DIZ.

There was an opening in West
Germany, to Gibraltar, commencing at
1002UTC on June 5, in which Wolfgang
DJ3TF worked ZBOT.

News of the Spanish opening which
occurred on July 5 will appear in next
month's column.

If the Sporadic -E passed you by, there
was still a chance to work some DX in the
auroras. In the event on June 12, between
1704- 1745UTC, Charles Coughlan El5FK

worked OZ3GW (J056), OZBTU (J065).
SM5FRH (J088), Y22ME (J072) and a
number of stations in G, GD and GM. The
East German station was worked at
1945UTC, around the start of the second
phase. Another opening, on June 14
between 1532-161OUTC, gave contacts
with DKOTU (J 062), DK1K0 (J 062), OZ1AZZ

(J057), Y221C (J063) and Y25NA (J064)
plus GD and GW. El5FK requests that when

he is calling specifically for DX that other
UK stations do not call him. If you need to
work El, just turn your beam west and give
a call anytime. It may not be as simplistic
as this but please take note when a station

is calling for a particular type of contact or
you may end up in his black book!

Further to the north, Frank Holland
GIOAI0 (ARM) made 27 c.w. contacts in
the event on. June 14, between 1420-
1620UTC. Frank uses an FT767GX with
integral 144MHz transverter, 100W
ampl if i er and two stacked 9-elementYag is

at only 6m above ground. Despite this

PROPOSAL TO BE IMPLEMENTED ON MARCH 1 1991

70MHz BAND PLAN USEAGE
70.000 70.000 GB3BUX

__.

B GB3CTC
C GB3REB
N GB3ANG
S

70.030 70.030 PERSONAL BEACONS
__.

S

S 70.100 MS CALLING
B

70.112 5B4CY (KM64PR)
& 70.120 ZB2VHF (IM76HE)

70.130 EI4RF (I0635N)
C
W 70.200 SSB & CW CALLING

70.210
__.

A
L
L

70.260 AM & FM CALLING
M
0
D
E

S

70.300 70.300+/- RTTY & FAX WORKING

70.3125
70.325 PACKET RADIO

F 70.3375
M 70.350

70.3625
70.375

S 70.3875
I 70.400
M 70.4125
P 70.425
L 70.4375
E 70.450 FM CALLING
X 70.4625

70.475
70.4875 PACKET LINKING

70.500

NOTES:

[1) 70.350, 70.375 L 70.400MHz are sometimes used by RAYNET

(2) 70.125-70.450MHz is allocated in the Republic of Ireland

relatively low height, contacts were made
with DKOTU(J062),F6CGJ(IN78),OKBDDF,

PAORLS (J022), PA2GER (J021), PE1LCH

(J032) and Y221C (J063). All stations were
on a beam -heading of 50 degrees.

A number of excellent contacts were
made during the aurora on June 12, by
David Law GOLBK (YSS). Between 1440-
1600UTC, QSOs were made with ES2XM
(K029), OH2T1 (KP20), El, GI, GM, LA, OZ

and SMs in call areas 5, 6 and 7. He had
similar results on June 14, working DL, F,
G, LA, 02, SM and Y, all between 1400 to
173OUTC.

The aurora on June 12 was so strong
that G6HKM could hear GM1SMI/P (1089)
at 57A on a Trio 9130 and indoor halo.
Bob's signal was many dB over S9 with the
beam connected, giving Ela her first QSO
with Orkney. Contacts were also made in
the aurora on June 14 with stations in GM
and OZ.

I found the first phase of the aurora on
June 12 to be a fairly normal affair, c.w.
OSOs being made with LA and SMs in call
areas 5,6,7 & 0.1was called by ES2XM but
he was so strong I thought he was a pirate
and let him go! The later phase between
2200-2240UTC was very interesting

Contacts were made with DL, El, G, GM, Y,
HB9HFD (JN36), HGOHO (KNO7) and
SP4MPB (K003). A smaller event, on June
14, gave me contacts with GI, GM, SM5MIX

and SM7GWU, both in locator J078.
Steve Damon G8PYPIDOR) reports a

solitary contact with GMBVBX (1085) at
15301JTC on June 14.

Stations to report the unusual tropo
opening to Scandinavia on June 12 included
EI5FK who, at 1704UTC, worked SK6HD

(J068) 51 bothways and G6HKM who
worked LA3B0 (J059), LABAK (J038) and
SK6HD. I managed to work SM6KJX (J067)

55 at 2320UTC and SK6HD, a few minutes
later at 59 bothways whilst GOLBK made a
solitary contact with LA6HL (J028). The
band was also open to Norway on June 16,
G1SWH working LA1T (J037).

Other tropo openings occurred during
June but they were pretty patchy and didn't

extend much into Europe. Ian GW1MVL
found the contest weekend, June 2-3, quite
productive, contacts on s.s.b. being made
into France and Belgium. On June 9, he
contacted DL1EJA (J031) for a brief QSO.

Another station to make use of the
June contest was Steve GBPYP, who
worked stations in 13 French locator
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squares. A contact was also made with the
special event station HY6JUN (IN99).

GOLBK reports that his new antenna
system, consisting of four 9 -element F9FT
Yagis, is now working very well. Recent
contacts in May and June, via meteor
scatter, have included EA2LU/1 (IN71),
EA3BEW, EA6VQ(JM19), HG3DXCIJN96),
HG7B/P (JN97), IKOFEC IJN63), I5MZY
(JN54), OH3BZY (KP10), SK3LH (JP93) and
Y2/DJ2QV/P (J074). He also found time to

make his first e.m.e. contacts, working
SM2CEW (KP16) on May 25 and SM5FRH

(J088) on June 24.

The 430MHz Band

Dave GW4HBK managed an s.s.b.
contact with GOBPU (J002) during the
contest on June 10, but reports very little
else occurring during the month.

G6HKM made a couple of contest
exchanges during the European field -day
on June 3, with ON4ARC/P (J020) and
FC1CDX/P(JN19) but like GW4HBK doesn't

report any other DX contacts.
Welcome news from Colin GMOHBK

insofar that he has his beam back up and is

now running 100W into a 24 -element
Parabeam.

The Microwave Bands

Dave Ackrill GODJA has been fairly
active on 10GHz with a low power
wideband f.m. system. He runs 5mW output

from a Gunn Diode mounted in a surplus
Solfan doppler head into either a 400mm
dish, giving 5W e.r.p. or into a 600mm dish,
producing 10W e.r.p. The receiver consists

of a mixer diode feeding a 10.7MHz i.f.
board and f.m. demodulator. Despite the
simplicity of this system, results have been
very encouraging. Contacts in 1990 have
included G1RLR/P, G3PHO/P, G3UYM/P,
G3ZME/P, G4MAP/P, G6NVS/P, G6UED/
P, GEIAYY/P, GW3ATM/P, GW4MAP/P and

GW8IFT/P. The best DX was on May 6
when Dave, operating from Walton Hill,
Clent, worked GW3ATM/P on Pen-y-Gadair

Fawr, Powys, over a distance of 88km.

Proposed 70MHz Band Plan

Following an initial proposal by the
RSGB v.h.f. committee to alter the 70MHz
band plan, I have received numerous letters

on the subject giving constructive criticism

and some new ideas. The committee have

taken these all into account and have
produced a new proposal which they intend

to implement on 1 March 1991. There is
still time to change minor details, provided
you communicate these to me before the
next scheduled meeting of the v.h.f.
committee on September 15. Don't miss
this opportunity for you to influence the
way the band is used.

Expeditions

A reminder that the following four
expeditions, which I reported last month,
are all scheduled to run during August.

Walter Steinwender, operating as SV/
0E6WIG, is active until August 18, on
50.110MHz from locator KM19UW with
10W and a 3 -element Cushcraft Yagi. He
may also be found via meteor scatter, on
144.027MHz.

The Five Bells Group are operating
from Iceland between August 4-14 on
144MHz and 430MHz.

Clive O'Hennessy GW4VVX is active
between August 12-27 from locator
1078WA, on 50MHz and 144MHz, using
the call sign GB2XS.

Bo OX3LX will be operating from HP15,

on 50MHz, between August 3-23.
He will then move to locator GQ12

between September 1-28 and finally to
GP80/GP90 from October 1-14. It is

expected that Bo will also operate from
G089 during October.

Beam north if you want to work GM/
PE1KHP (1075) on 144MHz. He will be at
this location, near Glasgow, between
August 1-14.

Peter van Dokcum PE1JMZ will be
operating Maritime Mobile, on 50MHz with
an FT69OR and dipole, from numerous wet

squares whilst sailing between Portugal
and Norway. The exact itinerary is uncertain

as he will be in a yacht and therefore
dependent on winds and weather. It is

known that one leg of his trip will be
between August 2-19.

John Hotchin G4ATA is mounting an
ambitious expedition to IN79JX between
August 10-17. He will be active from The
Lizard, Cornwall on 50.190MHz,
144.190MHz, 432.190MHz and the h.f.
liaison frequencies. John will use an
IC202S, 25W transverter and 3 -element
Yagi on 50MHz, a TS780 driving a 4CX250B
amplifier and two 14 -element Yagis on

144MHz and the same driving transciever
to a 100W amplifier and two 21 -element
Yagis on 430MHz. All antennas will be
mounted on a 20m tower. Meteor scatter
operation will also take place on s.s.b. but
no details were given of frequencies or
which period he would be transmitting in.
Presumably, John will be found around
50.350MHz or 144.400MHz, transmitting
during the second period, but a check should

be made first.
It is expected that Bill Somerville -

Large El9FK will be operating on 70MHz
during the peak of the Perseids from some
rare squares on the west coast of Ireland.

LZ1KDF and LZ1V will activate KN42
on 144.151MHz via meteor scatter between

August 6-12. During the same period,
LZ1KDZ will be operating from KN43.
Between August 11-13, UB5EDM/UB5V
will be QRV on c.w. meteor scatter from
KN43. Schedules for either of these stations

can be obtained via the v.h.f. net on
14.345MHz.

You'll have to stay up late at night to
work HBO/HB9QQ when he operates from
Liechtenstein between August 11-14.
Pierre will be QRV on 50MHz via meteor
scatter from approximately 0030 to
04000TC. When he was there in June, he
operated on 50.185MHz.

The Haninge group will use the call
sign SKONN from a car ferry sailing through

locator squares K009 and K019 on August

14-15. Running 100W and a 10 -element
Yagi, the group will be calling on 144.050

and 144.300MHz.
Hands up all of you that want to work

the Isles of Scilly on 50MHz and 70MHz!
The Midlands WAB Expedition Group are
planning to activate the Islands from
September 1. Further information and
schedules can be obtained from G4ZUR at
his packet mailbox GB7NUN.

Meteor Showers

The foll owi ng data, concerning meteor

showers occurring in the next few weeks,
will help you determine in which direction
to beam at specific times and when the
shower is below the horizon.

If you are a newcomer to this mode it
is advisable to obtain an up-to-date guide
on operating procedures from myself rather
than follow the practise of a number of
operators heard on various ms calling
frequencies. Just send me an A4 size

stamped addressed envelope to receive a
10 -page guide to practical meteor scatter
working.

The Perseids meteor shower is
encountered between July 20 to August
23, peaking on Sunday 12th. Between 0900

to 1300UTC beam north-east or south-
west, 1300 to 2100UTC beam east or west,
2100 to 010OUTC beam south-east or north-

west. There is no well defined peak for the
north -south path, it generally being good
at all times except between 0400-0800UTC

and 1600-2000UTC.

QRZ Contest!

The entire month of August has been
scheduled as an 430MHz activity contest
by the RSGB.

The next few weeks will provide
increased activity for the microwave
operator. The 1.3GHz and 2.3GHz Trophy
contests will be run on August 12, the
3.4GHz and up cumulative contests on
August 19 and September 9, and a 1.3GHz
activity contest period has been designated
for the whole of September.

An IARU co-ordinated 144MHz contest
will take place over the weekend of
September 1-2.

The Scandinavian activity contests will
be run on the following dates. Microwave
activity on September 3, 144MHz on
September 4 and 430MHz activity on
September 6.

Interested in Amateur Television? The
IARU International ATV contest is

scheduled to run from 1800UTC on
September 8 to 1200UTC on September 9.
Please keep 144.750MHz clear of traffic as

this frequency is used for ATV calling and
talkback.

The Barking Radio & Electronics Society

will not be holding their 144MHz contest
this year because of the very poor response
in previous years. They are however
proposing to run a contest in 1991 to
celebrate the 25th Anniversary of the
Society.

Deadlines

Please send your letters to reach me
no later than the end of August. The dates
for the following two issues are September
24 and October 29. I can also receive
messages via packet radio at my mailbox
GB7TCM.

DX Spotting

Any of you who have tried to capture
some of the rare DX stations that appear
from time to time will no doubt have been
frustrated by the large number of stations
all trying to call the same DX station. If you
have the patience to wait your turn you will
often find that the stations or conditions
close before it's your turn! You may also
have noticed that the keen DXers always
seem to be at the front of the queue.

So, how do they do it? The answer is by

utilising simple team -work and the true

RTTY
Reports to

Mike Richards G4WNC
200 Christchurch Road,

Ringwood, Hants BH24 3AS

spirit of amateur radio. The technique is in many different forms. The simplest
known as DX spotting and manifests itself example of this technique is the amateur

who spots the start of a lift on 144MHz and
announces the fact on S20 or perhaps the
local repeater. This arrangement could be
formalised so that a group of keen DXers
pick a little used simplex channel and use
it as a DX net frequency. If anyone spots
some DX they then call in on the net
frequency and announce details. This could

even be extended to control the QSO so
that the DX station works each member of
the DX group in turn.

From this it's easy to see that with a
little effort and organisation your DX
achievement can be greatly enhanced.
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There are of course many problems
when using speech to communicate DX
news. The most obvious being the need for
repeats due to mishearing some of the
information or a total loss while making
the coffee!!

However this is by no means the end of

the story, as technology has an important
panto play in improving this type of group
communications.

So far we have dealt with voice
communications but wouldn't it be so much

better if the DX information was to appear
on a computer screen or printer so thatyou
could continue to operate and pop in and
out of the shack without fear of missing the

vital information.
This is where packet radio comes to

the rescue in the form of Packet DX Spotting

Networks. These are a relatively new
development and, as far as I'm aware,
there are only two currently operational in
the UK. So what are they and how do they
work?

These networks centre around a node
which consists of a radio, TNC and a
computer running special software. The
object of the exercise being to create a
packet 'net' where many stations can log
on and messages sent by any one station
can be received by all.

The two key elements to creating this
system are Packet Conference Bulletin
Board (PCBB) and DX Spotting software
from Pavillion Software in the USA. The
PCBB differs from the conventional WORLI/

WA7MBL systems in several ways, the
most significant being that it does not
support message forwarding. It is the
conference facility that allows many
stations to be logged -on and receiving
each others direct messages.

The DX Spotting software seems to
have been very well thought out and
includes a wide range of facilities designed
to make life as easy as possible for the DX
enthusiast.

One of the most used commands is
SHOW DX which is abbreviated to sh/d.
Issuing this command results in the last
five DX stations being displayed. In additon
to the callsign and band of the DX, there
are a number of other useful features that
may be displayed such as the station
reporting the DX, signal strength, etc. You
can also qualify the basic command to
produce just the type of DX you are

According to Richard Ensign, speaking at
the Dallas HAMCOM convention in June,
four more NASA Shuttle astronauts have
now become USTechnician Class Amateur
Radio licencees and Ken Cameron is now
upgraded to the General Class licence. We

shall soon get more details on the names
and their callsigns allocated soon, and on
future missions they may crew. These may
now have both the commander, crew, and
possibly even the new YL astronaut on
board, they now having joined the ranks of
amateur radio operators.

STS-35/SAREX Mission Delay

In late June the NASA engineers and

interested in. This can be reduced to just
one band or perhaps just one prefix, for
example sh/d 20 would produce a list of
the last five DX loggings on the 144MHz
band.

As if that wasn't enough there are a
number of utilities provided to simplify DX
operating even further. One that I

particularly liked was the sh/heading
command, this would give you the heading
in degrees along with the distance in miles
and kilometres to the specified prefix!

There are a whole host of other options

available and in true digital style these will
no doubt be under constant review to
provide ever more powerful spotting
systems.

Packet Clusters

The only problem with the PCBB system

is that the maximum number of stations
that can be connected at any one time is
26, which can be limiting especially in
densely populated areas.

An alternative is the Packet Cluster
software. This system features all the main
DX commands, including the utilities but
has some powerful network facilities.

The facilities lost are the conventional
mailbox store and retrieve commands.
However, 'live' messages can still be sent
between stations that are logged on to the
cluster by using the TALK command.

The cluster system works by employing

two frequencies. One is used for local
access to the node whilst the other is used
to link the nodes together. This allows the
same DX information to be received at all
nodes within the cluster.

The inspiration for this foray into the
world of DX spotting was a letter from
John Barber G4SKA who is himself a
keen DXer. Included with his letter was
some interesting information from the
Western DXGroupwhoarecurrentlytrying
to set up their own DX Cluster. Their
network will link in with the existing UK
systems so increasing the overall power
for DX spotting.

The first site in the new cluster will be
GB7WDX at Crediton, Devon. The only
problem at the moment is funds which
seems to be a common problem with this
type of venture.

So I will end this section with a plea on
behalf of the Western DX Group for

donations to help complete this potentially
very useful project. Donations can be sent
to: Peter Green GOABI, Hollowtree,
Chall ices, Eggesford, Chumleigh, Devon
EX1B 7QX. For more information on the
Western DX Group please contact John
Forward G3HTA, Sunrays, Barnstable Cross,

Crediton, Devon EX17 2EP.

RTTY DX

Just to prove the value of DX Spotting,
John Barber has sent me details of some
tasty Japanese DX for later in the year.

JH1QDB, Juni will be activating
Ogasawara (JD1) between September 23
and 30. He will be using the callsign
JH1QDB/JD1. Although he will be

operating mainly RTTY he will run some
c.w. and s.s.b. The planned frequencies
are 14.088MHz/21.088MHz/28.088MHz
for RTTY, .035 for c.w. and the main DX
frequencies for s.s.b.

For those operating in the CQ World
Wide RTTY contest he will be active for
that.

QSL can be either via the bureau or
direct to: Kuni Fujii JH1QBD, Hanasaki,
Narashino 275, Japan.

BARTG Rally

Sunday September 16 sees the 1990
BARTG rally at the Sandown Park Exhibition

Centre near Esher in Surrey. This is a very
popular rallywhich has very easy access by
road and free car parking. There was some
criticism last year regarding the lack of
space, but this year they have moved to the
large hall which should solve that problem.

I will be attending with the magazine
but we will only be running a small stand
due to other commitments.

If you do manage to visit the show
please come and have a chat as it's always

Found an interesting
piece of software? Heard

about a new decoding
package? Drop Mike a

line and share the news.
Don't forget the RTTY

column is YOUR page!

Amateur Satellites
Reports to

Pat Gowen G3IOR
17 Heath Crescent

Hellesdon, Norwich, Norfolk NR6 6DX

technicians found the hydrogen leak which
prevented the planned lift-off of theshuttle
Columbia (STS -35) or May 29. Because of

the critical danger of an explosion from a
hydrogen leak in the engine compartment
and a further disaster, NASA officials were

good to have some feedback direct from
readers.

PC-RTTY

Regular readers will remember that I
recently reviewed the PC-RTTY program
by Mike Martin G4VRQ. I had version 1.53
for the review and made mention that
version 2.0 would be available soon. Well
I have just heard that this newversion is on

the market. The prices are £9.95 for the
5.25in disk version and £12.00 for 3.5in
disk, both prices are inclusive of p&p. One

important point to remember is that you
must include your callsign with the order.
If you are a short wave listener then your
name or listener number should be
included.

For those who would like to upgrade
from the original 1.53 this can be done at
a reduced rate by returning your original
disk along with a cheque for £5.00. If you
need a new disk the cost is £6.00.

Version 2.0 of this program supports
45, 50, 57, 75,100 and 110 baud operation

using standard ITA No2. Other facilities
include full colour display, printer echo,
message file and QS0 review windows.
This is in addition to the features of version
1.0.

Orders for the new program can be
placed via BARTG by sending to Peter
Adams G6LZB, 464 Whippendale
Rd,Watford, Herts WD17PT. Alternatively
contact Mike Martin G4VRQ, 16 Dingley
Rd, Bulkington, Warks CV12 9LP.

SARTG World Wide RTTY
Contest

I know I gave you all the details of this
contest a couple of months ago, but this is
just to serve as a reminder. If all has gone
well you should receive this magazine just
priorto the contest which is on theweekend
of August 18/19. The timings are:

0000UTC - 0800UTC Saturday August
18

1600UTC - 2400UTC Saturday August
18

0800UTC - 1600UTC Sunday August
19

The bands in use are 3.5MHz, 7.0MHz,
14.0MHz, 21.0MHz and 28.0MHz.

Don't forget I will be very interested to
hear your reports on the contest.

forced to abandon the launch and devote
full attention to find the source of the
problem. It was finally located between
two plates that connect the shuttle and
the external tank.

Since this constituted a major repair
that could not be performed on the launch
pad, Columbia had to be rolled back to the
huge Vehicle Assembly Building. It was
considered that repair of the leak and the
return to flight readiness status of the
Columbiashunle could take about a month,
but, complicating the repair work was the
planned launch of the shuttle Atlantis(STS-
38) for mid -July. NASA officials are now
saying that it could be late August before
Columbia carrying ASTRO-1 and the
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TS -940S £1995.00

TS -440S £1138.00

ELECTRONICS

IF IT'S KENWOOD
IT MUST BE
DEWSBURY
A FULL RANGE AVAILABLE

R2000 £595.00

R5000 £875.00

THE FINEST DECODER IN THE WORLD
NOW WITH FAX. FROM £975.00

SEND S.A.E.
FOR DETAILS OF

PRODUCTS

FULL RANGE OF KENWOOD PRODUCTS STOCKED
We are also stockists of DAIWA - POCOM - JRC - TAR - WAVECOM - VIBROPLEX -

MICROWAVE MODULES - B.N.O.S.
Dewsbury Electronics, 176 Lower High Street, Stourbridge, West Midlands DY8 1TG

Telephone: Stourbridge (0384) 390063/371228
VISA Fax: (0384) 371228

Instant finance available subject to status. Written details on request.
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'SAREX' Shuttle Amateur Radio Experiment

is able to go ahead.
Full details of the amateur radio

operation are available, but we have not
taken the space for publishing them as
regrettably, the planned inclination will
not bring it above the United Kingdom
horizon.

A 'MIR' Coincidence?

On the morning of Sunday June 17,
Paul G4VLS of Norwich, took a peek at the
.M1-1' calls monitored of his 144.650MHz
GB7VLS packet radio mailbox and among
those many locals listed was that of one
'M3-IR'.

Knowing (a) That GB7VLS was in the
MIR footprint at that time, (b) that Sunday
is the main amateur radio day for the
cosmonauts, (c) that plans are in hand for
the first amateur manned space to space
QSO, that (d) the main forthcoming SAREX
STS -35 mode for WA4SIR's mission is
packet radio and (e) that M3-IR does not
resemble any known possibly corrupted
local callsign, one was bound to wonder if
tests were ongoing from a Packet station
on MIR.

Boris Stepanov UW3AX, who is the
'Ham in Space' co-ordinator for MIR
operations responded to the query, replying

that there is no packet radio station on
board MIR yet, but plans are in hand for
this with on the air operation expected by
the end of this year. He added that neither
U6MIR or U7MIR are very active at this
time, and when they are they tend to call
on 145.500MHz f.m.

Chris Van der Berg, via Nico
Janssen PAODLO reports that the large 'T'
module launched at the end of May was
finally docked to MIR on June 10, and then
moved to a side port to re-establish
symmetry the following day. It has since
been in high productive use as a G -free
laboratory manufacturing large quantities
of crystalline and semi -conductor
materials. A space walk to repair the
damaged panels of SOYUZ-TM-9 is planned

for July, and the next crew are due to go
aloft in TM -10 on August 1 to dock with
MIR on August 3. The retiring crew plan to
return to earth via the repaired TM -9 on
August 9.

F0-12 Lives Again!

Although 'shut down' officially, Fuji -
OSCAR -12 continues active again, having
been heard first by GM4IHJ and many
times since by G310R, G3CAG and G4CUO.

As it will only support ultra low power 'JA'
mode operation, users are asked to treat it
very gently, otherwise it goes QRT.

A good functioning element set for
FUJI -OSCAR -12 follows:

Epoch: 90 51.92031722
Inclination: 50.0153
RAAN: 253.7437
Eccentricity: 0.0010861
A of P: 255.9721
Mean Anomaly: 103.9906
MM: 12.44404056
Drag: 2.5E-7

Orbit No: 16037

FO -20 - Tracking

The discrepancy between the published

Keplerian elements that gave tracki ng some

two to four minutes late and those from the

Japanese source has been fathomed. It
has turned out that NORAD were giving
the data for what they thought was Fuji -
Oscar -20, but actually 'DEBUT', a very
similar satellite to F020, in line, and with
similar reflectivity. It is not surprising that
NASA often call AMSAT's Bob McGwier
N4HY, to ask him if he is able to provide
them with a functioning element set for
specific satellites! Here is a good
functionally accurate set, modified by a
tweak to the mean motion and drag by
Dave Rowan, G4CUO, to give precise
tracking:

Epoch: 90 144.15135168
Inclination: 99.0426
RAAN: 195.1993
Eccentricity: 0.054174300
A of P: 102.9597
Mean Anomaly: 263.2557
MM: 12.83255784
Drag: 3.0E-8

Orbit No: 1336
Semi -Major Axis: 7704.2879
Period: 112.228358 mins.
Apogee: 1743.4924km

Perigee: 908.7436km.
Remember that FO -20 has it's apogees

at the furthest 99° N position during mid -
August, and that northern hemisphere DX
such as W6 and JA will be in real time
range. The transponder(s) are apt to be
turned off on Wednesdays, although an
official schedule has yet to be produced.

Fuji Problems

Many users and would-be users have
been having problems in getting into (and
out of) the FO -20 mailbox, and are

suspicious of their own developed
communication systems. Sadly, although
many problems can occur in the users
station, FO -20, just like it's predecessor,
does have a few internal problems that
need airing.

Rod Clewes G3CDK manages to get
the 8J1JAS messages to all on his system,
but from many attempts only once has
managed to get the G3CDK prompt, and
nothing else, only just before LOS.

F0-20 'JD' mode appears to have a
few 'bugs' in the operating software,
although hopefully the new program loaded

up by JARL in June may take care of some
of these. Possibly the worst of these is the
fact that no DISCONNECT is operative
from the satellite itself. The deep cyclic
fade-outs and loss of signals caused by
screening of the spacecraft antennas by
the structure means that many operators,
having connected, are not able to
disconnect before the spacecraft
disappears below their horizon. Thus, no
space is left in the sixteen only userfile for
a newcomer as it appears over their piece
of sky. A number of users report that they
have in fact sent disconnect commands
well before LOS time, but no actual
disconnect occurs. What is possibly of
greater concern is that having
disconnected, they are often immediately
given an unsolicited and unwanted re-
connect!

Thus, when the satellite comes over
the north pole to Europe, the user file is
often full of calls from ZL, JA and 9M, who
are by now well below the user horizon. A
few astute operators have been known to
employ the calls of some of those absent
stations found in the file, disconnect, and
thus create a space for their own call. This
is usually followed by a mass of European
stations taking up the spaces created,
perhaps to create a similar situation when

it has JA, 9M and ZL in the footprint once
again. Sadly, half the pass has gone by the
time the box is cleared, and this again
leads to failures of a sufficient time to
disconnect.

A similar problem is reported in that
the kill message command is also often
ignored, which all adds to space wasted.
No normal terrestrial BBS facilities are
employed, such as message numbers of
bulletins put up, so lots more time can be
taken in hunting through the whole file
dump.

Some users bemoan that the log -on
lets one enter half a message, and then
proceeds to ignore you, so preventing
termination.

Some of the users themselves do not
help, as they have been noted as 'joy
riding', e.g. hitting the keys to see just how
many times they can get FO -20 to respond

to their call. Others are wasting everybody's
time by reading personal mail not
addressed to them, a facility permitted by
the software protocol.

On the plus side, FO -20 has a good
signal, often printing clear copy with a
signal to noise ratio of only 3 to 6dB, far
superior to all the microsats. It can be
accessed with very simple antennas, and
the wide f.m. downlink does not require
demanding and precise a.f.c. control.

As FUJI -1, alias OSCAR -12 on 'JD'
mode was the very first experimental
amateur radio digital store and forward
satellite, it was not surprising that a few
teething problems would occur. FUJI -2,
OSCAR -20 is a clone, but it was to have
been hoped that the problems reported on
its predecessor would have been overcome

by the software engineers during the wait
fora launch. It is unfortunatethat the main
original JAMSAT engineers seem no longer
to be a part of the JARL team, and that this

source of expertise may no longer be

CAI L NAME MODEM TNC MAILBOX DA ANT UPLINK ANT

ONBUG Freddy RUH TNC2C ON7RC 2m dish 9 el x -y

IOLYL Lucio RUH TNC2 10AZI 2x21 el hand -made

DB20S Peter JA2 TNC1 DKOMAV 20e1 XY 281 X-yagi

0H2SN Pate RUH TNC2 OH2TI 19eIXY 2x9 el hor

LUBDYF Norberto TAPR TNC2 LUFIDYF 11e1 Tel
DD4YR Robert AFREG TNC2C DBOPV 23eIXYRH 12eIXY RH

WABEBM Mike RUH PK80 WABURE KLM4OCX KLM-22C

KI6QE Dave TAPR PK232 WA6VOP 2X7 2x16

DF5DP Norbert TAPR TNC2 D8080 20e1 XY 12e1 X-yagi

IKOHIT Pesa RUH PK232 IOAZI-8 17-T Helix 9 -el XY

ON5PV Philippe RUH TNC 2 0N7RC 2X17 EL 2X9 EL

NFIAM Tom TAPR Pac WABBXN 22e1 hor KLM-22c

N5BF Courtney TAPR TNC2 WBOYMH 2X15 2X8

VK7ZBX Richard RUH PK-87 VK7ZTA 10 el X 16 t Helix
CIN4KV1 Renaud RUH TNC2 LX0PAC RUH HELIX 2x9 XY RHCP

VK5IK Garry RUH HAPN VK5WI 20 el x -y 12 el XY

JH7CKF Hajime TAPR TNC2C JR7YVN 22eIXY 12e1XY

WC8J Rich TAPR MFJ1278 WBBBII KLM4OCX KLM22C

HB9AQZ H. Peter RUH TNC2 HB9GL 16t Helix 2x10XY

9M20T Oavid PSK1 TNC2 9M2BBS 20e1 XY 12eIXY

G3RUH James RUH TNC2 GB7SPV 16t helix 10 XY RHCP

JH2XIL Fujio TAPR TNC2 JH2XIL 2x19 el.h. 2x9 el.hor
YT3MV Matjaz YT3MV YT3MV YT3A 10T helix 2+12 NBS

KORZ Bill TAPR PK-88 WA8ZIA AXIS Horiz 4X10 XY

9M7BBS David TAPR TNC2 9M2BBS 20e1 XY 12e1 XY

KD8SI Leo TAPR PK-232 NBACV KLM4OCX 6xKLM17LBX

ZLIWN Ross TAPR MFJ1270 ZLIAB KLM4OCX KLM22CX

DL1CF Heinz RUH TNC-1 DKOMAV 2X16 el. 2X7 el

IOJX Tony RUH TNC-2 LOAZI-8 21 el XY 11 el XY

KB7HTA/EA Torn TAPR PK-232 K87FiTA KLM4OCX KLM22C

SM58VF Henry RUH TNC200 SMOETV 13 ele XY 6 ele XY

ON4DY Bob RUH TNC2 ON6MS 19 el hor 9 el xy
HK3JHV Juan TAPR TNC2 HK3JHV 20 el 16 el

0E5ACL Karl RUH PK232 0E5X2L Amtr Dish 9e1xy

WOSL Rey TAPR TNC200 KOPFX - -
Freddy's 'JIY Users List as refered to on the next page
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C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS

Mail order to: EYDON, DAVENTRY
NORTHANTS NN11 6PT
Tel: 0327 6017844. VISA

NEW! ACTIVE ANTENNA
FOR SCANNERS

Microwave IC
pre -amp.

10dB Attenuator Switch

rinsed Circuit
Antenna elements

12 to 14V DC

HOWES AA4
The new HOWES AA4 Active antenna gives full coverage from 25 to 1300MHz. It is designed
to be the ideal soiution for those requiring a compact, broadband antenna for use with scanning
receivers. The AM features advanced technology with a low noise microwave IC as the active
element.

Fully broad -band covering 25 to 1300MHz
Low noise microwave IC (NF <3dB) Over 15dB gain.
Third order intercept +15d8m at 500MHz.
Coax powerirg 12 to 14V DC at less than 20mA.
10dB switched attenuator on the receiver interface board.
Antenna elements ready formed on printer circuits for easy construction.
Size approx 16 inches long, 1.2 inches wide.
Easy to build kit, or ready built modules.

If your scanner reception could benefit from the addition of a remotely located broad -band
antenna with built in pre -amplifier, or you would like a much neater, more compact alternative
to the large, ugly discone types, then the HOWES AA4 could be just the job! Excellent
performance in a small space!
AA4 kit: E18.80 Assembled PCB modules: £24.90

AA2 ACTIVE ANTENNA for 150kHz to 3Oh1Hz.
The HOWES AA2 is the active antenna to use wi th a general coverage FIF receiver. Broad -band
performance that does not tail off at the higher frequencies. The neat compact answer for those
with limited space, holiday use, mobile operation etc. Two selectable gain settings, local or
coax powering (12 to 14V), easy to build, and much liked by customers!
AA2 kit 0.50 Assembled PCB module: £11.50

Scanning Receiver

HOWES RECIEVER KITS
We produce a range of easy to build receiver kits which offer a level of performance which is
quite amazing for their simplicity. Amateur stations from all over the World can be heard with
our DXRIO three band receiver In fact you would be hard pressed to hear any more SSB
and CW stations on these bands with even the most expensive sets!

All our receivers have plenty of audio output to drive a loudspeaker, and operate from 12 to
14V DC. There is a full range of accessory kits, these include extra filters, "S meter", and digital
readout. We also have companion transmitter kits for all our amateur band receivers, so you
can convert you receiver into a transceiver at a later date.

To make things easy for the constructor we have optional hardware packages (case, dial,
knobs, sockets etc.) to go with our receiver kits (which contain the electronics).

KIT ASSEMBLED
PCB

DXR1O SSB and CW receiver for 10, 12 & 15m bands £24.90 E.36.90
DcRx Single band receiver for 20/30, 40 or 80m E15.60 £21.50
DcR x54 5.4MHz HF Airband receiver E15.60 121.50
MBRX HF Marine band reciever, inc. 80 & 160m £29.90 E44.90
TRF3 Shortwave Broadcast TRF receiver E14.80 £2020
DCS2 'S meter' kit for all our receivers E1.90 £11.90
CSL4 Sharp SSB and CW filters for our receivers £9.90 E15.90
ASLS Sharp SSB and CW filter for FRG7, R1000 etc E14.90 £22.50
CTU30 HF bands & 6M ATU for any RX or 30W TX E27.90 E33.90

DXR1O or TRF3 Hardware package: £14.00. DxRx hardware E15.50
MBRX hardware £26.00

Please add £1.00 P&P to your total order value.

There are many more kits in our range. Please send a good size SAE for a copy of
our free catalogue. Sales and technical advice are available by phone during office
hours - you can actually speak to people who know what they are talking about!

All HOWES KITS contain a good quality printed circuit board with screen printed
parts locations, full instructions and all board mounted components. Our kits offer
the challenge and satisfaction of home construction, with the reassurance of help
if you need it.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager

(;6x131-1 LIRAS C8UUS
Visit your Local Emporium

Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show

AGENTS FOR:
YAESU  AZDEN  ICOM  NAVICO  ALINCO

ACCESSORIES:
Web Range, Microwave Modules, Adonis Mics, Mutek Pre -Amps,
Barenco Mast Supports, DRAE Products, BNOS Linears & P.S.U.'s

* ERA Microreader & BPS4 Fitter, SEM Products *
AERIALS, Tonna, New Diamond Range of Mobile Whips, Jaybeam

BRINC?YOUR S/H EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE
JUST GIVE USA RING

Radio Amateur Supplies
3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park, Nottingham NG8 1DU
Off Ring Rd., between A52 (Derby Road) & A609 (Ilkeston Road)
Monday: CLOSED Tuesday -Saturday: 1(1.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.

Tel: (1602 280267

The "SRW KILOWATT ff
Covers all 9 HF Bands. Weghs under 7Kg. Has internal mans PSU! Matches small

rigs size wise (747 etc). Only 14" wide, 10" deep, 5" highs
Order now whilst you can still buy direct from the designers:

SRW Communications Ltd., ASTRID HOUSE, The Green, Swinton,
MALTON, North Yorks. Y017 OSY. Tel 0653 697513. Please write or

'phone Steve Webb, G3TPW, for details and leaflets.

WE ARE
MOVING!

GAREX ELECTRONICS
With effect from early August we are moving to new and larger
premises at South Brent, Devon conveniently located just off the
main A38 road between Exeter and Plymouth.

All visitors, both locals and holidaymakers, will receive a warm
welcome at the retail counter (open 10am - 5pm, Monday to
Friday.)

Please direct all orders, enquiries and service work to the new
address from 6th August.

Details of the full product range can be found in earlier editions
of this magazine.

GAREX ELECTRONICS
Station Yard, South Brent, Devon, TO10 9AL

Tel: (0364) 72770 Fax: (0364) 72007
VISA

CENTRE OF ENGLAND AUTUMN MOBILE RALLY 1990
Ham Radio, Computer, TY & Electronics  Displays by Traders  Bring & Buy  Catering  Ample Free Parking  Special Event Station

Held SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 23rd, 10.30 am. Trader Enquiries Tel: 0952 598173

British National Motorcycle Museum by N.E.C., Junction 6, M42
Admission El (R.A.I.B.C./0.A.P.s FREE) * Concession on price to Museum
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available to the organisation.
On the other hand, mainly praise has

come in forthe analogue 'JA' mode, which,
other than the odd 'birdie' in the passband,
seems to be satisfying every users needs.
David Rowan, G4CUO is an avid user, and

just wishes that the excellent 'JA' mode
was on more often, and then activated in
more social hours for Europe. Dave has
found that the telemetry is showing high
levels of recorded transponder transmitter
output, up to 1.8 watts, when the 'JD'
mode is switched off, and when there are
zero 'JA' users being transponded. In the
light of no explanations, he assumes that
this is probably due to the spurii self
stimulation of the transponder.

Who's Who on FO -20

From Freddy ON6UG, comes a
complete mode 'JD' users list (on page 58),
which has grown considerably in the past
month. This will help identify contacts and
further indicate the various combinations
in use for effective operation.

WEBERSAT-OSCAR-18

Pictures have been coming down from
WO -18 at a rate of four per day, and two of

these are shown this month. They have
been taken and processed by Frank Sperber

DL6DBN, using his ATARI -ST system, and
come to us courtesy AMSAT-DL.

The first picture, Fig.1, has it's original
in applied colour, and shows the Sun in
spectacular temperature bands of white,
red, orange, yellow, green, blue and black.
Whereas Fig.2 is the same picture, but
captured in black and white.

Software for IBM computers and clones

under the name of WEBERWARE 1.0 is
available from AMSAT and AMSAT-UK. It
processes the raw data from WEBERSAT
to a picture, in colour with EGA/VGA. Be
warned that each picture demands up to
some 165 KBytes of disc space!

The WO -18 engineers are now
experimenting with the optimum light
levels for the 256 different camera iris
settings possible in order to determine the
ideal value accordingto that which is to be
'snapped'. When determined relative to
information given by on board earth
sensors, ideal pictures should be possible
at all variants.

DOVE flies again - soon!

Bob McGwier N4HY wrote that as
promised, he would begin reloading DOVE
on the third week -end in June. He says
"This will be a tedious process due to the
extremely low Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
of the data modulation. I have it working in
the DSP box, but, because the SNR is so
low, there will be many many retries to get
it all loaded. Thanks to Hugh Pert, the
ground station, the boot loader has been
modified so that manual control over this
process can be exercised. This will greatly
enhance my ability to get this first code
into the box. N2HPE and I will do the job
since it will take four hands to run this
DOVE load set up We must load the new

Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2.

kernel, then a housekeeping task that does
little more than it did before, but allows us
to load those things we need loaded. It will
swap between the 'S' band and the 2
meter transmitter in a configurable cycle
and will have the latest and greatest battery
management routines".

He adds that Harold Price NK6K, put in
a Herculean effort to try to put in enough
different watchdogs in the software "... in
order that the lack of a simple retriggerable
one shot in the lines that actuate the
transmitters will have a much lower
likelihood of reaching out and grabbing us
again. I havethe new kernel. I am modifying

the DOVE routines to take advantage of the
new kernel".

When Harold returns from a business
trip, he will finish the 'optimal' loader,
which will permit files to be sent up to
DOVE and the other microsat spacecraft.
He and Bob will then run memory tests on
all the spacecraft in anticipation of mapping
out Thad clusters' in the RAM disks, if there

are any, and follow this with a loading of
the file systems. At the time of writing,
they have begun painstakingly loading the
DOVE talking software, files of phonemes,
digitised voice, etc. into the file system.

Bob concludes "We are moving on
DOVE again at long last. Thanks for your
patience!" It will be well worth while
watching 145.825MHz by the time you
read this news in the hope of a fully
functioning DOVE, but do remember it will
not be on this v.h.f. continuously, so stay

tuned for a time or you may miss it.

RM-1 Postponed

The launch of RM-1, nee RS -14,
originally planned for June, postponed to
July, is now unlikely before the early
autumn of this year. The reason, according
to Dr. Karl Meinzer DJ4ZC, head of AMSAT-

DL, who visited the assembly plant, is due
to the non -readiness of the vehicle until
that time.

Phase Ill Satellites

Oscar -10 is still going strong, with its
monopole antenna and mode 'B' only
continuous operation. Whilst it suffers
slightly from these limitations and the
rather lowelevation anglescurrently being
experienced in the northern hemisphere, it
is still providing excellent facilities, yet
seems surprisingly little used.

Oscar -13 has been transponding well
in the past month, and comes up to very
high angles of elevation now in the northern

hemisphere. I worked several JA stations
on both s.s.b. and c.w., and had a perfect
uninterrupted OSO with VKBKTC on Grut
Island. It still seems strange for dyed-in-
the-wool h.f. DX operators to point ones
beam high in the sky to the north east and
hear JA, W1 - 0 and all Europe coming in at
one time!

A newtransponder schedulefor Oscar-
13commenced as from July 2, whichshould

be maintained until 15 October when the
next attitude manoeuvre is planned. The
current schedule is now:

Mode 'B' from Mean Anomaly 003
until Mean Anomaly 165

Mode 'JL from Mean Anomaly 165
until Mean Anomaly 195

Mode 'S' from Mean Anomaly 190
until Mean Anomaly 205

Mode 'B' from Mean Anomaly 200
until Mean Anomaly 240

All transponders will be commanded
off from Mean Anomaly 240, through
perigee, until Mean Anomaly 003. The
Mode 'S' section from MA 190 to MA 205
is further divided into three sectionalised
activities, viz:

Mean Anomaly 190 to 195, 'S' beacon
on, no transponder.

Mean Anomaly 195 to 200, 'S' mode
transponder on.

Mean Anomaly 200 to 205, both 'S'
and 'B' transponders on.

The omni-directional antennas will be
switched in for use around the perigee
period from Mean Anomaly 240 to 060.

What Goes Up....

N5BF tells us that many attentive
satellite operators have noticed that the
OSCAR -13 orbit perigee has been
decreasing steadily since the final orbit
change manoeuvre was completed in mid
1988. The spacecraft's perigee is now some

1000km lower than it was soon after
positioning. This effect is not one of the
normal orbital decay, as the satellite is still
well above the worst of expanded
atmosphere friction. It is a symptom of
deep space perturbations, most notably
from the sun and moon, which cause the
eccentricity of an elliptical orbitto increase
and decrease over a long term cycle. If the
perigee at some point in the cycle is low
enough, A0-13 will then begin to enter the
earth's atmosphere, decay will begin to
dominate, and eventually AO -13 may re-
enter catastrophically and be lost.

Several amateurs, 0 E1VKW, N4HY,
N6NKF, G3RUH, KA9O, and WA5NOM
among them, have undertaken to learn as
much as possible about these effects and
to attempt to numerically model the A0-13
orbit as far into the future as possible in
order to determine, if possible, exactly
what will happen. Although some
pessimistic observers predict burn-up
within the next two years, most of the
modelling studies project a re-entry for
AO -13 sometime within this decade. It
must be emphasised at this point that all
results obtained up to now are thought to
be incomplete and therefore inconclusive.
Formal errors resulting from projections
months or years into the future still leave
open the question of whether or when
Oscar -13 will in fact re-enter prematurely.
It could just as well be that the relative Sun
and Moon positions to the eccentric orbit
that have produced this result could well
give the opposite over the next few years,
resulting in an elevating perigee.

AMSAT has contacted various
institutions, including Millstone Hill (the
radar complex that provided early orbital
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data during both the Oscar -10 and Oscar -

13 burns), NASA's Goddard Spaceflight
Centre at Greenbelt, Maryland, and other
NASA Centres in order to have the most
complete possible analysis of the problem
performed by experienced professionals.
Any decisions or plans on the part of
AMSAT must wait until after these results
are obtained and fully understood.

Z21 Satellite Activity

Guenther Z21HJ/R, via Hardy DC8TS,
tells of a special Zimbabwe satellite activity

Ron Livesey (Edinburgh), using his
projection apparatus located 5 active areas
on the sun's disc on May 18, 19 and 27, 6
on days 25 and 28, 7 on the 20th and 9 on
the 24th and 26th. Neil Clarke GOCAS
(Ferrybridge) kindly sent his computer print
out, Fig. 1, showing the big rise in solar flux

units during May from 121 at the beginning
of the month through 268 on the 19th and
falling back to 140 by the 31st. Neil added
that the mean sunspot number for May
was 132 compared with 196 for June 1989
and 157 for October and November 1989.

I think that the latter part of the large
'hump' on Neil's chart can be attributed to
the sunspots observed and drawn by
Patrick Moore at his observatory in
Selsey at 0900 on the 23rd, Fig. 2, 0810 on

the 24th, Fig. 3 and 1115 on the 25th, Fig.
4. In Bristol, Ted Waring counted 19
sunspots on May 26, 12 on June 4 and 26
on the 16th. Although conditions were
misty in Sussex at 0940 on the 16th, Patrick
managed to locate the positions and size
of several spots, Fig. 5. Ern Warwick
(Plymouth) heard bursts of noise on 28MHz
at midday on June 3, 0940 on the 9th, 1500

on the 10th, 1630 on the 13th and 0930 on

the 16th.

Auroral

"The summer twilight has now taken
its toll of auroral observing in NW Europe,"
wrote Ron Livesey, the auroral co-ordinator
for the British Astronomical Association.
However, he received reports of auroral
displays being 'active and flaming' from
observers in Ireland for the overnight period

of May9;unspecifiedforms' from Northern
England on the 19th, 'ray bundles' from
Denmark on the 22nd and 'active and
flaming' from Nova Scotia on the 27th. The

auroral effect on radio signals, which can
only be described as 'tone -A' was heard by

Doug Smillie (Wishaw) on stations
transmitting from Norway and Shetland on

the 22nd and 25th, Scotland on days 18,
22. 25 and 27 and Wales on the 22nd Ron
also received late reports of aurora seen
overnight on June 12 from Denmark and
Nova Scotia.

On the same theme, Cmdr Henry
Hatfield (Sevenoaks), Ted Waring and Ern
Warwick commented about the "growling"
or "very rough tone" on the signal from the
Spanish beacon (EA3JA-28MHz) between
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session planned for four weekends in
August and September this year.

Period of Activity Callsign Location in
Zimbabwe

31AUG90 - 02SEP90 Z21SAT - from
Pamuzinda Safari Lodge

14SEP90 - 16SEP90 Z22SAT - from
Victoria Falls

21SEP90 - 23SEP90 Z23SAT - from
Bulawayo

28SEP90 - 30SEP90 Z24SAT - from
Harare

The stations will be operated by Des,
Z21GH, and Guenther, Z21HJ/R on a

145.905MHz downlink on mode B, mainly
on Oscar -13, but employing Oscar -10 when

Oscar -13 is not available. QSL cards may
go either via the bureau or direct to G.
Riepenhausen, Z21HJ/R, P.O.Box HG 395,

Highlands, Harare, Zimbabwe.
If you work a minimum of two of the

four calls you can apply for theZIMBABWE
SATELLITE ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 1990,

to obtain send $US10.00 in cash by
registered letter to the Z21HJ/R 0TH above
address together with a proof that you
have worked the required two stations. All
local costs are sponsored by companies in

Propagation
Reports to
Ron Ham
Faraday

G reyfriars, Storrington, West Sussex RH2O 4HE

the 17th and 20th. Fred Pallant G3RNM
(Storrington) noted a 'pronounced echo'
from the signals of another Spanish beacon

(EA6AU) on 28MHz at 0746 on May 31 and

'pronounced chirps' at 1016 on June 13.
Ern Warwick told me that information
signals sent by the German beacon
DKOWCY on 10.144 indicated weak aurora

at 1810 on May 27, 1346, 1706 and 1952 on

June 9, 2100 on the 12th, 0910 on the 13th
and 1806, 2100 and 2230 on the 14th. "The
message sent by DKOWCY will say it is

either Weak or Strong aurora," said Em.

Magnetic

Neil also sent a graph of the Ap index,

Fig. 6, which he prepared for May and
reports that the month was mostly, "active
to minor storm with very few quiet days."
The most active was the 22nd and 27th
when the magnetic disturbance exceeded
40 points on the scale. The various
magnetometers used by Garry Hawkins
(Bristol) [Fluxgate], Tony Hopwood
(Worcester) [Visual Unit), Karl Lewis
(Saltash) [Fluxgate], Ron Livesey [Jam jar]
and Doug Smillie [Hall Effect] between
them found conditions 'stormy' on May 10,
18, 20, 21 and 27.

Joan and I had the pleasure of talking
to Ted Owen and his wife from Maldon
when they visited the Amberley Chalk Pits
museum on July 1. Ted is very pleased with

the magnetometer which he built and told
me that the magnetic deflections are
projected via a beam of light on to his
bedroom wall. Briefly and without making
it sound easy to construct, Ted has a
suspended mirror and magnet and a pair of

aluminium plates in close proximity to
'dampen' the movement.

Sporadic -E

The first week in June proved that the

Fig. 2

Fig. 4

1990 Sporadic -E season had really begun,
for instance on the 1st, Simon Hamer
(New Radnor) received television pictures
from Albania on Ch. E2 (48.25MHz), Poland

on Ch. Al (49.75MHz), Italy on Ch. la

153.75MHz), the USSR on Chs. R2
(59.25MHz) and F13 (77.25MHz), Greece on

Ch. E3 (55.25MHz), Italy on Ch. lb

(62.25MHz) and the USSR on Chs. R4, 5, 6

and 7 which represents 85.25,93.25,175.25
and 183.25MHz respectively. Simon logged

the USSR on Chs. R1, 2 and 3 and
Czechoslovakia and Hungary on R4 on the

2nd, a North American 525 -line station on

Zimbabwe, so all funds received for the
Award as SUS or IRCs will be equally
distributed to AMSAT-UK and AMSAT-DL.
Guenther says "Having fun and being able
to make a small contribution to the huge
costs for putting up Amateur Radio
Satellites is the main goal of this activity".

Hardy adds "I hope that the activity
will be a success and encourages the
operators to plan a similar activity for next
year - maybe from 7Q,9J or A2 - who
knows?".

Fig .1

Fig. 3

Fig. 5

Ch. A2 (55,25MHz), Denmark and Norway
on Ch. E3, Iceland on Ch. E4 (62.25MHz)
and Algeria on Ch. E7 (189.25MHz) on the
3rd, Portugal and Spain on the 6th and by
midday on the 8th an extensive disturbance

had opened the bands from 27MHz, where
C9ers in Northern Ireland were putting
strong clear signals into Sussex. On that
day I received strong test -cards f rom Poland

on Chs. R1, 2 and 3 and gave up after
counting 60 east European broadcast
stations between 66 and 73MHz. Simon
received pictures from the USSR on Ch. R5.

Another Welsh station, not too far
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8redh7Igt
electronics

BREDHURST ELECTRONICS LTD
High St, Handcross, W. Sx. RH17 6BW
(0444) 400786

SITUATED AT SOUTHERN END OF M23 - EASY ACCESS TO M25 AND SOUTH LONDON
RECEIVERS
HF225 £425
ICR71 £855
R2000 £595
VC10 V.H.F. Converter £161
FRG8800 E649
FRV8800 V.H.F. ConverterE100
R5000 £875

HF TRANSCEIVERS
T S950s
TS940s
TS440s
TS140s
TS680s
FT767GX
FT757GX2
FT747GX
IC765
IC751A
IC735
IC725
IC726

£3199
£1995
£1138

£862
£985

£1599
£969
£659

£2499
£1500

E979
£759
E989

2M TRANSCEIVERS
TH26E
TH25E
TH2O5E
TH215E
TR751E
TM231
FT411 + FNB10
FT29OR II
FT211RH
FT212RH
IC2GE
IC228H
IC275E Inc PSU
IC2SE
IC2SET

£249
£238
£199
£228
£599
£289
£259
£429
£309
E349
£265
£385

£1069
£275
E295

70CM TRANSCEIVERS
TM431E
TH405E
TH415E
FT790R11
FT712RH
IC4GE
IC4SE
IC448E

£318
£245
£268
£499
£375
£299
£310
£429

DUAL BAND
TRANSCEIVERS

TM731E
TS790E
FT47OR + FNB10
FT736R
FT4700RH
IC32E
IC3210E
IC2400E
IC2500E

£665
£1495

£383
£1199

£499
(399
£499
£635
£675

SCANNING RECEIVERS
ICR7000
FRG9600M
RZ1
AR2002
R535 Airband
ICR100

£989
£509
£465
£487
£249
£499

ANTENNA TUNER UNITS
FRT7700
FC757AT
AT230
AT250
ICAT100
MFJ941D
MFJ949C

£59
£349
£208
£366
E379
£116
f165

DATONG
AD370 Active Antenna
FL3 Multimode Filter
D70 Morse Tutor
ASP Speech Processor

£77.62 3.00
£145.54 2.00

£63.40 2.00
£93.15 2.00

COAXIAL SWITCHES
SA450 2way S0239
SA450N 2way N
Drae 3way 50239
Drae 3way N
C54 4way BNC
MFJ-1701 6way S0239

£19.49 1.50
£26.99 1.50
£20.18 1.50
£35.94 1.50
£30.39 1.50
£38.35 1.50

POWER SUPPLIES

BNOS 12156
BNOS 12/20E
DRAE 6amp
DRAE 12amp
DRAE 24amp

£74.75 5.00
£178.25 5.00

£84.99 3.00
£113.10 5.00
£163.42 5.00

HAND HELD RECEIVERS

R537S Airband
FAIRMATE HP100E
Win 108 Airband
AOR AR1000
YUPITERU MVT5000

£69.00 2.00
£299.00 2.00
£175.00 2.00
f 249.00 2.00
E299.00 2.00

PALOMAR ANTENNA PRODUCTS
Antenna Noise Bridge - Up to
100MHz
Tuner -Tuner - Tune your ATU
without transmitting
LED S.W.R. Meter - Auto SWR up to
2kW P.E.P.
9:1 Balun. For the T2DF Antenna.

E59.95

£99.95

E124.95
£23.95

ANTENNA RANGE
£378.35
£365.70
£182.85
£163.00
£329.00

£99.00
£50.72
E33.12
£44.39

J Beam 'Minimax' Tribander
J Beam T83 MK3 Tribander
Butternutt HF6V
Butternutt HF2v
Cushcraft A3 Tribander
Cushcrah 2M 15WB
Tonna 20505 Sole 50MHz
Tonna 20809 9ele 144MHz
G Whip Tribander 10-15-20

MORSE KEYS P&P
Kent Morse key kits £33.50 2.50
Kent Twin -paddle kits £42.50 2.50
Kent Single -paddle kits £33.50 2.50
Hi Mound MK704 £20.00 2.00
HI Mound MK706 £22.00 2.00
Bencher BY1 Black Base £67.42 2.50
Bencher BY2 Chrome Base £76.97 2.50

FILTERS
AKD HPF1 £7.65 1.00
AKD Braid Breaker £7.65 1.00
AKD Notch Filter £8.75 1.00
LF30A Low Pass Filter E32.26 2.00
AKD High Pass Filter £8.25 1.00 '

ANTENNA BITS
Bricomm Balun 1:1 1kW £15.25 1.50
Bricomm Balun 4:1 I kW f 16.25 1.50
Bricomm Balun 71MHz Epoxy Traps (pair) £13.65 1.50
Self Amalgamating Tape 10m x 25mm £4.25 0.75
T -piece polyprop Dipole centre £1.60 0.25
Small ceramic egg insulators £0.65 0.20
Large ceramic egg insulators £0.85 0.20

CABLES ETC.
URM67 low loss coax 50 ohm per metre f 0.95 0.25
UR76 50 ohm coax dia. 5mm per metre (0.35 0.10
UR70 70 ohm coax per metre f0.35 0.10
UR95 50 ohm coax dia. 2.3mm per metre £0.40 0.10

BREDHURST ELECTRONICS LTD HIGH ST, HANDCROSS, W. SUSSEX. RH17 6BW (0444) 400786
Open Mon -Fri gam-5pm except Wed gam-12.30pm. Sat 100m-4pm

DATONG
ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Clayton Wood Close
West Park
Leeds L516 6QE
Tel: 0532 744822

For products you can rely upon
to give amazing results

For information on Active Antennas, RF Amplifiers, Converters,
Audio Filters, the Morse Tutor and Speech Processors
send or telephone for a free catalogue and selective data sheets
as required.

All our products are designed and made in Britain.
Orders can be despatched within 48 hours subject to availability

-71,71- VISA AND ACCESS WELCOME -

DBM)))) ) ) )
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from Simon, Bert Mills GW3LJP
(Rhayder), was trying his loft mounted,
home-brew, 10in magnetic loop antenna
that evening and was thrilled to receive
good reports from stations in Germany,
Holland and Italy on 50MHz. Bert told me
that this antenna is, "ideal for use in a flat
or confined space."

Terence Burke (Bradford) tuned his
Panasonic TR-3000G through Band I and
found 'extra strong' pictures from Italy at
1125 on May 28, a 'colossal opening! 7.5
hours!' on June 1 when his TVDX included
Czechoslovakia, Italy, Poland, Spain and
the USSR and he then added Austria,
Romania and Yugoslavia to the score on
the 8th.

Around 1400 On June 26, Joan and I
were in the car -park at Bodiam castle, East
Sussex and, on arrival, (priorities right, hi,)

tuned through Bands I, II and III, with my
Plustron TVR5D and, apart from a bit of
tropo, all was quiet. However, between
1600 and 1800 we were parked at
Sissingshurst Castle and a further check
revealed a massive Sporadic -E opening
and, using only the set's rod antenna, the
top end of Band I was blotted out by a
picture and sound from Spain and a number

of Spanish football commentaries were
audible in Band II above 100MHz.

"Sporadic -E has been very poor," wrote

Lt. Col. Rana Roy (Meerut, India) having
seen only seven events between May 1
and June 13 and some of those were of
short duration with fading DXTV pictures.
Such events seem to have been more
noticeable this year, for example, I caught
another one while parked in East Grinstead,

Sussex, at 1650 on the 28th, when, for a
short while I watched a cartoon film,
presumably from the USSR on Chs. R1 and

R2 and for a few minutes early on July 3, I
received a 'rock -crushing' test card from
Sweden.

Many TV DXers saw the Cameroon v
England football match dominating Band I
during theevening ofJulylstwhile another
Sporadic -E increased the range of TV
transmitters from Scandinavia to the USSR.

This disturbance fluctuated throughout the
following day and when I checked at 1752
there were strong pictures and sound on
Chs. R1, R2 and at times R3 and, over 50
East -European FM broadcast stations were

pounding in between 66 and 73MHz.
Readers using scanners as early warning
indicators for Sporadic -E may also care to
listen for the sound signals for Chs. E2, R1,
la, E3, R2, (E4 & Ib) and R3 on 53.75, 56.25,

59.25, 60.75, 65.75, (67.75) and 83.75MHz
respectively.

Propagation Beacons

First my thanks are due to Mark
Appleby G4XII (Scarborough), Chris van
den Berg (The Hague), Henry Hatfield,
John LevesleyGOHJLIBransgorel. Greg
Lovelock G3111 (Shipston-on-Stour), Ted
Owen, Fred Pallant, Ted Waring and Ern
Warwick f or their 2BMHz beacon logs from

which I compiled the chart, Fig. 8, of the
beacons heard at their respective locations
from May 26 to June 25.

Between them they found our old

friends EA2HB (28.247MHz) and PT8AA
(28.219MHz) again and added EA6PZ
(28.210MHz), HG5GEW (28.225MHz),
PB7AAQ (28.260MHz), PI7BQC

(28.249MHz), PI7ETE (28.302MHz) and
VE4EPE (28.225MHz) to the list of new
ones. Em Warwick also kept watch on the
other bands during the period and copied,
almost daily, signals from IK6BAK on
24.915MHz, PY2AMI (24.931MHz), LU4AA,
ZS6DN/B and 4X6TU/B (14.100MHz) and
DKOWCY (10.144MHz) and less frequently
PY2AMI on 18.100MHz and CT3B,JA2IGY,

36
le

32
24.

RP

MAY 17TP,S4

CHIMPS

DRYS

Fig. 6

KH60/B, OH2B and W6IN on 14 100MHz

Tropospheric

The atmospheric pressure readings
shown in Fig. 7, covering the period May26

to June 25, were taken at noon and m idnight

from the barograph installed at my home in
Sussex. George Garden (Edinburgh)
noticed the high pressure was on the point
of declining so, with this in mind on June
16, he took the gear to his favourite DX site

high on Cairn 0' Mounth and received
strong signals from BBC Radio Cleveland,
not often heard there and BBC Radio York.

He drove to the site again while nearly

similar conditions prevailed on the 25th
and logged BBC Radio York, fading signals
from the Pontop Pike transmitter of BBC
Radio Newcastle, watched BBC North
News from Chatton, Border TV from
Eyemouth and Selkirk and a Grampian TV
signal from Tay Bridge. I checked Band III,
with my Plustron and its own rod antenna,
at various spots on my journey through

East Sussex and Kent on the 26th and
received strong (negative) pictures from
France on Chs. L5 and 9. David Glenday
(Arbroath) received u.h.f. television pictures
from Denmark and Holland during a weak
tropospheric opening on May 28 and West
Germany on at least 4 channels between
1700 and 2010 on the 31st.

934MHz

John Levesley (UK -627) worked
stations in Guernsey and Jersey, around
160km, on May 28 and GY-186 in Guernsey

again on June 9. On the 14th he heard
people operating in Brixham, Guernsey and

Torbay and although conditions were poor
on June 11, Las Jenkins GB -37, in Deal,
with his antenna just a few metres above
sea level, managed to contact six stations
in the Essex area. Les recently added a
Crestbyte APT605 to his mast -head which
is a receiver pre -amplifier and transmitter
amplifier.

May 90 June 90 [Wf11.431
26 27 28 29 34 31 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 3 14 13 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 23

In nob NMNMP41111.1144MINNIIINIANMINPIP112P1611,111INMNINNPANMPIMMMNPANPAPIMNIMNMPIMPIMNIANMNMNPANNINP4
30,4 1037
30-5 1633
30.4 1030
30.3 1026
30.2 1023
30.1 1019
30.0 1016
29.9 1012
29.8 1009
29.7 1103
29.6 1012
293 906
29A 995
293 991
29.2 988

29.1 984
29.8 981
20.9 977

\`-
S.

Fig. 7

May June
Beacon 26 27 28 29 30 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
DFOAAB
DFOTHD
DLOIGI
EA2HB
EA3JA

x

X X

X

X

X

x

X x

x x x x x x x x x x x X

X x x
x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x x X

X

X

XX

XX

X x x X X x
x x xx

x X X X X X X
x
X x x X X X

EA6AU X X X X XX X
EA6PZ X
EA6PW X
HG5GEW X X X X X X X X XX X X X xx
IY4M
KD4EC

X X X X X XX X X XX X X X X X X XX X X X xxxx x
x

KF4MS
KJ4X
LA5TEN x X X XX X X X x x x xx xx
LUIUG
OKOEG
OH2TEN
PBOAAQ
PI7BQC
PI7ETE

x x
x

X X XX X X

X X X X X XX X X X
X X X X X X X X XX X

x
X X

x x x xxxxxxx
x x

x

x x xx x
PT8AA
PY2AMI X XX X X XX X X x xxxx xx
SK5TEN X X X X X X X XX X X X X X X X xx
VE4EPE
VK2RSY X X X X X x
VK5WI
VK6RWA
WA4DJS

X X

X X

X X X

X X X X

X X X

X X xxxx xxx
WCBE
W3VD
YO2KHP
ZD8HF X

x
X X X X

xx
x x x xxxx xx

ZS1LA X XX X X X X XX X X XX X X X X X XX x x xxxxxxx
ZS5VHF X X X X XX X X X X X X X X x X X XX x x x xxxxxxx
ZS6PW X XX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XX x x x xxxxxxx
Z21ANB
4N3ZHK
5B4CY
5Z4ERR

XX X

X X

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
XX X X X X X

X X XX X X X X

X

X

XX
XX

x xxxxxxx
x x x xxxxxxx xxxxxx

Fig. B
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MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!
Over the past 100 years more than 9 million students throughout the world have found
it worth their while, An ICS home -study course can help you get a better lob, make more
money and have more fun out of life! ICS has over 90 years experience In home -study
courses and is the largest correspondence school In the world. You learn at your own
pace, when and where you want under the guidance of expert 'personal' tutors Find out
how we can help YOU. Post or phone today for your FREE INFORMATION PACK on the
course of your choice. (Tick one box only,' ===== =IN

Electronics 0 fTll:Pllifigl:ing
Basic Electronic
Engineering (City & Guilds)

i-i
I --I

Refrigeration &
Air Conditioning El

Electrial Engineering 0 Car Mechanics 1=1

Electrical Contracting/
Installation

r-i
L-1

Computer
Programming El

GCSI/GCl/SCE over 40 examination subjects to choose from

I Name Address

Intonabo01 Cangonclencs Sn'vois. DOM EE590 312/314 HO Street. Sutton, Smery SM1 1PR
Taindlons 081.643 9568 o. 041.221 2926 120 navel

MI IMP ME Eli ME Ell

SYON TRADING 16 THE RIDGEWAY
FETCHAM, LEATHERHEAD, SURREY. KT22 9AZ
Tel. 0372 372587 Callers by appointment only

£1 BARGAIN PACKS 2 x 75 ohm BNC angled plugs. 4 x Octal valveholders. 5 x 8
pin DIL switches. 8 x 2-40 pf Compression trimmers. 12 x 1 N5407 800V 3A diodes.
5 x 80 pf Air trimmers. 20 x Push in rubber feet. 4 x Small micro switches. 12 x 2-10
pf Teller trimmers. 7 x Ceramic coil formers. 12 x Soldered 2.5mal jack plugs. 50 x

1000 pf Plate capacitors. 50 x 4700 pf Plate capacitors. 14 x 5mm LEDS Red, Green
Or Orange. 12 x rectangular LEDS Red or Green. D1L sockets: 15 x 8 pin, 15 x 16 pin.
15 x 18 pin, 13 x 20 pin, 12 x 24 pin, 12 x 28 pin or 8 x 40 pin. 12 x 2N2483 (similar
BC109). 20 x BC171A (gen purpose). 3 x BDY27C (T03 6A 200V). 15 x BF274 (NPN
750Mhz). 15 x BF509 (PNP 700Mhz). 12 x MPS918 (NPN 600Mhz). 12 x MPS2369
(NPN switch). COAX RELAYS - BNC 100W cw to 500Mhz. 2 way 24V £18. - 4 way
12V £22. - 6 way 12V £25. 6 x Used Greenpar PL259 £3. 100 assorted LEDS £5

ALSO STOCKED :- Kanga Kits - Black Star Products - Malsor Kits
Nevada Products - Spectrum Kits - Resistors - Capacitors - Diodes
Switches - Regulators - Semiconductors - Connectors - Cable.

Full Ilst 40p refundable with order : ACCESS : VISA CHEQUE p&p 50p

COMMUNICATION CENTRE
OF THE NORTH

The largest range of communications equipment available in the North.
Full range of receivers, transceivers, antennas, power supplies, meters.
Ali tubing - wall brackets - rotators - insulators.

FULL KENWOOD RANGE IN STOCK.
BUTTERNUT SCANNING RECEIVER RANGE

AR300 Base Staten £765.00
NEP/40-80m vertical f14200 AR2002 Base Station £487.00
20 MRK 20in add on kit £3149

AR2002
Base Staten £249.00

HF6VX6 band vertical . £167.00 AR900 Hand Held £199.00
TBR160S 160m Add on kit f5339 AR800 Hand Held £165.00
HF413Triband Mini Beam f235.00 JUPITER II Hand Held £299.00
NEW R55Band Vertical £259.00 JUPITER MV600 Base Station 4:345.00
CUDICRAFT ICOM R703 Base Station £980.00
A3 3 element Tnbander E329e0 R535 Airoand Base Station 035.00
A44 element Tribander £353.00 WIN 108 Hand Held Arrhand £175.00

10-3CD 3 element 10m £115.00 AR1003 Hand Held £249.00

15-3CD 3 element 15m f139.75 SWFVPCINER METERS

20-3C23 element 20m f2311.00 MFJ 815 HF 2kw SWR/PWR f57.32

AP88 band 25ftverticai (164.00 YmIETWin Meter 35-150MHz E3200

AV55 band 25ft vertical f123.00 DIAWACN410M 35-150MHz £91.72

18 element 2m Boomer 1I06.00 0 IAWA CN460M 140-450MHz (65.40

15 element2rn Boomer £98,95 NS660P18-150MHz + PEP f115.03

ANTENNA TUNERS KOYO-100 I.8-63MHz . MAO
Kenwood AT230 1208.03 KOY0-2013 1 9-200MHz 110130

MFJ 9628 I.5k Tuner £241.00 KO7D-400 140-525MHz MOO
MFJ 949C 3COW V e rsatun e r nytoo DUMMY LOADS

MFJ 941D watt Basic n05.00 MFT 300 Watt D. bad CI3.50

MFJ 1601 Random Wire Tuner £42.02 OLEO 60 wan E10.96

066.00 TEN TEC 100 Wait abed 032.50

TEN TEC '254' 200 Watt Antenna lure( £150.00 HF225 GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER f395.00

A FULL RANGE OF RECEIVERS FOR AIR -BAND - MARINE SHORT WAVE-- AVAILABLE

G5RV lull sze £18.50 halt sae O&M) Fti range or Antenna - Acceseones plus Ail range of VHF - UHF -
HF motie Artennas Alpha HF Lmears row available

Kenwood AT250 Automatic

Full range of RSGB and ARRL publications in stock
Pan Exchanges welcome. Second hand lists daily.

Send SA.E. for details of any equipment
HP terms. Access/Barclaycard facilities.

Open 6 days a week_ 24 Hour Mail Order Service.
Goods normally despatched by return of post

POSTAGE -CARNAGE EXTRA AT COST

PhOne 0942-676790.

STEPHENS JAMES LTD.
47 WARRINGTON ROAD,
LEIGH, LANCS. WN7 3EA.

FULL TEN-TEC RANGE
NOW AVAILABLE

'Paragor' 'C,orsar"
`Dr^n V"

plus at accessories

`RAD COMM'
comes

FREE!

`Radio Communication'
is internationally
recognised as one of
the world's leading
journals for the radio
amateur and short-
wave listener. Pub-
lished monthly by
the Radio Society
of Great Britain, it is circulated exclu-
sively to members of the Society and carries wide
ranging and authoritative articles, technical reviews
and data essential to those seeking to keep
briefed on the most up to date developments in the
hobby. Regular columns cater for HF, VHF/UHF,
microwave, satellite, data transmission and ATV
enthusiasts. Regular constructional articles are sup-
ported by a PCB service.

JOIN THE RSGB TODAY
Membership services include a QSL Bureau, advice
on planning permission for aerials plus technical
and EMC problems, specialised contests and much,
much more!

FOR YOUR FREE 'RAD COMM'
and a membership pack, post the coupon today, or

CALL 0707 59015

r\
PLEASE SEND YOUR PACK n

\.111iAt NAME

.41"e \ CALL SIGN

ADDRESS

PW

To RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
Lambda House, Cranborne Road,

Potters Bar, Herts, EN6 3JE.
'S
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In last month's column changes to BBC
World Service were mentioned, and now
comes news of the world-wide audience
for World Service in English, and other
languages which the BBC broadcasts in
Fresh anaylsis of the audience indicates
that the total estimated audience across
the board is 120 million, up 60% since
1980, excluding the audiences in China,
Iraq, Afghanistan and Vietnam. This means

that the BBC is probably the most listened
to station in the world, with more people
tuning to World Service than the combined
audiences of the Voice of America,
Deutsche Welle and Radio Moscow.

Keen listeners to the bands will have
noticed that some of the 'spy numbers'
stations have stopped in recent weeks. A
report from the DPA news agency in
Hamburg, carried in some British
newspaper, reports that the synthetic voice

on the frequency of 3.22MHz which
apparently provided East German spies
with coded information and instructions,
ceased on May 31. You should draw your
own conclusions...

Further mudslinging in the Caribbean
with Cuba complaining to the international
Telecommunications Union about Radio
and TV Marti which it is attempting to jam

whilst fighting the United States over the
'illegal' occupation of frequencies
allocated to the Island state. It would seem
that the US may be forced to withdraw its
propoganda stations in the near future if it
wishes to be seen to uphold international
agreements on frequency usage.

Construction of the Voice of America
relay station in the Arava Desert in Israel
has been stopped until completion of an
impact study on the effects on birds of the
station.

In Switzerland, plans to build new short
wave transmitters in the Vaud have been
abandoned following local opposition to
the scheme. The new transmitters are
required to replace outdated senders at
the Schwarzenburg site in Canton Bern.

The West Berlin Senate wants to keep
the stations SFB (Sender Freies Berl in) and

RIAS (Radio in the American Sector) after
unification of the two Germanies. The
Senate plans to incorporate SFB in ARD
whilst RIAS radio and television should
become part of ZDF.

Meanwhile Deutsche Welle has begun
sending its programmes on the Astra
satellite with a 24 hour a day relay of the
German service, and a selection of foreign
language services on a different audio sub
carrier.The Voice of Free China has started

to use the C -SPAN audio network for North

America in English.
Radio Moscow's English service output

could change somewhat in the next few
months. An agreement has been made
with a US company whereby programmes
will be jointly produced with a distinctly
Western format. The American company,
Trans World Communications, hopes that
cable companies in the US, Japan and
Europe will be interested in rebroadcasting
the programmes which will first be heard

Broadcast Round -up
Reports to

Peter Shore

on the World Service of Radio Moscow. It
is planned to start this new series in
September.

Meanwhile, following news last month
of the ending of Japanese language
programmes from the BBC, Radio Moscow

is reducing the number of transmissions in
this language, with the early morning (2200-

223OUTC) transmission which is heard at
0700 Japanese time dropped. Radio
Moscow cites dropping audience figures
as the reason.

European Stations

All times UTC=GMT
Radio Berlin International has started

broadcasts in Russian, described presently

as 'tests'. Each broadcast is 15 minutes in
duration and are broadcast:

1130 on 21.54, 21.465, 15.44, 11.97
1330 on 21.54, 21.465, 11.97
1430 on 17.88,15.24
The transmissions are repeated the

following day at:
0530 on 21.54, 15.24, 11.97
0700 on 21.54, 15.24
0945 on 21.54, 21.465 (weekends only)

Medium and long wave frequency
usage by East German broadcasters is
currently:

Deutschlandsender DS-Kultur on
17/ii,Hz

Radio DDR on 1.431,1.044,1.017MHz,
883, 603, 576, 531kHz

Jugendradio DT 64 on 657kHz
Berliner Rundfunk on 693kHz
The English service of Radio Romania

International has announced its current
English service schedule:

1300 on 21.665, 17.85, 15.365, 11.94
1930 on 11.81, 9.75, 9.69, 5.955
2100 on 11.94, 11.81, 9.75, 9.69
English programmes from Radio Kiev

in the Ukraine are heard:

2000-2100 on 9-865
2300-0000 on 15.525, 15.485, 11.79
Relays of Soviet Republican stations

for the Moscow area are now scheduled:
Armenian SSR
0453-1415 on 7.175
1420-1900 on 15.11

Azerbaijan SSR
0300-1430 on 7.30
1435-2200 on 15.175
Belorussian SSR
0300-1600 on 6.15
1605-2000 on 15.15

Estonian SSR
0255-1400 on 5.98 (from 0500

weekends)
1405-2230 on 9.56 (to 2330 Friday and

Saturday)
Georgian SSR
0100-1500 on 7.125
1505-2000 on 15.24

Kazakh SSR
2300-1700 on 9.69
1750-2100 on 21.49
Kirghiz SSR
2300-1545 on 9.735
1550-1750 on 17.785
Latvian SSR

0300-1755 on 5.92
1800-2100 on 9.695
Lithuanian SSR

0300-1600 on 6.01

1610-2200 on 9.675

Moldavian SSR
0215-1500 on 6.075
1505-2100 on 15.36
Tajik SSR
2315-1700 on 9.785
1705-1900 on 17.605
Tatar ASSR
0230-1355 on 11.945
1400-1800 on 17.81

Turkmen SSR
0415-1455 on 7.145
1500-1800 on 17.635
Ukrainian SSR
0000-1415 on 6.03
Uzbek SSR
0100-1625 on 5.945
1630-1900 on 17.84

A new radio station called 'Soviet
Lithuania' has started broadcasting on
864kHz at 1100 and 1600 with one hour
long broadcasts.

Suggestions are that the new station
is in favour of staying within the Union, and

that the equipment for broadcasting is
established within a former School.

Africa and Middle East Stations

The English service of Radio Jordan is

on the air between 1100 and 1630 with a
relay of the domestic service on 13.655
until a frequency change at 1315 when
9.56 replaces the higher channel.

The domestic service from Radio
Mogadishu in Somalia has been heard
again on nominal 7.20 (recorded at 7.198
or thereabouts).

Transmission span is believed to be
from around 0300 until 2100.

Radio Lesotho uses 4.80MHz from 0255

until 2200, with English news broadcasts
at 0500, 1130 and 1600.

From Roy Merrell comes details of
his attempts to listen to Radio RSA
following the reduction in output and total
cessation of broadcasts beamed to Europe.

He advises that he has not heard any of the
listed frequencies before 1500 when 17.835

is on the air until 1555 with the usual RSA
programmes such as Our Wild Heritage,
Sounds of Soweto and so on, but no DX
programme. There is a listeners' letters
programme on Sunday with Kathy Fitch
and Thelma M'Balate. Best reception to
date has been SI0544 (from 333 at start -

up) on Sunday June 10 until close at 1553.
The evening transmission on 15.27 and

17.765 is marred by colossal co- and
adjacent channel QRM, but 15.27 is

bearable for short periods. The best
frequencies seem to be for the UK 15.365
and 17.745, both used by the French service

from 1753 to 1953. 15.365 rates up to
SI0444 quite often with 17.745 slightly
less readable.

The Portuguese service starts at 1900
on 15.22 and 11.95 and appears very

variable, sometimes S9+, other times
inaudible. Incidentally, Roy reports,
Chichewa on 5.96 at 1600 is sometimes
audible if conditions are right.

15.365 seems to be in constant use
through the afternoon starting at 1355.
Swahili at 1445 improves and by 1530 is
quite strong. Usual programming is lots of
heavy soul music with percussion etc. This
continues until 1653. Roy tells me that his
main equipment is a 'hot-rodded' R5000
with 413m inverted 'L' at 12m, running 050/
230.

Asian and Pacific Stations

Thank you to correspondents who
wrote with details of Radio Australia's
new schedule following my plea for help in
the July column. As reported in August, the

schedule turned up and solved all the
problems. However, a small error was
transmitted in the August column which
described the station's use of the '1 MHz'
band - this should, of course, have been the
13MHz band!

The current schedule for English to
Europe from Radio Beijing shows continued

use of out -of -band frequencies:

2000-2100 on 11.50, 9.92, 8.26, 4.13
2100-2130 on 3.985 (via Switzerland)
2100-2200 on 11.50, 9.90, 8.26, 4.13
Korea has been in the news recently,

with the opening of a small part of the
border around one of the truce villages
between North and South. Short wave
listeners may keep in touch with the
viewpoint of each side by tuning in to
either Radio Pyongyang in the North, or
Radio Korea in the South.

Pyongyang's schedule for European
English service is:

1500-1550 on 11.76,9.977, 9.64,9.325
1700-1750 on 11.76, 9.977, 9.64, 9.325

2000-2050 on 9.977,9.64, 9.345,6.576

From Seoul, English programmes to
Europe:

1800-1900 on 15.575
2030-2130 on 15.575, 7.55, 6.48
Radio New Zealand has made a small

alteration to its frequency from 17.68 to
17.765MHz heard from 0300 or
thereabouts. The Pacific Service for which
this is the frequency runs until 0830 with
news on the hour, and news about New
Zealand at 0505 and 0705.

North, Central & South
American Stations

Broadcasts from Radio Canada
International to Central and Eastern Europe

have been affected by time changes in the
Ukraine in the USSR. The English newscast

at 1445 is now heard at 1415, although
frequencies remain the same.

The weekday broadcast from Radio
Surinam International relayed by Radiobras

in Brasilia at 1700 is now carried on
17.75MHz.

Haw you hoard anything that Peter has not

written about H so, why not write and tell him

all about it
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First of all, a brief word about the BATC
rally at Harlaxton (which seems all so long
ago now!). If you were there you won't
need telling how well this event turned
out; if you weren't you should be green
with envy that you didn't (or couldn't)
attend. I must add my words of
congratulation to the hard-working souls
who planned the event and made it work
on the day. The venue was superb (lots of
room), access by road was easy (the clear

Al road), the weather was superb (thanks
perhaps to the RIG weather satellite folk!),
and the demonstrations and talks were
interesting. I was particularly impressed
with the very effective but low-cost 10GHz
transmitter/receiver equipment operated
by Bob G8OZP and Jim GOFNH. Oh yes, and

finally, what we all came for -the junk was

of excellent quality!
Indeed, Hugh Alison G6ANE/T (I can

never remember his other call!) said we
would really cringe when he wrote up the
event in his second-hand and rally column
in Amateur Radio. He said it was the best
rally he had attended (though that was
said before Stockwood, formerly
Shuttleworth!). Anyway, the thought was
kind. And talking of kind thoughts, many
thanks to the mystery person who left a
pack of photocopies of old articles on TV
for me at Harlaxton.

To business now, and time once more
for our round -up of activity on the air, and

the first letter comes from someone who
has been involved in our hobby for a
considerable time. The writer is Arthur
Bevington G5KS (West Midlands and he
says. "I feel I must let you know that I am
still very active on the air and have been
since! first joined BATC in 1951. Therefore
I am one of the oldest members. I am active

on 70cm and 24cm 625 lines and intercarrier

sound on 24cm, all home -constructed on
the above. G8MTF is also active and is in
my age bracket; he joined the BATC around

1952/3 so please can we be remembered?
I am also very active on SSTV with a Robot

1200C and Robot 800C computer from
7MHz up to 2 metres."

SSTV in East Anglia

Andy Dunham G6OHM rang up from
his Chatteris (Cambs.) home to mention
that because of 'operating conditions' his
TV activity is now mainly on SSTV. He has
acquired a Wraase SC -1 and is busy sending

out SSTV and FAX signals on v.h.f. The best

time to get him is between 7 and 9pm,
particularly on Sunday and Monday
evenings, though a phone call to (03543)
3791 (after 2pm) will fix a schedule. His
father G6SXB in nearby Wimblington is
also involved in SSTV and in fact uses
G3WW's old gear: it was Richard G3WW
who got Andy going with slow -scan.
Another local is Phil GOBDD in Ramsey St
Mary, while on 70cm fast -scan you may
catch G8JAN in Downham Market or
GOCFO in Bourne.

From the other side of the water John
Spaeth KDOLO (St Louis, USA) writes: "I
have been spending the lion's share of my
free time on the AMIGA. Quite addictive
you know. The AVTslow scan program has

ATV
Reports to

Andy Emmerson G8PTH
71 Falcutt Way

Northampton NN28PH

kept me extremely entertained. There is
much to master with this program, and just
getting it up and running is formidable -
never mind actually working all the
available modes.

"My latest interest is monitoring the
hidden carriers on the C and KU band
satellites. There are many such hidden
carriers and of course my interest is with
digital images such as facsimile. There is
a ton of it up there and I refer to it as "The

Band That Never Closes", quite a snappy
name fora regular column don't you think?
.. No, you may not use it because I might
do just that for one of the rags.

"The FAX images are extremely high
resolution. Unfortunately I have not yet
figured out how to print out those 1024 by
600 pictures out on my laser printer ... but
I understand there is a way.

"Because I need to tune these hidden
carriers, I also needed to have a general
coverage receiver so I am also the proud
owner of a new h.f. rig ... does it ever end?

I am actually quite embarrassed about
buying a new (used) h.f. rig since I am a die-

hard u.h.f. and MICROWAVE enthusiast,
but after all it was only to facilitate me
being able to receive images off the C and
KU band satellites. Hi Hi.

"Have also been working feverishly on
some class Al amplifiers for 439.250MHz.
Trying to water cool a 2C39 to push it to the

max and yet preserve linearity. Tried to
build the popular German designs from
Wiener (UHFCompendium,1988)but these
are strip line and do not like to be water
cooled. So now I am in the process of
designing a cavity for the tube on 400MHz.
If only f.m.would catch on here ... class A
amps would be where they belong...in the
trash, hi."

Network Expands

News from the East Kent AN Network
comes in from Roy G6OKB, who advises
that their ambition in 1990 is to get
everybody on the air with 24cm receive
capability. To stimulate this, hehas erected
an attended personal TV beacon on 24cm,
which is on the air from 1300 to 2200 daily
from his Minster location. This Minster is
on the Isle of Thanet, not the other Minster
on the Isle of Sheppey, also in Kent! The
beacon puts out a test pattern with the
caption 'G6OKB BEACON. QSL 144.750'
and Roy monitors the TV calling frequency

in the shack. Power is 20 watts to an Alford
slot antenna, 20 feet aloft and fed through
second-hand Heliax cable.

One of the group, Brian GBZYZ, has
built a Wood & Douglas receiver which is
used together with a 24cm dipole, a G8LES
plateantenna and a Severnside ATVGroup
yagi aerial for mobile reception tests of
Roy's beacon. Test results include P5
pictures at the Dover Bleriot memorial, P1
on the Western Heights and P5 at Great
Mongeham. Roy says he is now building
Trevor Brown's Teletron device and logic
board for his beacon, which has acquired a

new p.s.u. The old one blew up, passing
16V unregulated to the electronics.

Now Roy uses - and recommends - the
p.s.u. over -voltage protection module made

by G3R00 (Kanga Products); he has nothing

but praise for this small business. You can
have a catalogue by sending a s.a.e. to
Kanga Products, 3 Limes Road, Folkestone,

Kent CT19 4AU (Tel: 0303 276171). A 10%

per cent discount is offered to BATC
members. Four of the group recently took
off from Manston aerodrome for a flight
over east Kent in a Cessna aeroplane. It
was a glorious Sunday morning and some
excellent video recordings were made for
showing on AN.

Also in Kent, Andy Parnell or 'The
SUY' as he known to his friends, is

wondering if anyone would like to help him
build a TV repeater in mid -to -north Kent.
He would be pleased to hear any words of
support on Faversham 0795-531541.
Sounds like a good idea to me, especially
as a carefully sited repeater could serve
Sheppey and parts of Essex as well as the
Swale region.

GB3RT relocated

Not exactly hot news, I know, but this
is the first occasion I have had to note the
fact for the record. GB3RT, the 23/24cm TV
repeater has moved from Barby to a site
near Coventry at the Tile Hill College of
Further Education. Hopefully this will now
provide better coverage. A formal repeater
group has been set up and new members
will be welcomed with open arms by Mike
Wooding G6IQM (Rugby 0788-890365).
Plans are afoot for a lOGHz N repeater at
Barby, for which the callsign GB3RV has
been selected. More news as it happens
(or six months later, whenever I can report
it!).

North to Lancashire

"Having just read your article in

Practical Wireless I decided to write in to
you on news of AN activity in this area.
Before Christmas there was a revival of
70cm activity in the area after being
dormant for a year or so. The following
stations send television on 70cm: G6APK
(Walney), G3YTI (Darwen) and me G3EKP
(Belthorn)", writes Jim Whittle.

"But the most interesting news is of
G4GVQ (Mellor, near Blackburn) who is
now active on 24cm, I believe using a
satellite RX for receive. I hope to join him
shortly but storm damage to the house and

antennas has curtailed my plans. Simon
G4GVQ is looking for other contacts on
24cm in the area. I shall keep you informed

of developments in Lancashire." Thanks
Jim!

X -Band Antics

The fine Spring weather encouraged
some microwavers to bring out their
portable 10GHz gear and try some outdoor

N contacts. Bob G8OZP, something of a
veteran in this field, emerged on Monday
May 7 to try out the path to George G4EUF

some 50km away. This was George's first
real test of his gear and fortunately all
went well. Both /P stations used 10mW
gunn diode (burglar alarm) transmitters
and 30in dishes; Bob's had a cassegrain
feed, giving 34dB gain, while George
employed the more conventional penny
feed and achieved about 32dB. Bob was up

in the Weaver Hills, 305m above the Dove
valley and saw G4EUF as P3; George's /P
location was Warren Hill in north-west
Leicestershire and received Bob P1.

It is worth noting that thesearegenuine
QRP contacts and show the amazing
potential of the 10GHz band. The
transmitters are based on burglar alarm
heads bought for £5 or so at rallies: a
complete transmit and receive station can
be built for well under £100. This band is
really going places, and cheap satellite
receivers and solid state power amplifiers
will make it even easier to achievedramatic

distances. Some people will even tell you
that we should be using 10GHz for TV
repeaters and reserving 23cm for the inter -

repeater links. The arguments in favour of
this are very strong, though too detailed to
set out here.

Certainly, if we are to extend - and
more important - interlink the repeater
network, we really must start liaising and
standardising our control protocols. We
must also avoid potential conflict with the
packet movement, which also has eyes on
substantial chunks of the 23cm band for
interlinking. We have the potential to wipe
out their (f.s.k.) data links, whi le they could

cause undesirable patterning on our
(w.b.f.m.) pictures. Far better then to co-
ordinate our joint requirements and look
for a mutually agreed solution.

The Welsh Connection

With another tale of the Boys from the
Blackwood, Eric Edwards GW8LLI sends
us another welcome letter (are we G8s
now an endangered species? !?I. He reports

as follows.
"It was Easter Friday afternoon when I

loaded the SSTV converter, a portable VHS

camera and 12 volt 625 line monitor into
the car. I had previously contacted the
Blackwood ANers earlier in the week,
stating that I would be SSTV mobile Friday
evening. That's right, mobile SSTV! You
could hear the echoes of laughter
throughout the Welsh valleys. Not put off,
I carried out my plan.

"My SSTV gear consists of a G3WCY/
G4ENA SSTV to FSTV receive converter
and a separate FSTV to SSTV converter.
They are switchable mains/battery using
NiCads to supply the negative and positive
rails. A couple of constant current chargers

were built using the well-known 723
devices.

"All set, I proceeded to my destination
when the camera fell off the parcel shelf (I
don't know why they call it that, nothing
ever stays on it!). So back to the shack to
find something to jam somewhere to
support the camera. Armed with a length
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of chipboard (well, where can you get real
tree -wood from these days?)and insulating

tape, I once again set off on my journey,
callingand listeningontheirclubfrequency.
Soon Peter GW4EAI answered, joined by
Ces (Cecil) GW8MTJ whom some of you
may remember as 6W30AJ/T alias
GW60AJ/T. Those were the days.
However, they called me and suggested I
try the SSW I had to pull into a lay- by to
set up the pictures.

"The monitor sees sampled 625 line
pictures from the camera and continuously
digitises pictures to enable setting up
levels, etc. Confirmation of pictures
received by both stations on 144.500MHz
allowed me to carry on my 25 mile drive
from Barry in South Glamorgan to
Blackwood in Gwent. Leaving the
motorway, then entering a dual
carriageway and through winding valley
roads provided interesting video. Peter and

Ces could see their TV scanning a frame
with a shot of a car immediately in front of
me. The next frame would show a similar
road shot with no car in front (each frame
had a time lapse of eight seconds).

"The event was recorded and I saw an
action replay later. Considering the
mountainous terrain over a 25 mile path,
they only lost me on two occasions. That
exercise could not have been repeated
with FST on 70cm given the same conditions

and anyway, the viewers would have
become giddy! This test has prompted me
to operate portable SSTV. So, with decent

weather I will probably be active on two
metres. I am geared up only for 8 second
field scan, and if I were to modify my
equipment in any way it would be to
improve detail at 8 seconds. Mobile SSTV
may not be the ultimate but it is different!

*August 12: Hamfest '90 will be
held at the Flight Refuelling Sports
Grounds, Wimborne, Dorset, The
event will feature Radio and
Electronics Trade Stands, Craft and
Gift Fair, Bring & Buy, a vintage
wireless exhibition and full family
entertainment. Talk -in on S22. The
event opens at 10am. Free parking
and overnight camping on the
Saturday night by prior
arrangement. John GOAPI. Tel:
(0202) 691649 or Rob G6DUN.
Tel: (0202) 479038.

August 12: The 1990 Derby
Mobile Rally will take place once
again at Lower Bemrose School,
St Albans Road, Derby, just off the
A511 Derby Ring Road. Gates open
at 10.30am with all the usual
attractions including the Giant Junk
Sale. Kevin Jones G4FPY, 20
Pinecroft Court, Oakwood,
Derby DE2 2LL. Tel: (0332)
669157.

August 19: The West Manchester
Radio Club's Red Rose Summer
Rally will be held at the Bolton
Sports and Exhibition Centre,
Silverwell Street, Bolton.

August 19: The Royal Forest of
Dean Radio Rally will be held at
Speech House on the B4226. It
will be a day out for all the family
with a jazz band, magician, model
racing cars, bouncing castle as well
as the amateur radio attractions.
G4HZT. QTHR.

Radio DI
August 26: The Three C's Rally
will be held at the Tiddenfoot
Leisure Centre, Linslade, Leighton
Buzzard, Beds. Entrance fee is £1,
children free. A. Perkins. Tel:
(0582) 33885.

August 26: The Open Day of the
Galashiels & District ARS will be
held at the Focus Centre,
Livingstone Place, Galashiels.
There will be trade stands, a Bring
& Buy, catering and all the usual
activities. Talk -in on S22.

August 27: The Huntingdon Junk
Sale & Auction will be held at the
Medway Centre, Coneygear Road,
Huntingdon, Cambs. The doors
open from 10am to 4pm, food and
drink will be available all day.
G1YVS. Tel: (0836) 611025 or
(0487) 830212 (eves).

'September 2: The Telford Rally
will be held at the Raquet and
Exhibition Centre in Telford. Doors
open at 11am (10.30 for the
disabled). There will be a hundred
stands selling radio, TV, computer
equipment and antennas, a flea
market and refreshments.

September 9: The Vange ARS will
be moving the rally this year to The
Laindon Community Centre, Aston
Road, Laindon, Basildon, Essex.
Doors open from 10am to 4.30pm
wth admission at 50p. The rally will
include many traders, a Bring &
Buy, refreshments and free raffle.
Talk -in on S22. Doris Thompson.
Tel: (0268) 552606.

September 9: The Madley
Satellite Earth Station Amateur
Radio Group will be holding heir
annual Car Boot Rally between
1000 and 1600 at Madley Air Field,
near Hereford. In addition to the
car boot sales, a number of local
traders will also be in attendance.
Car parking is available and the
entrance is free. Pitches on the
day £5, pre -booked £4, traders £8.
Talk -in on S22 by G7BTI. David
Butler G4ASR. Tel: (0981)250001
(daytime).

'September 9: The Lincoln
Hamfest will be held in the
Exhibition Centre, Lincolnshire
Showground. Gates open at
10.30am (10am for the disabled)
and the rally closes at 5pm. All the
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usual trade stands will be there,
along with the real ale bar. There
will be lots of attractions for the
whole family too. Caravans
welcome by prior arrangement.
Talk -in on S22 by the West Lincs
RAYNET Group. Sue Middleton.
Tel: (0522) 531788.

'September 15: The 1990
Scottish Amateur Radio
Convention will be held at
Cardonald College, Glasgow. There
will be free parking for hundreds of
cars, the college dining hall will be
open as well as snack bars, there's
a licenced bar, three exhibition halls
as well as all the usual amateur
radio attractions. Doors open at
11am (10.30am for the disabled)
with the admission at £1.50. Tom
Hughes. Tel: 041-427 0122.

'September 16: The British
Amateur Radio Teledata Group
annual rally will be held at Sandown
Park Exhibition Centre, this time in
the larger Surrey Hall. Peter Nicol
G8VXY. Tel: 021-453 2676.

September 16: The Bristol Radio
Rally will be held in Brunel's Great
Train Shed, Temple Meads Station,
Bristol. All the usual traders will be
there, a large Bring & Buy, food
and refreshments as well as
displays and demonstrations. D.S.
Farr. Tel: (0272) 839855

'Practical Wireless and Short
Wave Magazine in attendance.

VISA
ussmie

Kit Manufacturers - Amateur Radio Products
PROPRIETOR, F. POWELL with service back up

63, Princess Street, Chadsmoor, Cannock, Staffs WSI I 2JT
Telephone 0543-506487

Al kits complete with box hardware P.C.EV wire etc.
P.W. BADGER CUB 2m TX use 1 vial kit WV March 90 Illustrated Components cal
P.W. Badger RX 2es to suit above 160.03 50p ICs, TEST gear etc
The above bosom be brought in I package MC3356 13.50 Full range of R.F. ICs
for 1120 inc p/p other kits Ne60en 13110 Transistors. TTL C.MOS

SBL I 1.6.45 Ceramic plates, COMperSpectrum Analiser Kit RAD-COM
Boxed kit, Knobs etc 1.60.00
P.W. lead kit QRP TX fullboxed kit 146.00
P.W ACTIVE ANTENNA 1. 89 1.35.08
P.W. MEON transverter OCT 85 6m/2/10 tEb44.00
2 metre IF transvener 1.5 watt out lOgn also on 6/4
R.F. switched, with atten P.C.B. fA8.00
P.W. DIP OSC OCT 85 all comp Box etc 520.0D
P.W. WESTBURY 455-472 kit: wobulator 118110
2 Tone precision SSB 2 tone tester 131.00
P.W. SSB Prad DEt APRIL 90 no box 111.00
P.W. MARLbourgh Convener L.F. 126.10
528 Memory Bug Key OCT 84 less key 139.00
PW June NiCad charger 119.50
Micro Processor 6805 for Rad Comm dual
bander 19.00
Most Rad Comm projects catered for.

RANGE OF R.F POWER DEVICES

SL640c 1.3.80 Resistors 1R-10rneg 1/4w 1p
SL64I 13.00 Polyester, Electrolytics
SL6I0 17.75 all rim Stock Brand new
1304 55p 1989/90 ex manufacture.
1309 55p All orders to F.J.P. KITS
1310 15p
BC147.
BCI49 lip
BCI07.
BC109 met 15p
2N3866 11.10
MFF237 0.80
BLY34 11.95
2N5109 1.3.00
BLW60 D.6.05
2,16084 116.00

F.J.P. Kits & Components

-Components.
Acoyunti opened for
Education Authorities.
on 30 day basis.
Casts with order others
Cheques/POs/ACCESS/VISA
Prices include VAT.
All PW kits catered for
fast turnaround.
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BOOK SERVICE VISA
0202
665524

The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers. They are supplied
from our editorial address direct to your door. Some titles are overseas in origin.

HOW TO ORDER
POST AND PACKING; add 75p for one book. Et for two or more books, orders over £25 post and packing free. (overseas readers add £1 50 for one book. £2.50 for two or more for surface mail

postage) and send a postal order, cheque or international money with your order (quoting book titles and quantities) to PW Publishing Limited, FREEPOST, Enka House,The Quay. Poole, Dorset

BH15 1PP. Please make your cheques payable to Practical Wireless, payment by Access, Mastercard, Eurocard or Visa also accepted on telephone orders to Poole (0202)665524. Books are normally

despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery. Prices correct at time of going to press Please note all payments mustbe made in Sterling.

* A recent addition to our Book Service. 0/P = Out of print, 0/S = Out of stock.
RADIO
AIR & METED CODE MANUAL
tOth Edition. Joerg Klingertfusa
Detailed descriptions of the World Meteorological Organisation Global
Telecommunication System operating FAX and RTTY meteo stations, and its
message format with decoding examples Also detailed description of the
Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication Network amongst others. 289 pages 114.00

BETTER RADIO/TV RECEPTION
A. Mellowing, A. T. Casks. and B. D. Clark
An Australian book giving guidance and advice to listeners seeking reliable
reception of distantradiostationsand toOX listening hobbyists 134 pages 19.95

BETTER SHORTWAVE RECEPTION (USA)
W. S. On W6SAI and S. 0. Cowan W2LX
Receivers, antennas. propagation, OX listening techniques for the short waves
and v ht 158 pages. 0/S

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1900
This book gives you the information to explore and enjoy the world of broadcast
band listening. It includes features on different international radio stations,
receiver reviews and advice as well as the hours and languages of broadcast
stations by frequency 398 pages 0/S

SCANNERS (Third Edition)
Peter Rouse GUI 0K0
A guide for users of scanning receivers, covering hardware. antennas. accessories,
frequency allocations and operating prodedures. 245 pages £1.15

SCANNERS 2
Peter Rouse GUIDED
The companion to Scanners, this provides even more information on the use of the
vitt and u.h.f. communications band and gives constructional details for
accessories to improve the performance of scanning equipment
216 pages. E9.95

SHORT WAVE RADIO USTENERS' HANDBOOK
Arthur Miller
In easy -to -read and nontechnical language, the author guides the reader through
the mysteries of amateur, broadcast and CB transmissions 207 pages. E7.911

RADIOTELETYPE CODE MANUAL
10th Edition. Joerg Klingenfess
This book gives detailed descriptions of the characteristics of telegraph
transmission on short waves. with all commercial modulation types including
voice frequency telegraphy and comprehensive information on all RTTY systems
and cw alphabets 96 pages. ELM

THE SATELLITE EXPERIMENTERS HANDBOOK (USA)
A guide to understanding and using amateur radio, weather and TV broadcast
satellites 207 pages. £7.50

1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL
Edited by Hugo Comeback
A fascinating reprint from a bygone age with a directory of all 1934 sw receivers,
servicing information, constructional projects. circuits and ideas on building
vintage sets with modem parts 260 pages [10.15

HIGH POWER WIRELESS EQUIPMENT
Articles from Practical Eleceicity 1910-11
Edited by Henry Walter Young
A reprint of interesting practical articles from the early days of radio.
99 pages. E6.85

BEGINNERS
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO OXING (13P91)
R. A. Ponfold
How to find a particular station, country of type of broadcast and to receive it as
cleady as possible
112 pages. £195

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADIO
9th Edition. Gordon J. King
Radio signals, transmitters, receivers, antennas, components, valves and
semiconductors, CB and amateur radio are all dealt with here. 286 pages. E7.95

ELECTRONICS SIMPURED  CRYSTAL SET CONSTRUCTION (19,92). F.
A. Wilson
Especially written for those who wish to take part in basic radio building. All the
sets in the book are old designs updated with modern components.
72 pages £1.75

THE SIMPLE ELECTRONICS CIRCLET AND COMPONENTS Beek Ome(BP112)
The aim of this book is to provide an in -expensive but comprehensive introduction
to modem electronics.
209 pages £3.50

TELEVISION
THE AN COMPENDIUM
Mika Wooding G610A1
This book is for those interested in amateur television, particularly the home
construction aspect. There is not a 70cm section as the author tett this is covered
in other books. Other fields, such as 3cm TV, are covered in depth. A must for the
practical AN enthusiast 704 pages. E3.00

AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE TELEVISION (BP195)
F. A. Wilson
Answers all kinds of questions about satellite television. For the beginner thinking
about hiring or purchasing a satellite N system there are details to help you along.
For the engineer there are technical details including calculations, formulae and
tables 104 pages. E5.95

A TV-OXERS HANDBOOK (BP17B)
R. Bonney
Information on transmission standards. propagation, receivers including multi.
standard. colour, satellites, antennas, photography, station identification.
interference etc. Revised and updated 1986. 87 pages. ESA

GUIDE TO WORLD-WIDE TELEVISION TEST CARDS
Edition 3. Keith Hamer & Gamy Smith
Completely revised and expanded. this is a handy reference book for the EAN
enthusiast. Over 200 photographs of lest Cards, logos. etc., world wide. (*ages
£4.95

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE
2nd Edition. John Breeds
A practical guide to satellite television. Detailed guidlines on installing and
aligning dishes based on practical experience 56pages. nt.'s

THEORY
COMMUNICATION IBM)
Elements of Electrosics Book 5
F. A. Wits**
Fundamentals of line, microwave, submarine, satellite, digital multiplex, radio and
telegraphy systems am covered, without the more complicated theory or
mathematics. 256 pages 1235

FILTER HANDBOOK A practical design guide
by Stefan Nigwiadomski
A practical hook, describing the design process as applied to filters of all types.
Includes practical examples and BASIC programs. /95 pages. USN

FROM ATOMS TO AMPERES
FA.Wilson
Explains in simple terms the absolute fundamentals behind electricity and
electronics 244pages £3.50

AUDIO (Elements of electronics - book 6)
F. A. Wilson
This book studies sound and hearing, and examines the operation of microphones.
loudspeakers. amplifiers, oscillators, and both disk and magnetic recording.
Intended to give the reader a good understanding of the subject without getting
involved in the more complicated theory and mathrnatics. 320 pages 13.15

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE IBP531
F. A. Wilson
This has been written as a workshop manual for the electronics enthusiast. There
is a strong practical bias and higher mathematics have been avoided where
possible. 249 pages. E195

SOUD STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
WIZ Hayward Vi7Z01 and Doug DeMew W1FB
Back in print by popular demand! A revised and corrected edition of this useful
reference book covering all aspects of solid-state design. 256 pages. E113.95

The ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK
Doug DeMew W1FB
Back by popular demand, completely revised and expanded. this is a handy
reference book for the r f. designer, technician. amateur and experimenter
260 pages. E8.95

A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
(BP285)
RA Fanfold
This book covers a wide range of modern components. The basic functions of the
components are described, but this is not a book on electronic theory and does not
assume the reader has an in.depth knowledge of electronics. It is concerned with
practical aspects such as colour codes. deciphering code numbers andthe suitability.
/64 pages E2.95

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK
Mike Tapley BA
This book is an invaluable source of information of everyday relevance in the world
of electronics. It contains not only sections which deal with the essential theory of
electronic circuits, but it also deal with a wide range of practical electronic
applications 250 Pages. z1l95

LISTENING GUIDES
AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK (3rd Edition)
David J. Smith
Listen to conversations between aircraft and ground control. The author, an air
traffic controller, explains more about this listening hobby 174 pages 13.111

AIR TIIAFRC CONTROL
David Adair
A guide to air traffic control with maps, drawings end photographs explaining how
aircraft are guided through crowded airspace 176 pages. 0/P

DIAL SEARCH
lith Eddies. George Wilcox
The listener's check list and guide to European broadcasting. Covers m w., I w.,

v hi. and s.w . including two special maps. 54 pages 0.15

FLIGHT ROUTINGS IMO

Identifies the flights of airlines, schedule, charter, cargo and mail, to and from the
UK and Eire and overflights between Europe and America. 104 pages. E4.15

GUIDE TO BROADCASTING STATIONS
286 Edition 1989/90. Philip Darrington
Frequency and station data, receivers. antennas. Latin American ()Xing, reporting.
computers in radio. etc
240 pages E9.95

GUIDE TO FACSIMILE STATIONS 10th Edition
Joarg Klingenfuss
This manual is the basic reference book for everyone interested in FAX. Frequency,
callsign. name of the station. ITU country/geographical symbol, technical
parameters of the emission are all listed. All frequencies have been measured to
the nearest 100Hz 318 pages E12.110

GUIDE TO FORMER nut,' TRANSMISSIONS
3rd Edition. Jogrg Klingenhiss
Built on continuous monitoring of the radio spectrum from the sixties until the
recent past. A useful summary of former activities of utility stations providing
information inthe classification and identification of radio signals. I26pages. VLSI

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS
Mfr Edition. Joerg Klingoahms
This book covers the complete short wave range from 3 to 30MHz plus the adjacent
frequency bands from° to '50kHz and from 1.6 to 3MHz. It includes details on all
types of utility stations including FAX and RTTY. There are 15802 entries in the
frequency list and 3123 in the alphabetical callsign list plus press services and
meteorological stations 502 pages E19.00

HE OCEANIC AIRBAND COMMUNICATIONS
3rd Edition. Bill Layer
Aircraft channels by frequency and band, main ground radio stations. European R/
T networks, North Atlantic control frequencies. 29 pages. E3.50

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS GUIDE (BP255)
Revised and updated in 1988, this book shows the site, country. frequency/
wavelength and power of stations in Europe. the Near East and N Africa. North
and Lane America and the Caribbean, plus short wave stations worldwide.
128 pages. £495

MARINE UK RADIO FREQUENCY GUIDE
Bill Laver
A complete guide to the UK sw. and v.h f. marine radio networks. Useful
information, frequency listings and the World Marine Coastal Phone Stations.
62 pages. E4.95

NEWNES SHORT WAVE LISTENING HAND BOOK
Joe Pritchard GI UOW
A technical guide for all shortwave listeners. Covers construction and use of sets
for the s w I. who wants to explore the bands up to 30MHz. 288pages. E12.315

THE COMPLETE VHF/UHF FREQUENCY GUIDE
Updated 19E1
This book gives details of frequencies from 26.2250MHz with no gaps and who
uses what. Recently updated, there are chapters on equipment requirements as
well as antennas, etc 88 Pages ESAS

THE INTERNATIONAL VHF FM GUIDE
Rh Eddies'. Julian Baldwin G3UHK and Kris Partridge GBAUU
The latest edition of this useful book gives concise details of repeaters and
beacons worldwide plus coverage maps and further information on UK repeaters.
70 pages ELM

THE POCKET GUIDE TO RTTY AND FAX STATIONS
Bill Laver
A handy reference book listing RTTY and FAX stations. together with modes
and other essential information The listing is in ascending frequency order.
from 1 6 to 27 1MHz. 46 pages am

SHORTWAVE USTENERS CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY UST
Bill Laver
Covering the services and transmission modes that can be heard on the bands
between 1.635 and 79 7MHz EL95

VINADIF AIRBAND FREQUENCY GUIDE (Updated)
A complete guide to the airband frequencies including how to receive the signals.
the frequencies and services. VOLMET and much more about the interesting
subject of airband radio 74 pages. 0.95

WORLD RADIO N HANDBOOK 1993
Country -by -country listings of long, medium and short wave broadcast and TV
stations Receiver test reports English language broadcasts. The s w I 's 'bible'
576 pages. EI199

INTERFERENCE
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK (USA)
William R. Nelson WA6FOG
How to locate and cure r.f.i. for radio amateurs, CBers end TV and stereo owners
253 pages £5.75

RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE (USA)
Whet causes r f if Are all r 11. problems difficult, expansive and time-consuming
to curer These questions and many more are answered in this book.
84 pages. E4.30

AMATEUR RADIO
AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK (RSG13)
Sprieg Edition
Nov. incorporates a 48 -page section of useful information for amateur radio
enthusiasts 310 pages E7.70

AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL IFISGB)
Anneal information unjust about every aspect of amateur operating. International
callsign series holders, prefix lists. DXCC countries fist. etc. 204 pages. £6.16

AMATEUR RADIO SATELLITES the Brit 25 peers
Arthur C. Geo G2UK
This souvenir publication mainly a pictorial account of the pattern of developments
which have occurred over the last 25 years 34 pages E225

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO (BP257)
I. D. Poole
This book gives the newc.xner a comprehensive and easy to understand guide
through amateur radio. Topics include operating procedures, jargon, propagation
and setting up a station 150 pages. £3.50

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
Edited by Charles L Hutchinson and David Newkirk
A collection of practical ideas gleaned from the pages of OST magazine.
152 pages 0/S

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION IRSGBI
Clive Smith G4FZH and Gawp Benbow G3HB
The background to multiple choice exams and how to study for them with sample
RAE papers for practice plus maths revision 88 pages. E5.65

PASSPORT TO AMATEUR RADIO
Reprinted from PW1941-19112
The famous series by GW3JGA, used by thousands of successful RAE candidates
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in their studies Plus other useful articles for RAE students
96 pages £1.50

PRACTICAL IDEAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS
lan Poole GVAYX
Offers a wealth of hints, tips and general practical advice for all transmitting
amateurs and short wave listeners 128 pages ISM

RADIO AMATEURS GUIDE TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION
(HF Roods). F. C. Jadd MC%
The how and why of the mechanism and variations of propagation in the h f
bands 144 pages. £195

THE 1100 ARRL HANDBOOK FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
This is the 66th edition of this very useful hardback reference book Updated
throughout it has several new sectionscovering oscilloscopes. spectrumanalysers.
digital frequency synthesis, phase -noise measurement and new constructional
projects 1200 pages. E15.95

TN AMR OPERATING MANUAL
Another very useful book from the ARAL. Although writen for the American radio
amateur, this book will also be of use and interest to the UK amateur.
684 pages £1295

TIE ARM SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY
The best from the Amateur Satellite News column and articles out of 31 issues of
OST have been gathered together in this book The latest information on OSCARs
9 through 13 as well asd the RS satellites is included. Operation on Phase 3
satellites (OSCAR 10 and 13) is covered in detail. 97 pages. £4.65

THE COMPLETE EWER
Boo Is bar MEM
Now back a print. this boot covers equipment and operating techniques for the
OX chaser, from beginner to advanced. 187 pages 0.16

THE RAE MANUAL (RUB)
ELLIMaltew OMB
The latest edition of the standard aid to studying for the Radio Amateurs

xaminationisUpdated to cover the latest revisions to the syllabus.
132 pages

THE RADIO AMATEURS DX GUIDE (USA)
15th Edition
"he guides contains information not easily obtained elsewhere and is intended as
an ad and quick reference for all radio amateurs interested in OX.
38 pages 12M

THE RADIO AMATEURS auf snorts a ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL
Ith Edition. R. E. G. Petri G$CCJ
This book has been compiled espaciallyforstudents of the City and G u do s of I ondon
Institute RAE It is structured with carefully selected ,A p le cho;ue questions,
to progress with any recognised course of instruction, although is is nut intended
as a ten book 280 pages. E7.95

VHF HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS (USA)
H. S. Brier WREGO & W. I. Orr WSSAI
VHF/UHF propagation. including moonbounce and satellites, equipment and
antennas 335 pages £7.95.

VIIRLIIIF MANUAL (RSGB)
G. R. Jessie GIMP
Theory and practice of amateur radio reception and transmission. between
30MHz and 24GHz 520 pages. 01.94

YOUR GATEWAY TO PACKET RADIO
Sias Hemp§ WAI LOU
What is packet radio good for and what uses does it have for the 'average' amateur'
Whet are protocols' Mire, why, when? Lots of the most asked questions are
answered in this useful boot It included details of networking and space
amialieations using packet 278 pages. DM

MAPS
MAU LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE
DAM
This multi -coloured, plastics laminated, map of Europe shows the AIRS
rklaidenhead'i Locator System. Indispensable for the v h f and u.h.f. OXer.
692 kr 872mm 1375

RADIO AMATEURS PIERS MAP OF THE WORLD (USA)
Snowing prefixes and countries, plus listings by order of country and of prefix,
1014 Ar 711mm fift

RADIO AMATEURS WORLD ATLAS (USA)
Seventeen pages of maps, including the world -polar projection. Also includes the
table of allocation of international callsign series. £3.50

DATA REFERENCE
D IGITAL IC EQUIVALENTS AND PIN COIniErnota
A. Michaels
Ecuivaieros end pin connections of a popular selection& European, Arno ican and
Japanese digital c. s 256 pages. £596

INTERNATIONAL DIODE EQUTVALENTS GUIDE (BMOC
A. Mkrhaefe
Possible substitutes fora large selection of many different types of semiconductor
diodes. 144 pages 0/9.

INTERIIATIONALITUUMISTOR EQUIVALENTS GUIDE (RPM)
A. 111cleels
Possible substitutes for a popular selection of European, American end Japanese
transistors 320 pages E150

MEAN IC E0iRvALENTS AND PIN CONNECTIONS ISPI4II
litickaels

Equivalents and pin Cannections of a popular selection of European, American and
Japanese linear tos.
320 pages 0/P

NEWNES AUDIO Si 141-R ENGINEERS POCKET BOOK
Violas Could
This is a concise collection of practical and released data for anyone working on
sound kOwin. The topics covered include miciushows. gremaphones, COs to
name a few. /90 pages. Hardback PM

N EWNES COMPUTER ENGINEERS POCKET BOOK
This is an invaluable compendium of facts. figures. circuits and data and is
indispensable to the designer, student. service engineer and all those interested
in computer and microprocessor systems 203 pages. Hardback 19.95

REWIRES ELECTRONICS POCKET BOOK
title Edifies
Presenting all aspects of electronics in a readable and largely non -mathematical
forte for both the enthusiast and the professional engineer
315 pages. Hardback £196

NEWNES RADIO AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS POCKET BOOK
INA Editioa. Keith Briadley
Useful data covering math, abbreviations, codes. syrnbols, frequency bands/
allocations, UK brcedcasting stations, semi -conductors, components. etc
325 pages. Hardback 6.95

N EWNES TELEVISION AND VIDEO ENGINEERS POCKET BOOK
Eugene Trundle
This is a valuable reference source for practitioners in "entertainment" electronic

equipment. It covers Pi/reception iron v h.t to s.n f display tubes, colour camera
technology. video recorder and video disc equipment, video text and hi-fi sound
323 pages. Hardback 0/P

POWER SELECTOR GUIDE (BP235)
J. C. J. Yea de V..
This guide has the information on all kinds of power devices in useful categories
)other than the usual alpha numeric sort) such as voltage and power progenies
making selection of replacements easier. 160 pages £4.95

RSGEI RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK
G. R. Jessop GRIP
The 5th Edition of an essential book for the radio amateur's or experimenter's
workbench 244 pages Hardback 0/P

TRANSISTOR SELECTOR GUIDE IBP234)
J. C. J. Vas de Vs.
This guide has the infOrMatiOn on all kinds of transistors in useful categories (other
than the usual alpha numeric sort) such as voltage and power properties making
sedation of replacements easier. 192 pages. 0/P

FAULT FINDING
ARE ME VOLTAGES CORRECT?
Reprinted Irons PHI 11111-1913
How to use a multirneter to fault -find on electronic and radio equipment, from
simple resistivedividers thmughcircuits using diodes, transistors, i.c.s and valves.
44 pages £190

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER (Bra/
R. A. Penfold
This book is primarily aimed at beginners h covers both analogue and digital
multimeters and their respective limitations. All kinds of testing is explained too.
No previous knowledge is required or assumed 702 pages 12.65

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULT1METFR BP265
R.A. Ponfold
This book is primarily intended as a follow-up to BP239, Getting the most from your
Multimeter. By using the techniques described in this book you can test and
analyse the performance of a range of components with just a multimeter (plus a
very few inexpensive components in some cases) The simple add-ons described
extend the capabildes of a multimete to make it even more useful
85 pages .12.95

OSCILLOSCOPES, HOW TO USE THEM, HOW THEY WORK 3rd Edition
Ian Hickman
This book describes oscilloscopes ranging from basic to advanced models and the
accessories to go with them. £12.95

PRACTICAL HANDBOOK OF VALVE RADIO REPAIR
Chas E. Miller
The definite work on repairing and restoring valved broadcast receivers dating
from the 19303 to the 60s Appendices gluing intermediate frequencies, valve
characteristic data and base connections 230 pages. Hardback £70.65

SERVICING RADIO, AND TV EQUIPMENT
Gordon J. lOng
A very practical book looking at sem conductor characteristics, d c. and signal
tests, fault-finding techniques for audio. video, rt and oscillator stages and their
application to transistor radios and hi-fi. 205 pages 0/P

TRANSISTOR RADIO FAULT FINDING CHART (13P70)
C. E. Miller
Used properly, should enable most common faults to be traced reasonably quickly.
Selecting the appropriate fault description at the head of the than, the reader is
led through a sequence of suggested checla until the fault is cleared.
635r 455erum (approkl

CONSTRUCTION
MOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN P.C.BA (Brat)
R. A. Penfold
Designing or copyirq primed circuit board designs from magazines, including
photographic methods 80 pages. ELM

INTRODUCING TIRP
Collected articles him NV 1963-1965
An introduction to low -power trananss ion, maiding constructional details of
designs by Rev. George 'Dobbs S3RJV for transmitters and transceivers horn Top
Band to 14MHz, and test emIpment ar Tony SttIrth G4FAI Moves. LIM

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS (BP192)
R. A Penfold
The practical and thec ou aspects ,f the :ira its are covered in some detail.
Topics include switched mode pow, supplies, precision regulators, dual tracking
regulators and computer cttntri cc ptvirr supplies, etc 92 pages. OA

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS IBP761
R. A. Penfold
This book gives a number of power supply designs including simple unstabilised
types. fixed voltage regulated types and variable voltage stabilised designs.
91 pages 12.50

PRACTICAL POWER SUPPUES
Collected articles from PW 11741965
Characteristics of baneries, transformers, rectifiers, fuses and heatsinks. plus
designsfora varietycilmainsdriven power supplies. including the PW"Marchwood"
giving a fully stabilised and protected 12V 30A d.c. 48 pages ELM

GRP NOTEBOOK
Demi Done* WIFE
This book deals with the building and operating of a successful GRP station. Lots
of advice is given by the author who has spent yeas as an ardent ORPar. All the
text is easy -to -read and the drawings large and clear. 77 pages. £4.95

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
RAPeedold
Describes, in detail, how to construct some simple and inexpensive, but extremely
useful, pieces of test equipment 104 pages 12.95

50 (FM REID EFFECT TRANSISTOR PROJECTS
F.G.Rayer
50 circuits for the s.w.1., radio amateur, experimenter or audio enthusiast using
lets 104 pages 12.85

ANTENNAS (AERIALS)
AERIAL PROJECTS IBP1451
,ractica designs including active, loop and ferrite antennas plus accessory units.
96 pages 1230

AU. ABOUT CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS (USA)
W. I. Orr WWI & S. D. Cowan MAUL
Theory. design. construction. adjustment and operation of goods, Quads vs Tags
Gain figures. 109 pages £5.50

AU. ABOUT VERTICAL ANTENNAS (USA)
W. I. On WSSAI & S. D. Cowan wax
Theory, design, construction. operation, the secrets of making vertical work
191 pages 17.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO ANTENNA THEORY IBMS)
H. C. Wright
This book deals with the basic concepts relevant to receiving and transmitting
antennas. Lots of diagrams reduce the amount of mathematics evolved.
86 pages £2.15

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING
Wilfred N. Caron
Proper impedance matching of an antenna to a transmission line is of concern to
antenna engineers and to every radio amateur a properly matched antenna as the
termination for a line minimises feed -line losses Power can be fed to such a line
without the need for a matching network at the line input There is no mystique
involved in design mg even the most complex multi -element metworks for broadband
coverage Logical step-by-step procedure is followed in this book to help the radio
amateur with this task 192 pages 111.95

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK (USA)
W. I . Orr WISAI & S. 0. Cowen W2LX
Design,g escon wpstruction, adjustment and installation of h.f. beam antennas.

HF ANTENNAS FOR All LOCATIONS IRSGBI
L A. Mama GUN
Taking a new look at how h f antennas wort, and putting theory into practice.
MO pages. £5.19

'NOVICE ANTENNA NOTEBOOK
Doug Dells** WI RI
Another book from the pen of Wt FB, this time offering 'new ideas for
beginning hams". All the drawings are large end dear end each chapter ends
with a glossary of terms. 130 pages 11.96

OUT OF THIN AIR
Collected Anton,. Articles horn PW 1177-1911
Including such favourites as the ZL Special and '2BCX 16 -element beams for 2m,
and the famous "Slim Jim". designed by Fred Judd G2BCX. Also features systems
for Top Band, medium wave/long wave loop designs and a vhf. direction finding
loop. Plus items on propagation, accessories and antenna design
80 pages f I. 10

PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS - Ethic -dye MF Designs for dm Radio
Amateur. John 0 Hays G3BCQ
Wire antennas offer one of the most cost-effective ways to put out a good signal
on the h.f bands end this practical guide to their construction has something to
interest every amateur on a budget. 100 pages. CM.

SIMPt.E, LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS (USA)
W. I. On MAI St S. D. Cowan WWI
Efficient antennas for Top Band to 2m, including "invisible" antennas for difficult
station locations. 191 pages. 6.75

THE ARIL ANTENNA BOOK (USA)1 HA Edition
A station is only as effective as its antenna r yS18 7 This book covers propagation,
practical constructional details of almost every !von of antenna. test equipment
and formulas and programs for beam heading calculations £1295

THE Mill ANTENNA COMPENDIUM (USA)
Volume One
Fascinating and hitherto unputAished motional. Among the topics discussed are
quads and loops. log period ic arrays. beam and multi -band antennas, verticals and
reduced size antennas. 175 pages. ille

WINES & WAVES
Colseled Assam Articles NKR PM
Antenna and propagation Meat incluthim Tag' design data. Preaical
designs for entwines front medium WIN to miaowaves, plus accessories such
as a.t.u.s, s.w.r. and power eaten and a noise bridge. Dealing with TVI
160 pages. Oa

WIFE'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK
Doug INMAN WIFB
This book provides lots of designs, in simple and easy to reed terms, for simple
wire and tubing antennas. NI drawings are large end clear making construction
much easier, 124 pages. 01.115

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS (BP1201
E. M. Noll
How to build 25 simple end inexpensive aerials. from a simple dipole through
beam end triangle designs to a mini -rhombic. Dimensions for specific spot
frequencies including the WARC bends. 80 Pages LISS

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS IBP1311
E. M. Noll
Designs for coupe who live in flats or have no gardens. etc., giving surprisingly
good results considering their limited dimensions. 64 pages. f1.75

ZS SIMPLE SNORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS (BPI32)
E. M. Noll
Designs to 25 different aerials, from a simple dipole through helical designs to
a multi -band umbrella. 849 pages. RIM

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL ANO MW BAND AERIALS (BP145)
E M. Noll
Simple and inexpensive aerials for the broadcast bends horn medium wave to
49m 64 pages f1.75

THE RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK
William I. On WIISAI Si Wart D. Cowen VIELY
Yagi. quad. quagi.1-p, venial, horizontal and "slope r- antennas are all covered.
Also towers. grounds and rotators. /90 pages. MR

COMPUTING
AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS (11P1771
RA. Pealold
Details of venous types of modem and their applications, pals how to interconnect
computers, modems and the telephone system. Also networking systems and
RM. 96 pages. DM

AN IIIMI0OUCTON TO COMPUTER PERIPHERALS (BMA)
J. W. Penfold
Covers a wide range of computer peripherals such es monitors, printers. disk
drives, cassette recorders, moderns. etc., explaining what they are, how to use
them and the various types of standards 8,0 pages. MN

MICROPROCESSING SYSTEMS AND ciacurre (B177)
Elements of Electronics Bosh 4
F. A. Moon
A comprehensive guide to the elements of mcroprocessing systems, which em
becoming ever more invoived in radio sysiterns and equipment
256 pages. 0/P

MORSE
INTRODUCING MORSE
Collected Articles from PV/ 1142-11115
Ways of learning the Morse Code. followed by coristructionel details of swingy
of keys including Iambic, Triarnbic, end an Electronic Bug with a 526 -bit memory.
48 pages. 1125

THE MORSE CODE FOR RADIO AMATEURS IAMB)
Margaret Mills G3ACC
A guide to learning to send and receive Morse code signals up to the 12 wp.m.
required for the radio meteor aspiring to a Class A licence heving passed the RAE.
19 pages. CUB

THE SECRET OF LEARNING MORSE CODE
Mork Francis
Designed to make you artificers in Morse code M the shortest possible time. this
book points out many of the pitfalls that beset the student.
87 pages. 14.95
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Receivers

B.F.O. KITS, resolves single -side band on almost any
radio, £14.95. Also Steepletone FM/AIR/MW E9.95.
CORRIGAN RADIOWATCH, 7 York Street, Ayr KA8 8AR.

250MHz SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
Connect this unit to convert almost any
oscilloscope into RF Spectrum Analyser. 400kHz
to 250MHz, Variable scan widths 70dB range.
£150. SAE for details.
WATERBEACH ELECTRONICS

34 Providence Way, Waterbeach,
Cambridge. CB5 9QJ

G3LU. for ICOM & YAESU - BUT Holidays? Phone
first! Also CW Filters FT101ZD, 902, 707 & 102 £40 P.P. -
Valves & Mod kits 101E etc. - P.X. Commission sales.
HOLDINGS AMATEUR ELECTRONICS, 45 Johnson Street,
Blackburn BB2 1EF. Tel: (02541 59595.

RECEIVERS EX-M.O.D. 1-20MHz with lead and man-
ual 160.00, oscilloscopes EX-M.O.D. double beam with
lead and manual E60.00, A 41 VHF PXRH back -pack set:
£80.00, Bradley Electronic Multimeters 145.00, new Lark-
spur Morse Keys £12.00. Also large selection of war &
post war radio/instalation manuals. All prices include
P&P. Tel: Wolverhampton 20315.

Wanted

YAESU FV1012 or FV901DM Phone (02021 886187.

WANTED VALVES ESP. KT88, KT88, PX4, PX25,
Klystrons, Magnetrons, Transistors, I.C.s, Plugs, Sockets.
If possible send written list - we reply same day. Cash
welting. BILLINGTON VALVES, 39 Highlands Road,
Horsham RH13 5LS. Callers please phone for
appointment. Tel. 104031 210729. Fax: (04031 40214.
Telex: 87271.

SURPLUS ELECTRONICS COMPONENTS, test geer,
computers amateur, bought for cash, (0425) 274274

COPY of '8.8.C. ENGINEERING HISTORY 1922-
1972'. Author: PAWLEY. Published 1972. Reply to
Box No. 20, PW Publishing Ltd., Enefco House, The Quay,
POOLE, Dorset BH15 1PP.

C
Whilst prices of goods
shown in advertisements
are correct at the time of
going to press, readers
are advised to check
with the advertiser both
prices and availability of
goods before ordering
from non -current issues
of the magazine

Service Sheets

ACCESS TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICES (PW) VISA
MASTERCARD 76 Church St., Larkhall, Lanarkshire ML9 1HE EUROCARD

Immediate quotes - Phone 0698 884585 Mon -Fri 9-5, 0698 883334 any other time
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH OF ALL Phone Orders by ACCESS, VISA etc. or to Listed Customer*

WORLD'S LARGEST COLLECTION OF SERVICE MANUALS ... from E3.50 to E50 Most unobtainable elsewhere
Every issued FULL SIZE ERVICE SHEET in stock; CTVs or Combinations E3.50/Singles 12.50 Plus :SAE

LSAE for any Quotation, plus huge FREE Catalogue, STREE Review, Pricelists, etc.
For E3 ... Comprehensive Sercie Manuals & Sheets Catalogues PLUS 1989 Chassis Guide & £4 Vouchers

Spectrum Repair & Service Guide £5.00. Video Recorders Service Gude 3rd Ed £20.00
Giant Collection of 10 Huge Binders covering all main CTIfs to end 1989, (FREE Updating) £285

es SERVICE MANUALS NSA

Available for most Video Recorders, Colour & Mono
Televisions, Cameras. Test Equipment. Amateur Radio,

Vintage Valve Wireless, Any Audio, Music Systems,
Computers, Kitchen Appliances etc.

Equipment from the 1930s to the present and beyond.
Over 100 000 models stocked, orignals and photostats.
FREE catalogue Repair and Data Guides with all orders.

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (P1Pill,
8 CHERRY TREE ROAD, CHINNOR, OXON, 0X9 4QY

Tel:10844151698 Fax: 10844) 52554

Valves

VALVES FOR AUDIO, INDUSTRY, Receiving &
Transmitting. Rare and obsolete types a speciality) Spe-
cial prices for wholesale quantities. Orders from Gvt.
Depts., PLCs, overseas etc. welcome. Also CRT, IC,
Klystrons, Magnetrons, Transistors, USA valves etc.
RETAIL: Minimum order £20: Phone or Fax for immediate
quote. Discounts for quantity. Phone (04031210729 Fax
(0403) 40214. Min order £20. Visa and Access accepted.
BILLINGTON VALVES,39 Highlands Rd, Horsham, Sussex
RH13 5LS. (callers by appt only). Office hours Mon -Fri
9am-5.30pm.

Antennas

VERSATOWER P60, with KR600 Rotator, Lowless coax,
all wire ropes. Repaired storm damage - only 2 years old.
Antenna components. £835.00 Ring (0387182354 (Devon).

PORTABLE SECTIONAL ALUMINIUM MASTS 42ft X
tins C/W all fixings in canvass bag £135. Horsham (0403)
722444 evenings.

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100, R210, HRO, E4
each. Circuits only 150 pence, plus SAE, lists thousands.
BENTLEY, 27 De Vere Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3EB.
Phone 081-554 6631.

Components

QUARTZ CRYSTALS and FILTERS
Large numbers of standard frequencies in stock for amateur,
C8, professional and industnal applications.
Stock crystals 13.513 each (inc. VAT and UK post).
Any frequency or type made-to-order from £6.50.
Phone or SAE for lists.

GOLLEDGE ELECTRONICS
Merriott, Somerset, TA16 5NS

Tel: (0460) 13118

J. A. B. The new name in Mail Order. Electronic and
R. F. Components, with an evening telephone service.
Catalogue 50p (Refunded on first order) from:- JAB 76
Wensleydale Road Greatbarr, Birmingham B42 1PL.

JAPANESE TRANSMITTING TUBES and transistors
for broadcasting, communication and industrial use.
Please make enquiry by fax 816-338-3381. Tsutom
Yoshihara, 1-105, Deguchi-cho 34 Suits- Shi, OSAKA
564, Japan

TOROIDAL CORES, FERRITE BEADS, send 50p for
catalogue to: FERROMAGNETICS PO Box 577 Mold,
Clwyd, N. Wales CH7 1AH.

ORDER FORM PLEAS
Please insert this advertisement in the next
I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £
(Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to

E WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
available issue of Practical Wireless for insertion/s.
42p per word, please add 15% VAT to total). Rates and Postal Address at top of page.
Practical Wireless/.

Name

Address

CATEGORY HEADING
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Computer Soft/w & Hard/w Veteran & Vintage Miscellaneous

COMMODORE COMPUTERS (+4, C16, 64, 128).
"MICROCOM" cw/rtty tx/rx with superb Morse tutor.
"TURBO LOG" ultimate high speed station log.
"MICROCOM INTERFACE" ready built. S.A.E. to:- Moray
Micro Computing, Enzie Slackhead, Buckie, Moray, AB5
2BR. (Tel. 0542 73841.

IBM/COMPATIBLE SHAREWARE CATALOGUE,
7000+ files, wordprocessors, spreadsheets, communica-
tions, Ham & games. Send £1.50 or 2 disks & return
postage. AK SHAREWARE, 54 Sheldrake Road, Christ-
church, Dorset BH23 4BP.

Call Marcia Brogan
on (0202) 676033

for all your
advertising queries

Educational

COURSE FOR CITY & GUILDS, Radio Amateurs
Examination. Passthis important examination and obtain
your licence, with an RRC Home Study Course. For details
of this and other courses (GCSE, Career and professional
examinations, etc.) write or phone: THE RAPID RESULTS
COLLEGE, Dept. JX101, Tuition House, London SW19
4DS. Tel. 081-947 7272 (9am-5pm) or use our 24hr
Recordacall Service- 081-946 1102 quoting JX101.

ELECTRONICS WORKSHOP Repairs, rebuilds, modifi-
cations, advice. Specialists in valve equipment. See also
PAYL School.Green, G1NAK Chylean, Tintagel, Cornwall.
Tel: (08401 212262.

R.A.E. PAY AS YOU LEARN Correspondence. £2 per
lesson includes tuition. See also Electronics Workshop.
Green, C. Eng., M.I.E.E. Chylean, Tintagel, Cornwall. Tel:
(08401 212262

BRUNEL COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY, Bristol. Radio
Amateurs Courses. Theory on Monday evenings com-
mencing 10th September. Morse on Tuesday evenings
commencing 11th September. Useof clubfacilities)G5FS).
Enrolment 4th or 5th September. For details contact
David Heald GOKJI. Tel: (02721 241241 Ext. 2190.

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS BOOK LISTING. Published
regularly containing 100s of out of print, old and
collectable wireless and T.V. books, magazines etc. Send
two first class stams for next copy or £1.50 for next 4
issues. WANTED, Pre -1960 wireless books, magazines,
catalogues, any printed material or Ephemra relating to
wireless. CHEVET BOOKS, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool,
Lancashire FY1 2EU. Tel: (02531 751858

TRADER SERVICE SHEETS 50p Each

1303 ALGA 202 8 333 317/T165 Gamut 944
1398 Philco A3659U 927/1137 Alba 1744
1394 Philips GSSU SW Roberts R77
1395 Ultra FM 950 337/T146 Pye
1391 Censor 579 8 575 335/1145 Alba T909
13/03 Persil° PA. 5 Ka Marconiphone 173 D973
1388 Ferguson 388A 334 Bush V.H f 60 end R.G. 66
1383 H.M.V. 1372 an Bush VH61 A.MJT.M.
1380 Masteredm 0160 receiver
1278 Coss°, 571 305 Ever Reedy "Sky Princess'
1377 Murphy 4362 311 Regemone 'Double Too"
1371 Regemone 99F1A 3313/1142 DECCA D.M.3/C
1369 ViDor Cn 439 32WT140 Ferranti T1001. 11032
1368 Philco A3712 321/7138 Philcornanc Tuner
1338 P.A.M. 716 300/T15 H.M.V. 1840 terms
1336 G.E.C. B.C. 5645 316/T/169 Pilot T.V. 117 & T.V. Ill
1331 Pilot B.M. 109 392/T167 Ekco T.P. 338
1329 Philco A.3610 79/7162 Pye C.T.M. 21F
1328 Ferguson 305T 376/T161 Philco A19E2M
135 Murphy Be 728 339/T147 Ferguson 315T 8 31 77
1324/1139 Dossor 917 333/T144 Regemone Trill
1393/7165 Invicte 137 3212/T143 Peto Scott T.V. 1772

Others available, send large .a.e.

Make cheques payable to: FIRM Ltd.

BOX No. 21. PW Publishing Ltd, Enefco House,
The Quay, Poole, Dorset 131.115 1PP.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS
Would intending and existing advertisers
please note that Practical Wireless has
an editorial policy not to accept
advertising for surveillance and 'bugging'
transmitting and receiving equipment, or
any other equipment which cannot
legitimately be used within the U.K.

Recruitment

If [1MHz a 5_ light] then b
(where a = your skill and b = efficiency of our service)

We are the specialist agency for Engineers working from 1MHz to light! If you are seeking design
or test, permanent or contract, home or overseas, then consult the experts in the field. We have
hundreds of top positions with companies working on RF mobile comms, opto, space, mm -wave
& microwave projects.
Please contact our consultant Simon Luttrell MSc today.

RF & Microwave

160 Bellingdon Road, Chesham,
Buckinghamshire HP5 2HF

Tel: 0494 773918

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
AH Supplies
ARE Communications
Aerial Techniques
Amateur Radio Communications
Arrow

10,171
18
18
12

Learlexct7giq"
Maplin Electronics
Merlin Systems

32
9

Cover iv
31

J 32 North Wakefield Rally 37
ert; rst Electronics 62

Photo Accoustics 11
Capco 37
Castle Electronics 17 Qualitas Radio 44
Centre of England Rally 59 Quartslab 37
Characteristics 37
Cirkit 44 RAS Nottingham 59
Colomor 52 RN Electronics 17

RSGB 64
Datong 62 RST Valve 32
Dewsbury 57 Radio Shack 72
Dressler Communications 25 Randam Electronics 32

Raycom 47
ERA. 52
Elliott Electronics 52 Short Wave Magazine 31

Siskin 44
FJP Kits 67 SEM 52

SRW Communications 59
Garex 59 South Midlands Communications Cover ii,4, 5, 6,

Stephens James 64
Howes, CM 59 Syon Trading 64

ICS I ntertext 64 Tandy 7
Icom (UK) 2, 3. Cover iii Technical Software 18

KW Communications 38 Ward Reg & Co 32
Waters & Stanton 8

Lake Electronics 18

G2VF LOOP ANTENNAS COMPLETE WITH ATU FOR H.F. HAM RADIO BAND
TRANSMISSION ISWR One to One 40, 15 and 10 and One Point Five to One 80
end 291AND SWLLAND LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE BANDS FOR BCL.s. Loops
21 inches square or triangle No special skills regurred Drcuits, Pans Lists
with sources of supply assembly/data HIGH FROUENCY LOOP 80to It Metres
ES LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE LOOP for BCLs El LONG WAVE MEDIUM
WAVE AND SHORT WAVE LOOP 150010 10 Metres FOR THE BCB AND SWLE8.
SHORT WAVE ATU FOR LOOP OR LONG WIRE ANTENNA Et SHORT WAVE
ATU BUILT IN PRE AMP FOR LOOP OR LONG WIRE Pre arnp LW. MW and
SWave f2 MW LOOP with pre amp ATU E3 PRE AMP FOR 02W HE Loop or
ATU M. SAE details All projects DIY Metal Oetector £2 Phot oCopy HRO
manual fl E.G. Rylands,39 Parkside Avenue. Millbrook, Southampton 001 9AF
Tel 107031775064.

HEATHKIT U.K. Spares and Service Centre. Cedar
Electronics Unit 12, Station Drive, Bredon, Tewkesbury,
Glos. Tel: (0684) 73127.

SEND FAX USING YOUR
SPECTRUM

JOIN THE GROWING GROUP OF FAX USERS. SEND AND
RECEIVE FAX. USING YOUR SPECTRUM.

ALL THE BENETITS OF OUR VERY POPULAR RECEIVE ONLY
PROGRAM, AND THE ABILITY TO TRANSMIT AS WELL,.

INTERFACE INCLUDES AUTO PTT, TONE GENERATOR AND
DRUM SPEED GENERATOR,

SEND PREPARED DISPLAYS (SCREENS) OR JUST TYPE IN YOUR
MESSAGE AND SEND IT.

COMPATIBLE WITH EXISTING FAX MACHINES.

PROGRAM ONLY £15.00
SUPPLIED ON TAPE. ADD £3 + 3 DISC

INTERFACE £48
A 'TRADE IN' ALLOWANCE OF £18 IS OFFERED AGAINST YOUR

RECEIVE ONLY SYSTEM.
SEND LARGE SAE FOR FULL DETAILS & PRODUCT LIST.

VISA

ELECTROilICS LSO.
Unit 45, Sleadovemill Estate, Dixon Street,

Kidderminster D1(10 IHH Tel: 105621753893 MI

For Sale

USED SCOPES, SIG. GENE, METERS, P.S.Us. Many
bargains in our walk -round store. COOKE
INTERNATIONAL. Tel: (0243) 545111.

F.M. Transceiver £160.
Kenwood AT230 ATU, Power Meter £100. Kantronics
KAM all mode TNC £160. Tel: 10246) 475551 after 6pm.

QUANTITY OF ELECTRONIC TEST and measuring
equipment including DVMS, SIG Genorators, AC and DC
voltage caibrators, Timer/Counters all in first class
condition boxed 1 AVO Model 8 MK6 and 3 Black Star
Appollo 10 Timer/Counters £150 each. Tel: (Penkridge,
STAFFS) (07851 712983.

WOODEN CALL SIGNS Made to order from £7.50 for
details G4HQK Q -T -H -R. 081-590 0974.

ELECTRONIC K EVER - PEK1. Built and tested PCB
Module. Only £22 (inclusive). For full specification send
SAE to PROELECTRON, 35 Cromwell Road, Cheltenham,
GL52 5DN.

TRANSCEIVER VOX circuit. Simply connect between
microphone and transciever. Send SAE for details (state
make/model of transceiver). PROELECTRON, 35 Cromwell
Road, Cheltenham, GL52, GL52 5DN.

YAESU FRG -7000 RECEIVER 0.25-30MHz. Very good
condition. Bx. Manual. Owned from new. £150 (0635)
200865.

RCS VARIABLE VOLTAGE D.C. BENCH POWER SUPPLY
Ito 24 volts up to halt amp 1 to 20 volts unto 1 amp. Ito 16 volts up to 1 1/2 amps.
D.C. Fully stabilised. Twin panel meters or instant voltage a -h current readings.
Overload protection.

Fully variable.
Operates from 240V A C

E42
Ind VAT 
PosiL2

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
Ell 337 Whitehorse Road. Croydon SURREY, U.K.

Tel:081-6841665
List, Ler! e S.A.E.Whys 7 de a Callers Welcome Closed Wednesda

NSA

144 MHz to 2500MHz Cavity Wavemeter.

One Wavemeter to cover the VHF/UHF Bands
I 44MHz to over 2500MHz. Don't get caught

without one.
Write to: P. Sergent G4ONF,
6 Gurney Close,
Costessey , Norwich ,
Tel: (0603) 747782
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YOUR LOCAL DEALERS
SOUTH WALES

ELECTRO MART
Receivers, Scanners, Howes, ERA, CB, Marine

rado etc, part exchange welcome.

96 High St, Ctydach,
Swansea

Tel: 0792 842135

HERNE BAY 0
ICOM

ICOM (UK) LIMITED
The Official Icom Importer

Unit 8, Sea Street
Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD

Tel: 0227 369464
Fax 0227 360 155

Open Mon -Sat 9-5.36
(Lunch 1-200 pm)

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Photo -Acoustics Ltd.
Approved Kenwood, Yaesu and

Icom dealer (part exchange
always welcome)

58 High Street, Newport Pagnell,
Buckinghamshire MK16 8A0

Tel: 0908 610625
(Tues-Fe 9:33-5:30, Set 9:35-4:301

Closed Mondays

EAST YORKSHIRE

"Characteristics"
FOR YOUR AMATEUR RADIO AND CB

REQUIREMENTS
GOOD PRICES GIVEN FOR YOUR SURPLUS

EQUIPMENT
OPEN SUNDAY

44, Hilderthorpe Road
Bridlington
Y015 3BGEll Telephone

0262 673635

ASHTON-U-LYNE MAIL ORDER
AND RETAIL

PROCOM\Electronics

ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS
Specialising in Electronic Componerns

and Surplus
13 Clarence Arcade,
Stamford street
Asktoe-u-Lyre
Lancashire
Olb 7PT

Open

Mon to Sat

Tel: 061 303 7712

SOUTHAMPTON

South Midlands
Communications
Official Yaesu Importer

S.M. House, School Close,
Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate,

Eastieigh Hants SO5 3BY.
Tel: 0703 255111

SOUTH WALES REtAIL
:Or

A.C.S. SYSTEMS
PACKET RADIO: ST-PC-AMIGA COMPUTERS

AMATEUR SOFTWARE FOR MOST
COMPUTERS

SATELLITE TELEVISION SYSTEMS

NS 11131 FMUA1A COMINKATOS
CLNAUL TERRACE. MOUNTAIN ASH. MIO MAMORGAN

sOUTN WALES. 66 END. TEL 0143 4769) SAE

CALIOAS BY APROINTMOff Salm Moe -Set LIST

SOUTH YORKSHIRE

Electronic Supplies

NEW COMPONENTS KITS TRANSISTORS (IC
AND SURPLUS EQUIPMENT MAIL ORDER

CATALOGUE SEND CUIPO FOR £1.50
913 Rewrnsrsh Mill
Pedisete
Rotherham
South torts
562 6E5

Open Su Days
Mon to Set

Phone 107091 527109

r"131.0.1

STOCKPORT

NCS FACILITIES LTD

GENUINE NEW, USED
SPARES & CRYSTALS
SECONDHAND RIGS
HAND HELDS
FOR SALE/HIRE
PMR BAND III 8 MARINE
PART -EX WELCOME

croLome Coon
041. SUM

*an.
Sodom 63 FM

N

Mail Order
and

Retell

ova
MCC to Fn

Telephone: 061 429 6332
Fax: 061 480 0509

PORTSMOUTH

Nevada
Communications
Importers of the Nevada

range of 934MHz equipment
189, London Road,

North End, Portsmouth,
Hants, P02 9AE
Tel: 0705 662145

WEST SUSSEX
I/All ()RN R Ir31

AR

BREDHURST
ELECTRONICS LTD.

mdIr

High St, Handcross, West Sussex
Tel: (0444) 400786

Srtutded et the Sovthem end of
MD. Eery access to M25 and

Scut Landon. YAESU
oven Mar! n Sarn-Spnt

except Wed Sam -12_336o (?c (Dm
Sat 1 Oetnipm

DERBYSHIRE

RILEY'S T.V. SERVICES LTD.
SUPPLIERS OF:-

SCANNERS - C.B. 27-934 MHZ -
AERIALS - TEST METERS - TOOLS -

TELEPHONES KITS AND CABLES

125 LANGWITH ROAD
HILLSTOWN

CHESTERFIELD S44 9SP
PHONE 0246 826578

CLOSED WEDNESDAY

DEVON

Reg. Ward & Co. Ltd.
The South -West's largest amateur
radio stockist Approved dealer for

Kenwood, Yaesu and loom

1 Western Parade,
West Street, Axminster,

Devon, EX13 5NY
Tel: 0297 34918

(Closed 1 00-2:00 and all day Monday)

YORKSHIRE YAM
?COM

Kenwood

Alan Hooker
Radio Communications

42, Netherhalt Road, Doncaster.
Tel: 0302 325690

Open Mon -Sat 10-5pm
Closed Thursdays

TO FILL THIS SPACE CALL:

0202 676033
PLEASE MENTION

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
WHEN REPLYING TO

ADVERTISEMENTS

HFIVHF/UHF RECEIVERS FROM RADIO SHACK
IC -R1 £399
IC -R100 £499
IC -R72 £645
IC -R7000 £895
IC -R9000 £3995
FRG -8800 £639
FRG -9600 £495

AR -800E
AR -900E
AR -950E
AR -1000
AR -2002
AR -3000
R-535

RECEIVING and TRANSMITTING
Equipment by

ICOM, KENWOOD, YAESU, JUPITER, FAIRMATE and all LEADING
MANUFACTURERS. COMPUTERS by TANDON, PHILIPS,

CAMBRIDGE, TANDY and OTHERS, ALL SOFTWARE.

£169 HF-225 £425
£199 R-5000 £875
£249 PRO -38 £99
£249 PRO -34 £199
£487 PRO -2005 £299
£765 HP -100E £249
£249 BC-200XLT £229

MAIL ORDER & EXPORT
A PLEASURE

73s - Terry G3STS
COME AND GET

A BARGAIN!
a

Access

/Milk
.....

RADIO SHACK LTD 188 BROADHURST GARDENS,
LONDON NW6 3AY

(Just around the corner from West Hampstead Station on the Jubilee Line)
Giro Account No. 588 7151 Fax: 071-328 5066 Telephone: 071-624 7174
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0
ICOM

ICOM are proud to introduce the IC -R72
Communications Base Receiver to complement
the IC -R100 Mobile and IC-R1Handheld receivers
giving the enthusiastic listener a full choice.

POWER

TIMER

=MI

NB

PHONES

SIGNAL

3 5 7 9

ICOM

SSB

AF GAIN

USB

I_I IEII is n SE L
I I. I LI LI

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER IC-R72

AWN CW/N

SQUELCH

-111f--i - -

AOC PREAMP 10c1B -NTT -20,113 CLOCK

FM

SPCH MHz kHz

II
MODE SET DIMMER

MEMO

n n
ULTI-FUNCTION DISPLAY.

BUSY TUNE

TWIN CPU CONTROL

I mos
MEMO P.VFO VFO/MEMO

LOCK

M -CL MW

DIRECT KEY ENTRY

1 2

1E111

SCAN

4 6

MIN
6 SEL

7 8-
0

a
11.

CE

MIN

Mch

ENT

MEMORY -CH

DOWN UP

Features:
 Direct Frequency

entry
 99 Memory

Channels
 Built-in clock

and timer
 AC/DC operation
 Noise Blanker
 Pre -amp and

Attenuator
 ICOM's DDS system

(direct digital
synthesiser)

IC -R72 Communications Receiver
ICOM's communication receivers have a reputation for
reliability and quality. Building on this reputation the IC -R72
HF receiver is one of a new line of wideband receivers to
satisfy listeners everywhere.
This compact receiver has continuous coverage from 100kHz
- 30MHz, in SSB, AM and CW modes. An optional U I -8 adds
FM reception. The easy to operate IC -R72 is superb for
beginners or experienced DX'ers alike and is equipped with
a variety of functions.
The IC -R72 boasts a unique internal storage battery which
provides approx. one hours operation when an external
supply is not available, making it ideal for portable use or
during power failures. The IC -R72 joins ICOM's current line of
quality receivers. For a free brochure on this or any other ICOM
Amateur Radio product contact your local authorised ICOM
dealer or ICOM (UK) Ltd.

kern (1110 Ltd
Dept. PW, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD. Tel: 0227 741741. Fax: 0227 360155.
visa a Mastercards: Telephone orders taken by mail order, instant credit &
interest -free HP. Despatch on same day whenever possible.

VISA Irtt
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